
HAZEMAT’ BINDER



MAKING A HAZARDOUS WASTE AUDIT
1) DETERMINE VISIT SOURCES WHERE IS

WASTE COMING FROM?

FOLLOW ALL MOVEMENTS OF HAZARDOUS
MATERIALS (cOULD BECOME HAZARDOUS
WASTES BY .SPILLS, LEAKAGE, ACCIDENTS).

VISIT LOCATIONS OF POTENTIAL
HAZARDOUS WASTES.

4) EXAMINE PRESENT:
FORMS & RECORDS
MANNER OF DISPOSITION OF WASTES
APPROVAL REQUIREMENTS (WHO

CAN ORDER WHAT?)

TRAINING
EMERGENCY & CONTINGENCY PLAN





LEVELS OF ACTION FOR
WASTE REDUCTION

1) IMPROVE EXISTING FACILITIES
(EXAMPLE REDUCE LEAKS U..C. SAVING
$700,000/YEAR: DOW $2 " 10/YEAR)

INSTALL RECOVERY OR RECYCLE SYSTEMS
(EXAMPLE 3M- RECLAIMED SOLVENTS FOR
FUEL: SEND SOLVENT LADEN AIR TO BOILER
COST $300K, SAVE $241K/YEAR)

REPLACE THE WASTE GENERATOR PROCESS
WITH ONE THAT GENERATES LESS OR NO
WASTE.
(EXAMPLE 3M WENT TO WATER BASE COATING
CARRIER)
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SECTION 47

DETERMINING AND MEETING TRAINING NEEDS

PERSONNEL TRAINING

MINIMUM REQUIREMENTS

RESPOND EFFECTIVELY TO EMERGENCIES
EMERGENCY PROCEDURES
EMERGENCY EQUIPMENT

EMERGENCY SYSTEMS

Transparency A-1

TRAIN I NG NEEDS ASSESSMENT
WHO WILL BE PERFORMING TASK

WHAT ARE MAJOR DUTIES
WHAT TASKS MAKE UP JOB

HOW ARE TASKS ACCOMPLISHED
WHAT ARE WORK ELEMENTS OF TASK

UNDER WHAT CONDITIONS MUST TASK BE PERFORMED

WHAT TOOLS ARE NEEDED TO PERFORM TASKS

WHAT STARTS AND STOPS EACH-TASK

WHAT IS STANDARD OF PROFICIENCY FOR TASK

Transparency 4A-2

SPECIFIC TRAINING ITEMS

KEY PARAMETERS FOR AUTOMATIC WASTE FEED CUT-OFF YSTEMS
COMMUNICATIONS OR ALARM SYSTEMS

RESPONSE TO FIRE OR EXPLOSIONS
RESPONSE TO GROUND-WATER CONTAMINATION INCIDENTS

SHUTDOWN OF OPERATIONS
16





ANNUAL REVIEW OF TRAINING

FACILITY PERSONNEL MUST TAKE PART IN AN ANNUAL REVIEW OF
INITIAL TRAINING

Transparency 4A-4

TRAINING TIMETABLE
FACILITY PERSONNEL MUST COMPLETE TRAINING

WITHIN SIX MONTHS AFTER EFFECTIVE DATE OF REGULATIONS
OR
SlX MONTHS AFTER DATE OF THEIR EMPLOYMENT OR ASSIGN-

MENT TO A FACILITY OR NEW POSITION AT FACILITY
EMPLOYEES HIRED AFTER EFFECTIVE DATE MAY NOT WORK
UNSUPERVISED UNTIL TRAINED

Transparency 4A-5

DOCUMENTS AND RECORDS
1. JOB TITLE FOR EACH POSITION AT FACILITY RELATED TO HAZARDOUS

WASTE MANAGEMENT AND NAME OF EMPLOYEE FILLING JOB
2. WRITTEN JOB DESCRIPTIONS

REQUISITE SKILL, EDUCATION OR OTHER QUALIFICATI S
DUTIES OF PERSONNEL

3. WRITTEN DESCRIPTION OF AMOUNT AND TYPE OF INTRODUCTORY AND
CONTINUOUS TRAINING TO BE GIVEN

4. DOCUMENTATION THAT TRAINING OR JOB EXPERIENCE HAS BEEN
COMPLETED





TRAINING RECORD RETENTION

CURRENT FACILITY
PERSONNEL CLOSURE

FORMER
PERSONNEL

THREE YEARS FROM DATE
LAST WORKED

(RECORDS MAY BE TRANSFERRED WITH PERSONNEL V!ITHIN SAME

FACILITY)

Transparency 4A-7

INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTIVES

USE SPECIFIC ACTION -ORIENTED LANGUAGE

"THE EMPLOYEE WILL BE ABLE TO DESCRIBE HOW A RESPIRATOR

WORKS AND WHEN IT SHOULD BE USED,"

Transparency 4A-8

TRAINING RESPONSE AND FEEDBACK.

INTERNAL EVALUATION: DETERMINE IF INSTRUCTIONAL DEVELOPMENT

ACCOMPLISHED GOALS

EXTERNAL EVALUATION: DETERMINE IF ATTENDEES CAN PERFORM JOB

TO STANDARD

Transparency A-9
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PREPAREDNESS AND PREVENTION REQUIRED EQUIPMENT

INTERNAL COMMUNICATIONS OR ALARM SYSTEM (VOICE OR SIGNAL)

DEVICE TO SUMMONS EMERGENCY ASSISTANCE FROM EMERGENCY
RESPONSE TEAMS
PORTABLE FIRE EXTINGUISHERS, FIRE CONTROL EQUIPMENT,

DECONTAMINATION EQUIPMENT

WATER AT VOLUME AND PRESSURE TO SUPPLY HOSE STREAMS,

FOAM EQUIPMENT, SPRINKLERS OR WATER SPRAY EQUIPMENT

Transparency 4A-IO

TESTING AND MAINTENANCE OF EQUIPMENT

TEST AND MAINTAIN AS NECESSARY TO ASSURE PROPER OPERATION
FACILITY COMMUNICATIONS OR ALARM SYSTEMS
FIRE PROTECTION EQUIPMENT

SPILL CONTROL EQUIPMENT

DECONTAMINATION EQUIPMENT

AISLE SPACE

Transparency 4A-If

AISLE SPACE ADEQUATE FOR UNOBSTRUCTED MOVEMENT OF
PERSONNEL
FIRE PROTECTION EQUIPMENT

SPILL CONTROL EQUIPMENT

DECONTAMINATION EQUIPMENT

TO ANY AREA IN AN EMERGENCY
Transparency 4A-12





SECTION T--r-Is-te-Exchanges

WASTE EXCHANGE CONSIDERATIONS

TECHNICAL FEASIBILITY: Match of properties of
waste stream to need.

ECONOMIC FEASIBILITY: Balance savings in DISPOSAL
costs and RAW materials
costs vs. administration,
transport, and extra
processing costs of the
exchange.

INSTITUTIONAL AND MARKETING FEASIBILITY:
Guarantee of supply and
anonymity, need for mutual
confidence among generator,
user and transfer agent.

LEGAL AND REGULATORY: Must be allowed by law
and be unlikely to lead to
liability suits.
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SECTION

EMERGENCY AND CONTINGENCY PLANS

CONTENT OF CONTINGENCY PLAN

ACTIONS NECESSARY FOR .51 AND .56 AND FOR FIRES,

EXPLOSIONS, OR UNPLANNED RELEASES
SPCC PLAN OR OTHER EMERGENCY OR CONTINGENCY PLAN MAY
FORM THE BASIS
ARRAGNEMENTS AGREED TO BY LOCAL POLICE, FIRE, HOSPITALS,

CONTRACTORS, STATE AND LOCAL EMERGENCY RESPONSE TEAMS

NAMES, ADDRESSES AND PHONE NUMBERS (0 & H) OF ALL
QUALIFIED AS EMERGENCY COORDINATORS (PRIMARY AND ORDER

OF RESPONSIBILITY)

EMERGENCY EQUIPMENT AT FACILITY
EVACUATION PLAN

Transparency 9A-1

EMERGENCY EQUIPMENT POSSIBLY NEEDED
FIRE EXTINGUISHING SYSTEMS
SPILL CONTROL EQUIPMENT

COMMUNICATIONS AND ALARM SYSTEMS
INTERNAL
EXTERNAL

DECONTAMINATION EQUIPMENT

LOCATION AND PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION OF EACH ITEM AND OUTLINE

OF ITS CAPABILITIES NEEDED

Transparency 9A-2
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COPIES OF CONTINGENCY PLAN

MAINTAINED AT FACILITY
SUBMITTED TO LOCAL POLICE, FIRE, HOSPITALS, STATE AND

LOCAL EMERGENCY RESPONSE TEAMS

Transparency 9A-3

CONTINGENCY PLAN AFENDMENT
REGULATIONS REVISED
PLAN FAILS IN AN EMERGENCY
FACILITY CHANGES THAT INCREASE POTENTIAL OR CHANGE

RESPONSE
DESIGN
CONSTRUCTION
OPERATIONS
MAINTENANCE
OTHER

EMERGENCY COORDINATORS CHANGE

EMERGENCY EQUIPMENT CHANGES

Transparency 9A-4





EMERGENCY COORDINATOR
ONE PERSON ON PREMISES OR ON CALL AT ALL TIMES WITH

RESPONSIBILITY FOR COORDINATING EMERGENCY RESPONSE

MEASURES
QUALIFICATIONS OF COORDINATOR

FAMILIAR WITH ALL ASPECTS OF PLAN

OPERATIONS ANDACTIVITIES
LOCATION AND CHARACTERISTICS OF WASTE

LOCATION OF ALL RECORDS WITHIN FACILITY

FACILITY LAYOUT
AUTHORITY TO COMMIT RESOURCES

Transparency 9A-5





TRANSPORTER REQUIREMENTS, LIABILITY AND INSURANCE

A TRANSPORTER MUST NOT TRANSPORT HAZARDOUS WASTES WITHOUT

HAVING RECEIVED AN EPA IDENTIFICATION NUMBER. GET A COPY

OF THEIR CERTIFICATE.

A TRANSPORTER WHO STORES MANIFESTED SHIPMENTS OF HAZARDOUS

WASTE IN CONTAINERS MEETING THE REQUIREMENTS OF 262.30 AT A TRANS-

FER FACILITY FOR A PERIOD OF TEN DAYS OR LESS IS NOT SUBJECT

TO REGULATION AS A TSDF.

A TRANSPORTER IS RESPONSIBLE FOR CLOSING THE LOOP ON A

HAZARDOUS WASTE MANIFEST.

THE TRANSPORTER MUST DELIVERTHEIENTIRE QUANTITY OF WASTE

MANIFESTED TO THE PROPER DISPOSAL FACILITY.

IF HAZARDOUS WASTE CANNOT BE DELIVERED THE TRANSPORTER MUST

CONTACT THE GENERATOR FOR FURTHER DIRECTIONS AND CORRECT THE

MANIFEST ACCORDINGLY.

IN THE EVENT OF A DISCAHRGE OF HAZARDOUS WASTE DURING TRANSPORT,

THE TRANSPORTER MUST TAKE APPROPRIATE IMMEDIATE ACTION TO

PROTECT HUMAN HEALTH AND THE ENVIRONMENT.

CHECK INTO AMOUNT OF LIABILITY INSURANCE THE TRANSPORTER HAS.

TRANSPARENCY 6-2
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GENERATOR RESPONSIBILITy

A GENERATOR WHO TRanSPORTS, OR OFFERS FOR TNSPORTATION,

HAZARDOUS WASTE FOR OFF-SITE DISPOSAL MUST:

1, PREPARE A MANIFEST BEFORE TRANSPORTING,

TRANSPORTER CAN HELP YOU PREPARE MANIFEST.

2. DESIGNATE A PERMITTED FACILITY FOR HANDLING THE WASTE.

3. DESIGNATE AN ALTERNATIVE DISPOSAL FACILITY IN THE.

EVENT AN F,MERGENCY PREVENTS ACCEPTANCE INTO IIITIAL

FACILITY OR INSTRUCT THE TRANSPORTER TO RETURN THE

WASTE
*4. PACKAGE WASTE ACCORDING TO DOT REGULATIONS

"5, LABEL EACH PACKAGE ACCORDING TO DOT REGULATIONS

*6. MARK EACH PACKAGE ACCORDING TO DOT REGULATIONS

7. MARK EACH CONTAINER OF 110 GALLONS OR LESS WITH:

nHAZARDOUS WASTE FEDERAL LAW PROHIBITS IMPROPER

DISPOSAL..."
8. PLACARD OR OFFER THE INITIAL TRANSPORTER THE APPRO-

PRIATE PLACARDS ACCORDING TO DOT REGULATIONS.

* INITIAL RESPONSIBILITY IS GENERATOR’S.





T_BSPORTER REIPqTS, LIABILIIY AND INSU]Z, CONT.

A TRANSPORTER MUST CLEAN UP ANY HAZARDOUS WASTE DISCHARGE THAT

OCCURS DURING TRANSPORTATION OR TAKE ACTION REQUIRED BY THE

FEDERAL‘’ STATE OR LOCAL AUTHORITIES SO THAT THE DISCHARGE NO

LONGER POSES A THREAT,

FOR BULK HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES,, DOT CURRENTLY REQUIRES

$i‘’000‘’000 IN LIABILITY INSURANCE AND WHICH WILL INCREASE

TO $5‘’000‘’000 IN JULY, 1985,

FOR OIL‘’ OIL IS NOT A HAZARDOUS WASTE AT THIS TIME‘’ AND

DRUMMED HAZARDOUS WASTE, DOT REQUIRES $500,000 IN LIABILITY‘’

TO BE INCREASED TO $1,000,000 IN JULY 1985,

FOR NON-HAZARDOUS MATERIALS, DOT REQUIRES $500,000 IN LIABILITY

INSURANCE, TO BE INCREASED TO $750,000 IN JULY 1985.

TRANSPARENCY 6-2 (CONTINUED)
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PROPER PERMITTING

SOME STATES REQUIRE A PERMIT FOR TRANSPORTING HAZARDOUS WASTE

TO AND/OR THROUGH THE STATE, CHECK AND RETAIN COPIES OF THE

TRANSPORTER’S STATE AND/OR LOCAL PERMITS TO HAUL CHEMICAL

WASTE,

CHECK TO SEE IF THE TRANSPORTER IS REGULATED BY THE PUBLIC

UTILITY COMMISSION AND IF THEIR RATE SCHEDULE IS PUBLISHED,

CHECK FOR STORAGE AND TRANSFER PERMITS WHEN APPLICABLE,

THOROUGHLY INVESTIGATE THEIR REPUTATION WITH OTHER USERS AND

STATE REGULATORY AGENCIES,

INSPECT INSURANCE CERTIFICATES TO BE SURE IT COVERS HAULING

OF CHEMICALS, (MAKE SURE IT IS NOT EXPIRED)

DEVELOP A COMPREHENSIVE CONTRACT TO PROTECT BOTH PARTIES IN

CONSIDERATION OF A SPILL OR OTHER LIABILITY,

MAKE SURE YOU KNOW WHERE YOUR WASTE IS GOING TO

ASK FOR! A LIST OF REFERRALS,

TRANSPARENCY 6-3





SECTION 0 ,7

THE IMPACT OF SUPEP.D ON HAZARDOUS WASTE GENERATORS

EJZNSIVE ENVIRNAL RESPONSE, COMPENSATION
IAmLTY ACT OF

JDECBER II, I_.0 THROUGH DECEMBER 11, I98S,

DEALS WITH:

1. DANGEROUS TOXIC VIASTE SITES,

2, CHEMICAL SRILLS,

3, NATIONAL CoITrlNGENCY PLAN,

4, ACT PROVIDES !,F.8 BILLION (i,38 FROM
CHEMICAL INDUSTRY TAXES),

TRANSPARENCY 10A-I

CEPCLA Q-EMICAL SPILL NOTIFICATION PURPOSE

TO ALERT GOVERNFB OFFICIALS TO RELEASES OF
HAZARIX)US SUBSTANCES THAT MAY REQUIRE RAPID
RESPO!SI: TO PROTECT FEALTH AND WELFARE AND THE

T.sP:c; 1CA-2
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CERCLA HAZAR SI.BSTANEE LIST

1, CERCLA, SECTI 1:
DESIGNATED SUBSTANCES

2, CLEAN AIR ACT, SECTION 112:
HAZARDOUS AIR POLLUTANTS

3. CLEAN WATER ACT, SECTION 307
TOXIC POLLUTANTS

4. CLEAN WATER ACT, SECTION
DESIGNATED SUBSTANCES

5. RCRA, SECTION 2F)
] LISTED HAZARDOUS WASTE & ICRE WASTE

6, TSCA, CTION 7
IIINENTLY HAZARDOUS CHEmiCALS

TRANSPARENCY IOA-.

RQ

IL
10

100

WITH WATER

NONE

INFLAFS

HIGH IBCTION
ALUM.

NFRATE REACTION

.",N.E
EXTRE MAY
CAUSE EXPLOSION-.
HIGH MAY POLYPERIZE;
REQUIRES STABILIZER,

MODERATE CONTAMINATION MAY
CAUSE POLYI_RIZATION, NO
INHIBITOR REQUIRED,

SLIGHT MAY POLYMERIZE
WITH LOW FEAT RELEASE

TRANSPARENCY lOA-q





NOTIFICATION REIFEIVENTS FOR CICAL SPILLS OR RELR

RCRA 10 CFR PART 264.:
OPERATORS OF TSD’ S

2. FTA 49 CFR SECTION 171.17

3. FWPCA /-I0 CFR SECTION

4. CERCLA LI0 CFR PART ], SECTION 103(A) & (B)

TRANSPARENCY 10A-5

1, EXPOSURES SOLELY WITHIN TIE WORKPLACE,

2, EMISSION FROM ENGIIE EXHAUSTS,

3, RADIOACTIVE RELEASES SUBJECT TO IC,

4," NORMAL APPLICATION OF FERTILIZER,

TRANSPARB IOA-6

PRIMARY CRITERIA:
i, AQUATIC TOXICITY

2. MAMMALIAN TOXICITY
3, IGNITABILITY
4, REACTIVITY
5, OTHER TOXIC EFFECTS
6, CARCINOGENICITY

SECOCY CRITERIA:
I, BIODEGRADEABILITY
2. HYDROLYSIS
3, PHOTOLYSlS
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RANKING OF HAZAR @STE SIIES

1, TOXICITY OF SUBSTANCE(S) INVOLVED.

2, CLOSENESS OF SITE TO HLIVIANS,

3. IMPACT ON ENVIROI.

TRANSPARENCY 10A-8

SPILL LIABILITY
A. ALL COSTS FOR REMDVAL OR REIVEDIAL

ACTION.

B, .Y OTHER COSTS OF THIRD PARTY.

C. DAMAGES FOR INJURY, DESTRUCTION OR LOSS
OF NATURAL RESOtJRCES,

TRANSPARENCY 10A-9

DESIGNATION OF ADDITILsTsH SEBSTANCES DIDATE

SPECIFIC LISTS:

FIFRA FD00 OUT OF l0,000 PESTICIDE FORIQ.E.ATIONS,

RCRu P/RT 2G1, ,eIX Vl I I,

I-ITA- PART 172.101 & .102

IARC-I SUPPL.EIVENT, SEPT. 1979

2.
3.

4.
5, ATF EXPLOSIVES

6. TSCA- SEr’.,;ON 4(E)

GENERAL LISTS

2,

3.

LIST.

Ci(MICAL ACTIVITIES STATUS REPORT,

SUSPECT C.MICAL SOURCEB(X)K

TSCA- OEMICAL SUBSTANCE INVENTORY,

TRANSPARENCY IOA-IO





SECTION 11 T

OSHA ILL%ED COMMUNICATION STANDARD

HAZARD COMMUNI CATION STANDARD

REQUIRES CHEMICAL MANUFACTURERS TO ASSESS THE HAZARDS

OF CHEMICALS PRODUCED

EMPLOYERS MUST PROVIDE EMPLOYEES WITH INFORMATION
CONCERNING THE HAZARDOUS CHEMICALS THEY WORK WITH BY

MEANS OF A HAZARD COMMUNICATION PROGRAM, LABELS,

PLACARDS.’ MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEETS, AND INFORMATION
AND TRAINING

STANDARD DOES NOT APPLY TO CHEMICALS WHICH ARE COSMETICS.’
DRUGS, FOODS OR TOBACCO PRODUCTS WHICH ARE INTENDED FOR

PERSONAL USE BY EMPLOYEES WHILE IN THE WORKPLACE

Transparency IIA-I

WRITTEN PROGRAM
LIST OF HAZARDOUS CHEMICALS PRESENT

METHODS OF INFORMING OF HAZARDS OF NON-ROUTING TASKS

METHODS OF INFORMING CONTRACTOR’S EMPLOYEES

CRITERIA FOR:

LABELS., WARNINGS

MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEETS

TRAI N I NG

Transparency 1 IA-2





EMPLOYEE
A WORKER WHO MAY, UNDER NORMAL OPERATING CONDITIONS OR FORSEEABLE
EMERGENCIES, BE EXPOSED TO HAZARDOUS CHEMICALS IN A COVERED
WORKPLACE, INCLUDES, BUT IS NOT LIMITED TO, PRODUCTION WORKERS

LINE SUPERVISORS, AND REPAIR OR MAINTENANCE PERSONNEL,

Transparency IIA-3

HAZARD DETERMINATION
EACH CHEMICAL MANUFACTURER SHOULD EVALUATE PRODUCTS
TO DETERMINE IF HAZARDOUS.

EACH EMPLOYER SHOULD HAVE A HAZARD COMMUNICATION
PROGRAM THAT INCLUDES:

PROCEDURES TO DETERMINE HAZARDS OF CHEMICALS
PRODUCED,

LIST OF KNOWN HAZARDOUS CHEMICALS IN THE WORKPLACE,

METHODS TO INFORM EMPLOYEES OF NON-ROUTINE TASKS,

Transparency IIA-4

EMPLOYEE TRAINING SHOULD INCLUDE AT LEAST:

METHODS AND OBSERVATIONS EMPLOYEE MAY USE TO DETECT
THE PRESENCE OR RELEASE OF A HAZARDOUS CHEMICAL IN
THE WORKPLACE,

HAZARDS OF THE CHEMICALS IN THE WORKPLACE.

MEASURES EMPLOYEES CAN TAKE TO PROTECT THEMSELVES
FROM HAZARDS,

DETAILS OF HAZARD COMMUNICATION PROGRAM,

Transparency I IA-5





MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET INFORMATION
IDENTIFY ON LABEL:

SINGLE SUBSTANCE: CHEMICAL AND COMMON NAME

MIXTURE: NAMES OF INGREDIENTS

PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL CHARACTERISTICS

PHYSICAL HAZARDS

HEALTH HAZARDS

ROUTES OF ENTRY

PEL, TLV
CARCINOGENIC LISTING

PRECAUTIONS
CONTROLS
EMERGENCY AND FIRST AID PROCEDURES

NAMES, ADDRESSES TELEPHONE NUMBERS

Transparency 11A-6

EMPLOYERS SHOULD PROVIDE EMPLOYEES WITH SPECIFIC INFORMATION

AND TRAINING ON HAZARDOUS CHEMICALS IN THE WORKPLACE AT THE

TIME OF THEIR INITIAL ASSIGNMENT, AND WHENEVER A NEW

HAZARDOUS CHEMICAL IS INTRODUCED INTO THEIR WORK AREA,

Transparency llA-7

LABORATORIES
APPLIES AS FOLLOWS:

LABELS ARE NOT REMOVED OR DEFACED,

MSDS RECEIVED ARE ACCESSIBLE,

LAB EMPLOYEES ARE APPRISED OF HAZARDS, I,A,W, INFORMA-

TION/TRAINING REQUIREMENTS,

Transparency





SECTION 12T
Figure 12.1

OPTIONS FOR MANAGING WASTE SOLVENTS

;Ireatest

Liability

least

r-- Solidify and. Bury

Incinerate----Ash is a Hazardous Waste

Burn as Fuel Out of Plant

--Burn as Fuel In Plant

Recycle Out of Plant

Recycle in
-J- Plant

Ctmnge
IProcess to
|Eliminate

_l_Hazardous
[--I Waste

Generatn

least greatest

Desirability





FIGURE 15T-5

DEFINITIONS OF WASTE OIL FUELS

ON SPEC WASTE OIL ARSENIC 5 PPM
CADMIUM 2 PPM
CHROMIUM 10 PPM
LEAD IO0 PPR
FLASH POINT 100 F

P,AX-
MAX
MAX
PIAX.
PIIN-

TOTAL HALOGENS: 1000 PPR (REBUT]ABLE)
qo00 PPPI (NON-REBUT]ABLE)

OFF-SPEC WASTE OIL EXCEEDS THE ABOVE LIMITS BUT CONTAINS LESS

THAN qo00 PPM TOTAL EALOGENS AND HAS NOT

BEEN R]XED WITH A HAZARDOUS WASTE

HAZARDOUS WASTE
OIL FUEL

USED OILS EXCEEDING qo00 PPM TOTAL
HALOGENS, USED OILS WHICH HAVE BEEN MIXED
WITH A HAZARDOUS WASTE, OR USED OILS
EXH[B[T[NG A RCRA HAZARDOUS CHARACTERISTIC





EARLY 1970’S

1980

1984

1985, ’86

NOV. 1986

FIGURE 13T-2

BACKGROUND INFORMATION USED OILS

IT WAS REALIZED THAT USED OIL DISPOSAL POSED A

THREAT TO 6ROUNDWATER AND STREAMS- THEREFORE A

STUDY OF USED OIL WAS CONDUCTED UNDER THE 1972

FEDERAL WATER POLLUTION CONTROL ACT

CONTINUED CONCERN LED TO THE USED OIL RECYCLING

ACT OF 1980

CONGRESS REVISED 1980 RULES IN 1984 HAZARDOUS

AND SOLID WASTE AMENDMENT TO RCRA

EMPHASIS ON PROTECTING HUMAN HEALTH AND THE

ENVIRONMENT FROM HAZARDS ASSOCIATED WITH OIL

RECYCLING

LAWS ENACTED REGARDING BURNING STANDARDS FOR

USED OILS

LISTING AND MANAGEMENT PROPOSALS TO BE
FINALIZED





FIGURE 1T-8

UNDERGROUND TANK REGULATIONS

PUBLIC I.AM 98-616 OF NOVEMBER 8,

MASTE AIENDMENTS OF 198q" HAS AS

TANKS" (UST)

1984, "THE HAZARDOUS AND SOLID
TITLE Vi "UNDERGROUNV STORAGE

iNCLUDES:

EXCLUDES:

TANKS AND CONNECTED PIPES M[TH GREATER THAN

BENEATH GROUND CONTAINING ANY SUBSTANCE DEFINED AS

HAZARDOUS BY CERCLA (NOT MASTES) OR ANY PETROLEUH

PRODUCT

FARM OR RESIDENTIAL TANKS OF 1100 GALLONS OR LESS

HEATING OIL TANKS ON PREMISES NHERE OIL USED

SEPTIC TANKS

PIPELINE FACILITIES

FLOM THROUGH PROCESS TANK

STORAGE TANKS ABOVE FLOOR iN UNDERGROUNO AREA

TANKS REMOVED FROM THE 6ROUND PRIOR TO PAY 8, 1986





FIGURE 15T-9

UNDERGROUND TANK REGULATIONS

IN NORTH CAROLINA THE RESPONSIBLE AGENCY IS:
MANAGEMENT DIVISION OF NRCD. CONTACTS ARE:
LAYMAN AT 733-5083.

THE ENVIRONMENTAL
PERRY NELSON ANU LEE

IMPORTANT DATES:

MAY 7, 1985 NEW TANKS MUST MEET MINIMUM REGULATIONS

MAY 8, 1986" MUST NOTIFY ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT OF
TANKS IN USE OR TAKEN OUT OF OPERATION
AFTER JANUARY 1, 197q

MAY 8, 1987" FOR PETROLEUM PRODUCTS EPA MUST PUT INTO
EFFECT REGULATIONS FOR LEAK DETECTION,

RECORD KEEPING, NEW TANK STANDARDS

NOVEMBER 8, 1987" FOR REGULATED SUBSTANCES (NOT PETROLEUM)

EPA MUST ISSUE COMPREHENSIVE STANDARDS FOR
NEW TANKS

NOVEMBER 8, 1988" FOR REGULATEDSUBSTANCES (NOT PETROLEUM)

EPA MUST ISSUE LEAK DETECTION AND RECORD
KEEPING REOU[REMENTS.

*THESE ARE STATUTE DATES EPA (ED MORR[SON, 202/582-7989) EXPECTS

T FOLLOW:

FEBRUARY 8, 1987

SPRING 1988

PROPOSED REGULATIONS FOR PETROLEUM
PRODUCTS AND REGULATED SUBSTANCES
FINAL REGULATIONS FOR ALL UNDERGROUND
TANKS









CHAPTER I

THE HAZARDOUS WASTE PROBLEM

II.

LEARNING OUTCOMES DESIRED.

At the completion of this unit of instruction, you should have an

understanding of the seriousness and complexity of hazardous waste

problems. Throughout this course, you will be provided the information
and tools necessary to perform your everyday duties in a more careful,
thorough, and safe manner.

INTRODUCTION

Ao Over the past three decades, public awareness of this country’s
problems with hazardous wastes has surfaced. There have been

reports in the media of environmental damage and threats to public
health caused by improper handling of these wastes. Examples of
hazardous waste incidents are those at are Love Canal, Valley of
the Drums, and Times Beach. The Times Beach and Love Canal

problems resulted in relocation of families, abandonment of

homes, and suspected health problems including birth defects
and miscarriages. As public interest increased, changes were

demanded in the way hazardous waste were handled and disposed.

The Navy generates large quantities of hazardous wastes that must

be handled and disposed of in an environmentally acceptable
manner. Table I lists some of the hazardous wastes generated by
the Navy in calendar year 1983. In view of the Navy’s extensive
involvement in this area, regulatory requirements, the need to

protect people from hazardous wastes, and the high level of public
concern, a Navy program for the control of hazardous.materials
and wastes was initiated in 1980. The Navy’s Environmental

Protection Program (including Hazardous Waste Management) was

implemented by OPNAVINST 5090.1 of 26 May 1983 and MCO PII000. SB
of 9 December 1983. Naval personnel should be familiar with the

requirements of these programs.

There are several major problem areas associated with hazardous
wastes that all personnel who handle or manage these substances
should be aware of. What a hazardous waste handler or manager does

can cause these problems or can result in someone else being faced

with them.

Safety and immediate (acute) health effects. Problems in this
area directly affect the worker, coworkers, or others who may
handle the waste later.

0933D Date of last revision: Jun 84
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TABLE I

TOP TEN CATAGORIES OF HAZARDOUS WASTE GENERATED
BY NAVY ACTIVITIES*

TYPE OF HAZARDOUS WASTE

Hazardous Waste, n.o.s.

Solid Wastes that exhibit
the characteristics of
Ignitability

Solid Wastes that exhibit
the characteristics of
Reactivity

Solid Wastes that exhibit
the characteristics of
lead EP Toxicitg

Wastewater Treatment
Sludges from Electro-
plating Operations

Lead Compound, soluble,
n.o.s.

Petroleum Distillate, n.o.s.
or Road Oil

Acid, liquid, n.o.s.;
Corrosive, liquid, n.o.s.;
Paint, etc., corrosive
liquid; various corrosive
compounds

Benzene, hydroxy

Oil, petroleum, n.o.s.;
Petroleum oil

EPA ID No.
or

(DOT ID No.)

(UN9189)

D@@I

D3

F@@6

(UN2291)

(UN1268)

(NAI76)

U188

(UNI27@)

AMOUNT
GENERATED
in CY83
(tons)

9114

952

8379

4669

4135

2484

2144

1756

1242

II@8

THIS DATA IS AN EXCERPT FROM THE CY84 HAZARDOUS WASTE ANNUAL
REPORTS RECEIVED AT NAVENENVASAA AND REFLECTS QUANTITIES

GENERATED IN CY83.
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III.

Long-term (chronic) health effects. These effects may not
show up for years but are, in many cases, just as harmful as
acute effects.

Environmental effects. The world around us--air, water, land,
wildlife, and humans--can be greatly affected by how hazardous
wastes are handled. These wastes not only affect our
environment but also the environment of generations to follow.

Laws and reBulations. Many laws and regulations have been
passed concerning hazardous materials and wastes. Employees
of the Navy are subject to both civil and criminal penalties
for noncompliance with the laws covering hazardous materials
and wastes.

Public relations. Because of the intense public-interest in
this area, the military, along with others, is closely watched
by citizens’ groups, state officials, and the news media.
Hazardous waste problems, even when not severe enough to
violate laws or regulations, may nonetheless create a public
outcry. Thus, Navy employees must be especially careful when
dealing with these wastes.

SAFETY AND IMMEDIATE (ACUTE) HEALTH EFFECTS.

A. Safety problems, usually accidents, can result in chemical burns,
spills, inhalation of toxic fumes, and fires. All affect the
health and well being of the worker and his coworkers. In
addition, if hazardous wastes are not properly packaged, handled,
labeled, stored, and transported, not only the worker, but others
who handle the waste in the future may be injured. Most accidents
and their associated adverse health effects can be prevented. The
following lists indicate safety problems associated with hazardous
waste handling.

I. Safety hazards that could cause accidents.

(a) Inadequate or unused safety and protective equipment.

(b) Failure to follow facility operating procedures, includln
observing safety zones.

(c) Not knowing the dangers of what you are working with.

(d) Not knowing who to call or exactly what to do if there is
an accident or spill.

(e) New people who have not been properly trained and
old-timers who think they will never get burned.
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(f) Poor housekeeping.

(g) Ineffective or infrequent safety inspections.

(h) Not enough space for proper compatible storage; buildin
not designed for hazardous waste handling.

(i) Cracked pallets or deficiencies in materials handling
equipment.

2. Safety hazards related to the hazardous wastes.

(a) Inadequate labeling of containers.

(b) Improper, corroded, or leaking containers.

(c) Storing incompatible wastes together.

(d) Heat or spark sources too close to flammable wastes.

(e) Careless or improper transfer of wastes.

Improper or insufficient spill cleanup materials.

An ex ple of a disastrous result from a safety hazard was the fire
at the Norfolk Naval Supply Center in Aug 81. The events of this
fire are outlined in the Navy Lifeline article titled "3,000
Degrees of Mean" (located at the end of this chapter). The
following list gives several valuable lessons to be learned from
this fire.

I. Small errors and mistakes can result in disaster.

2. Chemical fires are extremely destructive and generate intense
heat.

3. Hazardous wastes must be kept away from combustibles.

4. Training for hazardous waste handlers is very important. The
following areas should be included in training:

(a) Hazards of specific chemicals at their activity.

(b) Proper storage of hazardous wastes including segregation.

5. Hazardous wastes must be stored with labels visible.

6. Expired, damaged, and deteriorated chemicals are very dangerous.
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IV. LONG-TERM (CHRONIC) HEALTH EFFECTS.

Vo

Long-term health effects are sometimes less apparent, but often just
as serious as the immediate results of accidents. Long-term effects
may result from the careless handling of hazardous wastes and may not

appear for several years. We must be just as concerned about these
effects. Chronic effects can be avoided by proper handling procedures.
Some of these effects are:

i. Chronic illness.

2. Family illness or behavioral changes due to wastes carried on
workers clothing.

3. Latent chronic effects (disease after a waiting period).

4. Cancer.

5. Birth defects.

6. Sterility or other reproductive difficulty.

ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS.

The mishandling of hazardous wastes can adversely affect plants
and animals as well as people. Also, chemicals from spills or
unsafe disposal practices may reach plants, animals, and people
by transmittal through surface and/or groundwaters.

The following are some aspects of how the environment works and
how hazardous wastes may effect it.

Food chains. The environment is made up of a network of food
chains. Plants absorb the energy from the sun, animals eat the
plants, and other animals eat these animals. Food chains make
different parts of the natural world dependent on each other.

Bioaccumulation. Each time an organism becomes food for
another organism, some of the stored materials in its body are
transferred. These materials may include persistent hazardous
chemicals. Some chemicals can be used by the organism
(metabolized), thus leaving the food chain. However, some
hazardous chemicals build up in the tissue of the organism.
This build-up is known as bioaccumulation. Bioaccumulated
chemicals may remain in the food chain forever.

Biomanification. The introduction of a small quantity of some
hazardous chemical into a lower level of a food chain may cause

significant harm due to biomagnification. This process occurs
when chemicals bioaccumulate in low level organisms and the
organisms that depend on them. When biomagnification occurs,
a higher concentration of the chemical is found in an animal at
the top of the food chain then was present in the organisms
lower on the chain.
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VI.

Chemical persistence. Many chemicals do not easily decompose
or degrade in the environment. They may still be hazardous
even if they get into a food chain long after they are first
released into the environment.

Sneristic effects. Some chemicals acting together may have
greater health effects than either chemical acting alone in
the human and animal body. This is a synergistic effect.

Groundwater. Spilled chemicals move slowly through the sol1
and may ultlmately reach the groundwater table. Groundwater
also moves slowly, therefore, contamination could persist for
centuries. The contaminated water may be pumped out through
wells to water livestock, irrigate crops, or provide drinking
water to humans. Groundwater also may flow into-ponds, lakes,
and streams.

Ecosystem. Are usually more complicated than the slmple food
chains mentioned above. They consist of webs or networks of
interrelatlng food chains. Since we humans are part of these
food webs, effects on natural ecosystems may directly or
indirectly affect us as well. We do not know how much chemlcal
disturbance major ecosystems can sustain before they are
permanently harmed.

Environmental effects can be serious and long lasting. They can be
magnified as they pass through the ecosystem and can be transmitted
over great distances.

Harmful effects can be avoided by preventing entry of dangerous
chemicals into the environment. This can be done by preventing
spills and fires, ensuring that hazardous wastes are disposed of
properly, and protecting critical parts of the environment such
as ground water and surface water.

LAWS AND REGULATIONS PERTAINING TO HAZARDOUS MATERIALS/WASTE.

Federal laws and regulations have been developed to protect the
environment and our health from hazardous chemlcals. The Navy has
implemented these laws and regulations. Both the Federal laws and
regulations and the Navy hazardous materials management program are
important because they affect how you and your supervisors do your
jobs. Failure to follow the procedures and requirements of these
regulations may result in fines and jall terms.

Occupational safety and health. The Occupational Safety and
Realth Act (OSRA) of 1970 set requirements for worker safety
and health. Since 1980, this act has applied to Federal
civilian employees. Among other things, it regulates the
levels of chemicals workers may be exposed to in the workplace,
requires safety equipment in certain situations, and requires
standards be set for materials handling equipment.
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Labeling of chemicals. he Hazardous Materials TransDortatlon
Act of 1975 authorized the Department of Transportation (DOT)
to issue shipping, labelng, and marking regulations for use
during transport of hazardous chemicals. (DOT also requires
reporting of spills which occur during transportation of
regulated chemicals.)

3. Environmental and health protection.

(a) The Clean Water Act of 1977 allows Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) to set water quality and effluent discharge
standards for water pollutants. The implementing
regulations specify the quantities of listed substances
which ust be reported if spilled in U.S. waters. They
also require potential dischargers to have spill prevention,
readiness, and response plans.

(b) The Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) of 1976
controls the management of hazardous wastes. The RCRA
regulations set standards for generators, transporters,
and owners or operators of treatment, storage, and
disposal facilltes. A tracking system for hazardous
wastes, called "manisfesting," is required by the RCRA
regulations. Another requirement is annual training.
This course and annual refresher training, satisfies this
training requirement.

(c) The Toxic Substance Contral Act (TSCA) of 1976, ave EPA
the authority to regulate chemicals used in commerce.
The TSCA regulations cover manufacture, distribution,
use and disposal of any chemical substance. TSCA makes
special provisions for storing and handling chemicals
called polychlorlnated biphenyls (PCB).

(d) The Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation
and Liability Act (CERCLA) of 1980 (Superfund), requires
reporting of hazardous material disposal sites and areas
made hazardous by old spills, including those on Federal
property. It requires us to report spills on land as
well as water, and expands the definitions of hazardous
substances to cover those defined as hazardous by other
laws. Therefore, many more types of hazardous materials
ust now be reported if spilled.

All of these laws not only regulate how you may do things as
handlers of hazardous wastes, but also prescribe fines and jail
terms for failure to act properly. These may be levied directly
against the Navy, the activity commander, and the handler.
Criminal action can be taken against an individual who violates
various sections of these regulations. Examples of penalties
imposed by these regulations include:

I. Drivers making false entries in the required daily logs up to
12,000.

2. Transporting poisons with foodstuffs up to 40,000.
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VIII.

IX.

3. Failure to properly placard a motor vehicle up to $I,000.

4. Failure to enter the proper DOT shipping name and hazard class
on shipping papers up to 2,000.

5. Failure to maintain driver files for those transporting
hazardous materials up to 7,000..

6. Drivers transporting shipments of hazardous materials without
accompanying proper shipping papers up to 4,000.

To comply with these laws and regulations, the Navy has adopted
policies and prepared requirements which detail how the Navy will
handle, store, and arrange for the disposal of hazardous waste.
The key to safe handling of all chemicals is to incorporate good
planning and information on specific hazardous substances into
facility operations. Many of the problems associated with handling
hazardous wastes can be planned for, identified and prevented.

PUBLIC RELATIONS.

This is another area in which hazardous waste can become a problem.
Given the potential for hazardous waste accidents, and stories about
problems like Love Canal, it is not surprising that communities are
sensitive about chemicals transported on their streets or stored
nearby. People may appreciate a naval activity for its contributions
to their local economy, but they will still be concerned about how that
installation carries out its mission. Thus, any naval activity that
handles hazardous wastes may have a future public relations problem if
those wastes are not properly managed.

SUMMARY.

Hazardous wastes pose a number of very serious problems to individuals,
society, and the environment. The Navy generates large quantities of
hazardous wastes but it is the "Handler" of these wastes who is
responsible for preventing these serious problems. The purpose of this
course is to make certain that you, the handler, have the training you
need to safely work with hazardous waste.
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Firefighters powerless to

stop the destruction of Cell 6. One of
their final jobs to back up their
greatest ally in this blaze the
40-year-old firewalls which helped
contain the fire by cooling adjacent
roofs.

By Diane Ilamblen

NAVY LIFELINE



The fire was hot enough to melt steel beams. It attacked chemistry set of combustibles. These elements produced an alien landscape outside
the burning warehouse. Firefighters pumped 400,000 gallons of water into and around the blaze. One firefighter suffered serious chemical burns
on her legs when caustic runoff leaked into her boots.

THE best way to motivate people to learn about the
hazardous materials they work with is by showing them
what happens when they don’t quite know enough. Small
errors and minor mistakes usually take care of themselves, but
every once in a while they mushroom into disaster.

That’s exactly what happened last August at the Norfolk
Naval Supply Center’s hazardous material storage warehouse,
Building SDA-215. It’s a 40-year-old single-story warehouse
made of corrugated metal on steel. It squats solidly on a raised
concrete slab. Two-foot-thick brick firewalls divide the build-
ing into nine 80 x 100-foot cells. These firewalls would be key
players in the events which followed.

In the first four ceils, the local public works center stores

hazardous wastes which are awaiting disposal. The supply
center uses the other cells to receive and store ready to issue,
’amaged, or expired chemicals and hazardous materials. There
.re more than 3,000 hazardous chemical substances in the
supply center inventory.

On that August afternoon two warehousemen were dealing
with just one: calcium hypochlorite (CHC), a powerful
oxidizer used primarily to purify potable water and in sewage
waste treatment.

The workers were transferring deteriorated cardboard boxes
of expired 6-ounce containers of CItC from pallets into new
triple-wall cardboard containers. The small plastic bottles
were cracked and brittle, having been apparently exposed to

high heat and humidity at their previous location. Using a
forklift to lift the pallets, they pushed the bottles and cartons
off the pallets by hand into the new containers. When both
boxes were full, the workers left to get more triwalls.
A few minutes later a transportation driver from Norfolk

Naval Shipyard arrived at Cell 6 to pick up a batch of chemi-
cals. He entered the cell from the east door and noticed one
triwall container had "fumes and vapors coming off it like
there was a fan blowing them up from the bottom." lie raced
out of the cell to find the acting supervisor. On the way he
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The calcium hypochlorite arrived at

the supply center warehouse in dete-
riorated cardboard boxes, The plastic
containers britle hey cracked
under light pressure.



told two other workers what was happening. Three PWC
sprinkler maintenance mechanics wrking in a nearby building
aw the flames and smoke. They pulled the fire alarm on
the north end of their building.

When the alarms rang in the stations, firefighters reacted
instantly. ".-ks soon as the dispatcher said SDA-215, they
realized the hazards. We knew it could be a biggie," Clarence
Rout recalls. Rout is the head fire marshal for the Naval
Facilities Engineering Command’s Atlantic division. Flames
and smoke were shooting 1,000 feet in the air only minutes
after the fire exploded.

Firefighter Debbie Bailey was inspecting a building on the
far side of the Naval Air Station. SDA,215 rang a bell with her.
"Almost every day someone would say, ’I hope that one never
goes.’ As she sped along the highway behind the wheel of the
fire truck, she was hoping it was just another faulty sprinkler
system. "When the first unit on the scene reported heavy
smoke and flame visible, we knew it was the real thing," she
continues. She could see the column of smoke from the crest
of an overpass 3 miles from the site.

Station One fire chief Ellis Owens was first on the scene. He
circled the building and began positioning the trucks. When
one firefighter pulled up to the building and got out to start

the pumps, Owens ordered him to move the truck back.
"I vas walking toward the back of the truck when the cell

wall blew," the firefighter recalls. turned and ran back
toward the cab, knowing if didn’t get that truck out of there
we’d lose it. was shielding my face with my arm, and knew
was burned," he continues. Since turnout gear is too bulky

to wear when driving a truck, there is always a few minutes of
,posure. He vas out of work for 45 days recovering from a
eep burn on his arm.

This incident shows the extraordinary heat and destructive-
ness of chemical fires. "This is the first fire I’ve investigated
where I’ve seen that kind of metal damage," Rout says. "It
melted 3-inch iron and cut sprinkler pipes in half. The melted
metal looked like lava. We figured the fire hit 3,000 degrees,"
about as hot as a steel mill furnace. The average wood fire
reaches only 900 degrees.

When a fire as hot as this one is cooking, firemen use almost
anything as a shield from the heat. They took refuge behind
twenty 55-gallon drums which had been dropped off for
storage earlier that day. What they didn’t know vas that
those drums were full of methyl ethyl ketone, a highly explo-
sive liquid. The drums were properly labelcd with DOT flam-
mable liquid warnings, but the labels were turned to the inside
of the nesting drums.

"If those drums had exploded, they would have had all the
characteristics of flame throwers, burning everyone in their
path and sucking oxygen from those they couldn’t reach,"
says CAPT Sam Barboo, head of the Naval Safety Center’s
Occupational tlealth Division.

As with any fire involving hazardous matcrials, r’ae poten-
tial for generating deadly toxic gases was uppermost in every-
one’s mind. Without an accurate invcntory of what chemicals
were involved, it was decided to treat the situation as a "worst
case chlorine cloud." l.uckily with an assist from Mother
Nature, the worst case failed to materialize. The cloud of
rake generated by the fire went straight up and out over the
ater.

Just 3 hours after the first alarm, the fire was out. [t was a
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fast, furious, and dirty 3 hours which left the firemen ex-

hausted.
Then began the questions. Finding answers took a good

deal longer than 3 hours. The NAVFAC fire investigation

report listed the cause of the fire as CHC in contact with a

combustible material, leading to rapid oxidation and ignition.

It noted the triwalls were "wax-coated." lrcsumably the

organic material in the wax served as the trigger.

"We still have some real questions about what caused that

fire," Jim Bradlcv says. He is safety manager of Norfolk Naval

Supply Center. ’"We know CIIC vas a major factor, but could

it have reacted with the box that violently? We’ve talked to

several chemists and industrial hygienists who aren’t con-

vinced. The triwall boxes looked like regular cardboard.

Calling thcm ’wax-coated’ may be technically correct, but you

couldn’t see or feel it. The plastic bottles originally came

packed in cardboard inserts in a wooden crate, so there didn’t

seem to be much of a reason to think we couldn’t put it back

in cardboard. We were handling it in a hazardous material

facilitv. We had it stored according to the guidelines in the

Consc;lidated Hazardous Items List. The workers vere wearing

respirators, so they were aware of the health hazards of the

material."
The NAVFAC report points out that workers who handle

hazardous materials should knov enough to "avoid interaction

of chemicals with ordinary combustibles." it recommends

"accelerated training."
"As far as CHC goes, he information available to the field

wasn’t very extensive," Bradley says. ’.’Even if we’d sent our

people to all the available classes we aren’t sure anyone would

have stressed this particular hazard. Classes about transporting

and packing hazardous materials are pretty complete, but

storage classes aren’t. We’ve done a lot of research and still

can’t find anything that meets our specific needs here.

"One lesson ve learned about training is that if you’re

going to have god training programs you have to develop

your own. We give 3 hours of training to everyone who comes

in contact vith hazardous materials, more to supervisors. We

stress the principles of segregation and separation. We teach

them how to recognize both the DOT and NFPA labels. The

main point of the training is ’How do you handle a hazardous

material?’ Often it boils dovn to simple things like don’t mix

red labels with yellow labels. But there are hundreds of

oxidizers, flammables, and corrosives. Will we teach them

every property of every material? There isn’t any way to turn

a warehouseman into a chemist. We try to teach the basics.

"This fire certainly reminded us that expired or damaged

chemicals are more dangerous," he continues. "Deteriorated

material demands extra precautions. We’re segregating things a

little differently now in this @arehouse we store the ready
to issue material bv itself."

The fire can also serve as a million dollar reminder to the

rest of us about the importance and complexity of controlling

hazardous materials. Labels must be accurate and visible.

Workers must understand what those labels mean and follow

the rules to the letter. Routine housekeeping becomes more.
important one way to account for the rapid ignition of the

CHC fire is by theorizing the triwall box was damp. Boxes and

pallets must be handled and moved with greater care. None of

these lessons is particularly new or startling.

The fire,vails installed 4 decades earlier kept this fire from

becoming even more serious. The things that cause or prevent

similar disasters are never quite as tangible as brick walls. They

involve information systems and general avareness and

personal habits. "If stay in this department for 20 years,

hope never see anything like that again," one firefighter

observes. When we become aware of the potential, we’re on

the way to prevention.



QUIZ: MODULE I THE HAZARDOUS WASTE PROBLEM

Which of the following materials is suspected of being a major contributor
to the start of the Norfolk Supply Center fire?

a.. Corrosive materials
b. Calcium hypochlorlte
c. Flammable liquids
d. Methyl Ethyl Ketone

2. What prevented the spread of the Norfolk fire to other storage areas?

a. Firefighter foams
b. Sprinkler system
c. Favorable winds
d. Brick flrewalls

Which of the following is an example of an immediate (acute) health effect
caused by the improper handling of hazardous waste?

a. Canoer
b. Biomagnlfica tlon
c. Burns
d. Sterility

The buildup of a chemical in an animal’s body, without it being removed by
any means, is an example of:

a. Bioaccumulation
b. Teratogenlclty
c. Synergistic effects
d. OSHA

5. Annual training in hazardous waste management for handlers is required by:

a. Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA)
b. Toxic Substance Control Act (TSCA)
c. Clean Water Act (CWA)
d. Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA)
e. Superfund



TRUE or FALSE

Navy personnel, as federal employees, as exempt from

any fines or Jall sentences for the mismanagement of

hazardous waste.

7. DOD facilities are exempt from federal, state, and local
laws concerning hazardous waste management.

8. Because groundwater moves very slowly, any impact from
hazardous wastes will be minor.

When blomagnlflcatlon occurs, organism at the top of
the food chain have higher concentrations of chemicals
than those lower on the chain.

I0. The Navy is less susceptible to public relations problems
than private industry.
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LAWS AND REGULATIONS





e DLA will take the lead in a coordinated DLA/DoDcomponent
effort to determine conforming storage project requirements to support
the DLA assigned disposal mission.

ACTION REQUIRED: DoD components will take the following actions:

The DoD component, to include DLA, who spills a hazardous
substance, will continue to fund and accomplish spill cleanup, spill
site restoration and proper identification, packaging, and labeling
of spill residue. DLA will program and accomplish the disposal of
properly identified, packaged, and labeled spill residues for FY 83
and later years. Where the DoD components can provide a more cost
effective spill residue disposal service as part of spill cleanup,
the DoD components may obtain necessary funding for such service
after coordination with DLA. DLA will provide, upon request, and as
disposal service contracts are available, a spill residue disposal
service for the remainder of FY 81 and FY 82 with the DoD components
to provide necessary funding. (The DEQPPM 80-5 Interservice Task Group
will define the operational procedures and parameters.)

The DoD components will provide DLA with all available information
on spill residue service contracts, to include services provided and
cost.

DLA will determine hazardous materials conforming storage
requirementK to support its assigned disposal mission. DLA will
provide a milestone schedule for accomplishment of this task to the
Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense (Energy, Environment and Safety)
and the DoD components within 60 days. A milestone date should be
included to notify the DoD components of the DoD-wide prioritized list
of DLA requirements at each installation. DLA will program to acquire
these facilities at the earliest possible date.

To assist in the preceding DLA effort, the DoD components will,
in coordination with DLA, assess the adequacy of present storage capabil-
ity at each installation to support the DLA hazardous materials disposal
mission. The DoD components are to provide estimates to DLA of the
projected generation of hazardous materials which will be turned in to
DoD for disposal.

The total requirement for hazardous material conforming storage
facilitics will be identified for each installation having a DLA hazardous
materials disposal facility through a coordinated DLA/DoD component team
effort under DLA lead. Where a storage facility is needed at the support-
ing Defense Property Disposal Office, DLA will program the MILCON or O&M
funds rcquired. When a joint use facility will best meet the total DoD
requirement for a given installation or geographic region, DLA will work
with the DoD component to determine program responsibility for the
required MILCON/O&M funds in accordance with the provisions of DoD
Directive 7150.5, dated August 26, 1978.
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DLA should continue to address installation support problems
on a case-by-case basis. The interservice task group that DLA chairs

should continue to be used to address issues that may arise in the
implementation of DEQPPM 80-5. DLA should surface unresolved issues

to the Hazardous Materials Disposal Policy Steering Committee for

resolution.

IMPLEMENTATION: The provisions of this DEQPPM are effective on this
date, or as indicated in the preceding sections.

Geol
Deputy Assistant Secretary of Defense

(Energy, Environment and Safety)
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MODULE II

HAZARDOUS WASTE LAWS, REGULATIONS, AND POLICIES

I. LEARNING OUTCOMES DESIRED.

In this unit of instruction, we will be considering some of the
requirements of Federal legislation as related to the handling of
hazardous waste and materials. At the completion of this unit,
you should:

Have a basic understanding of the various laws and regulations
and how they affect your Job.

Be able to perform your duties so that they neither violate laws
or regulations nor cause others to violate them.

II. INTRODUCTION

In the past decade or two, Congress has passed much legislation
an attempt to manage the growing quantity of toxic and hazardous
wastes. The following Federal laws relate to this topic:

I. Clean Water Act (CWA)
2. Toxic Substance Control Act ’(TSCA)
3. Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and

Liability Act (CERCLA or Superfund)
4. Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA)

In addition to these Federal laws specifically dealing with the
management of hazardous wastes, there are two Federal laws which
effect Naval personnel when handling hazardous wastes:

I. Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA)
2. Hazardous Materials Transportation Act (HMTA)

Co Congress designed RCRA to be a program operated by the individual
states within a federal framework. As a result, many states have
established their own hazardous waste programs which have either
been approved or are in the process of being approved by the EPA.

For Navy activities located in an approved or "authorized" state,
the state program rather than the EPA’s must be followed.

Dt As a result of this legislation, the Department of Defense (DOD),
the Navy, and the Marine Corps have issued the following
regulations:

I. Defense Environmental Quality Program Policy Memorandums
((DEQPPM)

2. OPNAVINST 5090.1 Environmental Protection and Natural
Resourses Manual (formerly OPNAVINST 6240.3E)

3. MCO PII000.8B Real Property Facilities Manual, Vol. 5

0946D Date of last revision: May 85
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The Federal laws provide a framework within which our socletv will
attempt to deal with a very complex and controversial problem. At
the activity level, the commanding officer has the responsibilltv
for compliance with these laws and their regulations. The commanding
officer designates an environmental coordinator to serve as a focal
point to coordinate activity hazardous materal/waste management
programs. This coordinator develops a plan (the Hazardous Waste
Management Plan) that describes how to handle hazardous wastes to
remain in compliance with the laws and regulations.

Those who actually handle hazardous wastes at the activity play a
key role in this plan. Their actions, to a large extent, determine
the activity’s compliance with applicable regulations. .The way they
handle hazardous wastes affects their own health and the health and
environment of the people at the activity.

The hazardous waste handler is in a very important position, one which
should be supported and respected by everyone. Handlers need not know
the specifics of the Federal laws mentioned above, but a knowledge of
the laws’ basic requirements can help them do their job.

B. The hazardous.waste problem is complex and controversial for a
number of reasons. For example:

Our society has grown accustomed to a chemical environment.
We know that chemicals of various types are very useful and
desirable. In many cases, however, we lack sufficient
knowledge and background to make independent decisions on
the use and disposal of specific chemicals.

2. Economic and political pressures work agalns change.

3. Disposal methods for toxic and hazardous wastes are not
completely satisfactory. For example:

(a) Incineration is an effective but expensive disposal
method. It may also create air quality problems.

(b) Deep-well injection is basically a storage method and it
may contaminate groundwater if geology is not considered,
or if operation is not properly managed.

(c) Chemical landfills--similar to sanitary landfills, except
engineered to prevent leachate from leaving disposal site--
are expensive and may not entirely prevent leachate from
contaminating groundwater. Chemical landfills are being
outlawed in many states.

(d) Ocean dumping is relatively inexpensive, but may be
heavily regulated in the future.

(e) Recycling of wastes is an ideal solution but may require
expensive redesigning of processes and additional
management requirements.
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III.

(f) "Midnight dumping" is very popular, and cheap for the

dumper. But it is very expensive for the rest of the
society that it poisons.

Because of the way toxic and hazardous substances are being
handled during manufacturing, use, and disposal, people are
becoming more and more aware of the possibility of personal
exposure. The scientific communitv is not unified on the
effects of toxic and hazardous substances on health and the
environment. It is difficult for people to determine which
chemicals they may be exposed to, what the health effects
may be, the tpe of personal protective eauipment they should
use, and how significant their exposure may be.

OVERVIEW OF FEDERAL LAWS AND REGULATIONS.

The following laws and their corresponding regulations are the
framework for the Naval policy on handling hazardous wastes. The

primary law for hazardous waste handling is the Resource Conservation
and Recovery Act (RCRA). This section will give an overview of the

other applicable laws and then go into detail on RCRA.

A. Occupational Safety and Health Act of 1970 (OSHA)

The Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA) (29CFR1910) was
passed on 31 December 1970. The primary thrust of OSHA was

directed at the private sector employer, however, Section 19
of OSHA directed Federal agencies to establish and maintain
comprehensive and effective occupational safety and health
programs consistent with standards promulgated under OSHA.
The Navy program ensures that a safe and healthful workplace
is provided for all personnel and includes: (I) compliance
with all applicable standards; and (2) annual inspections of
all workplaces by qualified OSH inspectors.

B. Hazardous Materials Transportation Act of 1975 (NMTA)

The Hazardous Materials Transportation Act (HMTA) was orlglnallv
passed in 1975. Its purpose is to improve the regulation and
authority of the Secretary of Transportation to protect the nation
adequately against risks to life and property which are inherent in
the transportation of hazardous materials in commerce. The

Department of Transportation (DOT) was responsible for issuing the
HMTA regulations (49CFR171-177. These regulations govern the
packaging, the marking, the labeling, and the acceptable conditions
of hazardous materials offered for intrastate or interstate
transportation. It also covers the actual transportation procedures
for motor vehicles, aircraft, railcar or vessels carrying hazardous
materials. The Resource Conservation Recovery Act (RCRA) references
the HMTA regulations as applicable to hazardous wastes offered for
transportation. Therefore, generators of hazardous waste are

responsible for complying with the HMTA regulations.
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C. Clean Water Act of 1977 (CWA)

The basic objective of thls act is to ensure that surface waters
remain suitable for human uses. Congress has established some
goals in the current legislation. They are:

(a) By July 1983, the waters of the United States will be clean
to the point that they are "fishable" and "swlmmable."

(b) By 1985, we will have no discharge of pollutants into the
waters of the United States.

At thls point, the 1983 goal has not been realized and no
one expects the 1985 goal to be met.

2. The requirements of the Clean Water Act that apply to toxic/
hazardous materials are:

(a) A permit system to provide a mechanism for regulating the
pollutants discharged into water from a point source. At
first, very few toxic substances were regulated by thls
mechanism. But then four environmental groups sued EPA
for not controlling toxlcs properly. EPA lost the sult
and the court required EPA to regulate 65 families of toxic
chemicals by the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination
System (NPDES) permits and by other provisions of the law.

The law also required certain Publicly Owned Treatment
Works (POTW’s or sewage treatment plants) to establish
an Industrial Pretreatment Program to control pollutants
placed in the sewer system.

(b) Hazardous substances spills.

The act requires the preparation of a National Contingency
Plan for the removal of spilled oll and hazardous substances.
The EPA has publlshed a llst designating "reportable quantities"
of hazardous substances when theyt are sp111ed in water. The
llst has over 250 entries and the maxlmum that may be sp111ed
without reporting varies from one to 5,000 pounds.

D. Toic Substances Control Act (TSCA)

Thls law, effective 1 January 1977, authorized EPA to regulate
chemicals used in commerce. The reguldtlon covers manufacture,
dlstrlbutlon, use, and disposal of any chemical substance. It was
estimated that EPA would have Jurisdiction over approximately 50,000
commercial chemicals manufactured or processed In 115,000 estab-
lishments In the United States. The following are some of the
basic provisions of thls legislation.

EPA was required to publish an inventory of all chemicals
produced or processed in the United States, Includlng location
and volume. Thls Inventory was published on 1 June 1979 and
contained approximately 50,000 entries.

EPA must be informed by a premanufacture notification 90 days
before a new chemical is introduced into commerce. A new
chemical Is deflned as any chemical not included in the
inventory.
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3. Manufacturers and processors may be required to do additional
testing if more information is required about a new chemical.

Manufacturers and processors are required to maintain records
concerning adverse health or environmental effects of their
chemicals.

EPA has the responsibility to control or eliminate
polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs). EPA is now in the
process of accomplishing the latter task.

Comprehensive Environmental Response Compensation and Liability
Act (CERCLA) of 1980--The Superfund

The purpose of this act is to assign liability, and provide
compensation, cleanup, and emergency response for hazardous
substances released into the environment and for the cleanup of
inactive hazardous waste disposal sites. Although CERCLA funds

are not available to Federal facilities, this law does affect the

way those fcilitles operate, especially in the area of hazardous
substance spills. The act requires a revision of the national
contingency plan which was originally required by the Clean Water
Act. The following new terms may result in new requirements in
the national contingency plan:

I. Release.

Any spilling, leaking, pumping, pouring, emitting, emptying,
discharging, injection, escaping, leaching, dumping, or

disposing into the environment. This excludes workplace
exposure, release of various nuclear materials, and normal
application of fertilizers.

2. Environment.

The navigable waters, waters of the contiguous zone, some

ocean waters, other surface waters, ground waters, drinking
water supply, land surface, subsurface strata, or the ambient
air, within the United States, or under the jurisdiction of
the United States.

3. Listed Hazardous Substance.

Any substance designated under sections 307 (A) and
311 (B)(2)(A) of the Clean Water Act, section 112 of the Clean
Air Act, and section 7 of the Toxic Substances Control Act, and
RCRA Hazardous Wastes.

4. Facility.

(a) Any building, structure, installation, equipment, pipe or

pipeline, well, pit, pond, lagoon, ditch, landfill, storage
container, motor vehicle, rolling stock, or aircraft.

(b) Any site or area where a hazardous substance has been
deposited, stored, disposed of or placed, or otherwise come

to be located. This does not include any consumer product.
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5. A Reportable Spill.

Any release (other than a federally permitted release) into the
envlrom,ent of a listed hazardous substance in quantities equal
to or greater than listed quantities.

IV. RESOURCE CONSERVATION AND RECOVERY ACT (RCRA).

A. Overview of the Act.

RCRA is the law that has the most impact on how people handle
hazardous waste (HW). Under subtitle "C" of RCRA, Congress gave
EPA the job of developing and implementing a national plan to
control hazardous waste. In February and May 1980, EPA published
the first of its HW regulations in the Federal Register. The basic
purpose of these regulations is to protect human health and the
environment from improperly managed HW. Participants in the system
include waste generators, waste transporters, and the owners and
operators of waste treatment, storage, and disposal facilities.

B. Overview of the Regulations.

I. Hazardous Waste Identification.

(a) A waste is any material which has served its original
purpose. This includes materials intended for reuse,
recycling, and recovery even if sold for this purpose.

(b) Solid wastes are solid, liquid, semisolid, or contained
gaseous materials, except:

Domestic sewage or mixtures of domestic sewage and other
wastes going to a publicly owned treatment works (POTW).

Point source discharges subject to section 402 of the
Clean Water Act.

Irrigation return flows.

Material subject to the Atomic Energy Act.

Mining materials not removed from the ground as part
of the extraction process.

(c) Hazardous Wastes that are not excluded are defined as solid
wastes which:

Exhibit the characteristics of ignitabillty, corrosivlty,
reactivity, or EP toxicity (contain certain listed contaminants
after water-acld extraction); or

Are a listed waste or contain a listed waste (EPA listed
approximately 400 chemicals and 85 process wastes in the
regulations).
In addition, a waste may be declared hazardous by applying
knowledge of the materials or the processes used.
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2. Hazardous Waste generators are required to:

(a) Have notified EPA that they generate HW, by 18 August 1980.
All generators who notified EPA received an EPA
identification number.

(b) Determine if wastes are HWs.

(c) Prepare HW shipments for transport in accordance with EPA
Department of Transportation (DOT) shipping regulations.
Requirements for labeling and marking waste containers, and
providing placards for transport vehicles are included in
the regulations. Wastes stored temporarily (less than 90
days) outside of permitted storage facilities, must be
placed in DOT shipping containers, or in storage tanks
meeting storage facility requirements. The container must
also be marked with the starting date of accumulation of
waste. (NOTE: Personnel training, emergency equipment,
and contingency plan requirements are the same for
temporary storage as for permitted storage facilities.)

d) Prepare manifests meeting EPA minimum requirements for
HW destined for off-lnstallatlon treatment, storage, or

disposal (TSD) facilities. The receiving facility and
the transporter must be designated on the manifest, and
the generator must ensure that both the transporter and
the receiving facility have EPA identlflcalton numbers
and are properly permitted to receive the wastes being
shipped. Manifest requirements apply to shipments of HW
from one location to another wherever public highways or
rlght-of-wavs are used.

(e) Prepare and submit an biennial report of hW shipped
off-site. This blennlal report was required by the
Federal authorities on March 1, 1984 and will be required
again in 1986. Maintain records of hW analyses, copies
of manifests, and exception reports (reports to EPA of
failures to receive signed manifests from the designated
TSD facility within 45 days).

3. Requirements for Transporters of Hazardous Waste

(a) An EPA ID number must be obtained. The transporter becomes
responsible for spill cleanup and for delivery of the
entire quantity of HW to the designated TSD facility upon
signing the manifest. Responsibility is transferred to the
TSD facility only when the manifest is dated and signed by
the authorized representative of the TSD facility.
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(b) In the event of a discharge of IW, the transporter must
take immediate action to protect human health and the
environment (for example, notify Federal, state, and local
authorities, and take action as required or approved by
these authorities).

4. Requirements for Owners/Operators of HW TSD Facilities.

(a) Standards applicable to TSD facilities will be published in
several phases. The first phase included interim status
standards (40 CFR 265), effective until TSD facility permits
are issued. It also includes some of the standards which
will be included in the TSD facility permits, required under
40 CFR 264. Additional Part 264 standards will be published
as they are developed for specific wastes and industries.

(b) Compliance with Federal standards does not override the
requirement to comply with applicable state and local
regulatlons. States will be awarded primacy for HW control
upon demonstration to EPA that the state program is
equivalent to the Federal program.

(c) Under the interim status standards, the following actions
were required by 19 November1980:

Put into effect a written waste analysis plan for
detailed chemical and physical analysis of each waste
sufficient to allow for proper treatment, storage and/or
disposal of the waste. The TSD facility operator may

require that this data be submitted by the generator,
but the operator must be prepared to verify the data
when necessary..

Follow a written schedule for inspecting all monitoring
equipment, safety and emergency equipment, security
devices, and operating and structural equipment (such
as dikes and sump pumps) important in preventing,
detecting, or responding to environmental or human
health hazards.

Develop contingency plans. Existing contingency plans
may require minor modifications.

Develop written closure plans to identify the steps
necessary to completely close the facility at any point
during its intended life and at the end of its intended
life. This requirement also applies to TSD facilities
which are closed rather than upgraded to meet HW
facility permit requirements. Plans must be submitted
to EPA for approval not later than 180 days before the
expected start of closure activities.
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Initiate operating records which describe wastes

received for treatement, storage or disposal, waste

location, dates of operation, results of analyses,
emergency incident reports, and inspection and
monitoring reports.

Upgrade personnel records for personnel handling HW
to include job title, job description, training
requirements, and training received. All personnel
must complete training requirements (either in the
classroom or on the job) in routine and emergency HW
management operations not later than mid-May 1981. New
personnel hired after 19 November 1980 must complete
training prior to working unsupervised with HW.

Upgrade security in order to prevent the unknowing
entry, and minimize the possibility for the
unauthorized entry, of persons or livestock onto the
active protions of the facility. This requirement may
be satisfied if the facility of plant where the active

portion of the TSD facility is located has its own
surveillance system, or a barrier, and means to control
entry.

Provide emergency response facilities and equipment to

ensure that employees have immediate access to internal
alarm or communication systems, and that adequate
emergency control equipment and water supplies are

available.

Ensure that uncovered tanks have at least two feet of

freeboard, and for continuous waste feed operations,
install waste feed cutoff or bypass mechanisms.

Impoundments require at least two feet of freeboard
and protective covers, such as grass, shale, or rock,
to minimize wind and water erosion and to preserve
their structural integrity.

Submit Part A of the RCRA permit for HW facilities.

Information required includes a topographic map
extending at least one mile beyond property boundaries

and showing facility outlines, locations of HW TSD
facilities, springs, rivers, and other surface water

bodies. Additionally, descriptions, and quantities of

HW; and photographs and drawings of the facilities are

required.

Submit a Part B application which includes hydrogeological
surveys, detailed operating plans, and other site specific
plans. This application will in effect become the basis of

the facility’s RCRA permit.
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(d) Submit a biennial (or annual, in most states) report
of HW activities. This report will include quantities and
types of wastes received and processed, whether the HW was

treated, stored and/or disposed and groundwater monitoring
data. Groundwater monitoring applies only to those facilities
that treat, store, or dispose of hazardous waste in surface
impoundments, waste piles, land treatment units, or landfills.

(e) The following actions were requlred of disposal operations
by November 1981:

Install, operate, and maintain a groundwater monitoring
system of at least four wells, one upgradient, for
determining the facility’s impact on the quality of
groundwater in the uppermost acqulfer underlying the

facility. Separate monitoring systems for each waste

management component of a facility are not required,
provided that provisions for sampling upgradient and

downgradient water quality will detect any discharge
from the waste management area.

Develop and implement a groundwater sampling and
analysis plan to include quarterly background sampling
for one year. Continue reduced sampling frequencies
after the, first year.

Prepare an outline of a groundwater quality assessment

program which would identify pollutant concentrations
and the rate and extent of contaminant migration. Upon
discovery and confirmation of significant increases of
indicator parameters over background levels, EPA must

be notified within seven days.

Upgrade landfills to provide for run-on diversion,
run-off collection, and wind control. Place waste
piles on an impermeable base and treat as if they were
landfills, or provide protection from precipitation
and run-on, and cease disposal of liquids and wastes

containing free liquids in the pile.

(f) RCRA includes management restrictions for HW containers,
tanks, land treatment, incinerators, and other facilities.

Special restrictions are established for management of

ignitable and reactive HW.

Containers must be located at least 15 meters (50 feet)
from the facility’s property llne.

Wastes may not be placed in tanks, surface
impoundments, land treatment, landfills, or treatment

facilities unless the waste is treated before or

immediately after placement so the resulting material

no longer meets the definition of ignitable or reactive

waste. Waste may be deposited in a tank or surface

impoundment in an emergency.
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C. State Hazardous Waste Management Programs

EPA established criteria for the authorization of states to
administer their own hazardous waste management program in
40 CFR 271. For a state to receive authorization, their hazardous
waste (HW) management program must be at least as stringent as the
Federal program. However, states may establish a program which is
more stringent than the Federal program. The states are in various
stages of authorization. Their status may change weekly. To obtain
the current status, call:

Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) Hotllne
800-424-9346

or

Hazardous Material Technical Center (HMTC) Hotllne
800-638-8958

A state may have Phase I, IIA, liB, IIC of Interim Authorization
or Final Authorization. The following authority corresponds to the
specified phases.

Interim Authorization State permitted to administer portions
of the HW programs while wrking to establish the laws and
regulations needed to administer the entire program.

Phase I authority includes the identification and listing of
HW’s, the regulation of generators and transporters,
the preliminary standards for HW Treatment, storage,
and disposal facilities.

Phase IIA authority to administer permits for HW Tanks and
container storage units.

Phase lib authority to administer permits for HW incinerators.

Phase IIC authority to administer permits for landfills, land
treatment units, waste piles, and surface impoundments.

Final Authorization authority to manage the entire HW program in
lleu of the EPA.

D. Uniform Hazardous Waste Manifest

The RCRA regulation requires generators who transport or offer for
transportation, hazardous, wastes for off-site treatment, storage or
disposal to prepare a manifest which must accompany the waste.

EPA and the Department of Transportation (DOT) have issued regulations
(49 FR 10490) implementing a Uniform Hazardous Waste Manifest. Figure
II-I is a copy of Uniform Hazardous Waste Manifest form. Table II-I
is instructions on how to fill it out. The forms provide space for
states requiring additional information. The manifest forms will in
most cases be distributed by the individual states. If there is no
state-printed form, the manifest may be reproduced by generators for
their own use. EPA will not be printing and distributing copies of
this uniform manifest form.
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Waste generators should be aware that EPA has established the
following hierarchy for the utilization of the state modified
uniform manifest.

The generator must use the manifest issued by the state
receiving the waste.

If there is no state modified manifest required by the state
of destination, then the modified form of the state from .which
the waste originates must be used.

If neither the state of destination nor the state of origin
requires the use of a state modified uniform manifest, then
the basic EPA uniform manifest must be used.

As required by the Hazardous and Solid Waste Amendments of
1984, generators will be required to certify that they have
reduced the vol,e of their waste to the maximum degree
economically practical after 8 September 1985.

E. Applicability to Naval Activities

The activity commander is the HW generator, transporter, and
owner of TSD facilities. Individual facility managers are
operators (i.e., PWC, NARF, DPDO, ETC.).

By 19 August 1980, HW generators, transporters, and
owner/operators of TSD facilities were to have applied for an
EPA identification number and to have notified EPA of HW
activities. After 19 November 1980, it is illegal to contract
for removal of HW, to transport HW off the installation, or to
operate HW TSD facilities, until an ID number is obtained.

Small quantity generator exception. Activities generating less
than 1,000 kg/month of HW, or accumulating less than a total of
1,000 kg of HW, or generating less than I kg of a listed HW, or
accumulating less than I00 kg of any residue or contaminated
soil, water or other debris resulting from the cleanup of a
spill, may qualify as a small quantity generator. Small
quantity generators are subject to the HW regulations only in
that they must determine if the waste is a HW, as specified in
the RCRA regulations, and treat or dispose of the HW in a
properly permitted on-site facility or ensure delivery to a
properly permitted off-site facility. Wastes from tenant

organizations must be included in installation totals.

"The Hazardous and Solid Waste Amendments" of 1984 require
small quantity generators to use the Uniform National Manifest
starting 05 Aug 85 and the EPA to promulgate additional standards
for generators who produce more than i00 kg/month but less than
1,000 kg/month by 1986.

HW sludges and listed HW which are intended for use, reuse,
recycling, or reclamation are subject to the HW regulations,
only in that they must be transported and stored as HW prior
to their use. Other HW intended for use, reuse, recycling, or
reclamation are not subject to the HW regulations; however,
EPA intends to establish some controls in future regulations.
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FIGURE 11-1

10502 Federal Register / Vol. 49, No. 55 / Tuesday, March 20, 1984 / Rules and Regulations

Please pint WP. (Form cleind for elite 12-atch)

UNIFORM HRDOUS . Generator’s us PA ID NO,

WASTE MANIFEST
3. GM’S Name a Maili ress

Manifest
Documant NO.

Form Approved. OM8 No. 2000-0404 Expires 7-31-86
2. Page Information in the shaded areas

Js not required by Federat

4. Generator’s Phone
Name5. Transporter Compony 6. US EPA ID Number

7. Tranq)rter 2 Cormny Name L. S PAI;Nmb

E

b.

L

D.Tmmlms
F_llme Tremixms IO

9. Designated Facility Name and Site Address 0. US EPA IO Number

11. US DOT Description (Including Proper Shilling Nome, Hazard Clas end ID Numb Total umt
NO. Type Quantity

15. Special Handling Inltructionl snd Additional Information

16. GENERAO’$ CERTIFICATION: herebydeclarethat thecontentsof thisconsignment arefully and accurately described
above byproer shilling name and ire clossified, packed, marked, end labeled, and Ire in all tea@acts in proper condition for
trsnqxx’t by highway according Io llllcobie international and national governmental regulations.

Printed/’ryped Name

17. Trans@ortor Acknowledgement of Receipt of Materials

Date
Signature Month Day Year

Date
Printed/Typed Name Signature

18. Tranqxter 2 A/1oledt er Ript of Materials

Printsd/’ryed Name Signature

19. Discrepancy Indlcatk)n S0ace

Month Day Year

20. Facility Owner or Operator: Certification of receipt of hazardous materials covered by this manifest except as noted in
Item 19.

Printed/Typed Name Signature

EPA Form 8700-22 (3-84)

BILUNG COOE S640-60-C

Date
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TABLE II-1

Preparing the Uniform Waste Manifest
On March 20 1984, EPA and DOT published the Uniform

Hazardous Waste Manifest (UHWM), a ruling which
supercedes all State manifesting requirements (See HMTC
UPDATE, Vol.3, No.3, p.3). Numerous State manifests will
now be replaced by this one standard form (see illustration).
To assist the individuals responsible for the completion

of the UHWM, this Technical Bulletin will highlight the
Federally-required information that must be provided for all
shipments of hazardous waste. Generators and transporters
of hazardous materials and also owners or operators of
hazardous waste treatment, storage, and disposal facilities
are required to provide the following information on the
UHWM:

Item 1. Generator’s U.S. EPA ID Number--Manifest Docu-
ment Number

Enter the generator’s U.S. EPA twelve-digit ID number and
the unique five-digit number assigned to the manifest by the
generator.

Item 2. Page Numbers
Enter the total number of pages used to complete the

manifest.

Item 3. Generator’s Name and Mailing Address
Self-explanatory.

Item 4, Generator’s Phone Number
Use the Generator’s emergency phone number here.

Item 5. Transporter 1 Company Name
Self-explanatory.

Item 6. U.S. EPA ID Number
Enter the EPA ID Number of the first transporter iden-

tiffed in Item 5.

Item 7. Transporter 2 Company Name
If applicable, enter the company name of the second

transporter who will transport the waste.

Item 8. U.S. EPA ID Number
Enter EPA ID Number of second transporter.

Item 9. Designated Facility Name and Site Address
Enter the company name and site address of the facility

designated to receive the waste listed on the manifest.

Item 10. U.S. EPA ID Number
Enter the EPA ID Number of the designated facility in

Item 9.

Item 11. U.S. DOT Description [including proper Shipping
Name, Hazard Class, and ID Number (UNINA)]

Enter the DOT Proper Shipping Name, Hazard Class, andID Number (UN/NA) for each waste as identified in 49 CFR
171 through 177. (A continuation sheet is available if morespace is required for the DOT description and related infor-
mation in Item 11.)

Item 12. Containers (Number and Type)

Enter the number of containers for each waste and the
appropriate abbreviation from the following table:

DM Metal drums, barrels, kegs
DW Wooden drums, barrels, kegs
DF Fiberboard or plastic drums, barrels, kegs
TP Tanks portable
TI" Cargo tanks (tank trucks)
TC Tank cars
DT Dump truck
CY Cylinders
CM Metal boxes, cartons, cases (including roll-offs)CW Wooden boxes, cartons, cases
CF= Fiber or plastic boxes, cart)ns, cases
BA Burlap, cloth, paper or plastic bags

Item 13. Total Quantity
Enter the total quantity of waste described on each line.

Item 14. Unit (Weight/Volume)
Enter the appropriate abbreviation from the following

table:

G gallons (liquids only)
P pounds
T tons (2(XX) Ibs)
Y cubic yards
L liters (liquids only)
K kilograms
M metric tons (1000 kg)
N cubic meters

Item 15. Special Handling Instructions and Additional Infor-
mation

Generators may use this space to indicate special
transportation, treatment, storage, or disposal information
or bill-of-lading information.

Item 16. Generator’s Certification
The generator must read, sign, and date the certification

statement on the manifest.

Item 17. Transporter 1 Acknowledgment of Receipt of
Materials

Enter the name of the person accepting the waste on
behalf of the first transporter.

Item 18. Transporter 2 Acknowledgment of Receipt of
Materials

If applicable, enter the name of the person accepting the
waste on bahalf of the second transporter.

Item 19. Discrepancy Indication Space
The authorized representative of the designated facilityowner must note in this space any significant discrepancy

between the waste described on the manifest and the waste
actually received at the facility.

Item 20. Facility Owner or Operator:. Certification of Receipt
of Hazardous Materials Covered by this Manifest Except as
Noted in Item 19.

Print or type the name of the person accepting the waste
on behalf of the owner or operator of the facility.
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Table 11-1 (cont’d)

Items A-K are not required by Federal regulations for
intra- or interstate transportation. However several States
will require generators and owners or operators of treat-
ment, storage, or disposal facilities to complete some or all
of items A-K as part of State manifest reporting
requirements.
Some 20 States are modifying the Uniform Hazardous

Waste Manifest form for shipments destined to their State.
In modifying the form, States may not seek new Informa-
tion but may add items such as special handling instruc.
tions, copy distribution instructions, and emergency
telephone numbers.

Of the States that plan to issue their own forms, most
plan to provide the forms free of charge, but some States,
such as Arkansas, are charging for the form. EPA’s Carolyn
Barley stated at a recent seminar that Federal enforcement
actions cannot be taken against a transporter for failure to
fill in the State.added portions of the manifest form.

States requiring the use of a State.modified UHWM form

Alabama New Hampshire
Arkansas New Jersey
Connecticut New York
Delaware Oklahoma
Georgia Pennsylvania
Illinois Puerto Rico
Louisiana Rhode Island
Maine South Carolina
Maryland Texas
Massachusetts Vermont
Michigan Wisconsin
Minnesota

Obtaining the proper form follows an acquisition hierarchy:

1st- Consignment State. This is the State that will be ac-
cepting the hazardous waste. Obtain the form from
this State whenever possible.

2nd-Generator State. This is the State generating the
hazardous waste.

3rd-Any Other Source. This can be any local, State, or
Federal agency involved in hazardous waste
management.

After September 20, 1984, all States, regardless of
previous manifest requirements or Interim status, are re-
quired to implement the UHWM form as their own. Any per-
sonnel involved with the shipment of hazardous wastes
should obtain a copy of the Federal Register(49 FR 10490)
detailing the regulations concerning the UHWM.
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DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE (DOD) REGULATIONS.

A. The DOD Consolidated Hazardous Material/Hazardous Waste Disposal
Guidance of June 1981

The DOD Consolidated Hazardous Material/Hazardous Waste Disposal
Guidance of June 1981 clarifies the operational instructions for
implementation of DOD Hazardous Material/Hazardous Waste (NM/HW)
disposal guidance for all DOD levels is included as Appendix II-A.

I. Thls document summarizes guidance found in:

(a) Defense Environmental Quality Program Policy Memorandum
(DEOPPM) 80-5. DEOPPM 80-5 states the DOD hazardous
material disposal policy, which is to dispose of hazardous
materials in an environmentally acceptable manner. It
designates the Defense Logistic Agency (DLA) as the
responsible agency within DOD for the worldwide disposal
of all hazardous material (except for those categories of
materials specifically designated for DOD component
disposal). DEOPPM 80-5 also defines "Hazardous Material":

Material is hazardous when, because of its quantity,
concentration, or physical, chemical, or infectious
characteristics, it may: (a) cause or significantly
contribute to an increase in mortality or an increase
in serious, irreversible, or incapacitating reversible
illness; or (b) pose a substantial present or potential
hazard to human health or the environment when improperly
treated, stored, transported, disposed of, or otherwise
managed.

(b) DEOPPM 80-8. This memorandum provides policy guidance
on DOD implementation of the hazardous waste management
regulations of RCRA. DOD policy is:

To limit the generation of hazardous waste through
alternative procurement practices; to reuse, reclaim or
recycle resources where practical; to dispose of hazardous
waste in an environmentally acceptable manner accordin to
the disposal policy established in DEQPPM 80-5; and to
implement EPA and/or state hazardous waste management
regulations.

(c) DEOPP 80-9. This memorandum provides guidance on the
proper handling, storage, and disposal of PCBs. This
policy includes:

Full compliance with EPA regulations on handling, storage,
marking, and disposal of PCBs and PCB items; inventory all
PCBs and PCB items in their accountability; establlsh
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inspection procedures for PCB transformers and other PCB
equipment in storage; construct, as necessary, storage
areas for PCBs and PCB items that are awaiting disposal;
and develop and implement a program to educate appropriate
personnel on the hazards of PCBs.

In addition to the DEQPPMs explained above, there are two more
that apply to hazardous waste management.

(a) DEQPPM 81-3. This memorandum provides guidance on
hazardous substance spill residue cleanup. The DOD
component will fund and accomplish the hazardous substance
spill residue cleanup, spill site restoration, and proper
identification, packaging and labeling of spill residue;
DLA will program and accomplish the disposal of properly
identified, packaged, and labeled spill residues for FY83
and later years. This document is provided as Appendix B
to this chapter.

(b) DEQPPM 81-5. This memorandum addresses the Installation
Restoration (IR) program which identifies and evaluates
past DOD hazardous waste disposal sites to determine any
potential problem sites. It also provides the means to
control the migration of contaminants.

Vl. NAVAL REGULATIONS

A. Nav Reulatlons.
The Navy’s environmental policy is set forth in OPNAVINST 5090.1
(formerly 6240.3E) which is the Environmental Protection and
Natural Resources Manual. This manual promulgates Navy policy,
identifies requirements and guidelines, and assigns
responsibilities within the Navy for implementing a Navy-wide
program for the protection of the environment, conservation of
natural resources, and the preservation of cultural and historic
resources.

The most important part of that instruction for hazardous waste
handlers is Chapter II, "Hazardous Materials Environmental
Management Ashore." This Chapter identifies requirements and
responsibilities applicable to the prevention and control of
pollution from hazardous materials, including hazardous waste
at Navy shore facilities. It is divided into three sections:

I. Nazardous Materials and Hazardous Waste Management

2. Inactive Hazardous Substance Disposal Sites

3. PCBs
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The OPNAVINST section on hazardous materials and waste management
gives guidance on generation, transportation, storage, treatment,
and disposal operations. It discusses how Federal laws apply to
Navy activities and lists specific requirements. It also mentions
the DLA role in hazardous substance disposal, the Navy’s hazardous
waste responsibilities as assigned by DOD, and the responsibilities
of different Navy commands. The requirement for submission of the
Annual HW Report by Naval facilities is set forth in
OPNAVINST 5090.1.

B. Marine Corps Regulations.

Environmental policy for Marine Corps Activitie9 is set forth in
MCO PII000.SB, The Real Property Facililty Manual. The Marine
Corps policy is essentially the same as the Navy policy outlined
in OPNAVINST 5090.1

C. Application of Regulations to Navy Ships.

OPNAVINST 5090.1, the Environmental Protection and Natural
Resources Manual, defines the Navy ships responsibilities as
follows:

i. In instances where Navy ships transfer EHM or HW ashore,
responsibility for proper management is transferred to the
receiving facility. Prior to transfer ashore, hazardous waste
shall be properly segregated, containerized, and labeled in
accordance with the Shipboard I{M/HW Management Plan and Navy
Ships Technical Manual (NSTM), Chapter 593. Failure to do so
may result in a charge for the cost to the fleet of laboratory
analyses to identify the HW. When visiting Navy ports, Navy
vessels shall request HW pickup by the cognizant shore activity
representative (usually the Public Works Office/Center).
Person-to-person contact is required during the actual transfer
of the HW to the shore activity. Ships force are to complete
DD Form 1348-1 at the time of HW transfer.

When visiting non-Navy ports and foreign ports, Navy vessels
shall offload HW whenever it is necessary and feasible. The
ship shall identify in the LOGREQ the HW to be offloaded. If
unable to find adequate facilities at non-Navy ports, the ship
must hold HW for offloading at a Navy port. All HW must be
properly labeled and containerized.

Navy vessels may not discharge hazardous substances in harmful
quantities into or upon navigable waters of the United States,
adjoining shorelines, or into or upon waters of the contiguous
zone (12 nm from shore). Details concerning such hazardous
materials and their respective harmful quantities are provided
in NSTM Chapter 593.
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VII.

Navy vessels operating in the territorial seas (up to 12 nm)
of foreign countries shall abide by discharge regulations
specified in the applicable Status of Forces Agreement (SOFA),
as defined in Chapter i. If no SOFA exists, vessels shall

operate consistent with the substantive discharge standards
observed by the host country’s military forces, until a

satisfactory arrangement on the subject can be effected.
Unless otherwise provided in a SOFA, Navy vessels operating
temporarily within a foreign jurisdiction are subject to that
country’s standards to the extent specified by the clearance
for visit. Where the discharge standards for a foreign country
are undefined, no hazardous material shall be discharged within
12 nm of land.

Navy vessels may discharge ship-generated hazardous substances
beyond the above-mentioned areas only in accordance with the

guidelines provided in NSTM Chapter 593.

D. Application of Regulations to Activities in Foreign Countries.

Navy activities in foreign countries are not, in general, subject
to specific requirements that are based on U.S. laws and

regulations. Nevertheless, HM, including HW, must be properly
.managed to assure protection of human health and the environment.

The Commanding Officers of Navy Activities in foreign countries
are responsible for:

Designating an activity focal point to coordinate activity
HW management programs.

Surveying the activity’s HM and developing a HW management
plan. The plan shall be designed and implemented, at a
minimum, to comply with environmental standards of general
applicability in the host country or jurisdiction, and go
beyond such regulations as necessary to ensure reasonable
protection of the environment and human health in the handling
and disposal of HW. Where host country regulations do not

adequately define/list HW, the list in 40 CFR 261 shall be
used as a basis. The activity HW management plan shall be
reviewed by the cognizant NAVFAC EFD prior to finalization.

SUMMARY

There are a great many laws, regulations, and policies concerning
hazardous materials and hazardous wastes. Hazardous wastes are now

tracked from "cradle to grave" and enforcement agencies and the public
closely monitor all activities in this field. While handlers may not

be directly involved in preparing manifests, developing reports, or
completing other management tasks, their activities are linked to these

legal requirements. Therefore, they should be concerned how their
activities may affect another individual’s ability to comply. Even
though the activity commander is responsible for compliance, the
handler can be prosecuted in cases of willful negligence.
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An error or problem anywhere in the hazardous wastes system can create
administrative and management problems all along the line. Thus,
handlers must remember that they are part of a large, legally required
management program and that the performance of their jobs may have a

major effect on the ability of their activity to comply with laws and
regulations.
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AppendixA

CONSOLIDATED HAZARDOUSMATERIAL/HAZARDOUSWASTE
DISPOSALGUIDANCE

JUNE 1981

I. Purpose:

This publication consolidates and further clarifies the operational
instructions for implementation of DOD Hazardous Materlal/Hazardous Waste
(HM/HW) disposal guidance and is for use at all DOD levels. This guidance is
effective until further superseded, amended, or included in DOD 4160.21-M.

II. References

A. "Defense Environmental Quality Program Policy Memorandum"
(DEQPPM 80-5) subject: Department of Defense Hazardous Material Disposal
Policy, dated 13 May 80. This memorandum provides DOD policy guidance
relative to disposal mission assignment and related responsibilities for
hazardous materials.

B. "Defense Environmental Quality Program Pollcv Memorandum"
(DEQPPM 80-8) subject: RCRA Hazardous Waste Management Regulations, dated
21 Oct 80. This memorandum publishes policy guidance to implement within
the Department of Defense the hazardous waste management regulations of the
Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA).

C. "Defense Environmental Quality Program Policy Memorandum"
(DEQPPM 80-9) subject: Department of Defense (DOD) Management of
Polychlorinated Biphenyls (PCBs) and PCB items, dated I0 Nov 80. This
memorandum provides additonal DOD guidance on the proper handling, storage,
and disposal of the hazardous chemical PCB apd PCB items.

D. This publication supersedes the messages listed in IX. A-N below.

E. Definitions and abbreviations applicable to the contents of this
publication are provided in X below.

III. Responsibilities:

A. DLA/DPDS

I. DLA has been designated by DEQPPM 80-5 (ref A) as the
responsible agency within DOD for the worldwide disposal of all hazardous
materials except those categories listed in paragraph III.B below.

2. DLA has delegated operational responsibilities for this
expanded mission to DPDS.
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B. The DOD components are responsible for disposal of the following
categories of property:

I. "Toxicological, biological, radiological, and lethal chemical
warfare materials which, by U.S. law, must be destroyed. Disposal of the
by-products of such material is the responsibility of the DOD component with
assistance from DLA."

2. "Haterlal which cannot be disposed of in its present form due
to military regulations, e.g., consecrated religious items and cryptographic
material." This category would include those instances where military
regulations require the obliteration of all markings that could relate an
excess material to its operational program. Once the appropriate actions are
taken to meet the military regulation, the resultlng material could then be
turned in to the servicing DPDO.

3. "Municipal type garbage, trash, and refuse resulting from
residential, institutional, commercial, agricultural, and community
activities, which the facilities engineer or public works office routinely
collects."

4. "Contractor generated materials which are the contractor’s
responsibility for disposal under the terms of the contract."

5. "Sludges resulting from municipal type wastewater treatment
facilities."

6. "Sludges and residues generated as a result of industrial
plant processes or operations." The services are responsible for disposal
of sludges and residues resulting from industrial waste treatment facilities
or for co-mingled materials resulting from industrial plant facilities which
are accumulated into co-mlngled storage for disposition in lleu of processing
through industrial waste treatment facilities. DPDO’s will accept all other
segregated generations of material from industrial plant processes or
operations where the basic ingredients and contaminants are identified.

7. "Refuse and other discarded materials which result from mininR,
dredging, construction, and demolition operations."

8. "Unique wastes and residues of a non-recurring nature which
research and development programs generate."

IV. DEQPFM 80-5 is being implemented in three phases:

A. Phase one (Turn-in procedures as of 1 November 1980).

I. The DPDO will accept the turn-in of all hazardous materials
except for those categories outlined in paragraph III.B above. The
reutillzatlon, transfer, donation, or sales potential of property is not
criteria for acceptance by the DPDO. If the DPDO has the proper facilities,
he will take physical custody along with accountability; if proper facilities
are not available to the DPDO, then he will take accountability but not
physical custody. Proper facilities will be determined based on the
guidelines provided in paragraph VI.A below.
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2. Turn-in requirements are outlined in paragraph V below.

B. Phase two (existing service contracts).

I. As of FY82, DPDS will assume responsibility for existin DOD
component service contracts for disposal of material assigned to DPDS.

2. This material includes such things as the material routinelv
generated by an activity, but because of condition or physical characteristics
or other factors, is being disposed of by existing DOD component service
contracts since it was previously determined that the DPDO should not assume
those responsibilities at that time.

C. Phase three (new service contracts). Pending complete
implementation of phase two, in those cases where hazardous wastes are
accumulated and the DOD component has no existing service contract, the
turn-ln activity will work with the servicing DPDO to assure timely removal.
In most instances, arrangements can be made for the turn-in installation to
provide contractual support utilizing DLA funds.

Turn-ln Requirements:

A. Identification

I. Property must be .identified by NSN, LSN, or FSC. Noun name is
required with NSN. LSNs and FSCs must include complete description including
manufacturer’s part number, if applicable.

2. Amount and type of contaminant must be identified.

3. Laboratory analysis is not required for turn-ln of anything
other than PCBs (see paragraph VIII.A). However, adequate information must be
provided to permit valid identification of material and any contaminants bein
turned in. This information is required to preclude more costly
identification measures and to insure prompt and environmentally acceptable
disposal of hazardous material.

B. Packaging

I. Property turned in to the DPDO must be in containers that
are non-leaking and safe-to-handle. The containers must be able to withstand
normal handling or the turn-ln will be rejected.

2. DOT specified containers are required for accumulation, storage,
and movement of pre-determined hazardous wastes as listed in XI. A-N below.
These wastes may also be accumulated in bulk in RCRA permitted facilities.

3. DOT specified containers are not required for turn-in to
the DPDO of anything other than the predetermined hazardous wastes. The
transporting agency does have a responsibility to comply with DOT requirements
for transport over public highways.
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C. Labeling

I. Property should be labeled in conformance with established
criteria.

2. PCB marking requirements are specified in paragraph VIII.A.3.

D. Disposal Turn-In Document (DTID)

I. All property turned in to the DPDO will be done so-wlth a
properly prepared DTID. Standard procedures for preparation of a DTID are
found in paraRraph 5-5 of DOD 4160.17M, MILSTRIP.

2. The DTID will be modlfied/changed to satisfy internal DOD
auditing requirements and shipping manifests as required by the EPA or State
as follows:

a. Block A "Shipped Fro’: add telephone number and
EPA identification number. Installations qualifying as RCRA defined "small
generators" will enter "small generator exclusion" in lleu of the EPA
identification number.

b. Block B "Ship To": add telephone number and EPA
identification number.

c. Block C "Mark For": (normally left blank): insert
HM (if turn-ln is hazardous material) or HW (if turn-in is predetermined
hazardous waste, as identified in Appendix C).

d. Block U "Freight Classification Nomenclature":
add six character (two alpha, four numeric) identification number as shown
in 49 CFR, Part 172.

e. Block Y Use this block (in lieu of Blocks AA
through EE) for the deposit account number. Note: This is not an entry
required on behalf of hazardous material/waste documentation but a movement
of data prescribed to permit use of the previously identified blocks for
other purposes.

f. Blocks AA and BB Use these two blocks for tbe
transporter’s name and EPA identlfieation number.

g. Block CC Have transporter (identified in Blocks AA
and BB) sign and date for shipment received.

h. Blocks DD, EE, FF and GG Insert the following statement
in these blocks (note: Rubber stamp, typewritten or machine produced copy
required): "This is to certify that the above-named materials are prowerly
classified, described, packaged, marked and labeled, and are in proper
condition for transportation according to the applicable regulations of DOT
and EPA". The turn-in activity will sign under the certification statement as
the generator to comply with RCRA.
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3. It is stressed that the information outlined in V.D.2 d, f, g,
and h above is required only when transporting predetermined hazardous wastes
(Appendix C) over public highways to a servicing DPDO. Other management
actions taken to implement RCRA are described in paragraph VII.

4. Block 8 The DPDO will sign and enter date. The signed copy
of the DTID will serve as a valid receipt of both accountability and
responsibility of the hazardous material or predetermined waste by the DPDO.
For shipments within DOD (whether on the same installation or between
installations) the turn-in activlty’s responsibility terminates upon receipt
of the signed copy of the DTID which serves as the internal manifest between
the generator and the servicing DPDO IAW DEOPPH 80-8 guidance.

Vl. Physical Custody

A. Physical custody of hazardous materials/hazardous waste will be
accepted if the DPDO has the proper facilities.

I. If the DPDO possesses conforming storage, the DPDO will accept
physical custody at the time it accepts accountability.

2. If the DPDO does not possess conforming storage, and the
generating activity has conforming storage in support of mission requirements,
the generating activity will retain physical custody, and DPDO will accept
accountability.

3. In those instances where neither DLA nor the generating
activity possesses conforming storage, the activity with the "most nearly"
conforming storage will accept or retain physical custody and the DPDO will
accept accountability.

4. DLA will be responsible for the long term programming for
conforming storage in support of its disposal mission.

B. Close coordination between the DPDO and host installations is
required concerning physical receipt of hazardous property at the DPDO. Any
unresolved issues will be expressed in writing through normal command channels.

C. DOD conforming storage. DLA/DPDS and the DOD components are
working together to identify the conforming storage requirements for the
disposal mission.

I. DLA/DPDS will expedite determination of DPDO hazardous
materials/hazardous waste storage requirements.

2. Each installation’s total requirements for hazardous
materlal/waste storage facilities will be jointly identified, and the most
efficient means of providing such facilities will be determined through a
coordinated DOD component/DLA team effort.

3. The DOD components will be requested to provide inputs and
assistance for this effort in the near future.
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VII. Implementation of RCRA:

A. Permits

1. The installation commander is reponslble to insure compliance
with all RCRA requirements for the installation. The installation commander
is also responsible to notify, to apply for permits, and to report to EPA or
the State, as required, for all installation activities, including tenants.

2. The individual facility operational managers are accountable
for conducting their activities in accordance with RCRA. Those facilities’
managers, including tenants, will provide necessary documentation to the
installation commander for permit applications, will provide to the
installation commander reports required by EPA or the State, and will ensure
compliance with RCRA regulations and permit requirements at the facility.

3. All reports to EPA or the State will be co-slgned by the
installation commander and facility operator or their designated official.
The installation commander will sign as the owner and the facility manager
(DPDO Chief) will sign as the operator.

B. Hazardous Waste Management Plan

I. Installation commander is responsible for developing and
implementing a hazardous waste management plan to include all tenants on the
installation. This plan shall identify and implement hazardous waste
management actions required by RCRA.

2. All tenants will comply with applicable portions of the
hazardous waste management plan and insure internal operational procedures
are consistent.

3. The DPDO will insure inspections, safety precautions and
actions, records, etc., as established in the installations hazardous waste
management plan, are accomplished for hazardous waste for which he has
accountability.

4. Required support or assistance that is available at the host
installation will be provided to the DPDO upon request. When the costs
warrant, reimbursement may be required.

C. Manifesting

I. The procedures for manifesting from a turn-in activity to a
DPDO are outlined in paragraph IV.D.2.

2. DPDS is responsible, lAW DEOPPM 80-8, for advising DOD
components as to which of the "used" hazardous materials, for which DLA has
been assigned disposal responsibility, are to be controlled as a hazardous
waste. DPDS has published a list of predetermined wastes as Appendix C.
These predetermined wastes are required to be managed as a hazardous waste
upon generation. Only the property on this list, or subsequently identified
by DPDS, is to be turned in to the DPDO identified as a hazardous waste,
i.e., 8W (paragraph V.D.2.c).
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D. Recordkeeping and Reporting
(Reserved)

Vlll. Specific Item Turn-ln Procedures:

A. Polychlorinated Biphenyls (PCB). DPDS is responsible for disposal
of PCB fluids and materials contaminated with PCBs. The following turn-in
requirements apply.

I. Properly identified as containing PCBs. A sclentifieallv
reliable analysis (DPDS prefers gas chromatograph) will accompany the DTID
unless the property has a manufacturer’s label or nameplate that indicates the
presence of PCBs, e.g. generic or commercial name. The analysis will indicate
the amount of PCB in parts per million (ppm) or in the following ranges:

a. Less than 50 ppm

b. 50-499 ppm

c. 500 ppm or more

Individual analysis is required for each item. DPDS may accept batch testing
results on a case-by-case basis. However, approval for batch testing will be
obtained from DPDS prior to turn-in.

2. Properly containerized. The property must be enclosed,
non-leaklng, and safe to handle. The DTID will be prepared in accordance with
paragraph V.D above.

3. The property must be marked as prescribed by the EPA in
40 CFR 761.44. Items containing 50 pDm or more PCB must be marked, with the
exception of transformers. Only PCB transformers, i.e. 500 ppm or more PCB,
must be marked.

B. Asbestos. Friable asbestos will be packaged in accordance with
Federal standards prior to being turned in to the DPDO.

C. Empty Containers (reserved paragraph).
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IX. Instructions Superseded

A. DPDS-LPE message DTG P061751Z Jun 80, subject: Data Call for
DEQPPM 80-5

B. DPDS-LPE message DTG PI32052Z Jun 80, subject: Interim Guidelines
on Expanded Mission

C. DPDS-LPE message DTG PI61917Z Jul 80, subject: Implementation of
DoD Hazardous Material Disposal Policy

D. DPDS-LPE message DTG P051415Z Sep 80, subject: Transformer
Testing Policy Change

E. DPDS-LPE message DTG RI01213Z Sep 80, subject: Clarification of
Testing Requirements fox Turn-Ins Ider DEQPPM No. 80-5

F. DPDS-LPE message DTG RI91835Z Sep 80, subject: Hazardous
Materials Disposal Procedures (Termination of Interim Turn-In)

G. DPDS-LPE message DTG P292040Z Sep 80, subject: Hazardous
Materials Disposal Procedures (Delays Implementation of 80-5)

H. DPDS-LPE message DTG P201820Z Oct 80, subject: Hazardous
Materials Disposal Procedures (Describes phased implementation)

I. DPDS-LPE message DTG P281400Z Oct 80, subject: Implementation
Procedures for RCRA

J. DPDS-LPE message DTG R061300Z Nov 80, subject: Modification of
Disposal Trn-ln Document (DTID) (DD Form 1348-1) to Accommodate RCRA Manlfest
Requirements

K. DPDS-LPE message DTG RI52029Z Dec 80, subject: Modification of
Disposal rn-ln Document (DTID) (DD Form 1348-1) to Accommodate RCRA Manifest
Requirements

L. DPDS-LPE message DTG RISI545Z Dec 80, subject: RCRA Hazardous
Waste Identification List

M. DLA-SME message DTG 022000Z Jan 81, subject: Hazardous
Material/Waste Storage Sites

N. DLA-SME message DTG R241300Z Feb, subject: Implementation of
DEQPPM 80-5, 80-8,and 80-9
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X. Abbreviations and Definitions:

The following is a list of abbreviations and definitions applicable to
the contents of this publication.

A. Abbreviations

I. DLA Defense Logistics Agency

2. DOT Department of Transportation

3. DPDO Defense Property Disposal Office

4. DPDR Defense Property Disposal Regions

5. DPDS Defense Property Disposal Service

6. DTID Disposal Turn-In Document

7. EPA Environmental Protection Agency

8. PCB Polychlorinated Biphenyls

9. RCRA Resource Conservation and Recovery Act

B. Definitions

I. Conforming Storage a facility or location which conforms to
regulations of the Environmental Protection Agency and other regulatory
authorities governing the storage of hazardous materials.

2. Container

a. Any portable device in which a material is stored, transported,
disposed of, or otherwise handled. For purposes of these procedures, the
definition is expanded as follows: any container which is normally turned in
to the DPDO for disposal including any container whose last content was a
hazardous or an acutely-hazardous substance.

b. Containers that have held hazardous or non-hazardous materials
are considered "empty" (for turn-in purposes) if the container contains no more
than 2.5 centimeters (one inch) of residue on the bottom after all materials
have been removed from the container that can be removed using the practices
commonly employed to remove material from that type of container.

c. Hazardous and acutely hazardous are defined by federal, state,
and local laws and regulations.

3. DOD Components the Military departments and all defense
agencies, except disposal operating entities of DLA (DPDS, DPDR, and DPDOs).

4. Generatin Activity an organization or element authorized to

turn-in property to the Defense Property Disposal Service.
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5. Hazardous Material

a. A material, because of its quantity, concentration, or
physical, chemical, or infectious characterixtics, may:

(1) cause, or significantly contribute to, an increase in
mortality or an increase in serious, irreversible, or incapacitating
reversible illness; or

(2) pose a substantial present or potential hazard to human
health or the environment when improperly treated, stored, transported,
disposed of, or otherwise managed.

b. For the purposes of this publication, hazardous materials do
not include those radioactive materials that the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
controls. Licensees shall be responsible for the disposal of those materials
per 10 CFR 20.

c. Hazardous material includes personal property consisting of:

(1) Items All unused, used, or contaminated property of
combinations of property, (unused, used, mixed, or contaminated) which can
be identified by a national stock number, manufacturer’s part number,
military specification number, or locally purchased property with a locally
applied stock number. Also, that property which by military regulation
requires application of a local stock number prior to disposal.

(2) Scrap Used or unused property which has no value except
for basic material content.

(3) Waste Used or unused property, residues, by-products,
sludges, and other materials, which have no known utility and must, therefore,
be discarded.

XI. List of Predetermined Hazardous Wastes

A. FOOl The following spent halogenated solvents used in
degreasing: tetrachloroethylene, trlchloroethylene, methylene chloride,
I, I, l-trichloroethane, carbon tetrachloride, and chlorinated fluorocarbons.

B. F002 The following spent halogenated solvents:
tetrachloroethylene, methylene, chloride, trichloroethylene,
I, I, l-trichloroethane, chlorobenzene, I, I, 2-trlchloro-l,
2, 2-trifluoroethane, ortho-dlchlorobenzene, and trlchlorofluoromethane.

C. FO03 The following spent non-halogenated solvents: xylene,
acetone, ethyl acetate, ethyl benzene, ethyl ether, methyl isobutyl ketone,
n-butyl alcohol, cyclohexanone, and methanol.

D. F004 The following spent non-halogenated solvents: cresols
and cresylic acid, and nitrobenzene.
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E. FO05 The following spent non-halogenated solvents: toluene,
methyl ethyl ketone, carbon disulfide, isobutanol, and pvrldine.

F. F007 Spent cyanide plating bath solutions from electroplatng
operations (except for precious metals electroplatlng spent cyanide platinR
bath solutions*).

G. F009 Spent stripping and cleaning bath solutions from
electroplating operations where cyanides are used in the process (except for
precious metals electroplatlnR spent stripping and cleanln bath solutions*).

H. F015 Spent cyanide bath solutions from mineral metals recovery
operations.

*These solutions and sludges are turned in for processing under the Precious
Metals Recovery program and should be turned in as HM.
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Appendix B

MANPOWER.

RESERVE AFFAIRS

AND LOGISTICS

DEQPPM 81-3

OFFICE OF THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF DEFENSE

WASHINGTON. D.C. 20301

DEFENSE ENVIRONMENTAL QUALITY PROGPJM POLICY MEMORANDUM (DEQPPM) 81-3
MEMORANDUM FOR ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE ARMY (IL&FM).

ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE NAVY (S&L)
ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE AIR FORCE (MRA&I)
ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF THE AIR FORCE (RD&L)
DIRECTORS OF DEFENSE AGENCIES

SUBJECT: Department of Defense (DoD) Hazardous Material Disposal Policy
PURPOSE: This is to provide additional DoD policy guidance on thedisposal of hazardous materials. This memorandum supplements policypublished in DEQPPM 80-5, "Department of Defense Material DisposalPolicy," of May 13, 1980; DEQPPM 80-8, "RCRA Hazardous Waste Manage-ment Regulations," of October 21, 1980; and DEQPPM 80-9, "Departmentof Defense (DoD) Management of Polychlorinated Biphenyls (PCBs) andPCB Items," of November i0, 1980.

BACKGROUND: On May 13, 1980, DEQPPM 80-5 was published to provideDoD policy on the dis2osal of hazardous materials. That policy desig-nates the Defense Log.tstics Agency (DLA) as responsible for the disposalof all hazardous materials except those that..specifically remain theother DoD components’ responsibilities. On October 21, 1980, DEQPPM80-8 was published to provide DoD policy on the implementation of thehazardous waste management provisions of the Resource Conservation andRecovery Act (RCRA) of 1976. Finally, on November i0, 1980, DEQPPM80-9 was published to provide additional DoD guidance on the properhandling, storage, and disposal of polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs)and PCB items.

On March 12, 1981, DLA Headquarters and the Defense Property DisposalService (DPDS) briefed the Hazardous Materials Disposal Policy SteeringCommittee and Working Committee on their progress to implentent DEQPPM80-5, DEQPPM 80-8, and DEQPPM 80-9. The actions, responsibilities, andassignments which follow were identified at that briefing.
POLICY: The DoD policies are:

DoD components, to include DLA, who spill a hazardous substancewill fund and accomplish the hazardous substance spill residue cleanup,spill site restoration, and proper identification, packaging and label-ing of spill residue. DLA hould program for disposal of residues whi.are properly identified, packaged, and labeled for spills which occur infiscal year 1983 and later years.
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II.

III.

CHAPTER III

HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS

LEARNING OUTCOMES DESIRED.

At the completion o@ this unit of instruction, you should be able to:

A. Identify the potential harm, to both the environment and human

health, from exposure to certain hazardous wastes.

B. Recognize and avoid potential health hazards when dealing with
hazardous wastes.

C. Understand the consequences of environmental damage.

INTRODUCTION

Determining the effects of hazardous substances on the environment
is often a difficult task because of the diversity and complexity
of the environment. However, we often find that the environmental
effects caused by the improper management of hazardous wastes are
extremely detrimental because of natures’s interrelationships. Acute
health effects may be easier to observe. People who work directly
with hazardous substances may become involved with both environmental
and health problems. Problems can result from spills and fires which
can provide a direct path for the hazardous substance to enter the
environment.

Handling hazardous wastes can provide many opportunities for direct
exposure to the handler. Depending on the type of waste and amount
of exposure, the handler could experience either severe immediate
problems or problems that appear years later. he prudent thing to
remember when handling chemicals of any type is to eliminate’any’and

all unnecessary exposure. No matter how toxic a substance is, it
will cause no harm to either people or the environment if there is no
exposure to that substance. Proper respect for hazardous substances,
which leads to proper handling, storage and disposal, can prevent

exposure. Again, no exposure, no problem.

TOXICITY

This term generally refers to substances which cause damage to the
structure or function of the body once they enter it. In order to

ensure the sa@ety of persons handling toxic and hazardous substances,
all means of exposure to these substances must be protected against and
minimized.

A. Toxicity can be subdivided on the basis of duration of exposure:

I. Acute exposure refers to short-term exposure of seconds,
minutes, or hours.

1011D Date of last revision: Jun 84
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IV.

2. Subacute exposure refers to exposure between acute and chronic,
duration up to about.90-days.

Chronic exposure is of long duration. It refers to prolonged
or repeated exposure to substances which are inhaled or
absorbed into the body.

The following information provides some insight into the manner by
which harmful substances may enter the body. These routes of entry
are: inhalation, skin absorption, ingestion, and eye contact.

Inhalation The respiratory system has the largest amount of
surface area (35m2) available to come in contact with
external contaminates. Breathing a gas, vapor, mist, fumes or
dust (chemicals may be trapped on particles) is the most common
form of accldental exposure. Inhalatlon affects the linlngs of
the air passages of the nose, throat, and lungs, and usually
results in an irritation and may cause burns. There may also be
absorption of the chemical from the lungs to the bloodstream.
The blood then distributes the chemical throughout the body
tissue and can cause cancer, emphysema, and asphyxiation.

Skin Absorption The skin has a surface area of 2m2 and is
easily exposed. Skin exposure to hazardous substances may
result in skin irritation or penetration. The most common skin
irritation is dermatitis (chronic swelling, redness, itching of
the skin) in which the chemicals do not enter the blood. Some
chemicals have the capacity to penetrate the unbroken skin and
are picked up by the bloodstream and distributed throughout the
body, for example: carbon tetrachloride, chlordane, and PCBs.
Sharp objects contaminated with harmful chemicals may pierce the
skin, injecting the substance through the skin into the body.
Skin penetration is probably the second most common accidental
means of entry of chemlcals into the body.

Ingestion Toxic amounts of hazardous wastes can be carried
to the mouth by hand when drinking, eating, smoking, chewing on
pencils, or chewing on eyeglasses. If the food we eat or the
liquids we drink are contaminated with hazardous substances,
they may enter the bloodstream along with the digested food.

Eye Contact The eye may be harmed by chemlcals in solid,
liquid or vapor form. Irritant effects vary in degree from
mild to severe. Most chemicals have the abillty to injure
the eye to some degree through surface contact or absorption,
and damage may be irreversible within a matter of seconds.

HEALTH EFFECTS.

A primary concern is whether or not the chemicals a worker is exposed
to in the workplace causes the workers health to be damaged. Science
is often years behind in determining health effects. Tus, it is
important to take care when dealing with hazardous substances even if
there is no currently identified health effect.
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Under conditions of identical exposure to potentially harmful
substances, there is often marked variability in the manner in which
individuals respond. These responses may range from the discomfort of
an itch to violent attacks of asthma or swelling of membranes, thereby
closing off breathing passages

Some toxic substances are retained in the body for long periods of time
and are excreted very slowly, if at all. The levels of the chemical in
the body are increased as a function of duration of exposure. Examples
of chemicals which the body retains include such heavy metals as mercury
and lead. Upon repeated or continuous exposure, these substances can
reach levels resulting in illness or even death. Bodily process changes
associated with long-term subacute exposure are often irreparable.

Previous damage or injury to such key organs as the liver, kidney,
lungs, and brain can change the way exposure to toxic substances affect
individuals. The liver and kidney function to screen and scavenge many
toxic substances from general circulation and to excrete them from the
body. Impairment of these functions allow potentially dangerous
buildups to occur and may lead to further damage to these vital organs.
Similarly, previous lung damage enhances the likelihood of further
damage from inhaled toxic substances and may reduce the effectiveness
of the lungs as a route of excretion. Extreme care should be taken when

working around hazardous wastes if you have had an injury or illness
involving any vital organ.

HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS ASSOCIATED WITH THE DEPARTMENT OF
TRANSPORTATION (DOT) IAZARD CLASSES

DOT Hazard Class
Most Probable Nealth and
Environmental Effects

Explosives Physical damage

Compressed gases Toxicity
Explosions and fires
Damage from rocketing
cylinders
BLEVE

Flammable liquid Fire
Explosion
Toxicity

Flanuable solid Fire

Combustible liquid Fire
Toxicity

Organic Peroxides Severe fire hazard
Severe damage to tissue

Oxidizing material Fire
(Makes fires more
difficult to extinguish)
Severe damage to tissue
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VI.

DOT Hazard Class
Most Probable Health and
Environmental Effects..-

Poisons Toxicity

Irritating material Irritation

Corrosive material Severe damage to tissue

Etiologic agents Disease

Radioactive material High levels: Radiation
burns and death

Low levels: Possible’
contributor to cancer,
birth defects, genetic
mutations

Other regulated material

OR-A (toxics not
included in other
hazard class--
pesticides)

Toxicity

ORM-E (includes many
hazardous wastes, PCBs,
various pesticides)

Toxicity

LONG-RANGE IMPACTS.

Over the past few years, the public has been told that some of the
chemicals and forms of radiation that they are exposed to in the
workplace and in the general environment may cause such health
problems as cancer, birth defects, genetic nmtations, and sterility.
As a result, there is public interest in how organizations manage
these types of substances. There is also a growing concern by the
people in the work force about the substances they are directly
exposed to. Many people believe that, if they are exposed to a
substance which will cause them harm they will be aware of it
immediately. Many of the accidents which happen to people follow
this format. However, in the case of carcinogens and mutagens,
there may be as much as a decade or two between exposure and the time
when the individual develops the symptoms. This time lag makes it
extremely difficult to determine a cause-and-effect relationship.

A. Carcinogens--defined as substances which cause the developmentof
malignant tumor in man or experimental animals some time after

e’ sure. Even though cancer’s causes are not well understood, it
Jidely believed that environmental and workplace exposure can
ribute to it. An example of a long-term carcinogen is
rette smoking which has been shown to cause lung cancer but
lly years after a person begins smoking.
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Mutagens. The term mutagen generally refers to a chemical or form
of radiation that causes changes in the genetic structureof cells.
Mutagens are chemicals or forms of radiation which increase the
frequency of mutations. In man, there are two general areas of
concern:

Reproductive cells (egg and sperm cells). If a mutation occurs
in a reproductive cell, then the genetic information possessed
by the parents will not be accurately passed along. The new
individual would either not survive, or would develop using
this inaccurate genetic information. Human disorders such as
hemophilia and mongolism are well-known examples of genetic
mutations.

Body cells. If a mutation occurs in body cells, future
generations are not jeopardized. The results of reproduction
of body cells are new body cells. For example, certain skin
cells produce new skin cells. The mutation in a skin cell
would result in future skin cells being abnormal. This may
manifest itself as a cancer.

(a) Scientists disagree as to whether chemicals cause mutations
in people. But, it is clear that chemical mutagens cause
genetic changes in human tissue cultures in the same way
they cause genetic changes in experimental microorganism.

(b) There is also a relationship between carcinogens and
mutagens. Carcinogens are a type of mutagens, but not all
mutagens are carcinogens.

Teratoen. A substance which causes a developing fetus, whichhas
been exposed to be deformed. This happens .without harming the
mother. The result is the birth of a deformed child. Some of the
best known examples of this type of problem are the thalidomide and
mercury problems in England.

Biological magnification. Persistent hazardous chemicals remain
in the environment for long periods of time. These chemicals may
be absorbed into the tissue of various organisms and be passed
along in the food chain. The introduction of a small quantity
of some hazardous chemical into a lower level of the food chain
can cause significant harm due to biomagniflcation. This process
occurs when chemicals bloaccumulate in low level organisms. Wen
biomagnification occurs, a higher concentration of the chemical
is found in an animal at the top of the food chain then was
present in the organism lower on the chain. The human food chain
is involved just as any other.

Almost everyone has heard of PCBs, the substance used in some
electrical transformers and other electrical equipment. PCBs
accumulate in the food chain as described above and have been
found in the fat tissue of practically all humans tested.
Since the regulation of PCB, studies have shown a definite
decrease in the PCBs found in humans.
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E. Resistance to the effects of chemicals.

One of the reasons chemicals have not been completely
successful in the fight against insect pests is the tremendous
reproductive powers of insects coupled with a mechanism which
allows for the development of resistance. If a lethal dose of
an insecticide is administered to an entire insect population,
most will die. However, a few individuals will survive because
they have a natural ability to render the insecticide harmless.
This natural ability very likely has its basis in the surviving
insects’ genetic characteristics. These surviving insects
reestablish a population resistant to the pesticide. Pest
controllers then respond by applying more pesticides. This
time, a larger percentage of the population possesses the
genetic characteristics allowing them to survive the effects
of the pesticide, so less of them die. More pesticide is then
applied. Eventually, the entire population will be completely
immune to the effects of this specific chemical. The connon
housefly is a good example of this mechanism in operation.
There are populations of the housefly which are now immune to
the three most frequently used groups of chemical pesticides.

The resistance mechanism is observed in other applications.
In the area of medicine, various baceteria which cause disease
in humans are now resistant to some drugs used to control them.
This requires the production of new drugs.

3. Resistance to the effects of chemicals canbe either a
negative result or a positive result. For example, the common
housefly’s resistance to pesticides is negative to humans
trying to rid areas of flys but positive to the fly population.
luman resistance to chemicals would be a positive result of
contaminating a population, however, the price to pay for this
resistancy is too high to be practical.

Synergistic effects. Determining the health and environmental
effects of a chemical can be very challenging. An organism in
today’s environment is not exposed to just one chemical foreign
to its metoballsm but to hundreds or perhaps thousands. There
are three posslble results.

I. The effects of some of the potentially harmful chemicals may
be lessened by the action of other chemicals in the mixture.

2. The individual effects of each chemical may be felt.

The effects of some chemicals may be manifled by the action
of other chemicals. The first and last examples are described
as synergistic effects--effects that are greater or less than
the effects expected from the sum of the individual effects.
This is an extremely complex area. Only a few synergistic
effects have been studied. Examples include cigarette smoking
and asbestos workers; cigarette smoking and alcohol drinking.
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VII. ECOLOGY

Ecology is the study of the interrelationships of organisms to one

another and to the environment.

To understand ecology--and the present dilemma that man has created
for himself--one must first understand the concept of "ecosystem."
An ecosystem is the total of all the living and nonliving parts
that support a chain of life within a given area. The four primary
links in the chain are:

I. Nonliving matter: the sunlight, water, oxygen, carbon dioxide,
and other nutrients used by plants for their growth.

Plants: ranging in size from the microscopic plants that live
in water (algae) up to the giant redwood trees. These

organisms convert carbon dioxide and water, in a process called
photosynthesis, into carbohydrates (food molecules) required by
themselves and other organisms in the ecosystem.

Consumers: those higher organism that feed on the producers.
Herbivores, such as cows and sheep, are primary consumers.

Carnivores, such as man and animals which feed upon the
herbivores and are secondary consumers.

Decomposers: these tiny creatures, such as bacteria, fungi,
and insects--close the circle of the ecosystem when they break

down the dead producers and consumers and return their chemical
compounds to the ecosystem for reuse by the plants.

Bo Although growth and decay are going on simultaneously and

continuously in an ecosystem, they tend to balance each other over

the long run and thus the chain is said to be in equilibrium.
Non-human environments have a remarkable resiliency; as many as 25
or even 50 percent of a certain fish or rodent population might be

lost in a habitat during a plague or disaster, yet the species will
recover its strength within a year or two. It is man-made

interference, or pollution, that can deeply disturb the ecosystem
and its equilibrium.
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VIII. SUGGESTED REFERENCE MATERIAL

The health effects of a hazardous susbstance can be found in a number ofreferences. The following is a listing of some of these references.

A. Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS)

MSDSs are technical bulletins, generally two to four pages in length,.which contain chemical information, such as chemical composition,
chemical and physical characteristics, health and safety hazards, andprecautions for safe handling and use. An example of a MSDS formatis shown in Appendix A.

The MSDS was chosen by the Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA)
to be the primary vehlcle for providing specific, detailed
information on the identities and hazards of the hazardous chemlcalsin a workplace. OSHA requires a MSDS for every hazardous chemlcal
identified in the workplace. The SDSs must be stoed in a placeaccesslble to the actual work area where employees may freely read
or copy them.

Normally, MSDSs are completed by the manufacturer of the hazardoussubstance and. provided to naval activities when the substance is
procured through the supply system. If a chemical is being used ina workplace and the activity does not have the MSDS, there are manyplaces to obtain a copy. The following lst is some of the ways to
obtain MSDSs.

1. Call the following:

2. Check:

Activity fire department
Activity Safety Officer
Activity Environmental Coordinator
Engineering Field Divisions

(NAVFACENGCOM)
Naval Energy and Environmental

Support Activity, Port Hueneme, CA
Hazardous Material Technical Center
(C)

Substance Manufacturer
Navy Environmental Health Center

Norfolk, VA

Hazardous Material Information
(HMIS) See Section B.

Various microfiche and computer
listings of MSDSs
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The DOD Hazardous Material Information STstem (HMIS).

The DOD HMIS is a central system for he collection, maintenance,
and dissemination of the data contained in the Material Safey Data
Sheets and other sources of information. The information in the
.system can be.used o help develop procedures to preven mishaps in
.handling, storage, use, transportation, and disposal of hazardous
material and waste. This system provides a mechanism by which
information on azardous materials can be collected, scored, updated,
and made av1able to users in the field. Materials are listed
according to theirNational Stock Number (NSN). Field personnel have
access to the information through micofiche, usually located in
Safety Offices at naval activities.

The Navy Energy and Environmental Support Activity (NAVENENVSA)
has multiple sets of the HMIS microfiche.

Activities can attend a HMIS training course sponsored by the
Navy Environmental and Preventive Medicine Units in orfolk, VA,
Sn Diego, CA, or Pearl Harbor, HI. Contact NAVENENVSA or the Navy
Environmental Health Center in Norfolk, VA, for more information
regarding this class.

C. NIOSH/OSHA Pocket Guide eo Chemical Hazards.

This guide contains information on 380 hazadous chemicals including
chemical’names, formulas, synonyms, permissible exposure limits,
chemical and physical properties, respiratory and personal protective
equipment use recoenendations, symptoms of overexposure, monitoring.
procedures, and procedures for emergency reat-ment.

This information is presented in tabular form containing many
abbreviations. The definitions of these.abbreviations are found in
one of five tables in the it.hi’pages of the guide. This gude
Should be used as a.quick reference for summary information on the
various chemicals. Appendix B shows a typical entry for a given
chemical.

Danerous Properties of Industrial Materials, 5th Edition, N. Irving
Sax, Van Nostrand Reinhold Company. 1979. This book is designed for
quick retrieval of hazard information on abou 13,000 toe,non
industrial and laboratory materials. The majority of the book is a
section which contains information on specific chemicals. The data
is this section is categorized as follows:

i. General information such as synonyms, description, formula, and
the physical properties of the substance.

Hazard analyses including a toxic hazard rating; a fire hazard
ratinE; an explosion hazard rating; and a disaster hazard rating,
to give an idea of the hazards produced when he material becomes
involved in disasters such as fire, explosion or flood
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Countermeasures, or the things to be done to reduce the adverse
effects of using a glven materal. For example, shipping
regulations, storage and handllng procedures, first aid measures,flrefighting measures, ventilaton controls, and personnel
protection.

The brief sectlo on each chemical in this part of the book usuallyrefers bck’to a previous section for further explanatlon. For
exmple, under Nitric Acid, Countermeasures--Storage and Handling,the reader is referred back to Section 7. This sehtion goes intodetail on what to do when storing or handllng Nitric Acid.
Appendix C demonstrates this.

The Herck Index, 9th Edition, Nerck and Co., Inc., Rahway, NJ. This
reference book is an encyclopedia of’9856 chemlcals, drugs,
and biological substances: Information on the chemical structure,
properties, use, and toxicity of these substances is provided.
This reference.also contains miscellaneous infor.mtion tables.
Appendix D shows typical entry for given chemical.
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-: SECTION I. IDENTIFICATION OF PRODUCT

C6H5CH3

MELTING POINT
5Oc

,..._.,,, .:, :.-..

SPECIFIC GRAVITY
0.868

PERCENI: VOLATILE BY VOLUME (%) .....
100%

EVAPORATION RATE
"--ether "-:.’ I) greater than i":

a olorless 1

I,

as per ACGIH 1983-84

HEALTH HAZARDS Vapors harmful. Avoid prolonged contact with skin.
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SECTION VI. REACTIVITY DATA

TABIUTY UNSTABLE

STABLE

INCOMPATABIU’TY to avoid)

CONDrrlONS TO AVOID

HAZAREK3US DECOMPOSITION PRODUCTS

-, HAZARDOUS

SECTION VII. SPILL AND" DISPOSAL PROCEDURES :- -"].:

Absorb on a suitable eia such "as vermiculite. Scoop up and place in :".-:

DISPOSE OF BY MEANS AS TO COMPLY WiTH ALL LOCAL, STATE. AND FEDERAL REguLATIONS ._ -.!...:-:..h./.-..... OR CONTACT AN APPROVED AND LICENSED DISPOSAL AGENCY. .7..-

OTHER .--"....---_--. MECHANICAL (general) .:,- :::.,: i.".,FT:. ......-..:-. ;.,. ..:::.: ........;...-?.../;: "" acceptab],e ,- PROTECTIVE GLOVES ":’’: :" ’": :" L;:":" ’"::’: EYE PROTECTION :"’:-:. -;.’- i:-,"::.."i.ii::; "-,;--.’""
’ ", -- "-: : ’C--:-:-:":$/;:-.:’.’;’ : L:-’!!%."": " ’; .-’ ’-..- -’. -..:" ..,.. .-,.- .,..,- ..:-

"’-" ’"".;i:: ’!:.:." .,,rbb":-:;:!7.1: ,::j-i. -::.:"i:......::.:..’..:..... safey glasses

SECTION IX. HANDLING AND STORAGE PRECAUTIONS

"":: ".’"" :.:SECTION X. MISCELLANEOUS INFORMATION :")"’ ":" :’ "". ,..,:"..’-;:.,, :- ,. (:;:’.:-

"-..’ " ..’-. -’.. :1...,.’’ ","-.:’..’.. - ..,::.:,].’.".:’ :’.- .T -’.’"-..’"’,’; :’/’.".’..:: ;.’-"
;...-: .- ,.-...- ’:",":.....’., ..,...-.’.:’.,..’, ’... ":::’_...-..-;.. .’’-.:. -;: -."....::.::.- :’,*,,, .,.’.:’

:’-: -". .. ;’o. .’." .--, .’. ,.-.".
".. .,’,-. :.. :.-, ..’ . . ’. ,.:’... ..’..,

INFORMAT1ONastonL,FURNISHEDilloriBY: ."; . i" - . .. .: .::""" TITLE _-.:."’""Manager’"
of Oualit:v ’Assuzmrce’" " :: "":

The alxe infomdot IS Ilieved to I accurate and rel:)msents the Information cun’ently av.oilble t u=, WE MAKE NO_..=
WARRANTY OF MERCHANTABIUTY OR ANY OTHER WARRAN"r, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,w resl;l to suil infotrnlto, arl]
=.ume no lilStyrll it= us. Users toull maJ(e thei own investgaor tO dettr_.ine till sudDilily el the infon’ation for.... I.dl. ;.: :_... :-,!: ::...;:. ," ... ::. -;:.- .i.:.:;,’..:,:-s:.,. :: ..., ....-..:.:::.,.,.::.-:..

.:.,;.’.._ .:...,.......... ..:..:, ......_



-’_--NU’ACrURZNAME .U; S. Industrial Chemicals Company
Division of National Distillers & Chemical Corporation

AOORzSSi’Y’!’"’."’’s’*’’’’aPca’/ 9g Park Avenue New York, New York
CNEMICI, NAME AN SYNONYM TRADE NAN ANeth r- ;her d]eth ethe OSYNONYNIe ethyl ox, de, ethox Xn, suI. ) FE IFIY FORMU

SECTION II HAZARDOUS INGREDIENTS

Vol. %

00

<5

<5
.5

1000 p

N.A.
N.A.

VAR

94 :"

442 "-: PERCENT. VO,,AT r
BY VO’.UME (%) "]";" . 4 -.’-"
VAAATION RATE
n-butyl acetate 1)

Colorless liquid; sweet, pungent odor ’:

0.07

6.9

SECTION IV FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAZARD DATA
me

ate, alcohol foam, carbon doxde, or dr chemicals

UNUSUAl. FIRE AND [XPI,,,SION HAZARDS Not.miscible with water



"-.: .- ’SECTIONV HEALTH HAZARD DATA :.:::::. :: .!:-.. -:
TRESNOI., IMIT VAUE

See Section II.
FFEGT$o

Will cause dro.siness, stupor or unconsclouness on --prolonged exposure
--OYANO ,,RSTA,OPOCOU,=S Remove from exposure

-:" "; ":" ’:: ’: ’ .: T"...-

SECTION VII SPILL OR LEAK PROCEDURES
MAT’AL =S LS= O" =P’=O Keep heat and ignition sources !

llowed sewer because of the possibility

OT l OTEGTIV{ EUIEMT

core awa Trom neac or all 3qnl%lon sources
Hent lacqn,..Hay form peroxides

0angerous
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P. O. Box Reager

NJ 07410

o =,95 W-71-25

MATERIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET (Adapted from USDL Form LSD-005-4) (201) 796-7100

SECTION I, IDENTIFICATION OF PRODUCT

FORMULA.... C6H5CH3
’. YNONYM OR CROSS REFERENCE

": Meth,./lbenzene
.j .-;.:!. ...-. .;.-:.: SECTION II. HAZARDOUS INGREDIENTS

.,.-,’.;:;,- ..’: -: .:-." ,.,’. -!,.,..:’ ’’/:< ’’- " i. "-: ..-:r._
" i:::’" .::, .".’..:."

Flammable

..:i.,. .-: .,:: .-..;:’, :’.:-.-.: ,,.: ,’;.:- .::’!:.:...: i:.::. :::, SECTION III. PHYSlCAL D.ATA -----"I
:" : :"":--110 C _;:’i’i:-" ’:’:"":’;;’.. ’-,"-;::. : .:"::"

MELTING POINT’".:I’SOUJNO POINT -""’ ’: o ’ :" ’:"’"
_95Oc :...

VAPOR PRESSURE(mm Hg) -., ..::., ...; .:.::. SPECIFIC GRAVrFY
: :" 21.86 0.868

VAPOR DENSITY (AIR 1) :.. :.., PERCEN’i: VOLATILE BY VOLUME (%)
3,1. -:";’’ 100t

::. LU,U’rY

-"’ "’:-:::"::.:’"o:0s’ : : vAo,ON .*TE
ether ’"-I) geater than

-.- APPEARANCE... Clear, Colorless liquid :!-.... :.:,.";:

: :’...,..: ..:-. ;:: G’t1ON IV. RRE AND EXPLOSION HAZARD DATA
FLASH

"’-- : :-: :" ":"":;
..40 .;."’"...:-:=-:.:;-,.,:._..:: ::.....::-,-’. .": ......:’"’":":: :::::".:::"’:",,’,v .’. -.’. ".;.., ,’:.’:: :: ",-...,.-’ -" ":’ "." .6 7 1.4

RRE EXTINGUISHING MEDIA ."

CO2; d chemical, alcohol foa ’ ..... ’ .’
SPECIAL FIRE.FIGHTING PROCEDURES :..:.: :..: ..... , .’....., ...: ....,.-:’...--’,’-..;.-: :...:.:-:., .:---..;:

UNUSUAL RRE AND EXPLOSION HAZARD ,:

I SECTION V. HEALTH H/,ZARD

THRESPDLD UM VALUE

375mg/M3 as per ACG’rH 1983-84"

HEALTH HAZARdS Vapors harmful. Avoid prolonged contact with skin.

RRST AiD PRCX;EDURES Inhalation: Remove to fresh air. Skin and eyes: flush with
water for at least 15 minutes.. For eyes, consult a physician

.., .,-,..

"".- &’,L. "’. PROBLEH. HARD "CQPY
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STABILITY

SECTION VI. REACTIVITY DATA

UNSTABLE CONDIONS TO AVOID

STABLE

INCOMPATABUTY (material= to avoid)

HAZARDOUS DECC)MPOSITIOI PRODUCTS

HAZARDOUS MAY OCCUR CONDITIONS TO AVOID
POL’ERITIN

SECTION VII. SPILL AND DISPOSAL PROCEDURES

STEPS TO BE TAKEN IN CASE MATERIAL IS RELEASED OR SPILLED
.-" ..,." :... .;" .-.. -’"

.Absorb on a sitab1 media such as vermiculite,scoop up and place in .--.-
suitable container, ’. .:.-: ."...’"-" "~".-".:-.-.

WASTE DISPOSAL METHOD :.’::., ..-:.::..’.-- ":-. "-
DISPOSE OF BY MEANS AS TO COMPLY WITH ALL LOCAL STATE. AND FEDERAL REGULATIONS

:’.’.. OR CONTACT AN APPROVED AND LICENSED DISPOSAL AGENCY.. :- ; .-:-:-": :-.- .:-.:, SECTION VIII. PROTECTION INFORMATION

.::.:."-Gas sk with organic vaporcanister.

",’..:.

--...-----’;-.:;, SECTION IX. HANDUNG AND STORAGE PRECAUTIONS ’. " )"- : -:.

RMAT]CN FURNISHED BY: TITLE
Gaon L. illori Haer of Oualiv_ Assuanc

The ,t0ove infomalon is tO amte rsen= the infoaonele HWEMAKN
WARCF MERCHAASlU OR ANY OERWARRA EXPRESS OR IMPUED. th rest.to =nt,on. w. .:" .-’...... .’:’. ;-.. :. :’-

R t’



HAZARDOUS INGREDIENTS

ALLOYS ANDErALLIC COATINGS

ether "’-" ;-

thr @ 30C

442 :

6.5

Colorless

pure e r.ne r n_71 ,
n-butyl acetate l) 6.9

sweet, :Jget odor

PAGE Ill

"’" "’ SECTION IV FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAZARD DATA

Water, alcohol foam, crbon dioxide, or dry chemicals
N.A.

uNusu ,no x=s,oN n== Not .miscible with water -- 2/82

Ill. Mel ?l : .. :.
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’... SECTION V HEALTH HZARD DATA

Will cause drowsiness, stupor or unconsclouness on
p1onged exposure
=NNo,,s A,O ,OCOU=S Remove from exposure

Conditions favorJnq Peroxide iormatlon

Oxldizlng materials .:-..: ".

For small uantities absorb on }er towels and evaporate in a safe place (such asa
fume hood or out of doors away from all ignition sources). Large quantities can be
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QUIZ: MODULE III HEALTH AND ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS

The most effective means of reducing health and environmental effects due

to hazardous wastes is:

a. Wear safety equipment
b. Provide ventilation
c. Eliminate all unnecessary exposure

d. Install berms in storage "areas

A hazardous waste that changes the genetic structure of living cells is

known as:

a. Mutagen
b. Acutely toxic
c. Corrosive
d. Synergistic

3. Repeated exposure to a substance over a long period of time is known

as exposure.

4. List the four major routes of entry in which hazardous wastes enter the

body.

Which of the following health and environmental effects is most probably

associated with corrosive materials?

a. Severe damage to tissue
b. Toxicity
c. BLEVE
d. Disease

Vitamin C is important for the body to combat the common cold. Likewise,
aspirin can help to relieve the headache that comes with the cold.

However, when taken together, Vitamin C and aspirin cancel each other and

no beneficial effect occurs. This is an example of:

a. Biological magnification
b. Teratogens
c. Equilibrium
d. Synergistic effectg



7. Inhalation of a chemical can injure:

So

a. Lungs
b. Kidneys
c. Liver
d. Central nervous system
e. All of the above

Using the references listed at the end of module III (or equivalent), list
the acute and chronic exposure ffects (if any) and symptoms of
overexposure for the following chemicals:

Ethylene: Acute effects

Chronic effects

Symptoms

Hydrazlne: Acute effects

Chronic effects

Symptoms

Chlordane: Acute effects

Chronic effects

Symptoms
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II.

III.

CHAPTER IV

PERSONAL SAFETY

LEARNING OUTCOMES DESIRED.

A. At the completion of this unit of instruction, you should be able
to:

I. Recognize and avoid the types of accidents likely to occur when

handling hazardous wastes.

2. Identify and report unsafe working conditions and procedures to
your immediate supervisor.

3. Obtain and use safety equipment properly when handling
hazardous wastes at your installation.

4. Comply with local safety procedures during the handling,
storage, and transportation of hazardous wastes.

INTRODUCTION.

Now that you have been introduced to some of the general health and

environmental effects of the improper handling of hazardous wastes,
let us consider the subject of personal safety. Most people do not

really understand the harm that accidents involving hazardous wastes

can do until it happens to them. During this unit of instmctlon,
the most typical safety problems associated with handling and storing

hazardous wastes at Nav facilities will be covered. More important,
we will review the types of equipment that people need to have to

handle hazardous wastes safely. In addition, the necessltv For
following specific applicable safety procedures at your activity will
be stressed. We will also point out situations that require special
attention in order to insure personal safety. Remember, although

safety equipment is an important tool in preventing accidents, you
rast develop a personal interest in working safely. Hazardous waste

accidents can cause a loss of property and loss of productivity
(man-hours) to the Navy. They can also cause loss of life or serious
injury to you or your fellow workers. Therefore, every effort should
be made to prevent accidents.

HAZARDOUS WASTE ACCIDENTS.

Ao There are a number of possible accidents that can occur that can
damage materials, cause injuries to workers, and produce
short-term/long-range environmental damage. While many of these
accidents could be the result of improper handling of any

substance, hazardous wastes require more care and attention than

other items. People handling hazardous wastes must have knowledge
of the potential hazards concerning the wastes under their control.

1051D Date of last revision: Jun 84
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Only by understanding what happens when things go wron can a
worker avoid unsafe practices and procedures. There are a number
of characteristics that cause certain items to be considered
hazardous. These characteristics are flammability, eorroslvity,
reactivity, and toxicity. Workers can be injured or killed as a
result of any one of these characteristics. Workers, for example,
can be injured by being burned in a fire; havin chemicals spilled
on their skin; breathing certain toxic vapors or by being in the
vicinity of an explosion. Most accidents can be prevented if
proper procedures and equipment are used while handling hazardous
wastes.

Hazardous situations. In order to develop a reater awareness of
why some methods of dealing with hazardous wastes are better than
others, it is useful to consider a number of possible situations
and the proper response. Reviewing this list should be helpful to
assist you in identifying safety problems that could be encountered
at your worksite and what you should do:

I. Working at the storage facility, you notice that somehow a
leaking container has been delivered.

Proper packaging is important because it prevents many problems
from occurring. When a container is leaking hazardous waste,
accidents (fires, chemical burns) are much more llkelv to occur.
Corrective action:

While walking through a storage facility you notice that a
5-gallon container is damaged to the point where it may become
a leaker.

Discovering a problem early and doin somethin about it wll
prevent more serious problems in the future.
Corrective action:

In the storage area two barrels of somethln have been turned
over and strange looking vapors are coming out from where the
chemicals are mixing.

Some chemicals when mixed together produce very deadly vapors.
You should avoid breathing these vapors. Leave the site and
get help.
Corrective action:
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While handling a piece of electrical equipment, you discover an

oily liquid dripping out on the ground.

Many electrical items contain polychlorinated biphenyls
Be aware that the oil in many electrical items may contain PCBs.
Corrective action:

While moving empty drums to make more room in your storage

area, one of them tips over. Something is dripping on the

ground.

Empty drums are not necessarily empty. Some chemicals that

come in drums create very unpleasant consequences if spilled.
Corrective actions:

You are a smoker working in an area with NO SMOKING signs
posted but they have never enforced them before.

"No smoking" signs may have been violated for years but what
happens if vapors from a very flammable chemical catch fire and
you are standing in the middle of them? You never can tell
when someone might move a flammable item to a no smoking area.
Corrective action:

You notice that all the wastes received at your facility are

stored in the same area in no particular order.

Some chemicals when mixed with others produce fires, toxic
vapors, and explosions. If incompatible chemicals are stored
close together, the risk of them mixing together and causing
problems is very high. Your facility should have and follow a

plan to avoid incompatible storage.
Corrective action:
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You have just told a recent hire to go see if a drum is empty
and you notice that person trying to get the top bung open.

Some empty drums still contain vapors under pressure. If
someone is careless in opening drums (empty or full), that
person may posslblv breath toxic vapors or be hit by a bung.
Corrective action:

You were lucky to get to a fire extinguisher in time to put
out a very small fire.. Now your supervisor has told you to
do something before refilling the fire extinguisher.

It is good to know how to use fire extinguishers correctly,
and someone must take steps to make sure they are refilled
after use. Empty extinguishers do not help in putting out
future fires. (The same thing applies to portable eye wash
equipment.) Also note that certain types of fires require
the use of different types of fire extinguishers. Do not
wait until you have a fire before learning about the different
types. Fires require thorough investigation to insure they
are really out.
Corrective action:

I0. It is the coldest dav’of the year and they have finally sent
someone to fix your deluge shower. That person tells you
that it should work now.

If you or your coworkers need to use a deluge shower (or eye
wash facility), it must work right the first time. You should
learn to use this equipment before an accident occurs.
Corrective action:

II. You are moving a pallet of old batteries over rough ground with
a forklift and you are told, "We don’t have time to rearrange
or tie down that stuff."

Sometimes it is easy to forget what can happen if things go
wrong when handling hazardous waste, especially when you are
busy. It is essential that correct handling procedures are
always followed when handling this waste.
Corrective action:
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12. You are going out to move some transformers and your boss yells
out, "Be sure to wear gloves."

An important technique to avoid chemical burns and long-term

health effects is to wear protective clothing. The obvious
precaution is to wear gloves. However, not all gloves provide
protection against all substances. You need to be sure that
the type of gloves (or other protective equipment) that you
wear is appropriate to the situation. Remember, the best
protective equipment in the world is useless if it is not used.
Corrective action:

12. At the bottom of the pile you are cleaning up, you find an old
bottle of ETHYL ETH and your coworker says, "Oh just throw
that out back with the battery acid."

Some chemicals are extremely hazardous because they degrade
over time into very dangerous explosives. In this particular
case, it is probable that you have a bottle of ETHYL ETHER
which can degrade to an organic peroxide. If this is the case,
and you shake the bottle, you have just set off an explosion
equal to a stick of dynamite. The best rule is to treat old
chemicals with respect; they do not just fade away.
Corrective action:

IV.

The above list points out the wide variety of difficulties
associated with handling hazardous waste safely. Workers need to

know about: packaging, storage compatibility, item identification,
vapors, fumes, fires, spills, explosions, and chemical burns. All
of the situations discussed above are potential problems but by

usin proper safet procedures and equipment, you can get your job
done in a safe efficient wa. Do you start to see the connections
between following established procedures and avoiding accidents
with hazardous waste? Think about conditions at your facility.
Can you change the way you deal with hazardous waste to avoid the
risk of accidents?

SAFETY EQUIPMENT.

Ao Safety Equipment. Ideally, each physical operation at a Naval
facility could be analyzed by supervisory or safety personnel to
predetermine inherent and manmade hazards. Operating procedures
could then be developed to remove or control the hazards
identified. Methods of control include substitution of safe
procedures, isolation of hazardous operations or the redesign of
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VI.

facilities. Realistically, there are limitations as to how much
the Navy can change its methods of operations. For example, new
buildings require long leadtimes before being built and the current
space for compatible storage may be limited. Engineering design
can eliminate some exposure, however, when a hazard still exists
after all practical control methods have been taken (which will
almost always be the case with hazardous wastes), workers must be
given additional protective equipment or clothing. The type of
equipment will depend upon the nature of the hazards involved.
This equipment should not be used as a substitute for the control
of unsafe conditions but rather as a supplemental safety measure.
Personal protective equipment is classified in the following
categories: head, eve/face, respiratory, body, hand/arm, and foot.

HEAD PROTECTION.

A protective hard hat will be worn for head protection against falling
or flying objects in cramped places. A protective hat will always be
worn when in areas where material is being lifted or hoisted or where
gear could swing against the head.

EYE AND FACE PROTECTION.

Eye protection should be worn wherever there is a potential risk of
injury that can be prevented by this equipment. Specific eye and
face protection is delineated in OSHA Regulation (29 CFR 1910.133).
The following is a list of general practices:

Rubber Goggles. These goggles will be worn for protection of
the eye against smoke, gas, fine dust, mist, sprays and splashes
of liquid substances, including acids and alkali solutions.

Safet Glasses. Safety glasses with side shields will be worn
for eye protection against flying particles of dust, chips and
other material. The use of safety glasses is recommended in
most operating areas.

Contact Lenses. Contact lenses should never be worn where there
is exposure to dust, corrosive or toxic chemicals and vapors.
There is an increased risk of eye injury when these lenses are
worn. Wearing contact lenses is prohibited when using a respirator
in a contaminated atmosphere.

Do Face Shields. Plastic face shields provide eye protection as
well as full-face protection. Face shields are not equivalent
to goggles for eye protection because when the head is turned
away from a splash, the eyes become exPosed.

Ventilated Goles. These should not be used if toxic or
irritating vapors are possibly present.

Decontamination. Eye protective equipment must be able to
withstand thorough cleaning to remove any contaminates after
use in a hazardous environment. Eye infections can be a problem
if eye gear is not sanitized.
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VII. RESPIRATORY PROTECTION

Respiratory protection is an extremely important part of personal

protection. The body can only live a few minutes without oxygen.
Therefore, the respiratory system meeds maximum protection. We are

concerned about protection against a hazardous atmosphere which is
defined as being deficient in oxygen or containing a toxic producing
particulate, gas, or vapor in concentrations which are dangerous to

life or health.

The use of proper respiratory equipment can prevent:

Damage to the respiratory system (nose, throat, and lungs) due
to irritation, inflammation, increased mucous secretions, etc.

Permanent damage to other organs, including the heart, liver,
spleen, kidneys and nervous system.

Illnesses such as systemic poisoning, heart disease, blood

disorders, and cancer.

Disability or death resulting from any of the above.

The selection of the proper respiratory protective equipment involves,
for the most part, three basic steps:

Identification of the hazard;
Evaluation of the hazard; and
Selection of the proper respiratory protective equipment.

Identification of the Hazard. Hazards may take many different
forms. Since the selection of a respirator is based on the

specific hazards to which you are exposed, JUSTANYRESPIRATOR
WON’T DO. It is important to know something about the different
kinds of hazardous materials which may exist within your facility
requiring the use of respirators.

Gaseous Contaminants. Gaseous contaminants add another
invisible material to the air we already breathe. There are

two types of gaseous contaminants:

Gases include substances, e.g., carbon dioxide, which are
solids or liquids only at very low temperatures and/or high
pressures. Carbon dioxide is a gas at room temperature,
but it also occurs as a solid, dry ice at low temperatures,
and as a liquid in presurrlzed tanks.

Vapors are exactly like gases except that they are formed
by evaporation of substances, such as acetone or

trichloroethylene, which ordinarily exist as liquids.
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Particulate Contaminants. Particulate contaminants are made of
tiny particles or droplets of a material. There are three
types of particulates:

Dusts are solid particles produced by such processes as
milling, drilling, grinding, crushing, and mixing of powder
compounds. Examples are sand and plaster dust. They are
especially hazardous when they contain asbestos, toxic
chemicals, silica, lead, vegetable fibers, etc.

bo Sprays and mists are tiny liquid droplets given off whenever
a liquid is sprayed, vigorously mixed, or otherwise
agitated. Examples are: acid mists around dlptanks used for
metal cleaning, oll mists near newspaper printing presses,
spray painting, etc.

Co Smoke and fumes are tiny metallic particles given off when
metals are heated. Fumes are found in the air near
soldering, welding, and brazing operations as well as near
molten metal processes such as casting and galvanizing.

Oxygen Deficient Atmosphere. This condition is most cormonly
found in confined spaces with very poor ventilation. Examples
are silos, petrochemical tanks, and the holds of ships. (In
some situations an oxygen deficient atmosphere is purposely
maintained. For instance, fruit is sometimes kept in warehouses
with a lot of carbon dioxide and very little oxygen.) Oxygen
deficient atmospheres occur in two different ways.

Oxygen is "used up" by a chemical reaction in which it is
combined with other elements. This is what happens when
fire burns or iron rusts.

Oxygen is "pushed out" by another gas. If a room with
"normal" air (which contains about 21% oxygen) fills up
with another gas, e.g., helium, there will be less oxygen
in every breath you take because the oxygen is being
steadily "displaced" by the helium.

The atmosphere usually contains about 21 percent oxygen.
OSHA regulations state that when oxygen levels drop below
19.5 percent, the atmosphere is oxygen deficient. Other
standards define this level as 18.0 percent, 16.5 percent,
and 16.0 percent.

The effects of an oxygen deficient atmosphere depend on the
actual oxygen level. Warning signs include confusion, reduced
coordination, nausea, and dizziness. If the oxygen level is
very low the immediate effect is unconsciousness and death.

Atmospheres Immediately Dangerous to Life orHealth
This is a term which is used to describe very hazardous
atmospheres in which exposure will:
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Cause serious injury or death within a matter of minutes.
Examples are exposure to high concentrations of carbon
monoxide or hydrogen sulfide.

Cause serious delayed effects. Exposure to critical levels
of radioactive materials or cancer-causing agenst are
examples.

B. Evaluation of the Hazard.

Once a potential hazard has been recognized and the hazardous
substance or particulate identified, it is then necessary to

determine the amount of contaminant (concentration) present. The

measured concentration can be stated in various "units," depending
on the form of the contaminant. The two most widely used units are
(I) mg/M3--milligrams of contaminant in air per cubic meter of air
and (2) ppm--parts of contaminant in air per million parts of air.
The measured concentration (in appropriate units) is then compared
with either the permissible exposure level (PEL), mandated in OSHA
regulations, or the threshold limit value (TLV), recommended by the
American Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists (ACGIH).
These values, as determined by these groups, are the maximum
concentration to which a worker may be exposed day after day
without adverse affects.

C. Selection of the Respiratory Protective Equipment.

After the hazard(s) has been recognized and measured, the other

factors still need to be considered.

Is the contaminant recognized as the only contaminant present?
Does the cont’amlnant have adequate warning properties?
(Warning properties are especially important when air-purifyin
respirators are used against gases and vapors.)
Will the contaminant irritate the eyes at the estimated
concentration to which the user will be subjected?
Can the contaminant be absorbed through the skin? If it can,
will it result in a serious injury?

Now the proper respirator can be chosen.

I. Respirator types. Respiratory protective devices can be
divided into two general categories:

Air-purifying respirators. These devices remove the
contaminant from the breathing air before it is inhaled.
For each model of air-purifying respirator, there are
usually many air-purifylng filters available for protection
against specific contaminants. These filters fall into
two subgroups: particulate removin filters and vapor and

as removing filters called cartridges or canisters.
Combination filters for protection against both
particulates and organic vapors are also available.
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Atmosphere Supplyin Respirators. These devices supply
uncontaminated breathing air to the user from a source
other than the surrounding atmosphere. These types are
usually complex and come in many configurations.

Atmosphere Supply Respirators can be broken down into two
subgroups.

Airline Respirators, in which breathable air is conveyed to
the user via a compressed air line or hose, and
Self-contained Breathing Apparatus (SCBA), in which the
user carries the breathing air source which can be a
compressed air tank or an oxygen generating device.

2. Selection Procedures.

Selecting the proper respirator must be based on the hazard
present, its concentration, and the form of the hazard (vapor,
particulate, etc.). Figure IV-I outlines the respiratory
equipment selection process.

3. Approved Respirator Protective Equipment.

OSHA required that approved respirators be used if they are
available. If only one brand of respirator on the market is
approved for a particular hazard, then that brand is considered
to be "available" and must be used.

An approved respirator is one that has been tested and found
to meet minimum performance standards by the National Institute
for Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH) and the Mine Safety
and Health Administration (MSNA). An approved respirator (by
NIOSN) contains the following:

An assigned identification number placed on each unit,
e.g., TC-21C-101. The TC designation will always precede
the identification number.

A label identifying the type of hazard the respirator is
approved to protect against.

Additional information on the label which indicates
limitations and identifies the component parts approved
for use with the basic unit.

In addition to the proper selection of respiratory equipment, a
worker must consider the following issues in using a respirator:

Physical and Mental Condition (Medical Monitoring)

Proper Fit Testing

Maintenance of Equipment

Worker Responsibilities

The following section discusses these issues.
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Outline for selecting respiratory protective devices.
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D. Medical Monitoring.

The use of any type of respirator imposes some physiological stress
on the user. Air-purlfylng respirators, for example, make
breathing more difficult because the filter or cartridge can reduce
the flow of air. The special exhalation valve on an open circuit
pressure demand SCBA can be a burden. If you are using an airline
respirator, you might have to drag up to 300 feet of hose around.
All of these factors can increase the "total" workload. If you
have lung or heart problems, wearing a respirator could present an
unacceptable risk. You should have some type of medical
examination to determine if you are-able to wear a respirator
without it affecting your health.

A medical examination by a physician is the preferred screening
mechanism. The following conditions may affect your ability to
wear a respirator, and if they exist, you should get a medical
opinion.

Lung I. Do you have a history of asthma or emphysema?
2. Do you have difficulty in breathing?
3. Do you have any documented lung problems?

Heart I. Do you have high blood pressure?
2. Do you have artery diseases?
3. Do you have documented heart problems?

Other I. Do you have missing or arthritic fingers?
2. Do you have facial scars?
3. Do you have claustrophobia?

E. Fit Testing.

Once a respirator has been selected for the contaminant to which
you are exposed, and is appropriate for the airborne
concentration, you are fully protected, right? Wrong A
respirator won’t protect you unless the air you breathe goes
through the "business end"--the canister, filter, or air supply
system. If the face seal isn’t tight or the connections are lose
you may think you’re breathing through it, but you will actually
be breathing around it.

You may have to try on several different respirators before you
find the one that fits properly. Your activity should have
several types of respirators to choose from. Your supervisor or
a safety officer must show you how to put the respirator on and
how to adjust the straps for the best fit. The respirator should
fit snugly, but it should not leave red marks, deep indentations
on your face, of make it difficult to turn your head.

Beards and bushy sideburns may have to go, since respirator
facepieces won’t seal over them. Similarly, gum and tobacco
chewing cannot be allowed since excess facial movement can break
the faceseal.
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If you wear prescription glasses, you must wear a respirator
faceplece which will accommodate the glasses (this is especially
critical for full facepiece respirators). Contact lenses should
not be worn while wearing a respirator. A properly fitted
respirator--prlmarily a full facepiece respirator--will stretch
the skin at the temples slightly so that the contact lens might
pop out. Also, contaminants that do leak in around the sealing
surface may get underneath the contact lens thus causing severe
discomfort. Your first reaction would be to remove the facepiece
to remedy the situatlon--which would be fatal in a lethal
environment.

Two types of fitting tests are used to determine the proper fit of

respiratory protective equipment; qualitative tests and

quantitative tests. Qualitative tests are fast, usually simple, but
not as accurate an indicator for improper fit as the quantitative
test. The quantitative test, though more accurate., requires the
purchase of expensive equipment, requires a specially trained
operator, and is of limited use due to its complexity and bulk.

Fit testing on Naval bases is normally done by the Base Safety
Office.

Respirator Equipment Maintenance.

If you wear a respirator routinely it should be cleaned, inspected
and stored in a convenient location after each use.

I. Cleaning and Storage.

At the end of the workshift the respirator should be cleaned
and stored in a convenient, clean location. If the respirator
is shared, it should be cleaned and disinfected between users.
In a large respirator program there may be a central facility
for cleaning. In a small program, you may be expected to clean
your own respirator. If so, the following method may be used.

Wash with a detergent or a combination detergent and
disinfectant, in warm water using a brush.
Rinse in clean water, or rinse once with a disinfectant and
once with clean water. (The clean water rinse is
particularly important because traces of detergent or
disinfectant left on the mask can cause skin irritation or
dermatitis.)
Dry on a rack or hang from a clothes line. In either case
position the respirator so that the facepiece rubber won’t
"set" crooked as it dries.

Proper storage of a respirator is very important. The law
requires that respirators be protected from dust, sunlight,
heat, extreme cold, excessive moisture, and damaging or

contaminating chemicals. A storage cabinet for air-purifying
respiratory protective equipment is shown below.

2. Respirator Inspection.
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Inspection of the respirator is an important part of usage.
You can further safeguard your health by performing (as
appropriate) the below listed checks.

a. Disposable respirators, check:

Integrity of filter (for holes);
Straps for elasticity and deterioration;
Metal nose clip for deterioration (if applicable).

b. Air-purifying respirators (quarter-mask, half-mask,
full-facepiece, and as mask):

Co

Rubber Faceplece, check for:
Excessive dirt;
Cracks, tears, or holes;
Distortion from improper storage;
Cracked, scratched or loose fitting lens
(full-facepiece);
Broken or missing mounting clips..

Headstraps, check for:
Breaks;
Loss of elasticity;
Broken or malfunctioning buckles or attachments;
Excessively worn serratlons of the head harness which
might allow the facepiece to sllp (full-facepiece only).

Inhalation Valve, Exhalation Valve, check for:
Detergent residue, dust particles, or dirt on valve or
valve seat;
Cracks, tears, or distortion in the valve material, or
valve seat;
Missing or defective valve cover.

Filter Element(s), check for:
Proper filter for the hazard;
Approval designation;
Missing or worn gaskets;
Worn threads--both filter threads and faceplece threads;
Cracks or dents in filter housing;
Deterioration of harness (gas mask canister);
Service life indicator, or end of service date--for
expiration (gas mask).

Corrugated Breathing Tube (gas mask), check for:
Cracks;
Missing or loose hose clamps;
Broken or missing connectors.

Atmosphere-Supplying Respirators. Check facepiece,
headstraps, valves, and breathing tube as discussed
previously.
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Hood, Helmet, Blouse, or Full Suit (if applicable) check
for:

Rips and torn seams;
Headgear suspension;
Cracks or breaks in faceshield;
Protective screen to see that it is intact and fits
correctly over the faceshield (abrasive blasting hoods
and blouses).

Air Supply System, check for:
Breaks or kinks in air supply hoses and end fitting
attachments;
Tightness of connections;
Proper setting of regulators and valves (consult
manufacturer recommendations);
Correct operation of air purifying elements and carbon
monoxide or high-temperature alarms.

Self-contained Breathing Apparatus (SCBA):
Consult manufacturer’s literature.

If defects are observed in a respirator, it must be removed
from use until adequately repaired, or it must be replaced.

Repair.

Sooner or later your respirator will need a new part or some
other repair. The law requires that the people who repair
respirators be well trained. And it is important for everyone
to realize that respirator parts from different manufacturers
are not interchangeable. The NIOSH approval will not hold if
an air hose or a gasket or any other part has been replaced by
one from a different brand of respirator. This is true even if
the respirator seems to work just as well with the substitute
part.

G. Worker Responsibilities.

As a user of respiratory protective equipment, you also have
responsibilities.

Use respiratory protective equipment as instructed.
Guard against damaging the respirator.
Go immediately to an area of "clean" air if your respirator
malfunctions.
Report any malfunctioning of respiratory protective equipment
to your supervisor. This would include but not be limited to:

--Discomfort;
--Resistance to breathing;
--Fatigue due to respirator usage;
--Interference with vision or communication;
--Restriction of movement.
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VII.

IX.

XI.

It is impossible to cover briefly all the considerations that you
should be familiar with because of the many types of respirators
available. The manufacturer can supply much of the needed
information. However, to be of value, it must be fully read and
applied.

BODY PROTECTION.

Protective clothing required will depend upon the particular
contamination encountered. When hazardous wastes will damage the skin,
protective suits must be used which will resist the particular waste.

Appendix A lists different chemicals and compares the resistive
qualities of specific types of clothing. There are many of these
comparative tables available. Care should be taken to confirm the
accuracy of such tables. This table was specifically set up for gloves
but may be used to compare materials for other clothing.

HAND/ARM PROTECTION.

Various types of gloves are needed for different contaminants. See
Appendix A.

Ag Synthetic rubber loves. These gloves are worn for protection when
handling ordinary commercial concentrations of harmful chemicals,
petroleum products, or chlorinated solvents.

Natural rubber loves. These gloves are worn for protection when
handling high concentrations of acids and alkalies; organic
solvents, and other chemicals which are highly toxic or corrosive.
Natural rubber gloves will not be used for protection against
petroleum products and chlorinated solvents.

General-purpose workmen’s loves. When performing general labor
work, these gloves are used for protection of hands from cuts and
abrasions.

FEET PROTECTION.

Safety toe footwear is worn while working in areas designated as being
hazardous to feet. Wear rubber boots when floor is often wet with
water or chemicals.

MONITORING EQUIPMENT AND INSTRUMENTATION.

In the case of a hazardous material spill or if there is a chance of
exposure to harmful gases or vapors in the workplace, it is necessary
to monitor the area to warn if harmful levels are exceeded. There is
a wide variety of equipment and instrumentation available for this
purpose. This equipment could be used to determine the level of
protection needed or to alert people to evacuate the area. It is
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XII.

important that the type of equipment used be "direct reading." This
means that the results of a measurement is known immediately, versus

needing laboratory analysis or processing of some kind. Some examples
of monitoring equipment are:

Personal Indicator Badges. These small badges may be pinned to the
lapel, and they change color when harmful levels are exceeded.
They are also inexpensive and disposable. Unfortunately, badges
are available only for a limited number of compounds and are useful
in detecting only the specific compound it is designed for. Other

drawbacks include the fact that the worker must regularly check it
and that it provides protection for only one person.

Colorimetric Tubes. These are small glass tubes filled with a

compound that changes color as air is drawn through it. By drawing
a specific amount of gas through the tube (with a small pump), the
concentration of a gas or a vapor can be read directly by seeing how
far up the tube the color change occurs. These units are relatively
inexpensive but a different tube must be used for each compound you
wish to measure. Colorimetric tubes also do not allow continuous
protection and their accuracy ranges from 50 to 75 percent.

Oxygen Indicators. These relatively inexpensive instruments are

indispensable where oxygen deficiency is a possibility. They can
provide a direct reading of oxygen concentration in the atmosphere
and many include an alarm that sounds when concentrations drop
below safe levels. They are also portable enough to be used as
personal alarms and they provide continuous protection.

Combustible Gas Indicators. These units can measure the
concentration of many combustible gases. Measurements can be taken
of percent volume of a gas, parts per million concentration or lower
explosive limit. These instruments are accurate, but are expensive.
They also require trained personnel to operate them. The operation
of such devices should be left to a safety specialist, industrial
hygienist, or members of the fire department.

Photoionizatlon Analzers. These are the most "state-of-the-art"
direct reading field instruments available today. They can be used
for specific or multiple gas determinations and are extremely
accurate, in some cases measuring down to parts per billion. These
instruments are extremely expensive and must be operated by trained
personnel as well. Photoionizatlon analyzers should be used only
if a high degree of accuracy is required.

SUMMARY OF PROTECTIVE EQUIPMENT.

The previous chapters have explained various types of protective
equipment. Determination of the proper equipment for any situation is

critical. The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) divided anticipated
hazards into four categories depending on the level of protection
necessary. These categories can be used as general guidelines for what

equipment is necessary, however, specific guidelines for specific
hazards should be prepared for each anticipated hazard.

The following sections explain the four levels of protection.
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A. Level A. Required when highest level of respiratory, skin, eye, and
mucous membrane protection is necessary. Level A equipment includes:

Positive-pressure (pressure demand), self contained breathing
apparatus (MSHA/NIOSH approved).
Fully-encapsulatlng chemical resistant suit.
Gloves, inner, chemical resistant.
Gloves, outer, chemical resistant.
Boots, chemical resistant, steel toe and shank; (depending on
suit boot construction, worn over or under suit boot).
Underwear, cotton, long-john type.*
Hard hat (under suit).*
Coveralls (under suit).*
Two-way radio communications (intrinsically safe).

Optional

Bo Level B. Required when highest level respirator protection is
necessary but lesser level of skinand ee protection is needed.
Level B protection is the minimum level recommended on initial site
entries until the hazards have been further identified and defined
by monitoring, sampling, and other reliable methods of analysis,
and personnel equipment corresponding with those findings
utilized. Personal protective equipment for level B includes:

Positive-pressure (pressure-demand), self contained breathing
apparatus (MSHA/NIOSH approved).
Chemical resistant clothing (overalls and long sleeved iacket,
coveralls, hooded two piece chemical splash suit, disposable
chemical resistant coveralls).
Coveralls (under splash suit).*
Gloves, outer, chemical resistant.
Gloves, inner, chemical resistant.
Boots, outer, chemical resistant, steel toe and shank.
Boots, outer, chemical resistant.*
Two-way radio communications (intrinsically safe).
Hard hat.*

* Optional

Co Level C. Protection should be selected when the type of airborne
substance is known, concentration measured, criteria for using
air-purifying respirators met, and skin and eye exposure is
unlikely. Periodic monitoring of the air must be performed.
Personal protective equipment for level C includes:

Full-face, air-purlfying respirator (MSHA/NIOSH approved).
Chemical, resistant clothing (one piece coverall, hooded two
piece chemical splash suit, chemical resistant hood and apron,
disposable chemical resistant coveralls).
Gloves, outer, chemical resistant.
Gloves, inner, chemical resistant.*
Boots, steel toe and shank, chemical resistant.
Boots, out, chemical resistant.*
Cloth coveralls (inside chemical protective clothing).*
Two-way radio conmmnlcations (intrinsically safe).
Hard hat.*
Escape mask.*

* Optional
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XIII.

XIV.

XVo

D. Level D. Level is primarily a work uniform. It should not be

worn on any site where respiratory or skin hazards exist.

FIRST AID.

Your activity should establish a workable first aid program prior to

the occurrence of an emergency. The minimum training required is the

Basic American National Red Cross First Aid Course. Employees should

know who has had this training at their facility. In addition,
personnel handling hazardous wastes should know some minimum first aid

procedures such as immediate action for acid burns. Assistance in

obtaining first aid training can be obtained through local military
medical facilities. Individuals injured on the job should be sent to

the nearest medical facility immediately. This is especially
important in the case of hazardous waste injuries since professional
medical care is essential to prevent long-term damage to health.

SAFETY ATTITUDES.

Many times people tolerate unsafe conditions and practices because

they believ that it’s not important. Sometimes workers continue to

do unsafe acts because "everyone does it that way" or "people will

laugh at me if I take safety precautions." These attitudes are very

strong obstacles to overcome in trying to insure worker safety. After

all, enforcing "safety procedures" does upset some people. Ask

yourself the following questions: Is personal safety really a matter

of concern at my worksite? Does my supervisor use safety equipment
and follow safety procedures? Are procedures to safely handle and

store hazardous wastes at my facility enforced? Is it possible that

attitudes towards safety (both mine, my fellow workers, and my

supervisors) can influence whether or not my facility has a hazardous

waste accident?

SUMMARY.

During this block of instruction, we have pointed out some of the

safety problems associated with handling hazardous waste. We will go

into more details in later units of instruction but you should begin

to understand why the proper labelinZ, handling, storage, and

transportation of hazardous wastes is important from a safety

viewpoint. We have reviewed the types of safety equipment available.

We have reviewed the fact that emergency response to an accident

should be practicied prior to an accident. You should begin to

understand the connection between using proper procedures and worker

safety; how to identify safety problems; and what to do when safety

problems are identified. We have discussed some of the attitudes that

exist regarding safety that can undermine an effective safety program.
while these obstacles to safety may be large, they can be overcome.
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XVI SUGGESTED REFERENCES

Information on the correct protective equipment to use for specific
hazards can be found in numerous references. The following is a listing of
these references.

A. Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS).

MSDSs are technical bulletins, generally two to four pages in length,
which contain chemical information, such as chemical composition,
chemical and physical characteristics, health and safety hazards, and
precautions for safe handling and use. An example of a MSDS format
is shown in Appendix B.

The MSDS was chosen by the Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA)
to be the primary vehicle for providing specific, detailed
information on the identities and hazards of the hazardous chemicals
in a workplace. OSHA requires a MSDS for every hazardous chemical
identified in the workplace. The MSDSs must be stored in a place
accessible to the actual work area where employees may freely read
or copy them.

Normally, MSDSs are completed by the manufacturer of the hazardous
substance and provided to naval activities when the substance is
procured through the supply system. If a chemical is being used in
a workplace and the activity does not have the MSDS, there are many
places to obtain a copy. The following list is some of the ways to
obtain MSDSs.

I. Call the following: Activity fire department
Activity Safety Officer
Activity Environmental Coordinator
Engineering Field Divisions

(NAVFACENGCOM)
Naval Energy and Environmental
Support Activity, Port Hueneme, CA

Hazardous Material Technical Center
(mTC)

Substance Manufacturer
Navy Environmental Health Center

Norfolk, VA

2. Check Hazardous Material Information System
(MIS) See Section B.

Various microfiche and computer
listings of MSDSs

B. The DOD Hazardous Material Information System (KMIS).

The DOD HMIS is a central system for the collection, maintenance,
and dissemination of the data contained in the Material Safety Data
Sheets and other sources of information. The information in the
system can be used to help develop procedures to prevent mishaps in
handling, storage, use, transportation, and disposal of hazardous
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aterial and waste. This system provides a mechanism by which
information on hazardous materials can be collected, stored, updated,
and made available to users in the field. Materials are listed
according to their National Stock Number (NSN). Field personnel have
access to the information through mlcofiche, usually located in
Safety Offices at naval activities.

The Navy Energy and Environmental Support Activity (NAVENENVSA)
has multiple sets of the HMIS microfiche.

Activities can attend a HMIS training course sponsored by the
Navy Environmental and Preventive Medicine Units in Norfolk, VA,
San Diego, CA, or Pearl Harbor, HI. Contact NAVENENVSA or the Navy
Environmental Health Center in Norfolk, VA, for more information
regarding this class.

C. NIOSH/OSHA Pocket Guide to Chemical Hazards.

This guide contains information on 380 hazardous chemicals including
chemical names, formulas, synonyms, permissible exposure limits,
chemical and physical properties, respiratory and personal protective
equipment use recommendations, symptoms of overexposure, monitoring
procedures, and procedures for emergency treatment.

This information is presented in tabular form containing many
abbreviations. The definitions of these abbreviations are found in
one of five tales in the front pages of the guide. This guide
should be used as a quick reference for summary information on the
various chemicals. Appendix C shows a typical entry for a given
chemical.

D. Manufacturer’s Literature

Manufacturere of safety equipment will usually provide data on the
applicability of their equipment to specific hazards. This is
especially true with clothing and respirator manufacturers. Two.
examples are given in Appendix A.

E. Guidelines for the Selection of Chemical Protective Clothin,
American Conferene of Governmental Industrial Hygienists, Inc.
(ACGIH), 1983. This publication provides guidance in the selection
of proper clothing for specific chemical hazards.

The guide contains numerous matrices that allow the user to easily
choose the correct clothing material for a wide variety of chemical
hazards. It also includes the names, addresses, and telephone
numbers of manufacturers of specific types 0f clothing.
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Appendix A

CHRIS Response Methods Handbook

a/e, gloves and doUg for protection against chem-
ical hazards are available in numerous material,:.

Many of the manufacturers of such protective clothinghave published charts showing the suitability of their
clotlg materials for various chemical hazard. Thefollowing table is compiled from several such charts as
a general-purTose guide to the selection of suitable chem-icaJ sa/ety clothing materials. While the manufacturers’
cha were intended primarily for the selection of chem-
ical gloves, the data applies equally to chemical garmentssuch as aprons, coats, hoods, trousers, coveralls, and
suits.

It should be remembered that the thickness and spe-cific formulation of a material can cause some variation

in its resistance to individual chemicals. vaatkm
is reOected in the occasional dilIereac of ratiag alanva
in the manufacturers’ charts and wRl also be vidtmt i
the table presented here. In ocher words, a material ratzd
as "Fair" by one manufacturer might be rated aa "Oood"
by another. The table here will there/ore show lx)th
"’Fair" and "Good" for the material. It will also be noted
dat there are no ratings for some of tl e..hemicala under
specific materials. This absence of a rating means that
manufacturers have given no indication of the material’s
suitability, or lack of it. for the specific chemical, The
absence of a rating should not be interpreted u either
a recommendafon for ia use or as a sign of ia-bdity.

c0 FO| CHAIr

CHEMICAL HAZARD CLOING MAT[RIAL CHEMICALNatural N

Aatldehydm G G,E P G f

tticd Glacial f P fc.de G g F’G

ibile F.E l l II l lls G F f’
G G G E

Alili G G G

imN,te r.f G G G

mfm g G g G

m P F G
cble P
NIIO P

Oirs f,G l E l

kmtk Fls
l G E.. l l
G Q G
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VALLEN PROTECTIVE CLOTHING AND GLOVE MATERIAL COMPARISON CHART

HOW TO SELECT THE CORRECT GLOVE FOR YOUR JOB! (Chemical Comparison Chart)

E F E P
E F G G
G P F p
G G G F
E F E F
E G E G
G G G G
E G E F
E P E G
E m E F
E E E E
G G G E
G G G E

Polass=um Cirome Alum G G G G

G F H--Halogens G F G F
Hexemethytene Tetramme F G F G
Hexane F P E F
Hexyl Acelate F P F F
Hydrauh

Petroleum Base G P E F
Eslet Base E P G R--Red Fumm Ntric Acid P P p p

Hydrazme F G G E S-- S,Ive N(ate E G G F
Hydrochloric Acid E E G G Skydrol 00 P G p p
HyOrofluor= ACId E E G F SO0=m Catoonaze MelOI G G G G
Hydrogen Gas E E E G Sodium Hyrozae E E E G
Hydrogen Peox,de--3 G G G F Sod,urn 5ulon,te G G G G

F F F G
G G G G
E E E G
E G E F
E E E G
E E E G
G F G F
E E E G
E E E G
E F E G
E F E G

G G G F
E F E F
P P E P
E E E G
E F E F
P P F p
P P F p
G G G F
E E E E
F p F p
E F E m
P F p F
F G F P
F p E P
F P G P
F G
I: p F p
G F F NR
G F E F
E G E G
G P E G
G P E G
E P E P
E P E F
P p p P
G F E G

F p G P
E F E F
G F G F
E G E G
E E G G
G F G F
F E P

P E P
E F E P
E E E F

Bulylaloenyde G G G G Hydro-Q G G G F So(:h Thosulgh=de
Butylene E G E F HydrafluosH=c ACId F F G F Solvatsol

C--Celt=urn Hydroxide E E E E "1-- Inorganic Salts E E S G Solvessos

Cloto Benzene F P P P M --Male Ac=d E E E G Toluol

Cresol G G G G Methyl Ethyl Ketone G F G NR Turco NO 2998

EmlnGqene G F G F
Eo,nioro G P P g O-- Octyl A’conoI

EOO=y Re$,ns 0ry E E E OlelC AClO

Ethane GaS E G E G Oxygen L,aUO

Emano 5 E G G P--Petal Tmners
Ethers E G E P Penni and varn=sn

U-- Unsymmelr,zl
Dimetnvl ylrazle

V-- Varnohne Gas
Varsol
Vegetaole O,Is

W--Wood AlcOhOl
WOOO Preserve.byes

woo,youm
Xylene
XyhClene

Z-- Znc Chloride

PHYSICAL
CHARACTERISTICS

Tens,e Strength E E E F
Elongal,on E E F F
Tear Res,stance G F F
AOrason Res,slance G G E G
Heal Resistance E F G P
Ozone Res,stance E G G E
Sunhgnt Aging E F G F
Selt Life Ag,ng E E E F

KEY E-Excellent G--Good F--FIll

P--OO NR--NOI R r.,en(]ed

TYPE OF MAT’L ,,.KE trileA-Neoprene -}na-N)B-Nat. Rubber
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QUIZ: MODULE IV PERSONAL SAFETY

List the two categories of respirators.

a,

bo

2. Which type of eye protection is best for liquid splashes?

a. Face shield
b. Safety glasses
c. Goggles
d. Contact lenses

3. What problem does facial hair cause when wearing a respirator?

4. List at least one restriction which would prevent you from selecting an air
purifying respirator for use in a hazardous environment.

For the greatest amount of skin and respiratory protection the EPA
recommends:

a. Level A
b. Level B
c. Level C
d. Level D

6. Selection of the correct protective clothing should:

a. Primarily be based on comfort
b. Be based on cost
c. Be based on chemical resistance to all contaminants present
d. Be based on the most toxic contaminant present only
e. Always be the same regardless of the contaminant present

Which type of environmental monitoring device listed is the most sensitive:

a. Photoionization analyzer
b. Colorimetric tubes
c. Indicator badges
d. Combustible gas indicator



Using the glove chart on page IV-A-2 (or equivalent), determine the bes
glove material for the following chemicals:

a. Phenol

b. Ethanol

c. Esters

9. Using the same chart, which type of glove material has the best abrasion
resistance?

10. Chemical cartridge respirators should be:

a. NIOSH approved
b. Fit tested
c. Regularly inspected
d. Assigned to one person only
e. All of the above
f. a, b, and c only

TRUE or FALSE

II. A SCBA provides more respiratory protection than a
chemical cartridge respirator.

12. As a worker becomes more experienced, less safety
equipment is required.

13. By OSHA standards, an atntosphere is oxygen deficient
if it contains less than 19.5% oxygen.

14. If the correct respirator cartridges are not readily
available, another type may be used, because any kind
is better than none.

15. Any Level A protective outfit will protect against all
known chemical hazards.

16. Contact lenses should never be worn where there is
exposure to airborne hazardous chemicals.

17. The best way to determine the contents of a drum is to
open the bung and sniff.
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MODULE V

HAZARDOUS WASTE CLASSIFICATION

I. LEARNING OUTCOMES DESIRED.

At the completion of this unit of instruction, you should:

A. Be able to determine which wastes are hazardous according to EPA’s
definition.

Be able to determine the proper shipping name, the hazard class

(DOT), and the identification number (DOT) required to properly
label hazardous wastes.

Have an understanding of the chemical and physical characteristics,

and the hazards of each class of hazardous waste to prevent handling

and storage problems.

D. Be familiar with the reference materials available to determine the

physical and chemical properties of various hazardous wastes.

II. INTRODUCTION

III

Proper hazardous waste (HW) management begins with properly identifying

and classifying all of an activity’s HWs. This process begins with

identifying all the waste streams generated throughout the Base. The

RCRA regulations define a waste as follows:

A useless by-product of an operation.
Any material which is to be disposed.
Any material which can no longer be used.

EPA HAZARDOUS WASTE DEFINITION.

A..Once the waste streams are identified, they must be classified

hazardous or non-hazardous according to the EPA definition. The

following is a simplification of the EPA definition of hazardous

wastes:

A waste which is listed as hazardous in the RCRA regulations

(40 CFR 261).
A mixture that includes a listed hazardous waste.

A waste which exhibits any of four characteristics (ignltabillty,

corroslvlty, reactivity, or EP toxicity) listed in the RCRA regulations.

There is currently, some disagreement concerning the definition of

hazardous waste versus hazardous materials. The disagreement stems

from the Defense Logistic Agency’s (DLA’s) operating procedures. In

general, a substance that cannot be used by an activity is turned

over to a DLA Defense Property Disposal Office (DPDO). The DPDO

determines if it can be reutilized, transfered to a government user,

donated or sold. If none of these options exists the substance is

I145D Date of last revision: May 85
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classified by DPDO to be a waste. The problem is that EPA will
not acknowledge DLA/DPDOs as the generator unless DLA/DPDO has
the HW Permit. As more DLA/DPDOs get their own permits the legal
responsibilities of the Navy facility, as a generator, will
decrease. Be aware of the controversy and protect against
liabilities as the generator.

IV. EPA IDENTIFICATION PROCEDURE.

The following procedures should be used to apply the EPA definition to

a waste to determine if a waste is hazardous and if it is, this procedure
will identify the appropriate EPA HW Number for each waste. Appendix A
contains excerpts from 40 CFR 261 to use with this procedure.

Step i Determine Proper Name of waste and specific source of waste.

Step 2 Check 40 CFR 261Subpart D, HW Lists in the following order:

"U" List (40 CFR 261.33e)

"P" List (40 CFR 261.33f)

"K" List (40 CFR 261.32)
using specific source of waste

"F" List (40 CFR 261.31)
using non-speclflc source of waste

Step 3 If not listed in Subpart D, determine if the wastes exhibit
any of the four characteristics defined in Subpart C. The
four characteristics are:

ignitable (40 CFR 261.21)
corrosive (40 CFR 261.22)
reactive (49 CFR 261.23)
EP toxic (40 CFR 261.24)

The specific properties for each characteristic are defined
in the paragraphs specified. In order to complete Step 3,
the physical and the chemical properties of the wastes must

be determined. In this chapter, we will discuss some of
the important properties of wastes and some of the reference
materials available to determine these properties.

This hazardous/non-hazardous determination is the responsibility
of the generator. A generator is responsible for proving that
all wastes generated are not hazardous using the currently
available technology. Wastes can be declared hazardous without

testing. But wastes cannot be determined non-hazardous without
testing or without verifiable proof.

For each hazardous waste, a generator must specify the
EPA HW Identification number (EPAHW Number) on manifests
and on the EPA HW reports.
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V. DOT CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM.

Now that all the waste streams have been identified as hazardous or

non-hazardous, the next step is to properly package and label the

hazardous wastes.

RCRA regulations require HW to be labeled and packaged accordin to the
Department of Transportation (DOT) regulations for the Hazardous Material
Transportation Act (HMTA), A9 CFR 100-199. The HMTA was oriinally
established to regulate the transportation of hazardous materials. It
specifies required packazln, labeling and transportation procedures for
hazardous materials.

To use this DOT system, a waste must be classified in to one of the nine
DOT hazardous classes. Table V-I shows the nine DOT classes. The DOT

classes have a corresponding UN Class Number (1-9) to be used for
identification in non-Engllsh speaking countries. The following sections
define each DOT class.

Class 1--Explosives. Explosives are defined in 49 CFR 173.50 as any
chemical compound, mixture, or device, the primary or common purpose
of which is to function by explosion, i.e., with substantially

instantaneous release of gas and heat, unless such compound, mixture,
or device is otherwise specifically classified.

Four classes of explosives exist:

Explosive A detonates readily (explodes with suddeness and
violence) Dynamite

Explosive B rapid combustion rather than detonation fireworks

Explosive C small quantities of Explosive A and/or Explosive B
sparkler fireworks

Blasting Agent design for blasting but not so sensitive that it
will explode accidentally Ammonium Nitrate

Class 2--Gases. Any material or mixture having a container pressure
exceeding 40 psia at 70F or a pressure exceedin 10A psla at

130OF, or a liquid flammable material having a vapor pressure
exceeding 40 psla at 100OF.

Compressed gas is further defined as flammable or non-flammable
depending on the ignition temperature and limits of flammability.

Compressed gases may be stored in cylinders in various ways as shown
below.

Non-liqulfied compressed gas gas exists in vapor phase only.
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TABLE. V-I

Table of DOT Classes

UN Class

1

2

3

6

7

8

9

DOT Class

Explosives (Class A, Class B, Class C, Blasting Agents)

Compressed Gases (Flamable, Non-Flamable)

Flammable Liquids

Flammable Solids

Oxidizing Material or Organic Peroxide

Poisonous (Class A, Class B, Irritating Material)
includes infectious substances

Radioactive Material

Corrosive Materal

Other Regulated Material (ORM-A through ORM-E)



Liquified compressed gas. A liquid and the vapors of the liquid
under pressure (see drawing)

CHLORINE VAPOR

LIOUID CHLORINE

Compressed gas in solution. Containers which contain a as
dissolved in another material. As the gas is used, more
dissolved gas comes out of solution (see drawing).

.ACETYLENE

ACETYLENE DISSOLVED IN ACETONE

Co Class 3--Flammable Liquids.

I. Flammable liquids are any liquid having a flashpoint below 100F.
Examples include acetone, benzene and rubber cement.

2. Combustible liquids are any liquids having a flashpoint at or
above lO0F and below 200 OF. An example is kerosene

3. Pyrophoric liquids are liquids that ignite spontaneously in dry
or moist air at or below 130F. An example is pentaborane.

Class 4--Flammable Solids or Substances. These are materials which
may be ignited and that continue to burn once ignited. These
include substances capable of spontaneous combustion. Examples
include wood, paper, carbon, and metallic calcium.

E. Class 5--Oxidlzin Substances.

Oxidizers are substances that yield oxygen readily to stimulate
combustion. Examples include chemicals containing chlorates,
permanganates, and nitrates. These substances present an
extreme fire hazard. Normal firefighting procedures may not be
effective because the burning material is supplying its own
oxygen.

Organic peroxides are derivatives of hydrogen peroxide (H202)
with one or more of the hydrogen atoms replaced by organic
radicals.

(a) The organic peroxides are potentially dangerous because they
are considered unstable chemicals. Unstable chemicals may
react with themselves or decompose, producing a violent



reaction. Heat, shock, or friction may stimulate the
reaction. The degree of violence of the reaction depends
on the specific chemical and the temperature. Methyl ethyl
ketone peroxide, for example, may detonate. The organic
peroxides are combustible and, therefore, increase the
intensity of a fire. In cold weather, solutions of organic
peroxides may form sensitive crystals which may explode when
disturbed.

(b) The following ethers form ether peroxides which pose a
hazard: diethyl ether, ethyl tertiary butyl ether, ethyl
tertiary amyl ether, and diisopropyl ethers. So far,
there seems to be no way to completely eliminate peroxide
formation, although proper containers and storage help.
Organic peroxides should be stored in separate buildings
away from all sources of heat including direct sunlight.

F. Class 6--Polsonous and Infectious Substances.

I. Poisonous materials.

(a) Poison A--extremely dangerous poisons. These include

poisonous gases or liquids of such a nature that a very
small amount of the gas ior vapor of the liquid when mixed
with air, is dangerous to life. Examples: phosgene,
nitrogen peroxide, and nitric oxide.

(b) Poison B--less dangerous poisons. These substances are
liquids or solids (other than class A poisons or irritating
materials) which are known to be so toxoc to man that they
present a hazard to health. Examples: tetraethyl lead,
aldrin, calcium arsenate, arsenic sulfide, and nicotine

(liquid).

Irritating material. These are liquid or solid substances
which, upon contact with fire or exposure to air, give off
dangerous or intensely irritating fumes. These do not
include any poisonous materials. Example: tear gas.

3. Infectious substances and etiologic agents. Viable
microorganisms, or their toxins, which may cause human disease.

Class 7--Radioactive Substances. These are materials that
spontaneously emit ionizing radiation, and have a specific activity
greater than 0.002 microcuries per gram. Examples include: Cesium 137,
cobalt 60, and uranium 233. Radioactive substances are classified
according to the strength of their radioactive emissions. They are
divided into 3 levels with I being the weaker emitters and III being
the stronger emitters.

Class 8--Corrosives. Any gas, liquid or solid that causes visible

destruction of human skin tissue, or a liquid that has a severe
corrosion rate on steel.

I. The corrosivity of a substance is determined by its pH (acidity
or alkalinity).
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The RCRA definition of corrosivity is pH less than 2.0 or greater

than 12.5. Or it corrodes steel at a rate greater than .25 inch

per year at 130F. Examples of corrosive compounds include:

Inorganic
Acids
Nitric
Sulfuric
Hydrochloric
Chromic
Hydrofluric

Organic
Acids
Acetic
Butyric
Formic

Organic Solvents
Dicholorethylene
Ethylene chlorohydrln
Methyl ethyl ketone
Perchloroethylene

Caustic (Bases)
Anonia
Sodium Hydroxide
Potassium Hydroxide

Corrosive liquids. These are the most frequently encountered
corrosives. They may include acids, bases, and organic
materials. The skin and eyes are the most frequently affected.

Corrosives can cause irritation and actual destruction of tissue,
depending on concentration and length of time of exposure. Some
corrosives produce vapors which are particularly harmful to the

lungs. Caustics (bases) are particularly damaging to the eyes.

Corrosive solids (sodium hydroxide, phenol, elemental sodium,
and phosphorous). The dusts of these materials are particularly
dangerous to skin, eyes, and respiratory system.

Corrosive gases (formaldehyde, ammonia, sulfur dioxide, chlorine,
ozone, and nitrogen dioxide). These are particularly hazardous

to the respiratory system. Those which are very soluble (such
as ammonia) affect the upper respiratory tract. Less soluble
materials (such as sulfur dioxide) affect the bronchial tubes.
The least soluble material (such as ozone) affect the air sacs
(alveoli) deep in the lungs where oxygen enters the bloodstream.

Class 9--Miscellaneous danerous substances. Any material that may
pose an unreasonable risk to health, safety, or property when

transported in commerce and that does not meet any of the
definitions of the other hazard classes specified. These
substances are generally known as Other Regulated Materials (ORM).

There are five ORM categories, ORM-A, ORM-B, ORM-C. ORM-D, and ORM-E.

ORM-A. Anesthetic, toxic, noxious, or irritating materials
(other than class 6) that can cause discomfort to personnel in
the event of leakage. Examples include: Acetaldehyde, ammonia,
aldrin, and bone oil.

ORM-B. Corrosive materials which may cause damage to transport
vehicles (other than class 8). Examples include: metallic
mercury, barium oxide, calcium oxide, and ferric chloride.

ORM-C. Materials with characteristics which make them
unsuitable for shipment unless properly packaged, for example:
excelsior (must not get wet), feed (wet, mixed must stay clean)
and fish scrap (very odorous).

ORM-D. Small quantities of hazardous materials that meet the

definition of consumer commodity, such as: hair spray and
shaving cream.
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ORM-E. terial that is not included in any other hazard class,
but is subject to the requirements of the DOT subchapter because
it is a hazardous "waste or substance," for example PCBs.

J. DOT Class Determination.

The DOT class is determined by using the DOT Hazardous Material Table
(49 CFR 172.101). The proper name of the waste is compared with the
items listed alphabetically in column two. If the proper name is
found in the table the following information can be found:

DOT Hazard Class (1-9) Column 3
DOT Identification Number (UN/NA) Column 3A

If the proper name is not listed in the table, check to see if there
is a generic category (eg. hazardous waste n.o.s, or flammable
liquid n.o.s.) which best describes the waste. The most specific
category should be use. For example, do not use hazardous waste
liquid, n.o.s, for every waste.

K. Description of Hazardous Material (Waste) on Shipping Papers

i. The basic description of a hazardous material must include:

i.) The proper shipping name for the material in the HMT
(172.101) eg. "Acetone".

The hazard class prescribed in the HMT eg. "Acetone,
Flammable liquid.

The Identification number prescribed in the KMT eg.
"Acetone, Flammable liquid, UN 1090".

iv.) If an "E" in column i, add RQ eg. "Acetyl chloride,
Flammable liquid, UN 1717", RQ 5000/2270.

2. If the Hazardous Material is a waste, the following changes
must be made:

To the proper shipping name of a material, the word
"Waste" is added preceding the name of the material eg.
"Waste Acetone, Flammable liquid, UN 1090".

ii.) The proper shipping name "Hazardous Waste, n.o.s."
has been added to the HMT with a hazard class of ORM-E
for use where no other HMT listing or hazard class is
appropriate.

When a hazardous waste is described by other than its
technical name, the EPA designated name is to be included
in parenthesis following the proper shipping name, eg.
"Hazardous Waste, Solid, n.o.s., (Metal hydroxide sludge)
ORM-E NA 9189
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VI. DEFINITIONS OF HAZARDOUS PROPERTIES

In order to use the EPA identification system and the DOT classification
system, the physical and chemical properties of a substance must be
identified. Some of the important properties are defined in the
following sections

Vapor pressure Molecules of a liquid are in constant motion Some
leave the liquid and enter the atmosphere above it. At the same
time, some molecules come back into the liquid. If the liquid is
not enclosed, more molecules may leave the liquid than return to
it. This is defined as evaporation. When the liquid is enclosed,
eventually an equilibrium will be reached between the molecules
leaving and those returning. This vapor which is in the atmosphere
above the liquid exerts a pressure on the liquid which is defined as
vapor pressure A liquid’s vapor pressure can tell you how readily
a liquid will vaporize and what the concentration of the vapor above
the liquid is.

+ VAPOR---4

+---EVAPORATION---
.EQUILIBRIUM

LIQUID

VAPOR PRESSURE
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8oilin point. The temperature of a liquid at which its vapor
pressure equals the surrounding pressure.

Vapor density. Te density (mass per unit volume) of dry air equals
1.0. The density of a specific vapor may then be compared with that
of dr? air. A vapor with a density of less than 1.0 indicates that
the vapor is lighter than air and, when released into the atmosphere,
will move upward. A density greater than 1.0 indicates that the
vapor is heavier than air and will move downward through the
atmosphere to the lowest possible point. Flamable substances with a
vapor density greater than 1.0 are of concern because they accumulate
in low areas and can pose a very significant fire hazard. For
example, gasoline has a vapor density that is 3 to 4 times heavier
than dry air.

0|

IJ II

Liquid
Hydrogen

VD 1.0

,,,\’

0’ o Gasoline

VAPOR DENSITY

Specific ravit. The density of a liquid compared to that of water
(defined as 1.0). Liquids with a specific gravity reater than 1.0
will sink through water. Liquids with a specific gravity less than
1.0 will float on top of water. For example, the specific gravity
of gasoline is 0.8. Therefore, gasoline will float on water.

WATER

o

o o

o
O

Cork SG < 1.0 Lead SG > 1.0

SPECIFIC GRAVITY
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E Flashpoint. The lowest temperature at which a liquid will give off
sufficient vapor to ignite when exposed to a flame.

.IJ

.1"

IJ

IJ

36.0

Limits of flammability. The range of concentrations (% by volume)
of a mixture of air and vapor, that will burn upon exposure to an
ignition source.

ETHYL ETHER
BOILING PT

NOT ENOUGH
OXYGEN PRESENT

UPPER LIMIT

-5O -25 0 25

TEMPERATURE
LIMITS OF FLAMMABILITY

50 75 .00
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Ignition Temperature. The minimum temperature required to ignite a
specific air and vapor mixture.

Auto Ignition Temperature. The minimum temperature of an air/vapor
mixture that will cause the mixture to ignite spontaneously (with no
exposure to an ignition source). The limits of flammability graph
for carbon disulfide shows the auto ignition temperatures (points)
for various mixtures of air and carbon disulfide.

I00

0

-50

o

flash J Auto ignition point

/_ lower limit

-25 0 25 50 75 I00 200

TEMPERATURE
LIMITS OF FLAMMABILITY

Outage. The amount by which a container falls short of being full
of liquid. This is important because as temperatures rise, liquids
expand. If there is no room for the liquid to expand, the container
will rupture since liquids are not compressible.

OUTAGE

Spontaneous combustion. This is a fire which is started by the
accumulation of heat produced by the slow oxidation of materials
such as oily rags, olive oil, peanut oil, roofing paper, wastepaper,
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and whale oil. Under normal conditions, heat is generated slowly,

providing ample time for it to transfer to the surrounding

environment. However, when these types of materials are stored in

such a way as to prevent this heat transfer, the heat resulting from

slow oxidation builds up and may ignite the substance involved.

The fire triangle. The biggest problem with flammable materials is

the danger of fire. In order to have a fire, all three elements of

the fire must be present: fuel, ignition, and oxygen. The

following figures are examples of the use of the fire triangle.

ION

VALVE OFF /.i(- NO FLAME

P
R
O
P
A
N
E

In the above example the fuel side of the fire triangle is missing.

The valve of the propane tank is turned off and therefore the torch

will not light. In this case the flame is the ignition source and

the surrounding air provides the oxygen.

BOILING WATER IN A PAPER CUP

In this example the ignition side of the fire triangle is missing.

The paper cup will not burn because the boiling water keeps the

paper at 212F which is below the ignition temperature for the

paper. In this case the paper is the fuel and the surrounding air

provides the oxygen.
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The pH scale. A solution’s pH is a measure of its acidity of
alkalinity. Strictly speaking, it is a measure of the concentration
of free hydrogen ions (H+). A solution with a pH of 7 is neutral.
An example of a solution with a pH of 7 is pure water. A pH of less
than 7 signifies an acidic solution and a pH of greater than 7
signifies a basic (alkaline) solution.

Neutral Solutions
Acid Solution

More strongly acidic

Basic Solutions

More strongly basic

Some examples of acids and bases with their associated pH’s are listed
below. Note that the pH scale is a log scale. Therefore a solution
with a pH of 4 is i0 times more acidic than a solution with a pH of 5
and i00 times more acidic than a solution with a pH of 6, etc.

Item pH
Concentrated Nitric Acid I
Vinegar 3.0
Saliva 6.5-7.5
Sea Water 8.3
Runoff from the Norfolk fire 13.5

Vll. SUGGESTED REFERENCE MATERIALS

The chemical and physical properties of a hazardous substance can be
found in many references. The challenge is to determine which references
have which substances and have which types of information. The following
sections describe various references that are available. In addition to
these, there are many new references currently being produced.

A. Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS).

MSDSs are technical bulletins, generally two to four pages in length,
which contain chemical information, such as chemical composition,
chemical and physical characteristics, health and safety hazards, and
precautions for safe handling and use. An example of a MSDS format
is shown in Appendix B.

The MSDS was chosen by the Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA)
to be the primary vehicle for providing specific, detailed
information on the identities and hazards of the hazardous chemicals
in a work place. OSHA requires a MSDS for every hazardous chemical
identified in the workplace. The MSDSs must be stored in a place
accessible to the actual work area where employees may freely read
or copy them.
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Normally, MSDSs are completed by the manufacturer of the
hazardous substance and provided to Naval activities when the
substance is procured through the supply system. If a chemical
is being used in a workplace and the activity does not have the
MSDS, there are many places to obtain a copy. The followin list

is some of the ways to obtain MSDSs.

i. Call the following: Activity fire department
Activity Safety Officer

Activity Environmental Coordinator
Engineering Field Divisions

(NAVFACENGCOM)
Naval Energy and Environmental

Support Activity, Port Hueneme, CA

Hazardous Material Technical Center
(rc)

Substance Manufacturer

Navy Environmental Health Center
Norfolk, VA

2. Check: Hazardous Material Information System
(HMIS) See Section B.

Various microfiche and computer
listings of MSDSs

B. The DOD Hazardous Material Information System (HMIS).

Co

The DOD HMIS is a central system for the collection, maintenance,
and dissemination of the data contained in the Material Safety Data
Sheets and other sources of information. The information in the

system can be used to help develop procedures to prevent mishaps in
handling, storage, use, transportation, and disposal of hazardous
material and waste. This system provides a mechanism by which
information on hazardous materials can be collected, stored, updated,
and made available to users in the field. Materials are listed
according to their National Stock Number (NSN). Field personnel have
access to the information through micofiche, usually located in
Safety Offices at naval activities.

The Navy Energy and Environmental Support Activity (NAVENENVSA)
has multiple sets of the HMIS microfiche.

Activities can attend a HMIS training course sponsored by the
Navy Environmental and Preventive Medicine Units in Norfolk, VA,
San Diego, CA, or Pearl Harbor, HI. Contact NAVENENVSA or the Navy
Environmental Health Center in Norfolk, VA, for more information
regarding this class.

The Consolidated Hazardous Items List (CHIL), NAVSUP Publication 4500,
Navy Fleet Material Support Office, Mechanicsburg, PA 17055. This
publication provides storage requirements and disposal methods for
many hazardous items in the Navy Supply System.
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The CHIL is divided into five sections as follows:

Section A: A list of hazardous standard stock items in National
Item Identification Number (NIIN) sequence. This is a numerical
sequence using the last nine digits of the national stock number
(NSN) of an item.

Section B: A list of items in alphabetical order, then in NIIN
sequence if there is more than one listing of the same item.
(The items in this section are also in Section A.)

Section C: A llst of items in alphabetical storage code
sequence, and then in NIIN sequence within the same storage
code. (The items in this section are also in Section A.)

Section D: A list of hazardous non-NSN items in Manufacturer’s
Part Number sequence.

Section E: A list of hazardous asbestos material purged from
the supply system. These items are listed in NIIN sequence.

The disadvantage with CHIL is that much of the information is out of
date. CHIL was last printed in 1977. Care should be taken in using
data obtained from CHIL.

The Chemical Hazardous Response Information Sstem (CHRIS)--The
Hazardous Chemical Data Handbook.

This is a U.S. Coast Guard manual for use during water transportation
emergencies which is designed to provide Coast Guard personnel with
information about hazardous chemicals. The information in this
manual can also be useful in other applications.

The CHRIS handbook is an excellent reference for hazardous chemical
information. The format is similar to the MSDS format. However, it
is difficult for Navy activities to obtain. The Coast Guard
conducts classes to train their personnel in using this handbook.
They will not give out the handbook to persons not attending the
class and the enrollment in the class is difficult.

Fire Protection Guide on Hazarous Materials. 7th Edition, National
Fire Protection Association (NFPA), Batterymarch Park, Quincy, MA
02269. This guide contains a tremendous amount of information on
the hazardous properties of chemicals. This information can be used
to prevent fires and other emergencies during the handling of these
chemicals. The data and recommendations in this guide can also be
used in making decisions on the procedures to be followed in
hazardous chemical emergencies. (When using this guide, keep in
mind that some of the information is specifically geared to fire
fighters.)
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chemical.

F.

The guide is divided into five sections as follows:

Flash Point Index of Trade Name Liquids.
Fire Hazard Properties of Flammable Liquids, Gases and Volatile
Solids.
Hazardous Chemicals Data.
Manual of Hazardous Chemical Reactions.
Reconnended System for the Identification of the Fire Hazards of
Materials.

Appendix C shows a typical entry in the NFPA guide for a given

NIOSH/OSHA Pocket Guide to Chemical Hazards.

This guide contains information on 380 hazardous chemicals including
chemical names, formulas, synonyms, permissible exposure limits,
chemical and physical properties, respiratory and personal protective
equipment use recommendations, symptoms of overexposure, monitoring
procedures, and procedures for emergency treatment.

This information is presented in tabular form containing many
abbreviations. The definitions of these abbreviations are found in
one of five tables in the front pages of the guide. This guide
should be used as a quick reference for summary information on the
various chemicals. Appendix D shows a typical entry for a given
chemical.

Dangerous Properties of Industrial Materials, 5th Edition, N. Irving

Sax, Van Nostrand Reinhold Company. 1979. This book is designed
for quick retrieval of hazard information on about 13,000 common
industrial and laboratory materials. The majority of the book is a

section which contains information on specific chemicals. The data
is this section is categorized as follows:

I. General information such as synonyms, description, formula, and
the physical properties of the substance.

Hazard analyses including a toxic hazard rating; a fire hazard
rating; an explosion hazard rating; and a disaster hazard rating,
to give an idea of the hazards produced when the material becomes
involved in disasters such as fire, explosion or flood.

Contermeasures, or the things to be done to reduce the adverse
effects of using a given material. For example, shipping
regulations, storage and handling procedures, first aid
measures, flrefighting measures, ventilation controls, and
personnel protection.

The brief section on each chemical in this part of the book usually
refers back to a previous section for further explanation. For
example, under Nitric Acid, Countermeasures--Storage and Handling,
the reader is referred back to Section 7. This section goes into
detail on what to do when storing or handling Nitric Acid.
Appendix E demonstrates this.
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He The Merck Index, 9th Edition, Merck and Co., Inc., Rathway, NJ.
This reference book is an encyclopedia of 9856 chemicals, drugs,
and biological substances. Information on the chemical structure,
properties, use, and toxicity of these substances is provided.
This reference also contains miscellaneous information tables.
Appendix F shows a typical entry for a given chemical.

I. Hazardous Substance Hotlines.

In addition to these references, there are several hotlines available
to assist Naval activities in hazardous substances management:

RCRA/Superfund Hotline (EPA) 800-424-9346
TSCA/PCB Hotline 800-424-9065
DOT (Dept of Transportation) Hotline 202-426-1724
HMTC Hotline 800-638-8958
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Appendix A

Excerpts from Resource Conservation and Recovery Act

Regulations (40CFR261Subpart C and Subpart D)

UNLISTED (CHARACTERISTIC) HAZARDOUS WASTES

(40 CFR PART 261, SUBPART C)

AND

LISTED HAZARDOUS WASTES

(40 CFR PART 261, SUBPART D)

Subpart C--Characteristics of
Hazardous Waste

261.20 General
(a) A solid waste, as defined in

| 261.2. which is not excluded from
regulation as a hazardous waste under
| 261.4(b), is a hazardous waste if it ex-
hibits ally of the characteristics iden;i-
fled in this Subpart.

[Comment: [262.11 of this chapter sets
forth the generator’s responIbllity to deter-
mine whether his waste exhibits one or
more of the characterlsUcs identified in this
Subpart]

(b) A hazardous waste which is iden-
tiffed by a characteristic in th/s sub-
part. but is not listed as a hazardous
waste in Subpart D, is a.Igned the
EPA H&zardous Waste Number set
forth in the respective characteristic



Chapter IEnvironmentai Protection Agency

in this Subpart. This number must be
used in complying with the notifica-
tion requirements of Section 3010 of
the Act and certain recordkeeping and
reporting requirements under Parts
262 through 265 and Part 270 of this
chapter.

(c) For purposes of this Subpart, the
Administrator will consider a sample
obtained using any of the applicable
sampling methods specified in Appen-
dix I to be a representative sample
within the meaning of Part 260 of this
chapter.

[L’omment: Since the Appendix sampling
methods arc not being .formally adopted by
the Administrator. a person who desires to
employ an alternative sampling method is
not required to demonstrate the equivalency
of hk method under the procedures set
forth in 260.20 and 260.21.]

[4S FR 33119. May t9. 1980. u amended at
48 14294, Apr. 1. 1983]

Z61.21 Characteristic of ignitability.

(a) A solid waste exhibits the charac-
teristic of ignitability if a representa-
tive sample of the waste has any of
the following properties:

(1) It is a liquid, other than an aque-
otis solution containing less than 24
percent alcohol by volume and has
flash point less than 60"C (140"F). as
determined by a Pensky.Martens
Closed Cup Tester. using the test
method specified in ASTM Standard
D-93-79 or D-93-80 (incorporated by
reference, see .260.11). or a Setaflash
Closed Cup Tester. using the test
method specified in ASTM Standard
D-3278-78 (incorporated by reference.
see 260.11), or as determined by an
equivalent test method approved by
the Administrator under procedures
set forth in 260.20 and 260.21.

(2) It is not a liquid and is capable,
under standard temperature and pres-
sure. of causing fire through friction,
absorption of moisture or spontaneous
chemical changes and. when ignited.
burns so vigorously and persistently
that is creates a hazard.

(3) It is an ignitable compressed gas
as defined in 49 CFR 173.300 and as
determined by the test methods de-
scribed In that regulation or equiva-
lent test methods approved by the Ad-
ministrator under 260.20 and 260.21.

261.23

(4) It is an oxidizer as defined in 49
CIR 173.151.
(b) A solid waste that exhibits the

characteristic of ignitability, but is not
listed as a hazardous waste in Subpart
D, has the EPA Hazardous Waste
Number of D001.

[45 FR 33119. May 19, 1980, a.s amended at
46 FR 35247, July 7, 1981]

261.22 Characteris[i of corrosivity.

(a) A solid waste exhibits the charac-
teristic of corrosivity if a representa-
tive sample of the waste has either of
the following properties:

(I) It is aqueous and has a pH less
than or equal to 2 or greater than or
equal to 12.5, as determined by a pH
meter using either an EPA test
method or an equivalent test method
approved by the Administrator under
the procedures set forth in 260.20
and 260.21. The EPA test method for
pH is specified as Method 5.2 in "Test
Methods for the Evaluation of Solid
Waste. Physical/Chemical Methods"
(incorporated by reference, see
260.11).
(2) It is a liquid and Corrodes steel

(SAE 1020) at a rate greater than 6.35
mm (0.250 inch) per year at a test tem-
perature of 55’C (130"P) as determined
by the test method specified in NACE
(National Association of Corrosion En-
gineers) Standard TM-01-69 as stand-
ardized in "Test Methods for the Eval-
uation of Solid Waste, Physical/
Chemical Methods" (incorporated by
reference, see 260.11) or an equiva-
lent test method approved by the Ad-
ministrator under the procedures set
forth in 260.20 and 260.21.
(b) A solid waste that exhibits the

characteristic of corrosivity, but is not
listed as a hazardous waste in Subpart
D, has the EPA Hazardous Waste
Number of D002.

[45 IR 33119, May 19. 1980. s amended at
46 FR 35247, July 7, 1981]

261.23 Characteristic of reactivity.

(a) A solid waste exhibits the charac-
teristic of reactivity if a representative
sample of the waste has any of the fol-
lowing properties:

(1) It Is normally unstable and readi-
ly undergoes violent change without
detonating.
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261.24

(2) It reacts violently with water.
(3) It forms potentially explosive

mixtures with water.
(4) When mixed with water, it gener-

ates toxic gases, vapors or fumes in a
quantity sufficient to present a danger
to human health or the envir.onment.
(5) It is a cyanide or sulfide bearing

waste which, when exposed to pH con-
ditions between 2 and 12.5. can gener.
ate toxic gases, vapors or fumes in a
quantity sufficient to present a danger
to human health or the environment.

(6) It is capable of detonation or ex-
plosive reaction if it is subjected to a
strong initiating source or if heated
under confinement.
(7) It is readily capable of detona-

tion or explosive decomposition or re-
action at standard temperature andpres.ure.

(8) It is a forbidden explosive as de-
fined in 49 CFR 173.51, or a Class A
explosive as defined in ..49 CF2 173.53
or a Class B explosive as defined in 49
CFR 173.88.
(b) A solid waste that exhibits the

characteristic of reactivity, but is not
listed as a hazardous waste in Subpart
D. has the EPA Hazardous Waste
Number of D003.

261.24 Characteristic of EP toxicity.
(a) A solid waste exhibits the charac-

teristic of EP toxicity if. using the test
methods described in Appendix II or
equivalent methods approved by the
Administrator under the procedures
set forth in 260.20 and 260.21, the
extract from a representative sample
of the waste contains any of the con-
taminants listed in Table at a con-
centration equal to or greater than the
respective value given in that Table.
Wlscre the waste contails les.s than 0.5
percent filterable solids, the waste
itself, after filtering, is considered to
be the extract for the purposes of this
section.

(b) A solid waste that exhibits the
characteristic of EP toxicity, but is not
listed as a hazardous waste in Subpart
D, has the EPA Hazardous Waste
Number specified in Table I which car-
responds to the toxic contaminant
causing it to be hazardous.

Title 40---Protection of Environment

TABLE I--MAXIMUM CONCENTRATION OF CON-
TAMINANTS FOR CHARACTERISTIC OF EP
TOXICITY

EPA
hazardous
wasle

D009
DOIO
0011

0014

OotS

SO
1000
10
GO
5.0
0.2
1.0
S.O

0.02

0.4

tO.O

OS

100

t.O

Subpart DLists of Hazardous
Wastes

261.30 General.
(a) A solid waste is a hazardous

waste if it is listed in this Subpart,
unless it has been excluded from this
list under 260.20 and 260.22.

(b) The Administrator will indicate
his basis for listing the classes or types
of wastes listed in this Subpart by em-
ploying one or more of the following
Hazard Codes:

Igmtable Waste (f)
Cuou We.to (C)
Fleacte Waste
EP Tog: Wa=ta (E|

Acule Hazatdo$ Waste
?o Wa’qe (T)

Appendix VII identifies the constitu-
ent which caused the Administrator to
list the waste as an EP Toxic Waste
(E) or Toxic Waste (T) in 281.31
and 261.32.

(c) Each hazardous waste listed in
this Subpart is assigned an EPA Ha=-
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ardous Waste Number which precedes
the name of the waste. This number
must be used in complying with the
notification requirements of Section
3010 of the Act and certain record-
keeping and reporting requirements
under Parts 262 through 265 and Part
2"/0 of this chapter.

(d) The following hazardous wastes
listed in 261.31 or 261.32 are subject
to the exclusion limits for acutely haz-
ardous wastes established in 261.8:
[Reserved]

[45 Y’R 33119. May 19. 1980. s amended at
45 FR ’4892, NOV. 12, 1980; 48 FR 14294.
ADr. 1. 1983]

261.31 Hazardous wastes from non-specific sources.

[6 1;’R4817. Jan. 16, 1981. amended &t 46 1. 274"/7, May 20, 1981]

261,33 Hazsrdous wutes from specific sources.

(T}

(T)

(1]

p. v)

(n

(R. T)

(R. T)

(R. T)

(R. D

and EPA

Wod Wenikn: KO01
pncesses thee use creosote atm/ pm;:Nemln
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261.32 Title 40--Protection of Environment

Indus./nd EPA hazmou Htadous wa
wte

Is:
K2 Wa fr t of yel

K Wastast Ittof yelts

K 1 of scelm Ir eiy

K010 n frt of acee free
11 smfr te wastalsz etof8c (R,

K013 Bofl stre ttelnn tnprofae (R.

K014 fl TMofatl to Of

K016 Hes fr1t teu

K019 a S Is ol e eyl

KO-... Hea es f ts of w c v

K021 tal wasle from flometst
K022 stdfl tln ol pllacetone from

K023 st hghtS ft Ie prt Of pttafromp1l

K024 sbllat’fls from t pft of ptalatro aptalee

K3 stdlatsfr tnof talzcae from .le

K026 StsSfrlctof metPy ezyl pyr:s

K027 uzf streds ft tol dnate

K029 Waste fr ttsleams I.. ’f 1.:. rt8

K Heae fr’ne from 1.1.1-

K0 sl fr
KI03 ss fae extra frttof al

KS s 1cttIr ofcl

KIOS a se fr re wst (T)

K071 z Ir cc ,
K073 i waste tr tZ st t

lo.
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Chapter I--Environmental Protection Agency 261.33

Industry and EPA hardous
wasle NO Haza/dous wasle

K042 Heaw-encs (sbilalon residues from the dslflleon Of teltactocobenzene the (T)
IOucto of 2,4.5-T

K043 2.6-Ohloropheno1 waste from 1he Ooducon of 2.4-0 (T)
K099 Unlreafed waslewafe from the oducton el 2.4-0 (T)

Explosives:
K044 Wasfewete tteatmen! sJudges from Ue manulacturn(J and pocessln(J of explosives (t)
K045 Spen! ca;m from the freafmen! of waslewam containing explosives (R)
K04S Wasmwaf trearnent suclges from the manufactunng, forrnulabo/1 and loading of (T)

lead-based ntabn(J compono’s.
K047 Pink/red waist from TNT oeafons (R)

Petroleum rehr.nQ:
KO4S Olssolved floabo (OAF) flol| from f/l pelroleum reflflQ indust (T)
K049 Slop cl emu/s sos from the pelrofeum refining mdusl (T)
KOSO Heat exlan9 brindle clear.rig slge from petroleum reflrxng industry (T)
K051 API sepaa ludge from Ihe peb’oleum refinmQ ,ndusty (T)
K052 Tank boNoms (leaded) from he peb’oeum rehnmg ndusl/y iT)

bo al steel:
K06! Em4n control dust/sludge from tr ioclucfon of steel electrK: (T)

KO2 Spent iklo frOnl st4l fsng o’SbOnS (C. T)

KO9 Emission cotdof dustlsiudge from sec:oncy lead smelts] (T)
KZOO Wsste le’fng sobon from sod lecheng of ermsson onlroi usl/suclge from

secondary Jead smeimj.
Veteawy pimaceucals:
K064 Wasmwelm’ ’etmem s/udges gert’afed dunng the productx of veterln/pherme- (T)

ceubcals from irsw’. oroano-aer compounds.
K101 DsblabOn ta resKlues i’om Ihe d,sldlatmn o andros-based compounds the (T)

/xoductlOn of velefln/ phamaceubcals from m’senlc o.gano-asec
peuncL.

K102 Rosue from the use of acf,vsfed cadon fo decokmzafn me poducton ol (T)
veterma/y pi’’mceubcals from o ogano-arsen.’c compounds.

Ink formula,)n: K066 Solvent wases and sludges, causbc washes and skges, oc wate wastes end (T)
slujes from cang tus end equipment used in the f’fllebon of nk from
ptQments, drinks, sops, ar slabdizers contamm9 chromium lead.

K060 Ammo stig hme sk,’dge from okmg of)erabons (T)
KQ7 Deante td It skadge from coking operatmfle (T)

Ha.zard

[46 FR 4618. Jan. 16. 19.8.!, a.s amended at 46 FR 274’/6-27477, May 20, 1981]

261.33 Discarded commercial chemical
product, off-specification species, con-
lainer residues, and spill residues
thereof.

The following materials or/terns are
hazardous wastes If and when they are
discarded or intended to be discarded:

(a) Any commercial chemical prod-
uct. or manufacturing chemical inter-
mediate having the generic name
listed in paragraph (e) or (f) of this
section.

(b) Any off-specifics(ion Commercial
chemical product or manufacturing
chemical intermediate which, if it met
specifications, would have the generic
name ILsted in paragraph (e) or (f) of
this section.

(c) Any residue remaining in a con-
tanner or an inner liner removed from
a container that has held any commer-
cial chemical product or manu[actur-

ing chemical intermediate having the
generic name listed in paragraph (e) of
this section, unless the container is
empty a defined in 261.7(b)(3) of
this chapter.

[Comment." Unles the residue is being bene-
ficially used or reused, or legitimately recy-
cled or reclaimed; or being accumulated.
stored, transported or treated prior to such
use. re-use, recycling or reclamation, EPA
conslder the residue to be intended for dis-
card. and thus a hazardous waste. An exam-
ple of a legitimate re-use of the residue
would be where the residue remains in the
container and the container Is ued to hold
the same commericai chemical product or
manufacturing chemical product or manu-
facturing chemical intermediate it previous.
ly held. An example of the discard o the
residue would be where the drum is sent to
z drum reconditioner who reconditions the
drum but ,’ilscrds the residue.]

V-A-6



261.33

(d) Any residue or contaminated soil,
water or other debris resulting from
the cleanup of a spill into or on aiy

land or water of any commercial
chemical -product ’or manufacturing
chemical intermediate having the ge-
neric name listed in paragraph (el or
(f) of this section, or any residue or
contaminated soil. water or other
debris resulting from the cleanup of a
spill, into or on any land or water, of
any off-specification chemical product
and manufacturing chemical interme-
diate which, if it met specifications,
would have the generic name listed in
paragraph (e) or (f) of this section.

[Comment." The phrase "’commercial chemi-
cal product or manufacturing chemical in-

terme,diate having the generic name listed
in ." refers to a chemical substance
which is manufactured or formulated for
commercial or manufacturiqg use which
consists of the commercially pure. grade of
the chemical, any technical grades of the
,chemical.. that are produced or marketed,
and all formulations In which the chemical
is the sole active ingredient. It-does not=
refer to a material, such a.s a manufacturing
process waste, that contains arts, of the sub-
stances listed in paragraphs (e)or (f).

Where a manufacturing process waste is
deemed to be a ha.ardous waste because it
contains a substance listed in paragraphs (el

or (fl, such waste will be listed in either
261.31 or 2(]1.32 or will be identified as a

hazardous waste by the characteristics set
forth in Subpart C of this part.]

(e) The commercial chemical prod-
ucts, manufacturing chemical interme-
.d!a.tes or 0ff-specification commercial
chetnfcal pr0duct or manufacturing
chemical intermediates referred to in
paragraphs (a) through d} of this sec-
tion, re identified as acute hazardous
:waste(H)"’hd are subject to be the
small., lUat,i_t, e,,.l.usi0.n ,defined in

fi 261.5!e).. :
.[’Commi.nL F0 the convenicce of the regu-
lal:ed ;community .the primary hazardous
properties of these.materials have been indi-
,cared by the letters T (Toxicity). a.d R (Re-
activity). Absence of a letter indicates that
the compound.only is lited for acute toxic-
’i,y.

These wastes and their correspond-
ing F_,PA Hazardous Waste Numbers
are:

Title 40Prolection of Environment

P058

P001

P2
P003
?0
P4
1=005

PO08
PO09
Pl19
10
12
11
11
12
38

13
24
P077
28

14
28
15
16
17

21
P123
P103
22
2
P095
P033

24
26
27

P031
P033
P036

38
P039

41
40
43
44
45

7!

82
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Chapter ImEnvironmental Protection Agency

Hazardous ]
Substance Hazardous

waste NO wasle NO.

/
P085 | Dptlosphoamlde. Oclamethyl-
PC39 1
I>049 2,4-Othouret I=089
P 109 dhlOl)yrOphOSpOn sod. tetraethyl ester

261.33

Shslan(:e

7-Oxa’yclo(22. )heplan2,3-ecaoxlc
sad

P050 Endosullan
P08 Endothatl
POS1 Enmm
P042 El:mephrne
P046 Ethanamne. I, I.dmethy-2.phenyl.
P084 Ethenamme. N.melhyI-N-mtroso-
PI0t Ethyl cyanKe
1=054 Etylen.*mne
P097 Fa,’npt

gOS7 Flu(oacetamde
P958 Flu(oaceb acx:l. sail
P065 Fulmmlc acid, mefcLu’y(|l) Sail (R.T)
P059 HeplaChlor
P051 1,2.3.4. 0,10.Hexachko.6,7.epoW

.4,4a,5.6.7.8.aa-oclahydto-endo.endo-

.4 dlmetrlanonaphths|ene

P037 1.2.3.4.10. 0-Hexa,"hloto-6.7-epow-
1.4.4a.5.6,7,8.8a-octhyo-endo.exo-
1.4 5.8-emelhanonallhalene

P060 1.2.3,4,10.10.Hexachloo. 1,4,4a.5.R.8ao

48
P047
P020

Phettol. 2,4-dlmlrO.
Phehgl. 2,4-dneUo-6-melllyl.
Phenol, 2.4-draftto-6-(1-melhylwoi)y
Phenol. 2.4.6-1rmdfo-.i (R)

P11oale

(ethyttho)methyl
POa0 Ptx)spootmoo O.O-dU O-Lo-no-

I=040 Phosoxotmoc O,O,emld O- pyrcony

heXaflydrO-1.4:5.8-endo, endo-chmeth-
onapInalen

PO04 1,2.3.4,10,10-HexacPJoro-1,4.4a.$.8,aa-
PelatydO-
d=methanonaptlhalene

P06 Hexalllorohexarydo-exo.exo-

P062 Hex,lelryl tetraphosprtate
Pit6 HydrazmecarbotoamKe
P068 Hydtaz=r,,e, methyl-
P03 Hydtocyan acid
P063 Hyaroen cyaJe
P096 Hyclrogen phosphKle

P00? 3(2H)Jsoxazolone. 5-(ammomethyl)-
P092 Marcus/. (acetato-O)phenyF
P065 Mercury fuln’nale (R.T)
P016 Methane. olyls(chloo-
Pt 2 Melhane. tetrandto- (R)
P118 MetP.anetho. IrK:hloo-
P059 4.7-Methano- 1H.,,’KJene. 1.4.5.6.7.8.8-he-

tacNoto-3a.4.7.Ta-lelahydto-
P068 Meffiomyt
P067 2.Methylazx:lme
P068 Melhyt hazme

P069 2-Metyllactomtnle
POTt Mefflyl

P03 Ncke cadxyl
P074 Nkel cyamde
P074 NK’.ket( cyanide

PO?3 NK:kel
F075 Ncobne and sails
P076 N4r ode
P077 p.Ndroanlke
P0?8 Ndrogen
P076 Ndtogen(tl) OaKe
PO?8 Ndrogen(IV)
P08! Ndroh/cefme (R)
P082 N-Ndrosodlmethylamme
P084 N.Ntrosomethylvmylame
P050 5.Nobomee.2.3.dunethanol.

acr;Imo, cyck sulkle
POeS
POe7 Omn oe
P08? Osnvtml teUoxde

I:)O97 Phosomott.o sod, O,O.demy O-[p-((d-

P110 Ptumhene.
1=098 Potassium cyanide
P099 Potassmm sve cyanKle
P070 I’olrml. 2.mellyl.2-(melhylO).,

(metl’limmo)caoonyt oxe
P101
P027 Pmpanede,
P069 Proanendde, 2.hyVoxy-2-melhyl-
P081 1,2.3-Propanemol. Inmb’ate- (R)
P017 2-Prol)anone.
P102 Propagyl
P003 2-ProenaJ
I)005 2-Ptopen- -ol

P067 1.2-PtoPylemmme
PI02 2.Pfopyn- -oi

PO75 Pndne, (S)-3-(s-memy2.plo)-, n

P111 Pylad. lelrlelhy/
P103 Selenoea
P104 Sve cyanide
PIOS Sodium aze
PI0e Sodom cylnKle
P107 Slroilmm
PI08 $b.hnK,n. O-one. and
P018 SvycNm- 0.one. 2.3-dmelhox/-
P108 Slrychnme and
PI15 Sutlufl aczd, thallm(I) sill
PI09
P110 Tetraemyl lead
P111 Tevaethylpote
P112’ Teltmlometllane (1:1)
P02 Telai:4:c aod. hexaellld eslm
P113 ThAIk ox
P113 TIQMI’(III) oxK
P114 ThailUl’l)
P115 Thi|kum(I)

P045 Thfanol
P049 ThemKkxllcadxl
P014 Thopheno
Pl16 Ttom,ciaide
P026 T/’vo’aa.

P093 I"haea0
Pt23 Tos4n4
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261.33 Tit;e 40--Protection of Environment

(f) The commercial chemical prod-
ucs. manufacturing chemical interme-
diates, or off-specification commercial
chemical products referred to in para-
graphs (a) through (d) of this section.
are identified as toxic wastes (T)
unless otherwise designated and are
subject to the small quantity exclusion
defined in 261.5 (a) and (f).

[Comment" For the convenience of the regu-
lated ’community. the primary hardous
properties of these materials have been indi-
cated by the letter T (Toxicity). R (Reac-
tivity). I (Ignltbllity) and C (Corroslvlty).
Absence of a letter indicate that,the com-
pound is only listed for toxicity.]

These wastes and their correspond-
ing EPA Hazardous Waste Numbers
are:

U001 Acet(Setz. (0
U034 Acetaldehyde, tncflkxo-
U187

Ul12
U144
U214
U002

U012
U014
U015
U010

U157
U018
U01e
U017
U018
U018

Hazardous
Wasle

U014 8enzenamm.
melhyl

U049 8enzenarnne, 4-chJoo-2.methyt.
U093 Benzenermne, N.N’-dthyt-4-Dheylazo-
U1.58 Benzenamne. 4.4"-melhytets(2-chloo-
U222 8enzenen’.ne. 2 mmlhyt., hychochloe
U181 8enzenam*ne. 2-melhyl-S-ndro
U019 Benzene
U038 Benzeneacebc ac.

enyl)-alDha-hyozy. ethyl eSlm’
U030 Benzene. .omo-4-phenoW-
U037 Benzene. No*’o-
U190 1,2-Benzened*camowh acid anrydnde
U028 ;.2.Benzenedcamowtc aCK. [b*s(2.emyl-

hexyl)
U069 1,2.BenzenedCart)oxylc a. (buiyl eslet’

U088 1.2-BenzenedarOoxyhc a. dmthyl ester
Ut02 1.2-Benzenedcatboxy* acl. dmethyl este
U10? 1.2.SenzenearOoxy** a. O.n.ocyt es(e

U070 Benzene, 1.2-dx:o-
U071 Benzene, 1.3-dcrloo-
U072 Senzerm. 1,4-dChloo-
U017 8enze/le, (d*chloome(hyl)-
U223 Benzene, 1.3-dusocyanatomethyl. (R.T)
U239 Benzene. d*methyl-|l.T)

U201 1,3-Senzenedml
U127 Benzene, rmzachloo-
U056 8enzerm, hexahycVo- (I)
U188 Benzene.
U220 Benzene, methyl-
U105 Benzene. 1.methyl. 1-2,4-chnuo-
U106 (ezene. 1-methyl-2.6-dntro-
U203 Benzene. 1,2-methyienedoxy-4-&iyl-
U14! Renzee, 1,2-methyleneoxy-4.pt’Oenyl.
U0g0 Benzene, ,2-mmhy*eneckow-4-WO#-
U055 Benzene, 0.merry,ethyl)- (I)
U169 Benzene. n*tro-
Ut83 Benzene. pentachkz’o-
UI85 Benzene. pentachk)(o-ntro-
U020 8enzenesulfon* acid
U020 Benzenesfonld chlo*’tde (C,R)
U207 Benzene,
U023 Senze/le. (tflchk’omethyl).(C,R.T)
0234 Benzene. 1.3,S.mndro-
U02! 8ermcl.
U202 1,2-enzso(hlazoJin-3-Ooe, 1.1.d*ozude
U120 enzo[i.k fluorene
U022 Senzo[a]pyrene
U022 3.4-Senzo)Fene
UIg7 p-Senzoqumone
U023 8enzomchonde (C.R,T)
U050 1.2.Benzpllenanttene
U085 2,2"-8oxane
U021 1.1 "-S*Otenyl)-4,4"-darnme
UO?3 1, ’-8pheflyl)-4.4" -d,arr.ne, 3.3’-clchlo*’o-
U091 (1,1"-Sq)rmyl)-4.4’-d*amme. 3.3’-dmethoW-
U095 t, 1".9qenyl)-4,4".alton’,me. 3,3’-d*methyi-
U024 8m(2-ct’oethoxy) methane
U027 EIs(2-chkxosoS)fl:)0yl)
U244 Sis(d.’nethylth*ocarlmoyi) lJfKle
L28 8s(g.ethylheWI
U246 Bromine
U225 8omotom
U030 4-8omom’ pter
U28 L3-Sutad*ene, I. ,2,3.4,4-hezachk)*’o-

UI72 -Sutenamme,
U03 Buim,:

benzene-
U03! -Sunol (0
U$9 2.Sunene (I.T)
UZO .Sutmone poze (R.T)
U053 2.Sutml
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Chapter IEnvironmental Protection Agency 261.33

U073
1.1074
U075
UI92

U061.
UO?8
UO?9

Hazardous Suslnce
Wa$1e No,

U240 2,4-Oichloophenowacelic acid. ls a
estMs

U3 .2-h
U4 t,3-Dcnroroe
U5 1,2:3,4-WI (I.
UI08 1.4-ne
U086 N.N-lhy
U087
U088 Ol
U9
UI4B 1.2.o-3.z

9 3.3’-

7,12-t[i]m
U09S 3.-
U0 a,a-Dtny*nox (R)

U8
9

UI02 1
UI
U10 .4-ffOl
UI
U107
UI ,4.=i
UI .2-
U0 P)
UI -N-
U El P)
U174 Elhsn, NN.n*o
7 Elhs. 1,2-
76 EI, 1.1
77 EI, 1.2-
Ult 1.2*Eta
U131 EI, 1,,1,2,2,2-
U024 EI.

Ul7 Et,.r-o 1)
25 EI, I,’[2
U184 EI.
U2 Em. .1.1,2.te
U Ethic,

U21B Ethtnme
U247 Elne. 1,1.1.-2,2

).
U227 Ethsne, ,1.2-tr
U043 Ele,
U042 Etne, 2-h1
U078 E, 1.1cN
U079 Ethe, sns.l.2h
U210 EI, I.,2,2-1
U73 Em. 2,2’-(1)
U Emane, I--
U Etnah(C.R,
U2 Em emle (I)
U113
U238
U038
Ull4

U077
Ut15
UII6
UI17
U076
UI16
UII9
UI39
U20
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261.33

Ws$1e NO.

U122 FomIdelye
U23 FmC IC.
Ut24 F)
U125 2-Fxae il)
U147

U125 Fsl
U124 Fan
U2 GI. 2-2(3-thH-3-

U G
UI63 Guam. N.mIN.N’mU
U127 =achnze
U128
UI29 HexschIga
UI
UI35
UI32
U243 Hoe
U33 H

U-... ,
U .
U34 of (C.
U134 Hymenfl (C.
U135 en

oxe, ,,1.lem-()

U116
U137 Ie(1.2.3d]p
U139 doxsn
U Ja(I.
U141 I
U142
U143
U144 Losd
U145 Lesd
U146 o
U129 LJ
U147 MBJj
U148 M
U149 M
U
USt
U152 Mo(I.
2 m.N-m (I)

Me.c(I.

U00 MOI.lm
75 MO(R.IIo-
UI38 Me.

U211 Mot,
U21 Mo.
U53 Me(I,
U225 Mo.
44 Met.
UI21 Mo,of
UI Moe(C.

4.7.Metn, 1.2.4.5.6.7.0.8.m.
3e.4.7,7s.tolr

UI Mo (I)
UI55
U247 MO.
UI Mee(I)

Urn6 I.(J)

U to

Title 40--Protection of Environment

UIS7
UtS8
UI32

U080
U22
UIS9
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Chapter I--Environmental Protection Agency Part 261, App.

Wae No.
Hao
W,te NO.

U2 I,1,I-TntVmlhn
U227
U228
U22e
UI21 Tm:omaolmamelhne
Ug30

UJ 2.4,6-T
U232 2.4.5-Tm:l,aqml:e

(45 1;’R "/8529. ’78541. Nov. 25. 1980. u
&mended &t 46 IR 2747’/. MsW 20. 1981]
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Appendix B
Example of Material Data Safety Sheet Conoco --Ethylene

CNCCO CHEMICALS CO

ConccoChm
5renwViz
.0. ox 2J7

M.AItUFACTURER’S NAME

ADDRESS

TRADE NAME Ethylene

SYNONYMS Ethylene, Ethene

Conoco Chemicals -rGULAR TLEPHO,IE 0. JlS/91-S&03
E,IEROEHCY TELEPHINE ;,iO. 318/49 I.-’_= 070

P.O. Box 727, Westlake, LA 70669

-155 SPECIFIC GRAVITY (H,O 1)

400 psia @ OF

.98

Negligible

Colorless, "Swe Odor

0.56 (liquid)

i00

-169.2C

Carbon Dioxide, dry chemical or fine spray

Stop flow of gas cool exposed containers with water spray

Extremely flammable

V-B-1



23&372 CONOCO CHEM[C.ALS CO 35C 00286 CH

FIRSTD

EYES: Wash with copious amounts of water for 15 minutes. Seek
physician’s aid.

SKM: Wash with copious amounts of water. Seek physician’s aid.

Remove to fresh air; Eliminate any airway obstruction. Administer
HAIAON: artificial respiration or oxygen if breathing has stopped and

cardlo-pulmonary resuscitation if indicated. Seek physician’s aid.

INGESTION:

NATURE OF HAZARD
If exposed to-liquld form, burns could occur.- Excessive exposureEYe: to gas may cause irritation.

SKIN: Tf exposed to liquid form, burns could occur.

MHALAON: Simple asphyxiant; exposure co.hlgh concentrations could cause
anesthesia and unconsciousness.

GEON:" Ethylene is a gas at room temperature and should not be a
significant health hazard via ingestion.

EFFECTSOFOVREXPgSURE:

ACUTEOVEREXPOSURE: Anesthesia progressing to unconsciousness
CHROfllCOVLqEXPO Unknown

THRESHOLD UMff VALUE LV)

None established

TOXICITY DATA

No specific data available.

EYE C0NTACT: No specific data available,

Two year exposure to 300, 1,000, and 3,000 ppm produced no
signs of toxicity in rats.

gflS110N: No spectflc data available



INCOMPATIBII.J1 ALCL3, CCL., CL2, NO2

H4ZARDOUS DECOMPOSmON PODUCTS

CONOIT]ONS CONTRIBUTING TO HAZAROOUS POLYMERIZAI’]0N

Extremely high temperature and pressure

STEP TO BE TAKEN IF MATERIAL IS RELEASED OR SPILLEO

Remove all sources if ignition. Dissipate vapor with wacer spray.

NEUTRALIZING CHEMICALS

WASTE DISPOSAL METHOD

incineration or venting under, approved conditions.

VENTILATION REQUIREMENTS

Mechanical ventilation’ should be used in confined spaces.

Sm;tFiC PmSONA[ m0 gn mu m T
RESPmTORY ($4FYm OETL):

Air supplied equipment.

Face shield or goggles if there is a possibility to be in contact
with lquid.

LOVES: Rubber gloves if there is a possibility to be in contact #ith
liquid.

OTHER CLOll’lING MID EOUIPMENT:
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Appendix C Three Sections from the NFPA Fire Protection Guide
on Hazardous Materials

Fire Hazard Properties of Flammable Liquids, Gases, Volatile Solids
(Section 325M Page i00) SUOSTEO

FLAMMAnt[ Voo HAZARD
FI.ASH IGt|ITION LIMITS 5. Gt. Dntlty flOI[ING EXTINGUISHING ID/IFICA TION
POIN/ TEMP. Pefetnt by Vol. (Wolee (A;r POINT Wf METHO0 Flommo

NEfh1dielhonolamine 280 1.0- 487 Yet Woler foam
CzHsN(CH4OH)z (138) ’(23 frothing.

(J "Alcohol" foam.

Elhvlene Gas 842 2.7 30 1.0 155 Yes Stop flo of ga

([Ihene) Note; e Hoordt ChKoh Oalo.

Elhylene A(eloll See Glol Oocetate.

Hazardous Chemical Data (Section 49 Page 147)

ETIIYLENE CH,:CH,
Aluminum Chloride
Benzoyl Peroxide
aod Carbon
Tetrachloride

Bromo-
ricitloro,netl,ane

Crbon Tetrahloride

Chlorine
Chl,muc Dioxide
Nitrogen Dioxide
Nitromethane and
Aluminum Chloride

OT.one

See ALUMINUM CIILORIDE plus Ethylene.
See BENZOYL PEROXIDE plus Carbon
Tetrachloride and Ethylene.

See BRO.\IOTRICIILOROMETIIANE plus
Ethylene.
See CARBON TETRACHLORIDE plus Eth-
ylene.
See CHLORINE plus Ethylene..
See CIII,OItlNE DIOXIDE I)lu.s Butadieue.
See NITROGEN TETROXIDE plus Olefins.
A mixture of ethylene with nitmmethane-
aluminum chloride catalyst in autoclave
exploded at temperature below 40C.
F. hl. Cowen ad O. Rorso, Chem. En#. N
26:22.57 (1948).
See a!so AI,UMINUM CHLORIDE plus
Nitronmthane and Organic Matter.
See OZONE pltm Ethylene.

Manual of Hazardous Chemical Reactions

ETIIENE Cit, :CH,
491 M-

Dzscarms: Colorless gas; sweet odor and taste.

Fznz A,a EXrhOSZON IIAzAanS: Flammable gas. Forms flam-
mable mixtures with air over wide range. Flammable
limits, 2.7% and 36co. Ignition temperature, 914 F. Vapor
density is approximately the same air. Spontaneously
plosive in sunlight with chlorine. Can react vigorously with
oxidizing materials.

tltry" tIAgARD: Medical anesthetic, moderate concentration in
air causes unconsciousness.

Pc-IONAI, PROTECTION: Wear self-contained breathing apparatus.

Fm- Fm.vsa P.Ass: Stop flow of gas. Use water to keep
fire-exposed containers cool and to protect cffccting the
shut-off. If a burning cylinder is mounted ou anesthetic
machine or truck, move the cyliuder to safe place.

UaUAI SII*INO CONTAINmI." Steel pressure Cylinders, tank
barges.

S’roaxo.: Protect against physical damage. Isolate from oxygen
chlorine, combustible, organic and oxidizing materials. Store
in cool, well-ventilated area, of noncombustible construction,
away from possible sources of ignition. Protect against statle
electricity and lightning. Outside or detached storage is
preferred.

R:MARgS: Electrical installations in Class hazardous locations,
defined in Article 500 of tlm National Electrical Code,

sbouid be in accordance with Article 501 of the Code. If ex-
plosionproof electrical equipmcut is necessary, it shall be
suitable for use in Group C. See Standard for the Use of In-
halation Anesthetics (NFPA No. 5A), Explosion Vcnti,g
Guide (NFPA No. 68), National Electrical Code (NFPA
No. 70), Static Electricity (NFPA No. 77), Lightning Protec-
tion Code (NFPA No. 78), and Fire-IIazard Properties of
Flammable Liquids, Gases and Volatile Solids (NFPA No.
325M).
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2. HOW TO USE THIS HANDBOOK
This handbook has been designed as a pocket-sized publica.tion that can be utilized to provide chemical-specific data tosupplement general industrial hygiene knowledge. In order tomaximize the amount of data provided within a limited amount ofspace, extensive use has been made of abbreviations and sym-bolic codes. These concise communicative mechanisms havebeen designed to permit rapid comprehension by the regularhandbook user. The following sections discuss the codes andabbreviations employed in this handbook.

Name and Formula
The substance name employed is that found in 29 CFR1910.1000, Tables Z-l, Z-2, and Z-3, OSHA regulations on toxicmaterials (as of 1977). The chemical formula is also provided.

Synonyms
Several common synonyms are listed.

Permissible Exposure Limit
The permissible exposure limit (PEL), as found in 29 CFR1910,1000 as of January 1977, has been utilized. WhereNIOSH has published a recommended revision to the OSHAregulation, the NIOSH recommended level is also noted. Wherethe American Conference of Governmental Industrial Hygienists(ACGIH) has recommended revision of the OSHA regulation andNIOSH has not, the ACGIH revised threshold limit value (’r’LV) isalso noted.

Except where otherwise noted, the PEL’s are work-shift
time-weighted average (TWA) levels. Ceiling levels and TWA’s
averaged over other than full work-shifts are noted.

IDLH Level
The ’Immediately Dangerous to Life or Health’ (IDLH) concen-

tration defined by the SCP for the purpose of respirator selection
is listed in either ppm or mg/m=. This concentration represents a
maximum level from which one could escape within 30 minutes
without any escape-impairing symptoms or any irreversible
health effects, The basis of these values is dscribed in ’Respi.
ratory Protection Reference Document for Chemical Hazards.’
Where the notation ’Ca’ appears, NIOSH has recommended that
the substance be treated as an occupational carcinogen.

Physical Description
A brief description of the appearance and odor of each sub-

stance is provided.

Chemical and Physical Properties
A number of important chemical and physical properties are

given for each substance:
MW: Molecular weight
BP: Boiling point at atm, F
Sol: Solubility in water, g/100 g water at 20 C*
FI.P: Flash point, closed cup, F (or open cup if annotated

(oc))
VP: Vapor pressJre at 20 C* mm Hg
MP: Melting point, F
UEL: Upper explosive limit in air, % by volume
LEL: Lower explosive limit in air, % by volume
MEC: Minimum explosive concentration for a dust in air, g/I

These properties may be reported at other conditions, ifso noted after a specific entry.

Incompatibilities
important, potentially hazardous incompatibilities of each sub-stance are listed.

Measurement Method
A brief, ke,’-word description of the suggested sampli.qg andanalysis metllod is provided. Each description is comprised offour components: 1) collection, 2) work-up, 3) analysis, and 4)set code for ordering a description of the analytical method. Thecodes employed are listed in Table la.
Where th3 annotation ’NIOSH 77-157A’ appears, a measure-ment method has been published in the ’NIOSH Manual ofAno.!ytical Methods,’ which is available from the U.S. Govern-ment Printing Office, Washincjton, D.C., 20402 (Publicationnumber 1977-757.057/5752).
For other methods appearing in this handbook, a full descrip-tion may be found in the ’NIOSH Analytical Methods from theStandards Completion Program’ series of publications, availablefrom the National Technical Information Service, 5285 PortRoyal Road, Springfield, VA 22161. The NTIS publicationnumber within which the method for each chemical is found maybe determined from Table lb.
Where a dash appears in this column, no method has been

suggested by NIOSH.

Personal Protection and Sanitation
This item presents a summary of recommended practices spa-

cific to each toxic substance. These recommendaticns supple-ment general work practices (e.g., no eating where chemicalsare used).
There are five primary categories of information, each ofwhich refers to a recommended work practice for use condi-tions, and a final category (’PROVIDE’) for any item special tothat substance.
CLOTHING: Personal protective clothing use.
GOGGLES: Eye protection use.
WASH: Cleaning spiled chemica from the body (supplements

normal washing before eating, etc.).
CHANGE: Routine changing of work clothing.
REMOVE: Frequency and immediacy of clothing removal upon

accidental contamination.
PROVIDE: Information specific fo a sub.atance such as pro.viding quick drench facilities (e.g., emergency showers) and fa-cilities for the emergency washing of the eyes.
Table 2 lists the meaning of the codes utilized in Item 9.

Respirator Selection
A condensed table of allowable respirator use is provided.Each line of this item lists a maximum use concentration (inppm, mg/m=, p.g/m=, or mppcf) or condition (e.g., escape) fol-lowed by a series of codes representing c!asses of respirators.Individual respirator codes are separated by slanted lines (/).

The recommendations for respirator use are based upon the
OSHA permissible exposure level.
Any approved respirator of a given category can be utilized

at any concentration equal to, or less than, the category’s listed
maximum use concentration for the toxic substance of
interest.
Codes employed for the various categories of respirator are

defined in Table 3.

Route of Entry

The toxicologically important routes of entry of each sub-
stance are listed. Abbreviations employed are:

Inh Inhalation
Abs Skin absorption
Ing Ingestion
Con Skin and/or eye contact

Symptoms

Symptoms following human exposure are listed. Abbrevia-
tions are defined in Table 4.

First Aid

Simple first aid procedures are listed for response to eye
contact, skin contact, inhalation, and ingestion of the toxic
substance. Abbreviations are defined in Table 5,

Target Organs

The organs which are affected by each substance are listed.

V-0-2



Table la
Codes for Measurement Methods

COLLECTION.
Ads Adsorption tube
Bag Gas collection bag
Bub Bubbler
Bub (xxxx) Bubbler containing xxxx
Char Charcoal tube
Filter Particulate filter
Filt/bub Filter plus bubbler
Imp Impinger
Imp (xxxx) Impinger containing xxxx
Resin Resin-filled adsorption tube
SiO, Silica gel adsorption tube
Tenax Tenax-filled adsorption tube

WORK-UP
These codes

are
self-explanatory..

ANALYSIS
AA Atomic absorption spectrometry
Color Colorimetric spectroscopy
Fluorospectro. Fluorescence spectrometry
GC Gas chromatography
GL Gas-liquid chromatography
Gravimetric Self-explana.tory
HGA Flameless atomic absorption in a

high-temperature graphite analyzer
HPLC High-pressure liquid chromatography
ISE Ion-specific electrode
Titrate Self-explanatory

"Fable 2
Personal Protection and Sanitation Codes

CLOTHING Wear appropriate equipment to prevent:
AP liq/RP vap Any possibility of liquid contact and

repeated or prolonged vapor contact
with skin

Any poss Any possibility of skin contact
Any poss wet Any possibil; of skin becoming wet

with contaminant
>x%AP/y%RP Any possibility of skin contact with

liquids containing more than x% of
contaminant, and repeated or
prolonged skin contact with liquids
containing y%

Prevent skin freezing Self-explanatory
Prevent contam or Skin contamination or freezing

freeze.
Prevent wet or freeze... Skin becoming wet or frozen
Repeat prolong Repeated or prolonged skin contact
Reason prob Reasonable probability of skin contact

GOGGLES Wear eye protection to prevent:
Any poss Any possibility of eye contact
Any poss (xxx) Any possibility of substance xxx

contacting the eyes
Reason prob Reasonable probability of eye contact

WASH Employees should wash:

Contain > x% immed/ Immediately when skin is contaminated
y% pro. with liquids containing > x%

contaminant, and promptly when skin
is contaminated with y%

Daily At the end of each work shift
Daily/reason prob At the end of each work shift when

there was a reasonable probability of
contact with the contaminant

Immed upon contam Immediately when skin becomes
contaminated

Immed upon contam/ Immediately when skin becomes
daily, contaminated, and at the end of each

work shift
Immed upon wet Immediately when skin becomes wet
Immed wet/pro Immediately when skin becomes wet,
contam, and promptly when skin becomes

contaminated

Pro contam/immed Promptly when skin becomes
wet/daily, contaminated, immediately when skin

becomes wet, and at the end of each
work shift

Promptly upon contam. Pl"ompty when skin becomes
contaminated

Promptly upon Promptly when skin becomes
contain/daily, cotaminated and at the end of each

work shift
Promptly upon wet Promptly when skin becomes wet

pH <3 immed contam/ Immediately when skin becomes
pH 3 pro wet. contaminated with liquid of pH<3,

and promptly when skin becomes wet
with liquid of pH> 3

Soap wash promptly Promptly wash with soap when skin
becomes contaminated

CHANGE Work clothing should be changed daily:
After work if any poss If there is any possibility that the
contam, clothing may be contaminated

After work if may be If it is reasonably probabla that the
contam, clothing is contaminated

REMOVE Remove clothing:
Any contam immed Immediately remove any clothing that

becomes contaminated
Any wet immed Immediately remove any clothing that

becomes wet
Any wet immed

(flamm).

Any wet/contam
non.imperv immed.

Immed any wet/
contam non- imperv.

Immed contam
non-imperv.

Immed wet/pro
contain non-imperv.

Promptly contain
non-imperv.

Promptly contam/
immed wet
non-impervo

Promptly wet
non-imperv.

Non-imperv >x%
immed/y% pro.

Immediately remove any clothing that
becomes wet to avoid flammability
hazard

Immediately remove any clothing that
becomes wet and any non-impervious
clothing that becomes contaminated

Immediately remove any clothing

Immediately remove non- impervious
clothing that becomes contaminated

Immediately remove any non-impervious
clothing that becomes wet, and
promptly remove any non-impervious
clothing that becomes contaminated

Promptly remove non-impervious
clothing that becomes contaminated

Promptly remove non- impervious
clothing that becomes contaminated,
and immediately remove
non-impervious clothing that becomes
wet

Promptly re=,ove non-impervious
clothing that becomes wet

Immediately remove non-impervious
clothing that becomes contaminated
with liquids containing >x%
contaminant, and promptly remove
clothing contaminated with y%

PROVIDE The following equipment should be
available:

Eyewash Self-explanatory
Eyewash, quick drench Self-explanatory
Eyewash (xxx) Eyewash if substance xxx is present
> 5% eyewash Eyewash if liquids containing > 5%

contaminant is pressent

OTHER CODES
Liq Liquid
Molt Molten

N.A No recommendation applies in this"
category

Sol Solid
Soln Solutions contain:,ng the contaminant
Vap Vapor



Table 3
Respirator Codes

(aCR Chemical cartridge respirator
(3(3RAG (3hemical cartridge respirator with

an acid gas cartridge(s)
C(3RAGF CCRAG with a full facepiece
CCRAGFHiE..... CCRAG with a full facepiece and

with a high-efficiency filter
CCROV Chemical cartridge respirator with

an organic vapor cartridge(s)
CCROVAG CCROV with an acid gas

cartridge(s)
CCROVAGF CCROV with af acid gas

cartridge(s) and a full facepiece
CCROVD CCROV with a dust filter
CCROVDM (aCROV with a dust and mist filter
CCROVDMF CCROV with a dust and mist filter

and a full facepiece
CCROVDMFuPest CCROV with a dust, mist, and

fume filter, including pesticide
respirators meeting these
requirements

CCROVDMPest CCROV with a dust and mist
filter, including pesticide
respirators meeting these
requirements

CCROVDPest CCROV with a dust filter,
including pesticide respirators

CCROVF CCROV with a full facepiece
CCROVFuHiE CCROV with a fume or

high-efficiency filter
CCROVFD CCROV with a full facepiece and

a dust filter
CCROVFDM CCROV with a full facepiece and

a dust and mist filter
CCROVFDMFuPest CCROV with a full facepiece and

a dust, mist, and fume filter,
including pesticide respirators
meeting these requirements

CCROVFDMPest CCROV with a full facepiece and
a dust and mist filter, including
pesticide respirators meeting
these requirements

CCROVFDPest CCROV with a dust filter and a
full facepiece, including
pesticide respirators with a full
facepiece

CCROVFFuHiE CCROV with a fu!l facepiece and
a fume or high-efficiency filter

CCROVFHiEP CCROV with a high-efficiency
particulate fiiter and a full
facepiece

CCROVHiEP CCROV with a high-efficiency
particulate fi=ter

CCROVHiEPest CCROV with a high-efficiency
filter, including pesticide
respir=tors meeting these
requirements

CCROVFS CCROV with a ftll facepiece
providing protection against the
specific compound of concern

CCROVS -CCROV providing protection
against the specific compound
of concern

D Dust mask
DM Dust and mist respirator
DMFu Dust, mist, and fume respirator
DMXS DM, except single-use respirators
DMSPest DM, except single-use respirators,

including pesticide respirators
DMXSQ DM, except single-use and

quarter-mask respirators
DMXSQPest DM, except single-use and

quarter-mask respirators.
including pesticide respirators

DXS Dust mask, except sinqle-use
DXSPest Dust mask, except single-use.

inc’,uding pesticide respirators
DXSQ Dust mask, except single-use and

quarter- mask recDiratorsFuHiEP Fume or high-efficiency particulate
respirator

FuHiEPS FuHiEP providing protection
against the specific compound
of concernGMAG Gas mask with an acid gas canister
(chin-style or front- or
back-mounted canister)

GMAGHiE GMAG with a high-efficiency fi:ter
GMAGP GMAG wilh a particulate filter
GMAGS GMAG providing protection

against ;he specific compound
of concern

GMC)V Gas mask with an organic vapor
canister (chin-st’,le or front- or
back-mounted canister)

GMOVc Chin-sty=e GMOV
GMOVfk Front- or back-mounted GMOV
GMOVAG GMOV providing protection

against acid gases
GMOVAGF GMC)V, with a full ;ecepiece,

providing protection against
ac!d gasea

GMOVAGHiE GMOV with a high-efficiency filter
and acid gas canister

GMOV.,GP GMOV wi,h an acid gas canister
and particulate filter

GMOVD GMOV with a dust filter
GMOVDFuMPe.t GMOV with a dust, fume, and

mist filter, including pesticide
respirators meeting these
requirements

GMOVDM GMOV with a dust and mist filter
GMOVE)MPest GMOV with a dust and mist filter,

including pesticide respirators
GMOVF GMOV with a full facepiece
GMOVFFuHiE GMOV with a full facepiece and a

fume or high-efficiency filter
GMOVFHiE GMOV with a full facepiece and a

a high-efficiency filterGMovFP GMOV with a full facepiece anc a
particulate filter

GMOVHiEP GMOV with a high-efficiency
particulate filter

GMOVP GMOV with a particulate filter
GMOVPPest GMOV with a particulate filter,

including pesticide respirators
GMPest Gas mask with a pesticide canister

(chin-style or front- or
back-mounted canister]

GMS Gas mask with a canister providing
protection against the
compound of concern (chin-
style or front- or back-mounted
canister)

GMSc GMS with a chin-mounted
canister

GMSfb GMS with a front- or
back-mounted canister

GMSF GMS with a full facepiece
GMSHiE GMS with a high-efficiency filter
GMSOVPPest GMS with an organic vapor

canister and particulate filter,
including pesticide respirators
meeting these requirements

GMSP GMS with a particulate filter
HiEP High-efficiency particulate respirator
HiEPAG HiEP with an acid gas cartridge
HiEPF HiEP with a full facepiece
HiEPFu HiEP or a fume filter respirator
HiEPFPest HiEP with a full facepiece,

including pesticide respirators
meeting these requirements

HiEPPest HiEP, including pesticide
respirators meeting these
requirements

MXS Mist respirator, except single-use
MXSQ Mist respirator, except single-use

and quaer-mask reslirator



TABLE 3 Continued

PAPCCROVHiEP Powered air-purifying respirator with
an organic vapor cartridge and
a high-efficiency particulate
filter

PAPCCROVFHiEP PAPCCROVHiEP with a full
facepiece

PAPCCROVFHiEPPest PAPCCROVHiEP with a full
facepiece, including pesticide
respirators meeting these
requirements

PAPHiE Powered air-purifying respirator with
a high- efficiency filter

PAPHiEF PAPHiE with a full facepiece
PAPHiEOV PAPHiE with an organic vapor

cartridge
PAPHiEOVF PAPHiE with an organic vapor

cartridge and a full facepiece

PAPHiEPest PAPHiE, including pesticide
respirators meeting these
requirements

SA Supplied-air respirator
SA:PD,PP,CF Type C SA operated in

pressure-demand or other
positive pressure or
continuous-flow mode

SAF SA with a full facepiece, helmet,
or hood

SAF:PD,PP,CF Type C SA with a full facepiece
operated in pressure-demand
or other positive pressure mode
or with a full facepiece, helmet,
or hood operated in
continuous-flow mode

SCEiA i Self-contained breathing apparatus
SCBAF SC3A with a full facepiece
SCBAF:PD,PP SCBA with a full facepiece

operated in pressure-demand
or other positive pressure mode

Some Respiratnr Codes Appearing in the Chemical Listing
but Not Specifically Identified in Table 3

CCFS CCR providing protection against
compound of concern

CCRFPest CCR with full facepiece and
pesticide cartridge

CROVHiEF CCROVFHiEP
CCRPest
CCRS

CCRSF
CCRSFD
DDROVF
DMXSF ....
GMACHiEP

GMOC
GMOVHiE
GMOVPest
GMOVS

CCR with pe.ticide cartridge
CCR providing protection against
compound of concern

CCRS with full facepiece
CCRSF with dust filter
CCROVF
DMS with full fzcepiece
GMAG with a high efficiency
particulate filter
GMOV
GMOVHiEP
GMOVPPe.t
GMOV poviding protection arjainst
specific ccmpound of concern

GMXS GM except single use
PPFPest PAPCCROVFHiEPPest
PAPHiEPF PAPCCROVFHiEP
PAPOVF PAP with organic v."por cartridge

PAPOVFHiEPPEst
PAPOVHiEP
PAPOVHiEPPest

PAPPest
Pst Rest
SCBA/PD/PP/CF
SA0:P0/PP/CF

and full facepiece
PAPCCROVFHiEPPest
PAPCCROVHiEP
PAPCCROVHiEP, including pesti-
cide respirators

PAP with pesticide canister
Pesticide Respirator
SCBA operated in P0,PP,CF
SA:Pg,PP,CF
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Table 4
Symptom of Exposure Abbreviations

abdom abdominal
album ,albuminuria
ANS autonomic nervous system
anem ‘anemia
anes anesthesia
anor ,anorexia

anos anosmia
apat ‘apathy
appre apprehension
arrhy arrhythmias
asphy ‘asphyxia
asth asthma
atax ‘ataxia
biliru bilirubinuria
blur blurred
breath breathing
bron bronchitis
bronspas broncospasm
BUN blood urea nitrogen
ca ancer
cachexia evere generalized weakness, emaciation
ca c carc nogenc/carc,nogen
card :ardiac
cere cerebral
chol cholinesterase
chor chorea
cirr =irrhosis
CNS central nervous system
coil collapse
conf confusion
conj conjunctivitis
constip constipation
constric constriction
convuls -onvulsions
corn cornea
cot acute right heart strain or chronic right ventricular

pulmonale, hypertrophy
CVS :ardiovascular system
cyan cyanosis
defat defatting
deg degeneration
dent dental
depres depressant/depression
derm dermatitis
dil dilated
diarr diarrhea
dist disturbance
dizz dizziness
drow drowsiness
dys dysuria
dysart dysarthria
dysp ;.dyspnea
ecz :..eczema
emphy ;..:.emphysema
enl ........:..;:.enlargement
eosin .eosinolttllia
epis .epistaxis
epit .epithelium
equi .equilibrium
er chol .erythrocyte cholinesterase
en/t .erythemia
euph .euphoria
extrem .extremities
fasc Jasiculation
fib .fibrosis
fibrl .fibrillation
ftg Jatigue
fvr .fever
frost .frostbite
gasp gasping
GI gastrointestinal
gidd giddiness
glau glaucoma
glu glucose
halu .hallucinations
head .headache
hema .hematuria

V--6

Iemat .hematoma
hemato .hematopoietic
hemog .hemoglobinuria
hemorr .hemorrhage
hep .hepatic
hyper .hyperemia
hypox .hypoxemia
ict .icterus
inco Jncoordination
inflamm inflammation
ini Jnjury
insom Jnsomnia
intox intoxication
irrit irritation
irrity irritability
jaun aundice
kera .keratitis
kid .kidney
lab Jabored
lac Jacrimation
lar Jaryngeal
lass Jassitude
leucyt Jeukocytoses
leuk Jeukemia
leupen Jeukopenia
li- head Jightheadedness
liv Jiver
Io-ap appetite loss
Iow-wgt .weight loss
lymp ,lymphocytosis
mal Jalaise
malnut malnutrition
monocy Jonocytosis
muc memb,../nucous membrane
musc J’nuscle
myo ,myotonia
narc ,narcotic

narco ,narcosis
nas .nose/nasal
nau nausea
nec .necrosis
neph ,nephritis
net .nervousness
neur ,neurologic
numb .numbness
opac opacity
pal pallor
palp palpitations
para paralysis
pares paresthesias
paresis incomplete loss of muscular power; weakness of a

limb
parox paroxysmal
perf perforation
peri neur peripheral neuropathy
peri neurit.....peripheral neuritis
periorb periorbital
photo photophobia
pig pigmentation
plas plasma
pleur pleurisy
PNS peripheral nervous system
pneu pneumonia
pneuitis pneumonitis
polyneur polyneuropathy
pros prostration
prot proteinuria
psypec psychialopecia
pulm pulmonaw



TABLE 4 Continued
pulsus a pulse pattern in which beats occur at regular

altenans, intervals, but with alternating weak and strong
beats

pup pupil
RBC J’ed blood cell
resp ’espiratory
resp ar ’espiratory arrest
retster J’etrosternal
rhin ’hinorrhea
salv .salivation
scotoma ,an area of absent or depressed vision in the visual

field
sens .ensitization
sez seizure
sleep .sleepiness
sneez sneezing
som somnolence
spas spasm
strabismus....abnormality of the eyes in which the visual axes do

not meet at the desired point
subs .substernal
sweat sweating
swell swelling
tacar .tachycardia
tend .tenderness
trachbronc.....tracheobronchitis
vasconst .vasoconstriction
venfib .ventricular fibrillation
verti .vertigo
vesic .vesiculation
vis dist .visual disturbance
vomit .vomiting
weak .weakness
wheez .wheezing
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Codes

EYE
Irr immed If

Table 5
for First Aid Data

this chemical gets into the eyes,
immediately wash the eyes with large
amounts of water, occasionally lifting
the lower and upper lids. Get medical
attention immediately. Contact lenses
should not be worn when working with
this chemical.

Irr immed (15 min) If this chemical gets into the eyes,
immediately wash the eyes with large
amounts of water and continue flushing
for 15 minutes, occasionally lifting the
lower and upper lids. Get medical
attention immediately. Contact lenses
should not be worn when working with
this chemical.

Irr promptly If this chemical gets into the eyes,
promptly wash the eyes with large
amounts of water, occasionally lifting
the lower and upper lids. Get medical
attention if any discomfort continues.
Contact lenses should not be worn
when working with this chemical.

Medical attention Self-explanatory

SKIN

Dust off solid; water
flush.

Medical attention for
frostbite.

Molten: flush immed;
sol/liq wash.

Petro product rinse If

If this solid chemical gets on the skin,
dust it off immediately and then flush
the contaminated skin with water. If
this chemical or liquids containing this
chemical penetrate through the
clothing, promptly remove the clothing
and flush the skin with water. Get
medical attention immediately.

If this chemical comes in contact with the
skin or mouth, immediately stop the
exposure. If frostbite has occurred, get
medical attentien.

If this molten chemical gets on the skin,
immediately flush the skin with large
amounts of water. Get medical
attention immediately. If this chemical
or liquids containing this chemical get
on the skin, promptly wash the
contaminated skin with soap or mild
detergent and water. If this chemical or
liquids containing this chemical
penetrate through the clothing,
immediately remove the clothing and
wash the skin with soap or mild
detergent and water. If irritation
persists after washing, get medical
attention.

this liquid chemical or strong
concentrations of this chemical’s
vapors get on the skin, immediately
rinse the contaminated skin with
kerosene or similar petro!eum products,
if readily available, then wash tle skin
with soap or mild detergent and water.
If this liquid chemical or strong
concentratiotls of this chemical’s
vapors penetrate through the clothing,
immediately remove the clothing and
first ri,se the skin with kerosene or
similar petroleum products, if readily
available, then wash the skin with soap
or mild detergent and water. Get
medical attention immediately.



TABLE 5 Continued

Soap flush immed If this chemical gets on the skin,
immediately flush the contaminated
skin with soap or mild detergent and
water. If this chemical soaks through
the clothing, immediately remove the
clothing and flush the skin with water.
If irritation persists after washing, get
medical attention.

Soap flush promptly... If this chemical gets on the skin, promptly
flush the contaminated skin with soap
or mild detergent and water. If this
chemical soaks through the clothing,
promptly remove the clothing and flush
the skin with water. If irritation persists
after washing, get medical attention.

Soap promptly/flush If this solid chemical or liquids containing
immed molten, this chemical get on the skin, promptly

wash the contaminated skin with soap
or mild detergent and water, if irritation
persists after washing, get medical
attention. If this molten chemical gets
on the skin or non-impervious clothing,
immediately flush the affected area
with large amounts of water to remove
heat. Get medical attention
immediately.

Soap wash If this chemical gets on the skin, wash
the contaminated skin with soap or
mild detergent and water.

Soap wash immed If this chemical gets on the skin,
immediately wash the contaminated
skin with soap or mild detergent and
water. If this chemical soaks through
the clothing, immediately remove the
clothing and wash the skin with soap
or mild detergent and water. Get
medical attention promptly.

Soap wash promptly.. If this chemical gets on the skin, promptly
wash the contaminated skin with soap
or mild detergent and water. If this
chemical soaks through the clothing,
promptly remove the clothing and wash
the skin with soap or mild detergent
and water. Get medical attention
promptly.

Water flush immed If this chemical gets on the skin,
immediately flush the contaminated
skin with water. If this chemical
penetrates through the clothing,
immediately remove the clothing and
flush the skin with water. Get medical
attention promptly.

Water flush promptly.. If this chemical gets on the skin, flush the
contaminated skin with water. If this
chemical soaks through the clothing,
immediately remove the clothing and
flush the skin with water. If irritation
persists after washing, get medical
attention.

Water wash immed If this chemical gets on the skin,
immediately wash the contaminated
skin with water. If this chemical soaks
through the clothing, immediately
remove the clothing and wash the skin
with water. If symptoms occur after
washing, get medical attention
immediately.

Water wash promptly. If this chemical ges on the skin, promptly
wash the contaminated skin with water.
If this chemical soaks through the
clothing, promptly remove the clothing
and wast the skin with water, if
irritation persists after washing, get
medical attention.

v-D-8

BREATH
Art resp If

Fresh air If

Fresh air; 100% O= If

a person breathes in large amounts of
this chemical, move the exposed
person to fresh air at once. If breathing
has stopped, perform artificial
respiration. Keep the affected person
warm and at rest. Get medical
attention as soon as possible,
a person breathes in large amounts of
this chemical, move the exposed
person to fresh air at once. Other
measures are usually unnecessary.
a person breathes in large amounts of
this chemical, move the exposed
person to fresh air at once. If breathing
has stopped, perform artificial
respiration. When breathing is difficult,
properly trained personnel may assist
the affected person by administering
100% oxygen. Keep the affected
person warm and at rest. Get medical
attention as soon as possible.

SWALLOW
Medical attention When this chemical has been swallowed,

get medical attention.
Milk; if N.A., water, When this liquid chemical has been
NO VOMIT. swallowed and the person is

conscious, immediately give the persor
large quantities of water to dilute the
chemical. Do not attempt to make the
person vomit. Get medical attention
immediately. (If milk is immediately
available, give the person milk instead
of water).

IqO VOMIT If this chemical has been swallowed, do
not induce vomiting. (Bet medical
attention immediately.

Syrup of Ipecac When this chemical has been swallowed,
immediately get medical attention.
If medical attention is not immediately
available, get the affected person to
vomit by having him touch the back of
the throat with his finger or by giving
him syrup of ipecac as directed on the
package. This non-prescription drug
should be kept with emergency medi-
cal supplies in the workplace and is
available at most drug stores and drug
counters. [Do not make unconscious
person vomit.

USE AMYL NITRITE Self-explanatory
PEARLS.

Water, NO VOMIT If this chemical has been swallowed and
the person is conscious, immediately
give him large quantities of water to
dilute the chemical. Do not attempt to
make the exposed person vomit. Get
medical attention immediately.

Water, vomit When this chemical has been swallowed
and the person is conscious,
!mmediately give the person large
quantities of water. After the water has
been swallowed, try to get the person
to vomit by having him touch the back
of his throat with his finger. Do not
make an unconscious person vomit.
Get medical attention immediately’.

Water, vomit; If When this chemical has been swallowed,
petroleum base, immediately get medical attention. If
NO VOMIT. the swallowed chemical was dissolved

in a petroleum.based material, do not
make the exposed person vomit. If
medical attention is not immediately
available and the swallowed chemical
was a powder or was in a water base,
get the person to vomit by havin him
touch the back of the throat with his
finger or by giving him large amounts
(one pint or more) of warm salt water
(two tablespoons of salt per pint of
water). Do not make an unconscious
person vomit.



Appendix E

Dangerous Properties of Industrial Materials, N. Irving Sax

ETHYLENE. Syns: ethene, elayl, etherin. Colorless gas,
sweet odor and taste. CH2CH, mw: 28.05, bp:
-103.9, mp: -169.4, lel 2.7%, uel 36%, d: 0.610
@ 0", autoign, temp.: 914F, vap. d: 0.98, fp: -181 o.
THR MOD via inhal route. High conc cause anes-

thesia. A simple asphyxiant. A common air con-
taminant. It is phytotoxic.

Fire Hazard: Very dangerous, when exposed to heat or
flame; can react vigorously with AICI3, (CCh +
benzoyl peroxide), (bromtrichloro methane +
AIC10, 03. [19]

Explosion Hazard: Mod, when exposed to flame.
Disaster Hazard: Dangerous! Flam gas!
To Fight Fire: Stop flow.of gas, CO2, dry chemical or

fine water spray.



Appendix F

The Merck Index, An Encyclopedia of Chemicals and Drugs

ETHYLENE. Syns: ethene, elayl, ether#l. Colorless gas,
sweet odor and taste. CH.,CH2, mw: 28.05, bp:
-103.9, mp: -169.4, lel 2.7%, uel 36%, d: 0.610
@ 0, autoign, temp.: 914F, yap. d: 0.98, fp: -181"THR MOD via inhal route. High conc cause anes-

thesia. A simple asphyxiant. A common air con-
taminant. It is phytotoxic.

Fire Hazard: Very dangerous, when exposed to heat or
flame; can react vigorously with AICI3, (CCh +
benzoyl peroxide), (bromtrichloro methane +
AICI0, O. [19]

Explosion Hazard: Mod, when exposed to flame.-
Disaster Hazard: Dangerous! Flam gas!
To Fight Fire: Stop flow of gas, CO2, dry chemical or

fine water spray.



EXERCISE: MODULE V HAZARDOUS WASTE CLASSIFICATION

CLASSIFICATION EXERCISE

OBJECTIVE: Learn to use available resources to properly classify hazardous
wastes.

SITUATION: You have been assigned to classify a number of hzardous wastes

generated by your production shop. In order to assist you in this task,
you have been given a DOT Table (49 CFR 172.101), RCRA rezulations
excerpts (40 CFR 261Subparts C and D, see Appendix A), and the references
listed in section VII of this module. MSDSs for the chemicals have been
included in this exercise.

REQUIRED TASK: Determine the physical characteristics, EPA classifications,
and DOT classifications of three hazardous wastes.

PROCEDURE:

I. Using the MSDSs and the references, determine the physical
characteristics of the waste.

2. UsinK the procedure outlined in section IV of the module, alon with
Appendix A, determine the correct EPA hazardous waste identification
number.

3. Using the DOT Table, determine the DOT clas (column 3), the correct

DOT Identification Number (column 3A), and the UN Class Number (see
Table V-l).

HAZARDOUS WASTE I: TOLUENE

i. Physical Characteristics:

Vapor Pressure

Boiling Point

Vapor Density

Specific Gravity

Flashpoint

Fla-,able Limits

IKnition Temp.

Autoignition Temp.

Lower %

Upper %

Solubility in Water



2. EPA Hazardous Waste Identification Number:

3. DOT Class

DOT Identification Number

UN Class Number

HAZARDOUS WASTE 2: GASOLINE

I. Physical Characteristics:

Vapor Pressure

Boiling Point

Vapor Density

Specific Gravity

Flashpoint

Flammable Limits Lower

Upper

Ignition Temp.

Autoignition Temp.

Solubility in Water

2. EPA Hazardous Waste Identification Number:

3. DO@ Class

DOT Identification Number

UN Class Number



HAZARDOUS WASTE 3 ETHYL ETHER

I. Physical Characterlstics:

Vapor Pressure

Boiling Point

Vapor Density-

Specific Gravity

Flashpoint

Flammable Limits Lower

Upper

Ignition Temp.

Autoignition Temp.

Solubility in Water

2. EPA Hazardous Waste Identification Number:

3. DOT Class

DOT Identification Number

UN Class Number



:".’."3OO3925 FISHER SC’IENTII:IE CO -. i":,:,’. ’..,-.’ :".501; Igs

Chemical Manufacturing-: R O. Box 375 Reagem Lane -.
:"’:.:" Fail.t.NJ07410 "- "’"

MATEFIIAL SAFETY DATA SHEET (Adapted from USDL Form LSD-005-4)
1.-.. Dl=m=onrmeel

CH

SECTION il. HAZARDOUS INGREDIENTS

BOILING POINT

’.."VAPOR PRESSURE(ram ,.Hg).. -7 ..%

WATER SOLUBILITY

SPECIFIC GRAVITY
0.868 -...

PERCENT VOLATILE BY VOLUME (%)
-" lOOt

EVAPORATION RATE
i..ether

HEALTH HAZARDS Vapors harmful. Avoid prolonged coneact with sin. :... ..
RRST AID PROCEDURES Inhalation: Remove to fresh air. Skin and eyes: flush with

water for at least 15 minutes;. For eyes, consult a phys



3,6039Z9 FISHER SCIENTIFIC, CO .. 50( L955 CH

INCOMPATAtLITY (mstedaJs to avoid)

SECTION VI. REACTIVITY DATA

UNSTABLE CcNDrr[cNS TO AVOID

STABLE X

HAZARDOUS OECCMPOSITICN PRODUCTS :. ...-

-., HAZARDOUS ..":’, MAY OCCUR CONOITICNS TO AVOID

SECTION VII. SPILL AND DISPOSAL PROCEDURES

STEPS TO BE TAKEN IN CASE MATERIAL IS RELEASED OR SPILLED :.:. ,...

-.:-’-: Absorb on table-media sch as vermiculite. Scoop up and place in

..:, suitable container. .--:..::,:..:: "..:. -". .- ._ ::;::";:-:..:i’., "- -:: .. ’.’; ’.-..

: DISPOSE OF BY MEANS AS TO COMPLY WITH ALL LOCAL STATE. AND FEDERAL REGULATIONS ,.-.:

..": OR CONTACT APPROVED AND LICENSED DISPOSAL AGENCY. -
I

;.’.’. .’,’- :: ’: "..:.- :.’,". .:" i., ". ’,-.,.!:.,...." ’.;’. ’. ".. ,. -’.- :.’,.- ’; ;’. .’::: -’+ .:: "+,"- .: .!"..Y"+.’-: "+.’:: +++;. ;"i -:[" +’-"’.-+!.:"---"7"-’+ " -+ :. -,.. ," ..:++.;.Y:

FORMATICN FURNISHED BY: .:. ’l lilLE ..-...; ,-.

Gaston L. illori :;Maa_q 9 Oalitv Assurance

The a=e informalon is believed to be accurate and represent e best information currently 8vsilable to us. However, WE MAKE NO
WARRANTY CF MERCHANTABILJTY OR ANY OTHER WARRANT, EXPRESS CR IMPLIED, wdh reSl: to suct information, and w

a.ume no li&lity re..dUng from it= use. User= should maJ<o e+r own InvestJcJator to determine Ll’te sudOdib/ole infocmalJon for tle,

:" 0 ’"’ O+F" Maz’ch 26, 1980 -:.";...:
REV, N(’I .. .." ..;.+,- -::.. .:....-. t1-?l

.11 I
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819EI|OL) SHELL 01L CO .9C 06 CH

NUMBER
...::-.

51,16I-2
PAGE 2 OF 4

S:CT]GN V EMERGENCY AND FIRST AIO PROCEDURE
IWHALATION: Remove victim to fresh air and provide oxygen L! breathing

is dlfflculE. Give artlflclal resplratlcn if not breathing.,.. Get medical attention .,.
SKZ COTACT- Flush with water while removing contaminaed cloting and -."

shoes. Follow by washing with soap and water. Do no reuse
.clothing or shoes until cleaned. If Irritation
gee medical aentlon

EYE CONTACT: Flush with water for 15 minutes wile holding eyelids open.
Get medical atienticn.

IGESTC: Do not induce vomiting. If vomiting occurs spontaneously,

"’.- -i .keep head below hips to prevenE aspiration of liquid into

OTE TO THE PHYSICIAN:-"If more han 2.0 ml per kg has been ingested and

vomiting has not occurred, emesis should be induced with medical super- ".
vision., Keep vicuim’s head below hips to prevent aspiration. If -;..
symptoms such as loss of gag reflex, convulsions or unconsciousness

occur before emesis, gastric lavage usng-a cuffed endotracheal tube

SE’T1QN VI PHYSICAL DATA

BOILING POINT
(’F)

VAPOR -_:. :jPESSURE - 1. s P s :
(-.0} R.jJ
VAPOR
DENSITY 3.5
(AIR-

Red 6oiorl clear and bright Ziquld." CharacterlsEic petroleum-hydrocarbon :.
T.:.’,:,.,." :.,... _,:....:.. ....:-.,’-...._...-..:... .,..,L....,.-.:.... .:..-:.

SECTION VII FIRE AND EXPLOSION HAZARDS

and, so=e.-:0o no= en=er conineO re spae wnou fu% unor gar
nc%udng a positive pressure ]OH approved se%f-onaned reanlng



C 0527

SAFETY DATA SNE_=T
CH

MSD$ NUMBER 5"1,161-2
PAGE 3 OF

scnN VIII REA(:TIVITY

COIOII’ION ’NO MATERIAJ.S TO AVOID

Avoid e&t,- sparks, open flames an strong oxdzn agents.
vapor accumulation. ..:....

ZRDOuS OMOSITONOC

Prevent

Carbon monoxide and other-unldentifled organic compounds can be .’ore
upon combustion. ..,..._- .... --.....- .......;-’--... ".:. ..,........

..:...’....,..:’...:. ..,- ... ’.’_:.,.
.---..:,...;..........;:.:....,:,-.:,; :...’.,’.’ .-.. ..,: ;. ." .:..... ’..: _.. ".-_.
-’.-.,* ,::. .’:-" .:..,( ":,: ...:... "-:,:._, _.,.., .’:.’f:

SECTION IX EMPLOYEE PROTECTION
RESPIII ORv PROTECT ION

Under conditions of .potential high exposure, the’use of a NZOSH-approved
respirator is recommended (see Secton X)..P_er 29 CFR 190.134 use either._

an atmosphere-supplying respirator or an alr-purlfylng respirator for

As required o minimize s:n and eye contact, wear impervious gloves, eye
protection, and. other protective cZothing. :.,.

Use exposon-proo venZaton as required o control vapor concentra-

SECTION X -" ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION

equipment must be grounded tO.revent sparking. .!: ...
Large sp11s: -IsoZate hazard area;deny entry to unecessary’personnel.
Wear appropriate respirator and protective cZothing. Shut off. source of
Zeak if safe to do so; dikeand contain. .water fog may beuseful in
suppressing vaporc!oud; cotain run-off. Remove ith vacuum truczs or
pump =o storage/salvage vessels.--Soak up residue with an adsorbent
as clay, sand or other sultale maertal prate in D.O.T. authorized
non-le,;ng containers for proper d+/-sposal. F1us area with water
flush.s,:, :tlons can be contained and gasoZlne is recoveraZe.
SmalZ sp ls: Take up with anabsorben material such as sand or cZay and

WASTE 01SPOSA

ecovered product Should recycted. Wse generae during cteanup
is dscarded as a sotld waste shou e disposed of at a aZtF aprve

NvIRONMENA HAZA

Ts produc it an "oil" under te Clean Waer Act. KEEP CUT OF
SURFACE WATERS AND ANY WATER COURSES CR SEWERS ENTERING OR LEADING TC
SURFACE WATER, See Section



MSD NUMBER 51,161-2
PAGE ,4 OF 4

.ECTON Xl pEIA pRECAt’ICNS
DANGER! EXTREMELY FLAHMABLE. Avoid heat, sparks, open fZames, includ+/-ng
pilot lights, and strong oxidizing agents. Use exploslon-proof ventilation
to prevent vapor accumulation. All handling equlpment must De grounded to"
prevent sparking. Harmful or fatal if swallcwed. Do not siphon gasoline"

...:...... .: !i..
..:. )- L’.

FOR USE AS ANOTOR FUEL ONLY. Do not use as a cleaning Solvent or for
other noD-motor fuel uses. " : ." .:."!,. ....-..7 ". . ... .

":.";:. : .i.;; . :".-:" "." ’. i".’i :. :i/;.}.:-’.. ..-::".. :.. -;.: .
--’. ’..,- ..." :....Was wth soap and water before eating, drinking, smoking or using toilet

facilltes. Launder contaminated clohlng Defore reuse. Under normal ."..
working conditions at service stations, a respirator s not warranted. If
a major spill occurs, get upwind and notify local emergency personnel.
Remember ex=los!on and fire is the ost immediate danae,



Vol.
IACGIH

TLV

100 400 p

<5 1000 p
<5



SECTION HEALTH HAZARD DATA
TI-IRF.;I,,IOL. t.IMIT VAt.U[

’;

See Section II.
:..._ Will cause drowsiness, stupor or unconsclouness on

ged exposure
": ’(NI’N’’I*AINI?.FIRe’’A|PRCcII)uR.. Remove ’om exposure

. --:’ --: -" ". :T-..

[,’
AVOI

Keep heat and ignition sources

For small quantities absorb on paper-towelsand evaporate in a safe place (such as a ’-ii
fume hood or out: of doors away from al] ignition sources). Large qua,ntiti,es .ca,n be : :.
coece an{i disposed’o in sui=Ue u.u=Liu. h=.=bcr. L}=; =L|==,- =,,uu,u .OL u
a11owed to enter sewer because ,of the possibility of an explosion. .. -| j.



QUIZ: MODULE V HAZARDOUS WASTE CLASSIFICATION

TRUE or FALSE:

I. Wastes cannot be determined as non-hazardous without
testing or without verifiable proof.

2. Of the corrosive liquids, bases are the most damaging
to the eyes.

Using the EPA identification method, a waste is
non-hazardous if it is not on the "U", "P", "K", or
"F" lists (40 CFR 261 subpart D).

4. Sodium hydride is an example of a flammable solid.

5. Outage in drums should be zero in order to conserve
storage space.

Fill in the Blank

6. What are the three sides (requirements) of the fire triangle?

Multiple Choice

A liquid with a pH of 7 is:
a. Acidic
b. Basic
c, Alkaline
d. Neutral
e. Caustic

A solid with a specific gravity of 1.5 will:
a. Sink in water
b. Float in water
c. Move upward in air
d. Spontaneously combust
e. Neither sink nor float, since the specific gravity of water is 1.5.

A liquid with a flashpoint of 175F is:
a. Flanable
b. Pyrophoric
c. Pyrophobic
d. Combustible
e. Explosive



I0. Aspirin is a consumer commodity and therefore would be classified by te
DOT system as:

a. ORM-A
b. ORM-B
c. ORM-C
d. ORM-D
e. ORM-E

ii. Using the DOT Table (49 CFR 172.101), the RCRA lists of wastes

(Appendix A), and the example of the references listed at the end of the
module (Appendices B-F), determine the following for Ethylene (also known
as Ethene).

a. Physical Characteristics:

Vapor Pressure

Boiling Point

Vapor Density

Specific Gravity

Flashpoint

Flammable Limits

Ignition Temp.

Autoignition Temp.

Solubility in Water

Lower %

Upper %

b. EPA Hazardous Waste Identification Number:

c. DOT Class

DOT Identification Number

UN Class Number
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LABELING





NSN REFERENCE LIST

ITEM

LABELS

Hazardous Waste
ORM-E (liquid)
ORM-E (solid)
ORM-C
Flammable Liquid
Flammable Solid
Corrosive
Oxidizer
Radioactive
Non-Hazardous Waste

U/I

EA
PG
PG
PG
PG
PG
PG
PG
PG
PG

NSN

7690-01-241-0508
7690-01-C000062
7690-01-C00-0061
7690-01-C00-0068
7540-01-054-7241
7540-01-054-7242
7540-01-054-7251
7540-01-054-7243
7690-01-054-7248
7690-00-C00-0063

CONTAINERS

55 Gal Drum w/bung
55 Gal Drum, Removable Head

30 Gal Drum w/bung
30 Gal Drum, Removable Head

85 Gal Overpack, Steel
85 Gal Overpack, Poly
55 Gal Poly Drum w/bung
5 Gal Metal Can
5 Gal Poly Can (Light water container)

8110-00-292-9783 *
8110-01-C00-0438 *
8110-00-030-7780
8110-01-C00-9917 *
8110-00-030-7779 *
8110-01-030-7779
8110-01-101-4056/4055
8110-01-C00-0277 *
8110-01-C00-9919 *
8110-00-400-5748

Crash rew

SPILL RESPONSE SUPPLIES

Matting BE
Vermiculite BG
Speedy Dry BG
Safe Step BG
Sorbent Boom (4’s) BE

9330-01-C00-9924 **
5640-00-801-4176 **
7930-01-145-5795 *
9390-00-282-4161 *
9330-00-C00-0293 **

* Indicates item is available at Shop Stores, camp Lejeune
** Indicates item is available at Shop Stores, Camp Lejeune

and MCAS, New River
Labels are available at Self Service (ServMart), Ext. 1667/3497
Containers are available at Lot 201, Camp Lejeune, Ext. 1625

Stock numbers are subject to change at the whim of the Supply
Department!!





HAZARDOUS MATERIALS LABEL CHART

Poison B For E rt

Poison A

For rt

EMPTY

ForExrt

For Ar

D.O.T. GENERAL GUIDELINES ON USE OF WARNING LABELS
1. Shipper must furnish and attach appropriate label(s)to each package of hazardous material offered for shipment unless exempted from labeling requirements. (Ref- Title

49, CFR, Sec. 172.400).

2. If the material in a package has more than one hazard classification, one of which is Class A explosives, Class A poison, Radioactive Materials, the package must be

labeled for each hazard. (Ref. Title 49, CFR, Sec. 172.402(a)).

3. When two or hazardous materials of different classes are packed within the same packaging or outer enclosure, the outside ofthe package must be labeled for each

material involved. (Ref. Title 49, CFR, Sec. 172.404(a)).

4. Radioactive materials requiring labeling, must be labeled on two opposite sides of the package. (Ref. Title 49, CFR, Sec. 172.403(f)).

5. Labels must not be appplied to a package containing only material which is not subject to Parts 170 189 of this subchapter or which is exempted therefrom. This does not

prohibit the use of labels in conformance with U.N. recommendations ("Transport of Dangerous Goods" (1970)), or with the IMCO requirements ("International Maritime

Dangerous Goods Cede") (Ref. Title 49, CFR, Sec. 172.401 ).

HAZARDOUS MATERIALS PACKAGE MARKINGS

I[ ORM-A ORM-B

SAMPLE PACKAGE MARKING
Proper Shipping Name ACETONE
UN I,D. Number UN 1090

HAZARD WARNING LABEL

ii

@Copyright 1984 Published By: KELLER & ASSOCIATES, FORM NO.

Neeah, (414) REV. 7/84
"International Publishers of Transportation Guides ond Forms"





HAZARDOUS
WASTE

FEDERAL LAW PROHIBITS IMPROPER DISPOSAL
IF FOUND, CONTACT THE NEAREST POLICE, OR

PUBLIC SAFETY AUTHORITY, OR THE
U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

CONTAINS HAZARDOUS OR TOXIC WASTES
STYLE WM..

Prtned LABELMASTER, DW. o AMERICAN LBELMARK CO., INC., CHICAGO, IL 60648





PROPER D.O.T. SHIPPING NAME AND I.D. NUMBER

HAZARDOUS WASTE, LIQUID, N.O.S.

NA9189 TECHNICAL NAMES

ORM-E

HAZARDOUS WASTE
FEDERAL LAW PROHIBITS IMPROPER DISPOSAL.

IF FOUND CONTACT THE NEAREST POLICE OR
PUBLIC SAFETY AUTHORITY OR THE

U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY.
GENERAIOR INFORMATION:

ADDRESS /t._/, /CrT.. /--!

A O .O. /J--[?e5-70 EA WAST NO.

ACCUMULATION MANIFEST ,’f’",START DATE L’RfJ/-’- LP/LJ{ DOCUMENT NO-

HANDLE ,WITH CARE]
:-.,.. :’,:,,:

Pdnted By: Lab Safety Supply, Inc., Janesville, WI 53547 Reorder No. 435





PROPER DOT
SHIPPING NAME HAZARDOUS WASTE, SOLID N.0.S. NA9189

ORM-E

HAZARI   S- WASTE
FEDERAL LAW PROHIBITS IMPROPER DISPOSAL.

IF FOUND CONTACT THE NEAREST POLICE OR
PUBLIC SAFETY AUTHORITY OR THE

U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL .PROTECTION AGENCY.

GENERATOR INFORMATION:

ADDRESS /t(.,O .4-’ ,l (."m-3 ’/F’t L(....".

EPA ID NO. /I#---)’l 7 ee2’b"-7o EPA WASTE NO.

ACCUMULATION t-i,l-j".-- MANIFEST
START DATE DOCUMENTNO.
THIS CONTAINER HOLDS HAZARDOUS OR TOXIC WASTE.

HANDLE WITH CARE! "
(C) Copyright Science Rlated Materials Inc., Janesville, WI 53547





OPTIONAL
SHIPPER__-
ADDRESS
CITY, STATE, ZIP
CONTENTS --%

NON-H-AZARDOUS WASTE
Cotoyrtgllt Lal3 Safety Sull:)ly, Janeeville, WI 53546





XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXxx

FEDELW PROHIBITS IMPROPER DISPOSAL

IF FOUND, CONTACT THE NEAREST POLICE, OR

PUBLIC SAFE AUTHORI, OR THE

U.S. ENVIRONmeNTAL PROTECTION AGENCY
PROPER.T. UN ORNA
SHIPPING NAME

GENETOR INFORMATION:

ADDRESS AJ"
CI V(LL
EPA EPA

AuBuON Fm MANIFEST
UMENT NO.

STARTDA

HANDLE WITH CARE 
CONTAINS HAZARDOUS OR TOXIC WASTES





WASTE
I1 IF FOUND, GONTAGT THE NEAFIEST POLICE, OFI-PUBLIC SAFETY
I AUTHORITY, OR THE U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY. GENERATOR INFORMATION:

EPA MANIFEST

ACCUMULATION #( EPA
START DATE WASTE NO.

,_ D.O.PROPERSHIPPING,ME’DUNOBNANO. WITHPREFIX J.

HANDLE WITH CARE
4

STE wMe

Pnt LABEASTER. ON. of AMERICAN SEARK CO., CHICO,





WASTE
FEDERAL LAW PROHIBITS IMpROPER.DISPOSAL

IF FOUND, CONTACT THE NEAREST POLICE, OR

PUBLIC SAFETY AUTHORITY, OR THE

U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

SHIPPING NAME --L UN OR

GENETOR INFORMATION:

IDNO..(7o7a -STENO
UMENTNO.STARTDA

HANDLE WITH CARE!
CONTAINS HAZARDOUS OR TOXIC WASTES

SI’LE





FEDERAL LAVV PROHIBITS IMPROPER DISPOSAL

IF FOUND, CONTACT THE NEAREST POLICE. OR

PUBLIC SAFETY AUTHORI’I’Y, OR THE

U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

GENERATOR INFORMATION:

p0...8’/7o .,q 7o_

STT

HANDLE WITH CARE
CONTAINS RDOUS OR TOXIC WASTES





HAZARDOUS
WASTE

FEDERAL LAW. PROHIBITS IMPROPER DISPOSAL

IF FOUND, CONTACT THE NEAREST POLICE, OR

PUBLIC SAFETY AUTHORITY, OR THE

U.S._ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

GENEI:LTOR INFORMATION:

ADDRESS

EPA

HANDLE WiTH CARE!
CONTAINS HAZARDOUS OR TOXIC WASTES





PROPER DOT
SHIPPING NAME HAZARDOUS WASTE, SOLID N.0.S. NA9189

ORM-E

HAZARDOUS WASTE
FEDERAL LAW PROHIBITS IMPROPER DISPOSAL.

IF FOUND CONTACT THE NEAREST POLICE OR
PUBLIC SAFETY AUTHORITY OR THE

U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY.

HANDLE WITH CARE! "
(C) Copyright Science Rlated Materials Inc., Janesville, WI 53547
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Contents of a partially illed container can be determined by
"sticking" the drumor can and using the following tables:

5 Gallon Can
2.6 inches 1 gal
5.2 inches 2 gal
7.8 inches 3 gal

10.4 inches 4gal
13.0 inches 5 gal

55 Gallon Drum
3 inches 5 gal
6 inches I0 gal
9 inches 15 gal

12 inches 20 gal
15 inches ,25 gal
18 inches 30 gal
21 inches 35 gal
24 inches 40 gal
27 inches 45 gal
30 inches= 50 gal
33 inches 55 gal

Empty weight of containers can be approximated as follows:

5 gallon plastic
5 gallon metal

20 gallon metal
30 gallon metal
55 gallon metal

2 ibs
5 ibs

20 ibs
30 ibs
50 ibs





HAZARDOUS WASTE INSPECTION CHECKLIST

Training records up-to-date

Weekly inspections and daily bowser inspections up-to-date

Containers:
Condition
Appropriately labeled
Properly closed (bungs tight)
No evidence of spills or leaks
Flammable/Corrosive lables, as required
If stored outside, ensure that no rain water has collected on

top
Spill response materials readily available
Empty containers are capped or bungs in place to keep out

water

Bowsers
Spill contengency plan posted
No debris inside funnel (safety wire, etc.)
No rain water collected in the containment
Drain valve is closed tightly
Hazardous waste label present and legible .
Check for contaminated soil around the containment
Evidence of spills within the containment
Funnel closed and locked
No debris inside the containment

Flammable storage buildings
Servicable fire extinguisher
Evidence of spills or leaks
Spill contingency plan posted





UNIT

NOMENCLATURE

MANUFACTURER

KIT COMPONENTS

HAZARDOUS WASTE DISPOSAL WORKSHEET

POC EXT DATE

NSN

ACCUMULATION START DATE

MILSPEC

CONTAMINANTS:
i. NOMEN NSN MFG %

2. NOMEN NSN MFG %

3. NOMEN NSN MFG %

CONTAINER: 5 GAL CAN ( ) 55 GAL DR ( ) BOX ( ) OTHER
METAL ( ) PLASTIC ( ) FIBERGLASS ( ) WOOD ( )

REASON FOR DISPOSAL: ( )SPENT ( )EXPIRED SHELF LIFE ( )EXCESS

THIS IS TO CERTIFY THAT THE ABOVE NAMED MATERIALS ARE PROPERLY
CLASSIFIED, DESCRIBED, PACKAGED, MARKED AND LABELED AND ARE IN
PROPER CONDITION FOR TRANSPORTATION ACCORDING TO THE APPLICABLE
REGUI2%TIONS OF DOT AND EPA.

SIGNATURE OF HMDO/ALT DATE

FOR ENVIRONMENTAL AFFAIRS USE ONLY

DATE RECEIVED: DOC#:

DOT SHIPPING NAME:

NA/UN #: EPA ID#

HAZARD CLASS:

HAZARDOUS WASTE COMPOSITION:

MANIFEST #

LABEL

TREATMENT STANDARD (CONC. mg/L) :

CLIN: PRICE: $ COST: $ DOT GUIDE#:__
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UNIT

NOMENCLATURE

MANUFACTURER

KIT COMPONENTS:

HAZARDOUS WASTE DISPOSAL WORKSHEET

POC EXT DATE

NSN

ACCUMULATION START DATE

MILSPEC

CONTAMINANTS:
i. NOMEN NSN MFG %.

2. NOMEN NSN MFG %

3. NOMEN NSN MFG %

TOTAL QUANTITY WEIGH NO. tDRTAINERS STORAGE LOCATION

CONTAINER: 5 GAL CAN ( ) 55 GAL DR ( ) BOX ( ) OTHER
METAL ( ) PLASTIC ( ) FIBERGLASS ( ) WOOD ( )

REASON FOR DISPOSAL: ( )SPENT ( )EXPIRED SHELF LIFE ( )EXCESS

THIS IS TO CERTIFY THAT THE ABOVE NAMED MATERIALS ARE PROPERLY
CLASSIFIED, DESCRIBED, PACKAGED, MARKED AND LABELED AND ARE IN
PROPER CONDITION FOR TRANSPORTATION ACCORDING TO THE APPLICABLE
REGULATIONS OF DOT AND EPA.

SIGNATURE OF HMDO/ALT DATE

FOR ENVIRONMENTAL AFFAIRS USE ONLY

DATE RECEIVED: DOC#:

DOT SHIPPING NAME:

NA/UN #: EPA ID#

HAZARD CLASS:

HAZARDOUS WASTE COMPOSITION:

MANIFEST

LABEL

TREATMENT STANDARD (CONC. mg/L):

CLIN: PRICE: $ COST: $ DOT GUIDE#:.__
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UNIT

NOMENCLATURE

MANUFACTURER

KIT COMPONENTS:

HAZARDOUS WASTE DISPOSAL WORKSHEET

POC EXT DATE

NSN

ACCUMULATION START DATE

MILSPEC

CONTAMINANTS:
1. NOMEN NSN MFG %

2. NOMEN NSN MFG %

3. NOMEN NSN MFG %

TOTAL UANTIT WEIC,HT NO. CINTAINERS STORAGE LOCATION

CONTAINER: 5 GAL CAN ( ) 55 GAL DR ( ) BOX ( ) OTHER
METAL ( ) PLASTIC ( ) FIBERGLASS ( ) WOOD ( )

REASON FOR DISPOSAL: ( )SPENT ( )EXPIRED SHELF LIFE ( )EXCESS

THIS IS TO CERTIFY THAT THE ABOVE NAMED MATERIALS ARE PROPERLY
CLASSIFIED, DESCRIBED, PACKAGED, MARKED AND LABELED AND ARE IN
PROPER CONDITION FOR TRANSPORTATION ACCORDING TO THE APPLICABLE
REGULATIONS OF DOT AND EPA.

SIGNATURE OF HMDO/ALT DATE

FOR ENVIRONMENTAL AFFAIRS USE ONLY

DATE RECEIVED: DOC#:

DOT SHIPPING NAME:

NA/UN #: EPA ID#

HAZARD CLASS:

HAZARDOUS WASTE COMPOSITION:

MANIFEST #

LABEL

TREATMENT STANDARD (CONC. mg/L):

CLIN: PRICE: $ COST: $ DOT GUIDE#:__
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CHAPTER VI

LABELING

II.

III.

LEARNING OUTCOMES DESIRED.

At the completion of this unit of instruction, you should be able to:

Properly label hazardous wastes in accordance with the applicable

labeling systems.

Use the Department of Transportation (DOT) Hazardous Materials
Table to determine labeling requirements for hazardous wastes.

C. Examine labels and other markings to properly identiv and classify

hazardous waste.

INTRODUCTION.

Once an item has been determined hazardous (RCRA-40 CFR 261) and
classified according to the Department of Transportation (DOT)
Hazardous Material Transportation Act (HMTA 49 CFR 171) regulstions,
the generator is required to "properly" mark and label the item prior
to transportation. The Resource Conservation Recovery Act (RCRA)
regulations define "properly" to be in accordance with the DOT marking

and labeling requirements as specified in HMTA. The following sections
describe the DOT Labeling System, give examples of the DOT labels and
explain how to select the proper label. In addition, this chapter
describes and shows various other labels (labeling systems) used.

DOT SYSTEM

The DOT system is the most widely used labeling system. This system

was designed for transporting hazardous materials. Federal regulations

also required that this system be used for the identification o
hazardous wastes. Therefore, hazardous wastes being transported to or
from Naval activities over public highways must comply with DOT
requirements. The identification requirements are in two categories,
marking and labeling.

I. Selected marking requirements for hazardous waste are listed below.

(a) The shipper must mark packages containing hazardous wastes (as
defined by RCRA 40 CFR 262) with the proper shipping name as it
appears in the DOT Hazardous Materials Table 49 CFR 172.101.
(49 CFR 172.301)

1255D Date of last revision: Sep 84
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(b) The identification number (column 3A of the DOT Hazardous
Materials Table) must be displayed

(c) Radioactive substances must be marked as such in addition

to the above requirements. (49 CFR 172.301)

(d) Packages which contain inner containers of liquid hazardous

wastes must be marked with the "This End Up" designation.

(49 CFR 172.312)

(e) The package will have the ORM designation if it contains

materials designated as "Other Regulated Materials."

(f) The letters RQ (for reportable quantity) must be displayed

in association with the proper shipping name on a package
having a capacity of ii0 gallons or less that contains a

hazardous substance (49 CFR 172.324). Hazardous substances

are identified in these regulations by the letter "E" in

column i of the Hazardous Material Table 49 CFR 172.101.

The actual reportable quantity (RQ) is shown in column 3

of the same table for each hazardous substance.

2. Selected labelln requirements are listed below.

(a) In general, packages must be labeled with the proper DOT

label as shown in column 4 of the DOT Hazardous Materials

Table 49 CFR 172.101. (49 CFR 172.400)

(b) Exemptions: Military ammunition handled by DOD personnel;
hazardous materials handled by DOD personnel and escorted
by DOD personnel in a separate vehicle.

(c) Multiple Hazard Labeling. Some substances have more than

one hazardous characteristic. The DOT regulations require

that some of these be labeled with more than one label to

reflect the multiple hazard. Section 172.402 of 49 CFR

explains the specific requirements for multiple hazard

labelings.

(d) Mixed and Consolidated Packaging. When hazardous wastes

which have different hazard classes are packed in the same

container or overpack, the outside packaging must be

labeled as required for each class of waste in the

container. (49 CFR 172.404)

(e) Radioactive materials that also meet the definition of one

or more additional hazards must be labeled as radioactive

material and also for each additional hazard. (49 CFR

172.403)
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(f) Label may not be modified unless authorized in 49 CFR 172.405.

(g) Labels must be printed on or affixed to the surface of the
package near the proper shipping name. (A9 CFR 172.406)

(h) The actual labels must meet the criteria listed in &9 CFR 407.

(i) United Nations (UN) Classification System. DOT labels may

have the UN hazard class number stamped in the lower corner
of the rectangle. These numbers are required by some foreign

governments. The UN hazard class numbers and their
corresponding DOT classification are listed below along with
a citation for the definition in the HMTA regulations.

DOT UN
CLASSIFICATION CLASS

Class A Explosives (49 CFR 173.50)

Class B Explosives (49 CFR 173.50) 1

Class C Explosives (49 CFR 173.50) 1

Blasting Agents (49 CFR 173.50) 1

Flammable Compressed Gas (49 CFR 173.300) 2

Nonflammable Compressed Gas (49 CFR 173.300) 2

Flammable Liquid (49 CFR 173.115) 3

Flammable Solid (49 CFR 173.150) 4

Oxidizing Material (49 CFR 173.150) 5

Poisonous Gas, Class A (49 CFR 173.325) 2 or 6

Poisonous Liquid, Class A (49 CFR 173.325) 6

Poisonous Liquid or Solid, Class B (49 CFR 173.325) 6

Irritating Material (49 CFR 173.325) 6

Etiologic Agent (49 CFR 173.325) 6

Radioactive Materials (49 CFR 173.325) 7

Corrosive Material (49 CFR 173.240) 8

These classes are explained in more detail in the classification chapter.

This labeling information is designed as an overview. Prior to labeling

an item, the complete labeling regulations should be consulted. Refer to

49 CFR 100-177.

The individual DOT labels are shown on the following pages along with a

brief definition of the hazard classification and an example.
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\

/
/

EXPLOSIVE A
(BLACK PRINTING ON ORANGE)

Definition--The maximum hazard
explosive. These materials
detonate readily (explodes with
suddeness and violence).

Examples--commercial dynamite,
hand grenades, bombs and torped-
oes.

(BLACK PRINTING ON ORANGE)

/

/

/

/

Definition--Explosives characterized
by rapid combustion rather than deton-/
ation. These materials are considered\
to be a flrsnable hazard.

Examples--Special fireDrks.
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/ \

/ \

/ \

\ /

EXPLOSIVE C
(BLACK PRINTING ON ORANGE)

Definition--Manufactured articles
which contain class A, or class B
explosives, or both, but in nall
quantities.

Examples--Cert ain types of
fireworks, such as, sparklers,
and caps for toy guns.

BLASTING AGENT
(BLACK PRINTING ON ORANGE)

Definition--A material designed for
blasting but not so sensitive that
it will explode accidentally.

Examples--Ammonia nitrate. < BLASTIH(] A EHT

\
\
\

\

/
/
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/
/

\ /

COMPRESSED GAS
FLAMMABLE COMPRESSED GAS

(WHITE OR BLACK PRINTING ON RED)

Definition--Any compressed gas (a mixture
of 13% or less by volume) that when mixed
air forms a flarmnable mixture or for which
the flanm%ability range with air is greater
than 12 percent.

Examples--Hydrogen,
carbon monoxide.

/
/

/

<
\

\

\

methane, acetylene,

/ \

/ \
\

\

\ /

\

POISON
POISON CLASS A

(BLACK PRINTING ON WHITE)

Definition--Gas or vapors of
liquids which in small amounts,
and when mixed with air, are
dangerous to life.

Poison A--inmdiately dangerous
to life.

Examples--Germane, cyanogen
gas, phosgene.

/\

/ \
/ \

/ \
/ \

FLAMMABLE GAS
\ /

\ /

\ /

COMPRESSED GAS
NONFLAMMABLE COMPRESSED GAS

(WHITE OR BLACK PRINTING ON GREEN)

Definition--Any compressed gas
that will not ignite under
certain test requirements.

Examples--Chlorine, helium,
helium-oxygen mixture, carbon
dioxide.
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I
/

./ \

/

\ /

\ /

FLAMMABLE LIQUID
(WHITE OR BLACK PRINTING ON RED)

Definition--Any liquid having a
flash point below lO0F.

Examples--benzene, acetone,
and rubber.

FLAMMABLE SOLID
(RED STRIPPED ON BLACK PRINTING ON WHITE)

Definition--Any solid material which might
cause fires or which can be ignited
readily and will burn vigorously.

Examples--calcitn (metallic) and urani
metal (also requires radioactive label).

/ \

/ \

FLA   BL[ SOLI

\ /

\ /
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/

/

/

/

OXIDIZER
(BLACK PRINTING ON YELLOW)

Definition--A substance that
yields oxygen readily to stim-
ulate the combustion of organic
matter.

Examples--Calcium hypochlorite,
chlorate, permanganate, and
nitrate compounds.

ORGANIC PEROXIDE
(BLACK PRINTING ON YELLOW)

Definition--Generally considered a deriva-
tive of hydrogen peroxide where one or
more of the hydrogen atoms have been
replaced by organic radicals.

Examples--Benzoyl peroxide, cyclohexanone/
peroxide.

\ /

/
/

/
/
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IRRITANT
(RED OR BLACK PRINTING ON WHITE)

Definition--A liquid or solid substance
which gives off dangerous or irritating
fumes, but not including any Class A
poisonous materials.

Examples--Tear gas.

POISON
(BLACK PRINTING ON WHITE)

Definition--Less dangerous than
class A poisons. Substances,
liquids, or solids other than
class A poisons or irritating
materials, which are known to be
so toxic to man as to be a hazard
to health.

Examples--Arsenic bromide,
arsenic sulfide, liquid nicotine.

i

< 19RIT HT

ETIOLOGIC AGENTS

BIO1EDICAL
TRIAL

ETIOLOGIC AGEN
(RED PRINTING ON WHITE)

Definition--A viable microorgan-
ism, or its toxin, which may
cause disease.

Examples--Any viable bacteria or
virus.
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RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS

n

DefiniCion--Any material which spontaneously emits onizing radiation. The
different labels refer to the amount of radiation involved, with #I least
radioactive and #lI most radioactive.

Examples--Uranlum 233, barium 140, cobolt 60.

UN #7

Vl-,lO
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\
\
\ /

/

CORROSIVE
(BLACK AND WHITE)

Deflnitlon--Any liquid or solid
that causes visible destruction
of human skin tissue or a liquid
that has a severe corrosion rate

on steel.

Example s--Hydrofluoric acid,
sulfuric acid, hydrochloric
acld, sodium hydroxide.

EMPTY
(BLACK PRINTING ON WHITE)

Definition--Used to cover a hazard class
label when an empty container is to be
trans por ted. EM.PTY
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OTIER REGULATED MATERIAL
(OR)
UN #9

As mentioned earlier, the DOT system includes markin requirements n addition
to labeling requirements. One of the required markings is for items designated
as "Other Regulated Materials" (ORM). There are five categories of ORM. These
five classes are explained below with an example of the actual markln required,
a definition, and examples. ORM-E is partlcularlv important to this course.
Items that have been identified as hazardous wastes by RCRA procedures explained
in the classification chapter that are not listed in the DOT Hazardous Materal
Table 49 CFR 172.101 should be marked ORM-E. This ORM category also includes
items that a generator feels are hazardous but are not covered by the RCRA
regulations or those items classified hazardous by other regulations, for
example PCB, which are covered under the Toxic Substance Control Act but not
specifically by RCRA or the DOT regulations.

ORM-A Label:

Definition:

Examples:

ORM-B Labe I

Anesthetic, toxic, noxious, or irritatln material that
can cause discomfort to personnel in the event of a
leakage.

Acetaldehyde ammonia
Aldrin
Bone Oil

Definition:

Examples:

Corrosive materials which may cause damaze to transport
vehicles.

metalic mercury
barium oxide
calcium oxide
ferric chloride
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ORM-C Label:

Definition

Examples:

ORM-D Labe I

Materials with characteristics which make them unsuitable
for shipment unless properly packed.

Excelsior
Feed, wet, mixed fish scrap

Consumer Commodity
(Specific hazard)

Definition

Examples:

ORM-E Label:

Small quantities of hazardous materials that meet the

definition of consumer commodity.

hair spray
shaving cream

ORM-E ’]
Definition: A material that is not included in any other hazard

class, but is subject to the requirements of this
subchapter because they are Hazardous ’Wastes or
Substances."

Examples: Polycblorinated Biphenyls (PCB)
Potassium chromate
Ferric Fluoride
Ferrous Sulfate

Other DOTLabels. The followin labels are special labels. They are

used in conjunction with the standard DOT labels, not in place of.
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/

SPONTANEOUSLY

CO SL SIiSLE
\
\ /
\ /

\ /

.>

SPONTANEOUSLY COMBUSTIBLE
(RED AND BLACK PRINTING ON WHITE)

USED ONLY IN ADDITION TO A HAZARD LABEL

Definition--(Used only in addition
to a hazardous label). Substances
which may undergo spontaneous or
self-ignition or which may, upon
contact with the atmosphere,
undergo an increase in temperature
and ignite. (This label is used
for materials to be exported
only).

Examples--Oily rags.

DANGEROUS WHEN WET
(BLACK OR WHITE PRINTING ON BLUE)

USED ONLY IN ADDITION TO A HAZARD LABEL

Definition--(Used only in addition to
a hazard class label). A solid which
si--y--- eco’spontaneously flam- <.

or give off flammable or toxic gasesmable
when mixed with water.

Examples--Sodium metal.

\
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Do Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) Labeling
Requirements. In addition to the DOT labels required before a

generator releases a hazardous waste for transportation offsite,
he must display the following information:

Razardous Waste--Federal law prohibits improper disposal.
If found, contact nearest police or public safety authoritv
or the US Environmental Protection Agency. Generators name
and address
Manifest Document Number

The following is an example of a commmercial version of this requirement:

FEDERAL LAW PROHIBffS IMPROPER DISPOSAL
IF FOUND, CONTACT THE NEAREST POLICE, OR .1 PUBLIC SAFETY AUTHORITY, OR THE
U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY

= POPER O.O.T. t

I GENERATOR INFORMATION: j

ADORESS

’1 UMULAT1ON MANIFEST

N START DATE DOCUMENT NO.

H HDLE WITH C RE!

Labeling Requirements for PCBs.

The Department of Transportation (DOT) sets forth the labeling
requirements for the transportation of PCBs. he required label for
PCBs is ORM-E (class 9) and the DOT Identification Number is UN 2315.
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The Toxic Substance Control Act (TSCA) reuires some PCB items to be
marked (as opposed to labeled)."IThefollowing items must be marked
with approved TSCA labels as containing PCBs:

I tem Label Requirement

PCB Transformers "posing a risk
to food/feed"

All

PCB or PCB-contaminated dielectric
fluid (transformer oil)

If concentration is BOO or
more ppm PCB

PCB containers If concentration is BOO or
more ppm PCB

PCB electromagnets, switches,
and voltage regulators

If concentration is 500 or
more ppm PCB

PCB large, high and low voltage
capacitors

If weight of capacitor is greater
than 9 Ibs.

Circuit breakers, reclosers and
cable

If concentration is 500 of more ppm
P

Other PCB articles

The marking required by TSCA regulations consist of black letters
on yellow background. The label is required to be 6-inches on
items large enough to display them. For smaller items, labels as
small as 2 inches are appropriate. For extremely small items,
labels as small as .4 inch by .8 inch are authorized. Whenever
possible, use permanent markers to complete the bottom lines of
the label. Below is an example of a commercial label satisfyin
this requirement.

CAUTION
C0NTNNS

PCBs
(Polychlorinated Biphenyls)

A toxic environmental contaminant requiring
special handling and disposal in accordance with
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Regulations
40 CFR 761--For Disposal Information contact

the nearest U.S.E.P.A. Office.

In case of accident or spill, call toll free the U.S.
Coast Guard National Response Center:

800:424-8802
Also Contact
Tel. No.

LABELMASTER. CHICAGO, IL. 50’6
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Pesticide Labels. Pesticide labelinff requirements are stated in
40 CFR Section 162.10. Navy activities requirlnff pesticide labels
should contact the product manufacturer for them. The only time
an activity should use pesticide labels is to replace missing or
deteriorated labels. To avoid liability, specific pesticide label
requirements should be determined by the pesticide manufacturer.
When a label becomes inaccurate because certain uses have been
suspended, whoever is accountable for the pesticide must change

the label.

The National FireProtection Association (NFPA) -Recommended
System for the Identification of the Fre Nazards ofMaterlals.
This hazard identification system consist of a diamond-shaped

diaffram for each chemical which, at a glance, provides information
on the hazards of the chemical and the order of severity of these
hazards. The system is intended for use under emergency

conditions such as spills, leaks and fires to safeffuard the lives
of personnel who may be exposed. The system is also used to

identify hazardous wastes and the storage areas of these wastes.

This system is not required by federal law but may be required by
local or Base authorities. Note: This label does not meet DOT
requirements for wastes bein transported on public highways.

The NFPA Diamond. (See Figure Vl-l). This diagram provides
information on health, flammability, and reactivity, as well as
special hazards associated with the chemical. Numbers from 0

through 4 are placed in the three upper squares of the diamond
to show the degree of hazard present. The 0 indicates the lowest
degree of hazard, the 4, the highest. In the dlamond-shaped
diagram health hazards are identified in the left square,
flammability hazards in the top square, and reactivity hazards
in the right square. The bottom square is used for special
information on the chemical. The symbol that is primarily used
here is the letter W with a bar through it to indicate that a
material may have a hazardous reaction with water. Another
symbol could be the "radioactive pinwheel" for radioactive
materials. The NFPA diamond symbol is intended to provide quick
identification at some sacrifice of completeness. The five
degrees of hazard, have these general meanings to firefihters:

4-Too dangerous to approach with standard flrefiffhtinff
equipment and procedures. Withdraw and obtain
expert advice on how to handle.

3-Fire can be fought using methods intended for
extremely hazardous situations, such as unmanned
monitors or personal protective equipment which
prevents all bodily contact.

2-Can be fought with standard procedures, but hazards
are present which require certain equipment or

procedures to handle safely.

1-Nuisance hazards present which require some care, but
standard firefightlng procedures can be used.

O-No hazards which require special measures.
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RACTIYITY

Figure VI-I. National Fire Protection Association label (FED-STD-BI3A).

I. Health Hazards.

In general, health hazards for firefightlng result from a
single exposure which may vary from a few seconds up to an
hour. In assignin degrees, local conditions must be
considered. The following explanation is based upon
protective equipment normally used by firefighters.

4-Materials too dangerous to health to expose
firefighter. A few whiffs of the vapor could cause
death, or the vapor or liquid could be fatal on
penetrating the firefighter’s normal protective
clothing. Protective clothing and breathing
apparatus available to the average fire department
will not provide adequate protection azalnst
inhalation or skin contact with these materials.

3-Materials extremely hazardous to health but areas may
be entered with extreme care. Full protective
clothing, self-contained breathing apparatus,
rubber gloves, boots, and bands around legs, arms,
and waist should be provided. No skin surface
should be exposed.
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2-Materlals hazardous to health hut areas may be entered
freely with self-contained breathing apparatus.

1-Materials only sllghtlv hazardous to health.

0-Materials which on exposure under fire conditions
would offer no health hazard beyond that of
ordinary combustible material.

Flammability Hazards.

Susceptibility to burnin is the basis for assignin degrees
within this category. The method of attacking the fire is
influenced by this susceptibility factor.

4-Very flammable ases or very volatile flammable
liquids. If possible, shut off flow and keep

cooling water streams on exposed tanks of
containers. Withdrawal may be necessary.

3-Materlals which can be ignited under almost all normal
temperature conditions. Water may be ineffective
because of the low flashpoint of the materials.

2-Materials which must be moderately heated before
ignition will occur. Water spray may be used to

extinguish the fire because the material can be
cooled below its flashpolnt.

1-Materlals that must be preheated before inltion can
occur. Water may cause frothing if it gets below
the surface of the liquid and turns to steam.

However, water fog gently applied to the surface
will cause a frothing which will extinguish the
fire.

0-Materlals that will not burn.

Reactivity(Stabillty) Hazards.

The assignment of degrees in the reactivity category is
based upon the susceptibility of materials to releasln
energy either by themselves or in combination with other
materials. Fire exposure is one of the factors considered,
along with conditions of shock and pressure.

A-Materials which are so susceptible to detonation
that it is too dangerous for fire-fighters to
approach the fire. Vacate the.area.

3-Materials which when heated and under confinement
are capable of detonation. These materials are
too dangerous to fight with handlines, but may be
kept from detonating if unmanned portable monitors
or hoseholders can be set up from behind
exploslon-reslstant locations.
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2-Materials which will undergo a violent chemical
change at elevated temperatures and pressures.
Use portable monitors, hoseholders, or straight
hose streams from a distance to cool the tanks and
the material in them. Use caution.

1-Materlals which are normally stable but may become
unstable in combination with other materials or at
elevated temperatures and pressures. Normal
precautions in approachin any fire should suffice.

0-Materials which are normally stable and, therefore,
do not produce any reactivity hazard to firemen.

4. Special Information.

When W appears in 4th space:

4-W is not used with reactivity hazard 4.

3-1n addition to the hazards above, these materials can
react explosively with water. Explosion protection
is essential if water in any form is used.

2-1n addition to hazards above, these materials may
react violently with water or form potentlallv
explosive mixtures with water.

1-In addition to hazards above, these materials may

react vigorously but not violently with water.

0-W is not used with reactivity hazard 0.

Assigning Degrees of Hazard. Numbers (derees of hazard) for use
in the diamond are assigned on the basis of the worst hazard
expected in the area, whether it be from hazards of the original
material or of its combustion or breakdown products. The effects
of local conditions must be considered.

Advantages of the NFPA System. The NFPA 704 system can warn
against hazards under fire conditions. For example, edible
tallow produces toxic and irritating combustion products. It
would be given a "2" degree of health hazard, indicatln the need
for air-supplied resplratoray equipment. NFPA 704 also can warn
against overall fire hazards in an area. On the door of a
laboratory or storage room, it can warn of the worst hazards
likely in a fire situation. Such information is useful both in
preplannin and in actual fires. NFPA 704 can be used without a
supplementary manual. Because of its simplicity, the eneral
meanings of the numbers can be memorized easily and the whole
symbol read and interpreted quickly on the spot and in poor light.

Disadvantages of the NFPA 704 System. The NFPA 70A system makes
no provision for oxygen-donor type oxidizers. It gives only
minimum information on the hazards themselves. Since the system

gives information about protective measures, the same number may
be used for different types of hazards so that, for instance, a
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Health Hazard number 3 means "No contact" without sayinR whether
the hazard is corrosiveness to the skin or toxicity by absorption
through the skin. Thus, the symbol is useful only to trained or
informed persons.

Labels. NFPA labels may be obtained throuRh the Federal supply

system (NSN 7690-00-152-0030 for 4-1nch by 4-inch size label) or

may be printed locally in sizes to suit the container dimensions.
Symbols may also be applied with rubber stamps, silk screens,
stencils, or any other suitable process.

Each standard symbol format (NSN 7690-00-152-0030) requires the
application of numerals and symbols to describe the deree of
hazard with respect to health, fire, reactivity, and the specific
hazard of the packaged product, as applicable. NSNs for numerals
(degree of hazard) and symbols (specific hazard) are listed below:

SYMBOL (BLACK) NSN N’UMERAL(WWITE) NSN

OXY 7690-00-152-0031 0 7690-00-857-9697

COR 7690-00-152-0032 1 76q0-00-857-9688

ACID 7690-00-152-0033 2 7690-00-857-9689

ALK 7690-00-152-0034 3 7690-00-857-9690

W 7690-00-152-0035 4 7690-00-857-9691

Examples of combinations of specific hazard symbols follow:

OXY OXY OXY OXY ACID ALK COR
ACID AKL COR W W W W

W

Naval Sea Systems Cow,hand (NAVBEASYSCOM) Labels NAVSEASYSCOM
has developed its own labels for shipboard hazardous waste.
The label, NAVSEA Form 5100/4 (9-80), is available in the stock
system by Stock No. 0116-LF-051-0020. The label was designed to
be simple and brief so that all concerned could easily identify
the exact nature of each hazardous waste. This label is shown
below.

Note: This label does not meet DOT requirements for wastes
being transported on public highways, it would be used for
shipboard wastes only.
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WARNING
NAME OF MATERIAL

CONCENTRATION

SH IP DEPARTMENT

SPECIAL STORAGE REQ’Ts

SPECIAL HANDLING REQ’Ts

SIGNATURE OF DEPT. HEAD DATE

HAZARDOUS WASTE
(9-80)
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Manufacturers’ Labels. These can provide valuable information
about hazardous ingredients in products, safety precautions,
and storage and disposal inforatlon. An example is shown below.
A manufacturers label, however, is not a substitute for a DOT
approved hazardous waste label.

MulU -aphics

l  ectrostaUc Solution
;’,arninej= Do not taks Ksep out of reach If contacted, fusn wilh to ferrccyanide.
Internally. Contains of ,dren. water. I swainS. nOe S:oconO:ons:

mimmatelyand 4-

trace amounts of UOnly Foruinas USEclolleto Conten Gall (3.7L)

Hydrogen Cyanide. a Iounnsolual an u0lul or,s u
uO,watac CtaeOANGEROUS AM Multraohics

Rroer NO. UsewiaOevti- cbioti gas may bet 1800
83-1-104054 ,n.A conm= .O,sommg Mr. Pr. ;L 6C05S
(Former 2C0- 050-4A) and real skin contact. IO1oinanc relal: a

Color Coding of Compressed Gas Clinders. The color coding of
compressed gas cylinders can be an indlcat{on of what substance
is contained in the cylinder; however, you should never determine
chemical contents of a container by color code alone.

i. Military compressed gas cylinders should all be color coded in
accordance with Military Standard-101.

The basic color of the cylinder indicates the hazard of the gas
it contains. This is the most important part of the code. The
color and indicated hazard are as follows:

Brown--poison.

Gray--inert (Helium, etc.).

Yellow--fla,mable.

Green--oxidizer (oxygen, etc.)

Red--firefighting chemicals (used to extinguish fires).

(Compressed gas cylinders owned by industry are also
colored but the color indicates ownership and not hazard.)
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IV.

This system also uses colored bands on cylinders and colored
tops of cylinders. These markings provide additional
information about the nature of the contents.

Examples:

Acetylene cylinders. Totally yellow with no markings.

Welding oxygen. Totally green with no additional markings.

Medical oxygen. Green with a white top.

Aviation oxygen. Green with one white band.

The color codlnff system should not be used alone to identify
the contents of a cylinder since color coding systems are not
uniformly followed at this time.

SOURCES OF LABELS.

Activities may obtain hazardous waste warning labels through the Navv
supply system or:

Label Master
7525 N. Wolcott Ave.
Chicago, IL 60626
(312) 973-5100

In sumary, a generator of a hazardous waste is responsible for properly
labeling the waste prior to transportation. Items are required to he
labeled in accordance with:

i. DOT Hazardous Material Transportation Act Regulations 49 CFR 171-177.

2. The RCRA hazardous waste labeling requirements.

3. Other federal state or local regulations that apply, for example
Toxic Substance Control Act regulation in the case of PCBs.

Special Naw or activity labeling requirements. For example the
NAVSEA labeling requirements for shipboard hazardous waste or the
NFPA diamond if used at the generator’s facility.

These labeling systems were designed to protect workers, the general
public and the environment. They can only he useful if the items
labeled are properly identified. This goes back to establishing a
system to keep unknown, unidentlfiable wastes from being enerated.

In emergencies, these various labels and markings can be used to make
initial assessments of the situation. You should understand the
importance of and the information provided by each label or marking
normally seen in your shop. This will prepare you for quick and safe
action in case of an emergency.
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EXERCISE: MODULE VI LABELING

LABELING AND MARKING EXERCISE

OBJECTIVE: Determine labeling and marking requirements for a variety of

hazardous wastes.

SITUATION: You have been told to prepare a number of 55-gallon drums for
shipment as hazardous waste.

To assist you in this assignment, you have been given the followin:

A list of the drums and their contents
The DOT Hazardous Materials Table (49 CFR 172.101)
A hazardous waste labeling chart

REQUIRED TASK: Determine which labels and markings (if any) are required on
each of the drums listed.

PROCEDURE:

I. Usin the selected markin requirements beinnlng on pae VI-I of
module Vl, determine which marking(s) should be on each hazardous waste

container.

2. Usin the DOT Table, determine the correct DOT label(s) to be used on

each hazardous waste container.

3. Usin the requirements on page VI-25, determine the RCRA label for each
hazardous waste container.

4. If a NFPA Fire Protection Guide on Hazardous Materials is available,
determine the numbers or symbols that belong in the four squares of the
NFPA Diamond for each hazardous waste container.



DRUM i: 50 gallons of methyl ethyl ketone.

Marking(s):

DOT Label(s):

RCRA Label

NFPA Diamond:

DRUM 2: 1 Drum of sodium hydride.

Marking(s):

DOT Label(s):

RCRA Labe I

NFPA Diamond:

DRUM 3: 50 gallons of Nitric Acid (less than 40%).

Marking(s):

DOT Label(s):

RCRA Label:

NFPA Diamond:

DRUM 4: 50 gallons of Nickel Carbonyl.

Marking(s):

DOT Label(s):

RCRA Label:

NFPA Diamond:



QUIZ: MODULE VI LABELING

TRUE or FALSE:

I. If a number of packages contain the same kind of waste,
only one package must be labeled completely.

If one package contains wastes which have more than one
hazard class, it should be labeled for the most hazardous
item.

3. The letters "RQ" are a marking requirement and are an
abbreviation for "reportable quantity".

For a material classified as corrosive in the DOT system, describe or
sketch the following:

a. Color of label and printing:

b. Figure and lettering on label:

List the type of information found in each of the four squares of the
National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) 704 Diamond.

B:

C:

6. How many DOT labels are required for a container of solid lithium hydride?

What label(s) are these?



Determine all the marking and labeling requirements for a 55-gallon drum
of methylhydrazine (draw or print the appropriate markings and labels).

Marking(s):

DOT Label(s):

RCRA Label:

NFPA Diamond:
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CHAPTER VI I

HAZARDOUS WASTE PACKAGING

LEARNING OUTCOMES DESIRED.

At the completion of this unit of instruction, you should be able to:

A. Determine whether or not an item is properly packaged.

Identify those items which, because of inadequate packaging, may

result in spills or other storage, transportation, and dlsposa]
problems.

C. Determine what action should be taken once a problem is identified
using local procedures and guidelines.

Use the Department of Transportatlon’s Hazardous Haterlals Table to

determine how a specific hazardous waste nmst be packaged in order
to be transported over public highways.

E. Identify DOT-approved containers.

F. If required, repackage, mark, and label hazardous wastes so that
spills or other incidents are prevented.

I I. INTRODUCTION.

Much of the difficulty that a Naval facility has with handling, storing,
and transporting hazardous waste could be reduced if the importance of
packaging was recognized. It’s more likely that leaks will be prevented
and worker injuries and environmental damage reduced if an item is
packaged with an understanding of its hazardous characteristics. During
this unit of instruction, we will review common packaging deficiencies
encountered and how to recognize a hazardous waste packaging problem;
proper packaging procedures; Department of Transportation (DOT)
regulations on labeling, marking, and packaging hazardous material prior
to transportation; types of DOT-approved containers available; and the
importance of understanding local procedures for handling hazardous
waste packaging problems.

III. POLICY CONSIDERATIONS.

There are specific DOT regulations governing the transportation of
hazardous material over the public highways (as well as other modes
of transportation). hese regulations, although developed for the
transportation of hazardous material, are referenced in the RCRA
regulations and therefore are applicable to hazardous waste also.
These regulations will be discussed in more specific detail later, but
generally are concerned with insuring that hazardous waste is packaged,
labeled, marked, and placarded in ways so that transportation-related
accidents and spills can be avoided. Obviously, the basis of these
regulations is that some methods of packaging, labeling, marking, and
placarding are better than others. If an item is packaged in
accordance with DOT regulations, it’s less likely to leak, spill, or
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IV.

react with other items to cause a serious safety problem. If
this is true, shouldn’t all items to be stored be packaged in
accordance with DOT regulations? After all, this could reduce
safety and environmental problems. A realistic consideration
is that money for materials and manpower is in short supply.
However, if no attention is paid to the packaging of hazard
items, there can be serious safety and envlronmenta] problems.
Therefore, some cost effective mode must exist to reduce the
problems caused bv the packaging of hazardous waste yet still
be practical in terms of available resources.

PACKING CONCEPTS.

In order to assist you in determining whether or not an item is
properly packaged, it’s necessary to have some understanding of
the packing process that should be used for any item. With this
knowledge, it’s easier to evaluate if some step has been
overlooked or done incorrectly which will cause difflcultv later
on. Developin an understanding of packaglnz concepts can also
help if you have to evaluate the adequacy of packaging of a
hazardous waste already in storage.

Ae Sequence of packin operations. The general sequence of
packing is divided into a series of basic operations which may
include some or all of the following steps, not necessarily
in the order given below. Think about how the hazardous
characteristics of certain items could affect each of these
steps.

Determine the packin requirements. Study the item’s
characteristics to determine the protection required and
the best way to provide it through the use of an adequate
container, suitable blocks, braces, and cushions and
appropriate barrier materials. This study should include
the item’s size, shape, fragility, and hazards; the types
of loads (easy, average, difficult); the mode of
transportation; storaze facilities (covered/uncovered);
the destination (domestic or overseas in the arctic,
temperate, or tropic zones); and legal requirements.

Select the container. Select and use an exterior
container that will meet all identified requirements.
This selection should consider all factors relevant to
Zlving adequate protection at a minimum cost to include
such things as the characteristics and limitations of
the container; its initial cost and upkeep expenses;
its weight and cube; its availability or obtainability
in appropriate quantities; its reusability; and its
non-reactlvlty with the material to be contained.

Prepare protective barriers. Prepare an appropriate
barrier to give weatherproofing protection not obtainable
from the container alone. Remember, certain hazardous
wastes need additional protection to prevent accidental
reactions with moisture or noncompatible chemicals.
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Insert and secure the item to the container. Insert the
item and secure it to the container to control or prevent
movement by means of adequate cushioning, blocking, and
bracing. The distinction between cushioning, blocking,
and bracing is that cushionln permits controlled
movement of the item within the container, while blocking
and bracing are designed to prevent movement of the item
within the container.

Seal the barrier, if used. Seal the barrier material by

means of adhesives, heat seals, pressure seals, or

sealinR tape to provide weatherproofness of the seams,
joints, and closures equal to that of the barrier
material itself.

Close the container. Close the container correctlv.
Exact procedures will vary depending upon the container
selected.

Reinforce the container. Reinforce the container with
metal strapping or reinforced tape, as appropriate, for
the container selected.

Mark the shipping container. Mark the container to
identify its contents and to insure movement to its
destination.

Item characteristics. Given that the first step in a
successful packing operation is a clear understanding of the
item, following are several important factors that should be
considered:

Shape. The shape of an item to be packed is an important
factor to consider in designing blocking and bracing. A
regular-shaped item with rectangular surfaces requires a

minimum of blocking, while an irregular-shaped item with
uneven projections often requires an elaborate blocking
system.

Size and weight. A large item may require more extensive
blocking and larger amounts of cushioning than a smaller
one. Since the impact force developed by the abrupt
stopping of a moving object is directly proportioned to
its weight, the weight of an item is very important in
considering the blocking and cushioning.

Strength and fragility. Some items are rugged enough to
withstand greater stacking loads and handlin forces than
their containers. On the other hand, there are many
items that require the maximum protection given by

packing materials. The degree of fragility of an item
determines the amount of cushioning required to protect
it from damage during handling and shipment.

Special packing requirements. Reusable and other special
purpose containers usually require special consideration
when packing the contents into the container. For
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instance, in reusable containers, the blocking and
cushioning must be arranged so that it may be easily
removed and when replaced still adequately protect the
contents.

Realistic concerns. All of the things discussed above should
be considered in packing any item, therefore, it is important
that even more care be taken with hazardous waste. Yet there
are a number of factors that can lead to less attention being
given this area. For example:

I. Does the generator understand why proper packaging is
important?

Packing something correctly takes more time and effort
initially than just doing enough to get by. If you do
not understand why proper packaging is important and
think it takes resources that could be spent elsewhere,
you will probably choose not to follow proper packing
procedures.

COMMON PACKAGING PROBLEMS.

If an important method of preventing safety and environmental
problems is early identification of potential packaging problems,
then it is necessary for workers to be able to recognize such
problems. They can then take action in accordance with local
policy to prevent spills from occurring. There are both obvious
and not so obvious things to look for when evaluating the
packaging of hazardous waste. Some of these areas of concern are
reviewed below:

DOT checklist. DOT has published a checklist of things
to be reviewed to check compliance with DOT hazardous waste
reulations. The llst can be helpful to raise questions
regarding the adequacy of labeling, packaging and marking
of waste. It can also be useful when trying to determine
if waste being transported is being done so legally. The
checklist is useful in identifying the following problems:

I. Packaging (containers in general).

(a) Use of DOT specification containers which are not
authorized for the conodity being shipped.

(b) Use of containers that are leaking.

(c) Manufacturing and marking containers as meeting a DOT
specification when it does not meet the specification.

(d) Containers improperly marked.

(e) Offering for shipment improperly packaged waste.

2. Containers (miscellaneous).
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(a) Steel containers.

Labeled containers (without further overpack) with
no DOT specification marking.

Containers of hazardous wastes with temporary
repairs (damaged, sealed with tape, putty,
chewing um, or screws) or shipped upside down.

Labeled containers that are dented, rusted, or
corroded.

(NOTE: These are judgmental decisions.)

Labeled containers on which specification markings
are illegible.

Labeled reused containers marked STC and/or 17C,
17E, and 17H with no reconditioner’s marking.

(b) Corrugated fiberboard.

Boxes with no DOT specification marking when inside
containers are larer than the limited quantity
exception for the commodity.

Boxes marked with DOT specification markings which
are poorly constructed (gaps, uneven closures,
seams, and joints separating).

Boxes damaged by water.

Improperly closed boxes (look for masking tape,
cellophane tape, and string).

Leaking containers.

Non-DOT specification fiberboard box used in lieu of
using specification container when required.

(c) Polyethylene containers.

lllegiblv marked containers.

Leaking containers offered for shipment.

(d) Fiber drums.

Non-DOT specification fiber drums.

Fiber drums constructed of materials weaker than
required by the specification.

Use of fiber drum marked DOT-21A without inside
polyethylene liner.
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Usin fiber drum marked STC more than once for
hazardous wastes.

Fiber drum damaged by forklift truck.

Improper markings on containers for the commodity
bein shipped.

(e) Cylinders.

Reuse of single-use cylinders such as DOT
Specification 39.

Cylinders beyond test date.

Cylinders in improper conditions (no valve
protection, bulze in side, dented or corroded,
defective valve).

Cylinders improperly marked (duplication of serial
numbers).

Cylinders offered for transportation without proper
identification of contents.

lllezible cylinder markinzs.

(f) Portable tanks.

Name of owners or lessee omitted on tank.

No labels and/or placards displayed on container
contalnin hazardous wastes.

Labelinz.

(a) No labels on outer container to represent mixed pack-
ages of hazardous wastes.

(b) Label on the container not consistent with the hazard
class on the shipping papers.

() Use of obsolete labels.

(d) Color and/or size of label does not meet the
standards of title 49, CFR, section 172.407.

Markin of containers.

(a) No commodity description (proper shippln name) on
the container.

(b) No DOT exemption number on containers shipped under
DOT exemptions.
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(c) Container markings not in a contrasting color.

(d) Container of liquid hazardous waste not marked on
outside THIS END UP or THIS SIDE UP.

(e) Reconditioned drms improperly marked.

(f) Portable tanks not marked with proper name of the
hazardous waste.

Common observations. Anyone walking through an area where
waste is stored or reviewing reportsof accidents/spills will
notice certain common problems associated with the packagin
of hazardous wastes. Personnel should be especially alert to
these problems and correct them as soon as possible. These
include:

I. Pallets made of defective material--weak, broken boards.

2. Fiberboard containers weakened by water or spills of
other waste.

3. Incompatible wastes packaged together.

4. Use of incompatible cushioning material with packaged
item.

Improper stacking of contalners--overhang on pallets;
containers stacked too high; crushing of packages on
bottom; stacks leaning.

6. Package not labeled when waste is hazardous.

7. Package incorrectly labeled.

8. Drums overfilled--no room for expansion (outage).

9. Leaking containers.

I0. Corroded, rusty drums.

II. Drums not closed correctly; damaged chimes.

12. Incompatible packages of hazardous waste stored together
(we will talk more about this problem in another unit of
instruction).

Local procedures. Assuming that you have observed one or
more of the above problems, what action should you take
next? Again, realistically, you may be restriced by resource
constraints but you should realize that some ways of handling
the situation are better than others. Ideally, steps should
be taken to upgrade the packaging of the waste so that it can
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VII.

be safely handled, stored, and eventually transported. This
implies that a capacity to do this should be available at
your facility.

You should also identify procedures that need to be changed
to minimize similar future problems. This could include
improved storage procedures (do not put boxes in locations
where they can get wet and do not stack so that containers
are damaged). These changes will not be easy; it will
require hard work on the part of all workers. It maF not
cause immediate benefits that higher management can measure
and praise but it will, in the long run, increase
productivity and reduce accidents and spills.

OVERPACK DRUIDS.

Overpack drums are used to store or dispose of leaking
containers. Rather than completely repackage leaking hazardous
waste containers, they can be placed in overack drums, thereby,
eliminating health and environmental problems. These drums are
slightly larger than a standard 55-gallon drum and can be used to
hold leaking drums, other leaking containers, and spill or other
contaminated materials.

Procurement. Overpack drums are now in the Federal supply
system. There are two types available. Both types meet DOT
standards and are 16-gage steel. Type 1 is a one-trlp drum
designed for disposal purposes. It has no lining and is not
suitable for long-term storage. Type 2 is a reusable drum.
It has a sprayed on epoxy phenolic lining designed for
long-term storage and disposal purvoses. It can be
triple-rlnsed for reuse.

I. NSN 8110-01-101-4055, 85-gallon disposal drum.

2. NSN 8110-01-101-4056, 85-gallon recovery drum.

LABELING AND MARKING.

Labeling. As explained in a previous unit of instruction,
one of the key requirements under the DOT system of hazardous
material regulations is that proper labels be used to identlfv
the hazards of the item being shipped. Understanding what
these labels mean is very. important to workers because it lets
them know what the dangerous characteristics of an item are.
With this information, it’s possible to identlfV storage and
waste handling problems and, therefore, reduce the chance of
a spill or accident. If there is a spill or fire, it is
imperative the workers be able to quickly identify the
contents of the containers. Without proper labels/markings
this may be impossible. In addition proper labels/marklngs
assist in determining whether wastes are stored compatibly.
As packages are moved about, it becomes increasingly difficult
to keep track of where everything is and in many cases you may
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not have time to look it up; therefore, each package must be
able to be identified quickly and easily. All facility
personnel should, therefore, develop and use an understandln
of labeling requirements to identify potential packaging
problems.

Marking. If hazardous waste is transported in accordance
with the DOT hazardous material regulations, it must contain
specific markings to include such things as the shipping
names, technical names, consignee’s name/address; gross
weight; "this side up" and ORM (other regulated material)
designations. You should have an understanding of the DOT
markings since this information can help you in determining:

at hazards are associated with the item (by enabling
you to use technical information sources such as the DOT
Commodity List or the Hazardous Materials Information
System).

2. If the packaging is adequate.

3. If the waste is stored properly.

DOT SPECIFICATION CONTAINERS.

You should be able to recognize DOT specified containers. If you
can tell if a container meets DOT requlrements you can predict
whether or not packaging or storage problems are llkely. You can
also tell if your facility is storing hazardous wastes correctly
under RCRA reulatlons. Since DOT containers are required for
storing or transporting hazardous wastes, you can also determine
if hazardous waste is being shipped in accordance with DOT
regulations. While actual specifications for approved DOT
containers are complex (see appendix A for an example), they must
be followed by manufacturers to meet DOT requirements. Look at
the pictures in figures 1-4 to see some typical examples of
containers meeting DOT regulations. A table cross referencing
DOT container specifications with DOD container specifications is
on pages 15 and 16.
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DOT 17H

BOLT RING
12 GAUG E---===_________
TOPHEA

17E/17H
TESTED 2/74 ’DOT RI000

5/8 INCH BOLT

THREE ROLLING
HOOPS

DOT-17E CONVERTED
TO DOT-17H

BOTTOM CHIME

(DOT 17E)

Tight-head 20/18-gauge 55-gal. drum

TOP HEAD (18-gaJge steel)

3/4" FITTING:ITTINGTOP CHIME

ROLLING HOOP

SHELL (20-gauge)

BOTTOM HEAD
(18-gauge)

Figure i. Typical DOT specification drums.
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SLOTTED CONTAINER 3 PIECE RECESSED END BOX TELESCOPE BOX

TRIPLE SLIDE BOX DOUBLE SLIDE BOX

EXAMPLES OF FIBERBOARD BOX STYLES MENTIONED IN THE
HAZARDOUS MATERIALS REGULATIONS TITLE 49-C F R

200
84
5 INCHES

NOT A DOT MARKING REQUIREMEN

DOT-128
John Doe Rox Company

Chicago, Illinois

REQUIRED DOT SPECIFICATION MARKING

Oetermlnln Proper Fiberboard Strength and ype for a DOT

pecificatlon Fiberboard Box

I. Read authorized gross weight from DOT specification
marking.

Consult applicable specification requirements in 49, CFR.
Determine fiberboard strength and type from gross
weight table.

Compare with flberboard strength (Bursting Test) and type
(solid, slnglewall or doublewall) on box maker’a
certificate.

Figure 2. Typical DOT specification fiberboard boxes.
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Figure 3. Typical DOT specification wooden boxes.
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EXAMPLES OF TYPICAL DOT SPECIFICATION FIBER DRUMS

STEELLEVER
ACTUATED
LOCKING RING
TOPCOVER

STEEL TOP

TOP CHIME

FRICTION TYPE
SLIP ON COVER
SECURED WITH
GUMMED OR
PRESSURE
SENSITIVE TAPE

SOLID FIBERBOARD
SIDEWALLS

BOTTOM
CHIME

FOR DRY PRODUCTS
DOT SPECIFICATION 21-C (Ref. Title 49 CFR See. 178.224)

INSIDE CONTAINER
(MOLDED OR THERMO FORMED

POLYETHYLENE)

STEEL TOP CHIME

SOLID FIBERBOARD
SIDEWALLS

BOTTOM
STEEL CHIME

OPEN HEAD DRUM
TIGHT HEAD DRUM

FOR LIQUID PRODUCTS
DOT SPECIFICATION 21-P (Ref. Title 49 CFR $ec.178.225)Composite fiber Overpacks for DOT inside Specification 25Lor 2U inside polyethylene container.

Figure 4. Typical DOT specification fiber drums.
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IX. DOT HAZARDOUS MATERIALS TABLE.

XI.

The use of this table is necessary to determine what the DOT
packaging requirements are for the transportation of various
hazardous wastes. While you will not be using this table
everyday, you should know how to use it. If you do, you will
then be able to determine what package DOT considers necessary to
transport various types of hazardous waste safely. Column 5 in
the table gives you exceptions and specific packaging required
for each hazardous waste listed. By turning to the sections of
the DOT regulations cited, you can determine the general
requirements for shipment and packaging as well as shipping
container specifications for each hazardous waste listed.
Understanding these requirements gives you a better abilltv to
evaluate whether or not a hazardous waste is adequately packaged.

TRAINING AVAILABLE.

As you have probably realized by now, packaging hazardous waste
is a complex business. There are a number of Department of
Defense (DOD) schools that conduct courses in this area. Some of
the courses identified in the Defense Management Education and
Training Catalog (DOD 5010.16-C) include:

Defense Packaging of Hazardous Materials for Transportation
(SB-FT/822-FT(JT)), Joint Military Packaging Training Center,
Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD (7 days).

B. Transportation of Hazardous Materials (Air and Surface),
J3AZR 60000 002 (AF), Sheppard Air Force Base, TX (8 days).

Co Transportation and Storage of Hazardous Materials,
A-SC-0023(NV) Naval School, Transportation Management,
Oakland, CA (2 weeks).

Do Technical Transportation of Hazardous Materials, DACS
AMMOMTMC-2 (JT) USA Defense Ammunition Center and School,
Savanna, IL.

SUMMARY.

During this unit of instruction, we have reviewed common
packaging deficiencies encountered; talked about how to recognize
a potential/actual hazardous waste packaging problem; discussed
DOT regulations on labeling and marking hazardous waste, viewed
several types of DOT-approved containers and practiced using the
DOT Hazardous Materials Table as it relates to packaging
requirements. You should now be able to determine whether an
item is properly packaged. You should now realize why proper
packaging is important for the safe handling, storing, and
transporation of hazardous wastes.
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TABLE VlI-I

311
31IN
3C
31i

;IA 4811X
31 I’1-

I:EliERAL/H! I.ITAIIY CONTAINF.II SPECIFICATIONS
Ruler to AFK 71-4, AI-cii "2 or Changus

CFR "ri t e 49
Part

17it.
178.2
178..%
178,-I--:-

178.7
178. I)

178.15

178.14

178.5

178.20

178.22

178.23
178.25
178.21)

178.28

178.29
178.30
178.31
178.32
178.33
178.33A
178.34
178.3S
178.35a

178.27
178.71
178.24

178.30

178.37

178.38
178.39
178.40
178.41
178.42
178,43

178.44

Fed er;l I/H ry
Specificat iOil

PPI)-B-585, I)PP-II-II21

IlOn)

none
PPILB-621, PPP-B-i}I)I

III I.-ll- 112
HI I.-II- 112
nolle

nolle

PPII-B-61il, PIILS-621

I1 I.-C-38756

PPP-B-O.%O, Type CF-liIll 275

UU -S-48
PPP-C-(I

1411.-C- 3955, HI l.-E- 128114
PPP- 11-1055

none
ilone

none
none
none

nolle

none

I11!.-11-41111311, Styles A ilnd II
PPP-C-S69

none
none
nolle

MIL-C-7905, HII.-{:-II7L

RR-C-91II. IqlI.-C-1173_ HII,-

C-79ll5o

nolle

nolle

none
llOlle

nolle

nl)li

nul|e

DOT

Specification

4A
4AA 480

4BA

4B=240=ET

48=240=FL

4BH

4D

4DA

4DS

4E
4L

58

5C

5F
SII
5K
5L

5P
SX
6A
68
6C
6D

bK
L

7

8AL-

CFR Title 49
P:irt

178.48
178.49
178.56

178.50
178.51 --178.55

178.54

178.61

178.52
178.53

178.58

178.47

178.68
178.57
178.80
178.81
178.82

178.83
178.84
178.85
178.87
178.88
178.8
178.90
178.92
178.I
178,7
178.98
178.99
178.102

178.100
17B. IOI
178.103

178..%51i
178.59

178.60

178.6.%

Federal/Hilitary
Spec f ic a t ioll

none
nolle

HIL-C-II733

XR=C-910
nole

nooe

noe

none

none
llone

none

none

RR=C-910
none
PPP-P-704, Te I, Class 8 and 12
PPP-D-700, Type
PPP-D-729, Tle I; PPP-D-70S,
Type I; Class 8 alld 12.
PPP-D-700, Type II
PPP-D-700, Type Ill
none
none
none
HIL-C-1283, S gal Calls

lione

none
noe
PPP--7
PP--7.%
one
nOlle

noe
nol|e

Olle

none
HIL-C-3701

HI I,-C-3701

none
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Speci ficat ion

iOA
lOB
10C
IIA
lib
12A
128
12C
12D
12E
1211
12P
12R

13
13A
14
ISA

158

15C

ISD-:

ISE
ISL

ISM

15P

15X
16A
168
1611

17C
17E

17F
1711

17X
188
19A
198
21P

CFT Title 49
Part

178.155
178.156
178.157
178.160
178.161
178.210
178.205
178.206
178.207
178.208
178.209
178.211
178.212

178.140
178.141
178.165
178.168

178.169

178.170

178.171

178.172
178.176

178.177

178.182

178.181
178.185
178.186
178.187

178.115
178.116

178.118
178.118

’178.119
178.193
178.190
178.191
178.225

Federal/Military
Specification

,lone

none
none
NN-K-231
NN-K-231
none
PPP-B-636, Type CF or SF
PPP-B-636, Type CF or SF
nofle

none
noRo

nono
none

nolle

,none

nolle

PPP-B-621, Styles 1,2,2,3,6,
and 7.

PPP-B-621, Styles 1,2,2,3,6,
and 7.

PPP-B-621, Styles 1,2,21/2,3,6,
and 7.

PPP-B-621, Styles 1,2,2,3,6,
and 7.

nolle

none

none

none

IIOe
PPP-B-SSS
PPP-B-585
PPP- B- 585

PPP-P-704; Type I, Class 4 and 11
PPP-D-729; PPP-D-70S, Type

and II; PPP-P-704, Type I,
Class 3 and 9.

none
PPP-D-729, Type IV; PPP-D-70S,
Type V; PPP-P-704, Type II,
Class 8.

nolle

none

PPP-B-601
nono
none

DOT
Spec ficat ion

21C
22A
228
22C
23F
23G

231.1
28
28A
29
31
32A
32B
32C
32D

33A

348
36A
368
36C
37A

378
37C
371{

3714

37P
40

41

428
42C

42D
42E
42F
42G
4211

43A
448
44C
44D
44
44P
458

CFT Title 49
Part

178.224
178.190
178.197
178.198
178.214
178.218

178.219
178.8
178.9
178.226
178.15
178.146
178.147
178.149
178.148

178.150
178.19

178.12
178.230
178.233
178.234
178.131

178.132
178.135
178.130
178.134

178.133
178.66

178.67

178.107
178.108

178.109
178.136
178.110
178.111
178.112

178.18
178.236
178.237
178.238
178.239
178.241
178.240

Federai/Hil it:iry
.Spot float on

none
nolle

nolle

none
PPP-B-636, Type CF and SF
none

PPP-B-636, Type SF
none
none
PPP-T-495, Type
none
141L-C-3082, Style C
IIoIle

none
nolle

nofle

none

none
PPP-B-35
PPP-B-35
PPP-B-35
PPP-D-70S; PPP-P-704, Type I!,
Class 1, 3, and 5.

nolle

nolle

none
norle

PPP-P- 1337
none

none

none
nolle

nell e

nolle

nolle

noi|e

nolle

none
none
none
nolle

none
none
nolle
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APPENDIX A

SAMPLE DOT CONTAINER SPECIFICATIONS

Subpad D---Specifications for Metal
Barrels, D r u rn s, Kegs, Cases,
Trunks, and Boxes
80tc: The provtston of ub D
spp F. 193. D. 39. 19. expt.w..1.
178.80 Sifieatlon 5; stl bal.

Removable hed connewm
pm reqds suo.

178I mpl]ance.

() s de.

178.82 Rat capachy.

() Cl med. see

sgh-d cone not
1 (r) capl 1
pe. nor r ra ca-
pi p1 2 rn pX qua. ex-

c ha for nne over 30 go

no I pciy pl 2

nt. r esr m P"

plY of btle- nem

rtb ra capacl pl 3 -

178.80-- Composition.

(&) Sheet for tly nd heaths to be

low crbon. besh or elecrlc stl
Stalress steel, when used, must be, ex*

cep for roL1ng hoops nd cttme re-
forcement. n ausemc 18 nd 8 chrome

nickel sloy w.h carbon conn nt

over 0,08 pe-cent, or oher evlent
grades.

178.80-5 Seams.

(&) Body sess welded.

178.80- Cime reinforcement.

(&) Conaner over 25 gnllons caPa-
i. tb flg hes ,
ave ce relomt ua for
t proco

178.80-7 Par and dlmenionl.

(&) Ps,.,’ts and dlnenlona a.s follows:

Mrked evMty not Tyl of

I0 do

M do
|I0 do

do
M do
|to do
I do

I BUce
do

,%flnimum bleineS.
uncoated sheets
(gauge)

Body sheet Hed sheet

14
18

16
14 14
18 18

14 14
16
14 14
14 16

,,oUtn booD.

Typ
Sze sue

[44 FR 6bi97. Nocmber i9. [9"9}
"Rolled deed hoops.
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APPENDIX A (CONTINUED)

(b) Steel sheets of SlCJed gaug
shall comply wlth the fOllOWing:

No.

|3

14

Nomil
thlckn

0747
.0
047
09

TMctness shall b mesur at any
ehet no less than A inch from edKe.

178.g0-4] Rolling hp.

Mlmum
thickness

(,ncb)

O. {MI7
077

.042S
O324
.02

otnt on the

(a) Separate hoop to have tight fit
on shell and be firmly secured in place.
Beading under rolling hoops not per-
mltted. Attachment to drum body By
spot welding, except for continuous r
skstance method, not permitted. Weld-
In of I-bar tYpe directly to body of drm
tn any mmer not permitted.

178.80-9 Clmure.
(a) Adequate to prevent leakage; gas-

kets required.
(b) Closing part (plug. cp, plate, ere.,

see Note I) must be of metal as thick as
prescribed for head of contatner; tl
not required for containers of 12 gallon
or less when the opening to be closed
not over 2.7 inches in diameter. If un-
hxeaded cap is used It must be provided
with ouIde sealing devices which ca,-
not be removed without destroying
cap or sealing device.
No’f I: "l’nls does not apply o cap

over a closurs which compiles with all
qulremen.

(o) For closure with threated plng or
cap, the seat (flange, eto.) for Plng, or
cap. must have 3 or more comple
threads; two drainage holes of not oor
.-Inch diameter are allowed. Ping, or
cap, must have sucient length of
thread to engage 3 threads when screwed
home with gasket in place.

(d) removable head drums over
5 gallons capacity must be closed by
means of 12 gauge belted ring with drop
forged lugs, one of which is threaded,
and having % inch bolt and nut for
drums not over 30 gallons capacity and
% inch belt and nut for drums over
gallons capacity. Five gallon drunm
must be of lug type closure with
cover having at least 16 lugs. Other types
of closures are authorized if they perform
without failure under the tests required by
this section and a record of the tests is re-
tained during the period the closure is in
use.

[- FR 66197, November 19. 1979}
ca Lealr and other delets to be r

Daired by method used in constructing
container, not by soldertt.
173.80-I I
a) ,Jrltg on ach contaAner by emo

ossmg on head. except that such emo

bossment must be on the permanent
head for drums haviug removable hets.
with raised marks, or by embossing or
die stampin on footrtng on drum
equipped with footrings, or on metal
plates securely attached to dru by braz-
ing or welding not leas than 20 percent
of the perimeter, as follows:

(I) DOT-5. In addition, when the
container is of stainless steel, the type
of steel used in body and head sheets
as IdenMfled by American Iron and Steel
Institute type number, and also the let-
ters HT following steel desIKntlon on
containers subjected to s..ss reUevtng
or heat treatment durlng mnufactre
(for example, DOT-5-304 or DOT-5--304
HT as applicable), shall be shown.

(2) Name or svmbol of person making
the marks specified in paragraph
(1) of this section. Symbol. if used.
must be regiszered with the Associate
rector for OE.
[43 FR 3644, August 17. 1978; 4-I FR
577, September 27, 1979]

(3) Gange of metal in thinne px,
rated capaty in gallons, and year of
manufacture (for example,
When ange of metal in body dlers
from that in head, both must be
cared with slantln llne between d
with gauge of body indicated first (for

xample 14/1-5r-0 for body 14 gange
and head 1 gange).

178.80-12 S|ze of markings.
() Size of markings (minimum) ’"high for 3-gallon or less, %’ for over 33

and not over 5 gallons, and 1 for over
5 allon&

1780-I Type ze,
(a) Samples taken at random and

closed as for use, shall withstand pre-
scribed tests without leakage. Tests to
be made of each type and sze by each
company starting production and to be
repe,ted every 4 months. Samples last
tested to be retained until further tests
are made or for 1 year, whichever period

shorter. The type tests are as follows:
(I) ’rest by dropping, filled with wter

to 95 percent capacity, from height of 4
feet onto solid concrete so as to strike
dionally on chime, or when without
chime seam. to sUke on other circum-
ferential seam; also additional drop
on any other par which might be oon-
sldered weaker than the chime. Closln
devices and other par proJectin be-
yond chime or rolling hoops must eAso
be capable of witistandin 2ts
() Hydrostatic pressure te of 40

pounds per suare inch sustained for
minutes; except that full removable head
drums must susie,in 20 pouncts per squxe

(3) Periodic drop and hydrostatic tests
axe not required when containers fabrl-
cated of statrtless steel hve satAsfsortly
with-tood prescribed tests at the original
star of production Satisfactory test

results must be obtained on samvles of
subsequent containers that have teen
altered in design or construction. In in-
stances where manufacturers have sus-
pended production for a interval of
12 months or more, drop and hydrostatic
tests must be again conducted as pre-
scribed in subparagraphs (1) and (2) of
ths paragraph s.s for original start of
production. Samples last tested to be
retained until further tests are made or
for one year. whichever period i.s shorter.

178.80-14 Leakage test.

(a) Each container shall be tested, with
seams under water or covered with soap-
suds or heavy oil, b.v interior air pressure
of at least 15 pounds per square inch.
Equally efficient means of testing may he
authorized upon approval by the Associate
Director for dE. Leakers shall be rejected
or repaired and retested without failure.
Removable head containers need not be
tested with heads in place except that sam-
ples taken at random and closed as for use.
of each type and size, must be tested at
start of production and repeated every 4
months. Samples last tested must be re-
tained until further tests are made or for
,’,’ear.
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ARTHUR M. STEVENS
Justrite Mfg. Co,
Des Plaines, IL Handling Flammable

LiqUids Safely
Classification and Storage Guidelines

!1 andling flammable liquids in
|| the plant presents numerous

’.. hazards. A drum of flammable sol-. vent arriving at the receiving dock
is potentially a powerful bomb that:,. careless handling or storage can

:...: detonate. Pound for pound, flam-. ’./. mable liquids can. explode with
’:’ more force than dynamite. For ex-. ample, 5 gal of gasoline is estimated.... to explode with a force equal to 415...: "" lb of dynamite.

Flammable or combustible liquid. vapors ignite first in 22 percent of
"- all fires in industrial plants. Be-

cause flammable liquids are so oh-
viously hazardous plant procedures
must include the safety factors nee-,
essary to keep flammables pro-
tected, if not isolated, from expo-
sure to fire. This series of three

" articles discusses the safe control of
flammable liquids in the plant,
from storage to transfer and use, to

.:-i.:: disposal. The first article defines
"(i-! !::i.. flammable liquids, and reviews safe
:i:... storage .practices and the equip-

ment available to maximize safety.
":. Future articles will outline the pro-

cedures to follow and .the equ.ip-

merit to use for transferring, using,
and disposing of flammables.

Definition and classification--
What is a flammable liquid? A
flammable liquid is defined by the
Occupational Safety’and Health
Administration (OSHA) and by
National Fire Protection Associa-
tion (NFPA) standard 30*, "’Flam-
mable and Combustible Liquids
Code," as any liquid with a flash
point below 100 F (37.8 C) and
a vapor pressure not exceeding
40 psia at 100 F.

Flash point is the lowest temper-
ature at which a liquid gives off suf-
ficient vapor to form an ignitable
mixture with air. In a flammable
liquids fire, the vapors from the liq-
uid ignite. Vapor pressure is the
pressure exerted by the evaporation
of vapor above the surface of a liq-
uid in a closed container. Vapor
pressure of a liquid increases with
temperature. Properties of some
common flammable liquids are
listed in Table I.
=NFPA 30, "Rzmmabl(C) and Combustible Liquids Code."
may b ocdetod from the Nltional Fire Protection
tio, Battermareh Park, Quincy. MA 02269; 617-770-
3500.

Drums must be prepared for dispensing flammable liquids. This horizontally-stored
drum is equipped with a self-closing safety faucet, a safety vent. and grounding and
bonding wires. The drum rests on a cradle; a drip can has been placed under thefaucet.
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Flammable liquids are called
Class liquids and are divided into
three groups--Class IA, IB, and
IC--according to the degree of the
hazard. Liquids with flash points
above 100 F are called combustible.
The classification system is outlined -:..:<.
in Table II. ’::.,

Many plants using several classes .,.:
of flammable and combustible liq-
uids have found it practical to store
and handle all classes as Class IA
liquids. This approach simplifies .-
training and minimizes compliance
problems. It also is safer. .
Storage--A fire requires fuel,

oxygen, and heat. The safety equip-
ment and methods used to handle
flammable liquids must control one
or more of these essentials from the
time flammable liquids arrive until
they are spent or disposed of as
waste and removed from the plant.
Safe storage of flammables is best
discussed by following a drum of
flammable liquid from arrival at
the plant through dispensing and
use.

Before the drum is moved from
the receiving dock, a drum vent
should be installed. The 2 in. bung
cap is simply removed and the vent
is screwed in. A vent should be
installed, even if the drum will be
stored temporarily, before a pump
or a faucet for dispensing the con-
tents is put in place.
The safety drum vnt prevents

pressure from budding up ms,de the
drum if it is exposed to heat. It also
prevents a vacuum from forming if
the drum ig subjected to sudden
cooling. Increased pressure in a
drum is the major cause of the
explosion of-flammable liquids.
Both pressure and vacuum can
cause a drum to fail or leak.

After an approved drum vent is
installed, the drum can be moved
safely to a drum storage room or
secured in a safety storage cabinet
near the area it will be used, and set
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." ;’3’.TABLE I. PROPERTIES OF COMMON FLAMMABLE LI(UIDS

COMMON NAME POINT, F* POINT, F " LFl_,.percent ".:UFL, percent

Acetone 0 c.c. 134 2.6 12.8
Benzene (Benzol) 12 c.c. 76 1.4 8.0
Ethyl Alcohol
(Ethanol) 61 o.c. 173 3.3 19

Hetane 25 c.c. 209 1.2 6.7
IsODrOl:yf Alcohol 59 o.c, 180 2 12
Methyl Alcohol
(Methanol) 54 o.c. 149 6 36.5
Naphtha, V.M,&P 20 c.c. 200.400 0.9 6.0
Toluene 40 c.c. 231 1.27

A below 73 below
B below 73 above 00= C atleast 73. but below100

II at least 100, t below 40

IIIB 200 and above

Storing drums vertically, and pumping
the flammable liquids, is generally faster
and safer than using a faucet. This meth-
od does not require all the accessory
equipment needed for faucet-draining.
Most pumps include fill hoses and have
built-in pressure relief vents, vacuum. breakers, and drip-proof spouts. Integral
bonding wire in the hoses minimizes stat-
ic electricity, end counters on the pumps
accurately measure the volume of liquid
dispensed.

up for dispensing. In most plants,
bulk supplies of flammables are
stored in drum rooms in 30 and 55
gal drums. Smaller quantities are
’held more conveniently in safety
cans with capacities of 5 gal or less
in cabinets close to the point of
USe.

The flammable liquids storage
room is probably the first place an
OSHA inspector would check for
violations. Many problems can de-
velop here because storage rooms
are not usually well-patrolled by
management. The people using
them often are hurried and not as
careful as they should be.

Nonetheless, OSHA has issued
numerous safety requirements to
which drum rooms must conform
from the type of construction, light-

FILE ’7040

ing, switches, and ventilation to the
protection systems that are in-
stalled. Approved methods of
equipping a drum and dispensing
liquids from it must be followed.
Aisle widths, stacking heights, and
maximum storage capacities, also
are indicated. The OSHA regula-
tionsSubpart H, section
19 I0.106--should be consulted for
specific measures.
NFPA 30, "Flammable and

Combustible Liquids Code," espe-
cially chapter 4, also is an excellent
guide to proper drum room con-
struction and should be studied be-
fore a storage room is built. It
reviews the use of fire doors, sills,
and ramps; shelving materials; wir-
ing; and the installation of either
gravity or continuous mechanical
exhaust ventilation systems. The
standard also outlines the need for
and application of automatic fire
protection systems in storage
rooms. However, as state and local
codes may vary from national stan-
dards, they also should be reviewed
before the drum room is planned.
Once the drum of flammable liq-

uid is in place in an adequately con-
structed storage room, it should be
connected by a grounding wire to

the room’s grounding system.
Grounding allows static electricity
charges to drain off before they can
build up to spark-producing poten-
tial. Any earth ground that permits
good metal-to-metal contact to the
grounding-wire damping mecha-
nism is acceptable. Cold water
pipe are "commonly used; however,
care must be taken to assure that
plastic piping does not interrupt
conductivity between the points at
which the earth ground is estab-
lished and the drums are
grounded.

Dispensing--Each drum must
also be prepared for dispensing us-
ing one of two approved methods,
depending on storage position. Hor-
izontally-stored drums are faucet-
drained and depend on gravity flow
for dispensing. In addition to being
equipped with a safety vent and
grounding wire, drums stored in
this way must be outfitted with a
safety faucet, drip can, and bonding
wire. The bonding wire connects a
container being filled to the drum.

Use of a drum cradle simplifies
moving a drum in cramped areas
and allows for easier shifting from
the vertical to the horizontal posi-
tion. The cradle also serves as a sta-
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Drums and barrels could be thought of as hav-
ing a life of their own, especially if they are fill-
ed with hazardous materials. Wi::n they are
stored in the wrong place, are handled roughly
or become damaged, they can become
dangerous and unpredictable..A drum on-the-
loose and rolling could explode or knock down
equipment or people, causing severe damage or
injury. So handle with care .azd do not
underestimate the power of a drum f:;r injury or
destruction.

Ask yourself: can you handle the drum alone or should you get assistance?; do you nave enough room to safelymove this barrel or drum7; what problems could yo:-’ :ossibly encounter?; what can do to avoid these prob-lems?

Use safety gloves, shoes and any other protective clczhing given to you by your supervisor.

Use any special handling equipment given to you to Ii: the drums or barrels. Remember: a full 5.-gallon drumcould weigh as much as 800 Ibs.

Only bring to the operations area enough materials in drums and barrels for one shift.
Barrels and drums should be stored in nonhazardous areas, with proper ventilation and fire safety systems.Stored, filled drums should not be placed in direci suli.ht. Always store drums off the ground with the largeclosure upward.

Check labels on containers before stacking. Different m:terials should be stored separately wih wide aisles be-tween.

When stacking barrels and drums, make sure the ends f the bottom row are blocked.
Loosen closure vents above the liquid level at frcquen in.-rvaIs to relieve possible internal pressure. After vent.ing, rctighten the closure.

Never strike drums with tools or other metal objects.

Check barrels and drums for projecting nails, jagged hcops and metal bands, loose or protruding wire ends, andsplinters and slivers.

Do not attempt to make rcp,irs on any damaged drum., ccciailv filled drums. Only drum owners or manufac.turing plants should make repairs on empty drums.

Do not smoke when filling, handling, testing or cmpt:,-i? drums.

Never put water or other liquids foreign to the origial .’)ntents in the drum. Return the drum to the supplierwhen empty.

Products spilled on the outside of the drum should he

Art the ’Oltents have been removed, drums should br c:ompletely drained and the closure securely replaced.
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About HMTC

HMTC
Activities

The Hazardous Materials Technical
Center (HMTC), established in June
1982 by the Defense Logistics Agency
(DLA), is operated by the Dynamac
Corporalion of Rockville, Maryland.
The U.S. Army Environmental Hygiene
Agency is the technical monitor for
the Center.

The purpose of HMTC is to provide
technical expertise to DOD personnel
involved with the handling, storage,
transportation, and disposal of hazard-
ous materials. This expertise will be
furnished through access to a tech-
nology database and availability of
handbooks, reports, bibliographies,
abstracts, and newsletters. In addi-
tion, HMTC will provide technical
support to the DOD Hazardous and
Solid Waste Management Committee.

HMTC will conduct the following
major activities related to hazardous
materials technology and regulations:

Develop and operate a database
incorporating technical literature,
regulations, and current research
Develop handbooks, state-of-the-art
reports, technology reviews, and
related products
Publish a newsletter, compendium
of abstracts of current literature,
and bibliographic index
Provide a response service to
technical and bibliographic inquiries
Provide environmental and disposal
information for incorporation into
the Hazardous Materials Informa-
tion System operated by DLA.

Database
Development

Product
Development

Current
Awareness

Inquiry
Processing

HMTC staff will research published
and unpublished materials and enter
relevant information into lhe HMTC
database. This database, consisting of
a computer-indexed physical
repository, will contain the latest
information on:

Chemical/physical properties of
hazardous materials
Safety and health data
Storage, handling, and transporta-
tion procedures
State-of-the-art disposal methods
Pertinent Federal, State, and local
laws and regulations.

HMTC staff will prepare technical
products that will include handbooks,
comprehensive monographs, state-of-
the-art reports, technology assess-
ments, abstracts, indexes, and critical
reviews. These products will be
tailored to fulfill your needs for
specific, detailed, authoritative, and
usable information for solving hazard-
ous materials problems.

You will be able to keep abreast of
current information through the HMTC
newsletter and compendium of HMTC
abstracts and bibliographic indexes.
As a part of the current awareness
program, HMTC staff will evaluate
your response to HMTC services and
products to ensure that they fit your
needs.

HMTC has been established for your
use. For additional information or to
discuss your hazardous materials
problems, contact HMTC.

Call 800-638-8958
In Maryland, callcollect
301-468-8858
FTS No. 202-468-8858



CHAPTER VIII

HAZARDOUS WASTE HANDLING

I. LEARNING OUTCOMES DESIRED.

At the completion of this unit of instruction, you should be able to:

Ae Identify and avoid safety hazards caused by improper use of
material handlln equipment (MHE).

Be Anticipate potential spill/release problems that could be
caused by improper waste handling procedures.

Identify and comply with any special handling requirements for
hazardous waste.

II. INTRODUCTION.

If you are going to be handling hazardous wastes, it is important
that you understand some of the problems that can occur if you fail
to take certain precautions. Of course, you can have difficulty in
handling any item, but the special characteristics of hazardous
wastes can really give you trouble. Although many common problems
are associated with having to move improperly packaged items, it is
important to realize that packagin techniques alone will not
necessarily prevent spills or accidents. During this unit of
instruction, we will cover the use of materials handling equipment,
explain why proper handling procedures are necessary, describe some

of the common hazardous waste handling problems you may face, and
talk about the importance of following local safety procedures in
handling hazardous waste at your worksite.

III. MATERIALS HANDLING EQUIPMENT.

The followln examples of MHE used at Naval facilities are familiar
to most personnel. The safety precautions described for this
equipment should be observed at all times but special care must be
taken with hazardous wastes because of the serious consequences of a
mistake or accident. Damaged packaging, spills (especially those in
which two or more hazardous wastes are mixed), or other accidents
caused by misuse of ME can cause major problems.

A. Forklift trucks.

I098D Date of last revision:

General. Forklift trucks are designed to pick up, carry,
and stack unit loads of supplies and equipment. Standard
forklift trucks are available with lifting capacities of
2,000 to 20,000 pounds and lifting heights of I00 to 210
inches. Gasollne-powered forklift trucks may be equipped
with solid rubber or semisolid tires for use in warehouses
or pneumatic tires for use in outdoor storage areas;
electric-owered forklift trucks are equipped with solid
rubber or semisolid tires for indoor operation only.

Forklift trucks are not designed to be used as two

vehicles and should not be used for that purpose.
Jun 84
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Electric-powered models are more suitable than gas-powered ones
for poorly ventilated areas and (when properly shielded) for
handling flammable items and explosives. The National Fire
Safety Standard for Powered Industrial Trucks lists 13 different
types of forklifts. Several of these are described below:

(a) Type D units are diesel powered units having minimal
acceptable safeguards against inherent fire hazards.

(b) Type DS units are diesel powered units that, in addition to
all the requirements for the type D units, have additional
safeguards to the exhaust, fuel, and electrical systems.

(c) Type DY units are diesel powered units that have all the
safeguards of the type DS units and, in addition, do not have
any electrical equipment, including ignition. They are
equipped with temperature limitation features.

(d) Type LPS units are liquified petroleum gas powered units that
are provided with safeguards against inherent fire hazards as
well as having additional safeguards to the exhaust, fuel,
and electrical systems.

(e) Type E units are electrically powered units having minimum
acceptable safeguards against inherent fire and electrical
shock hazards.

(f) Type ES units are electrically powered units that, in
addition to all of the requirements for the type E units, are
provided with additional safeguards to the electrical system
to prevent emission of hazardous sparks and to limit surface
temperature.

(g) Type EE units are electrically powered units that have, in
addition to all of the requirements for E and ES units, the
electric motors and all other electrical equipment completely
enclosed.

(h) Type EX units are electrically powered units that differ from
the E, ES, and EE units in that the electrical fittings and
equipment are so designed, constructed, and assembled that
the units may be used in atmospheres containing speclflcallv
named flammable vapors and dusts.

(i) Type G units are gasollne-powered units having minimum
acceptable safeguards against inherent fire hazards.

(j) Type GS units are gasoline-powered units that, in addition to
all the requirements for tye type G units, are provided with
additional safeguards to the exhaust, fuel, and electrical
systems.

The fact that different types of forklifts exist is important because
different situations require the use of specific type’s of forklifts to
handle materials safely.
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Safety precautions. The following safety rules are applicable to
forklift truck operations.

(a) Forklift truck operators will slow down at all cross aisles
and other passageways; when entering or leaving warehouses,
the operator will come to a complete stop at the entrance,
sound the horn, and proceed only when the way is clear.

(b) Under all travel conditions, the truck shall be operated at a
speed that will permit it to be brought to a stop in a safe
manner.

(c) Forklift trucks will not travel with the forks elevated more
than 4 inches above the floor or ground and when parked, the
forks will be lowered and rest on the ground.

(d) Stacks will not be bumped or pushed with the forklift trucks
to straighten or move the stack.

(e) The load capacity plus the gross weight of each truck will be
placed on the machine at a vlace that is visible at all times,

The capacity will not be exceeded and counter-welghting of
the trucks to increase lifitlng capacity is prohibited.

(f) People will not stand under the loads being hoisted or
lowered.

(g) Forklift trucks will be driven forward when transporting
cargo up ramvs or other grades and will be driven in reverse
on downgrades.

(h) People will not be allowed to ride forks, machine, or load
when the forklift truck is moving.

(i) Forklift trucks will be driven slowly over railroad or rough
surfaces.

(j) Overhead doorways and crossbeams will be cleared by the
forklift truck.

(k) When the operator parks a forklift truck, he must check the
brake to be sure the truck will not move.

(I) Operators of forklift trucks must not cut corners. This
practice may result in upset loads, damaged goods, and
serious injury.

(m) Operators will not jam on the brakes or stop suddenly.

(n) Operators must know where the override (panic) controls are
located on electric forklifts and how to use them in an
emergency. Incidents have occurred where the controller
contact points have stuck shut or welded shut, preventing
normal control of the forklift. Emergency controls ,mst be
checked each time the forklift is operated to make sure they
work.
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Fire hazards. A large number of fires involving forklifts are
caused by equipment failure due to a lack of maintenance.
Requiring special attention is the detection of faulty fuel
connections on gasoline forklifts and the removal of
accumulations of grease and dirt on all types of equipment.
The number of fires involving batterv-owered trucks is
comparatively small; however, electrical short circuits, hot
resistors, arcing or fused contacts, and exploding batteries
have caused fires in some forklifts. Any vehicle that emits
hazardous sparks or flames from the exhaust system should be
removed from service immedlatelv. When dealing with hazardous
wastes, not only can the forklift start on fire but the
flammable cargo may also ignite or explode.

B. Handtrucks.

General. Handtrucks are useful in all types of storage
operations, particularly where mechanical equipment cannot be
employed because of space limitations. They are often more
economical to use for the movement of a single item than a piece
of mechanical equipment. The four-wheel handtruck may be used to
advantage in carrying light loads or for any operation involving
short hauls with frequent stops. Because they can be more easily
controlled, handtrucks are often the safest way to move small
quantities of hazardous waste.

2. Safety precaustions. The following safety rules are applicable
to handtruck operations.

(a) The two-wheeled handtruck should not be used to transport
units of material heaw enough to cause undue strain on
workers.

(b) Barrel-type handtrucks should be provided to move drums,
large kegs, or other cylindlrical units to prevent rolling or
slipping of the material causln possible damage to material
or injury to workers.

(c) Handtrucks with svark proof wheels or rims will be used in
areas or rooms where wastes of highly flammable or exlosive
nature are stored or handled.

Pallets.

General. A pallet is a low portable platform constructed of
wood, metal, or fiberboard, built to specified dimensions, on
which supplies are loaded, transported, or stored in units. Flat
pallets are either single faced or double faced. Single-faced
pallets have one platform with stringers underneath on which the
weight of the load rests. Double-faced pallets have two
platforms, separated by stringers. Pallets may allow two-way or
four-way entry. The two-way entry pallet is so constructed that
the forks of a forklift truck may be inserted from either the
front or rear of the pallet. The four-way pallet is built so
that forks may be inserted from any side. Pallets permit
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IV.

Va

transporting, storing, or issuing quantities of waste with a
minimum of manual handling. The efficiency of operations is
greatly increased since the pallet system of storage provides for
the transportation of packaged items in unit loads and increases
the volume and tonnage of wastes which may be handled per manhour.

Problems. While the use of pallets is widespread and very

necessary from a material handling perspective, there are
potential problems that can cause spills of hazardous waste if
a worker is not careful. The following questions should be
considered when working with pallets.

(a) Is the pallet you’re using of sound construciton? Spills can

be caused if you’ve loaded hazardous waste on pallets that
are falling apart.

(b) Does the load fit the pallet? Often material is loaded so
that.it hangs over the edge of the pallet. A forklift truck
or adjacent stack of material will often damage the container
in such a case leading to a leak or spill of hazardous waste.

(c) Is the unit loaded evenly? Hazardous waste unevenly stacked
will fall causing all sorts of problems.

MHE SELECTION FACTORS.

The potential savings in terms of time, funds, and personnel resulting
from the selection of the right type of for an operation cannot be
overemphasized. When handling hazardous wastes, this selection can be
especially significant. When selecting equipment, the size, shape,
weight, and container strength of the commodities to be handled should be
considered. Some examples of the application of MHE are as follows:

A. Palletized supplies are handled best by forklift trucks.

B. Small, uniform sized commodities or containers are readily adaptable
to palletization and handling as a unit by forklift trucks.

Containers such as large bales, crates, or boxes may be efficiently
handled and stacked by forklift truck with the use of short dunnage

or special fork attachments.

Do Large items packed in boxes or crates, with cleats or runners nailed
to the underside of the container are generally adaptable to handling
by forklift trucks.

E. For small items to be moved over a short distance, or for handling
items in confined areas, the handtruck may be most useful.

WASTE HANDLING PRINCIPLES.

Whether or not an item is hazardous, certain general principles exist
that should be recognized when a Navy facilltv is.establlshing procedures

to handle waste. By developing an understanding of these principles, a

worker will be able to recognize if the procedures being used are the
best ones possible under the circumstances. Generally:
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The least handling is the best handling. The greatest economy in
moving materials is secured by not handling the material at all. This
is usually impossible but an attempt must be made to keep handlin to
a minimum. Since there is always a danger of a spill when moving
hazardous wastes, the less they are moved, the less chance of a major
incident. If hazardous wastes are properly identified and classified,
they can be properly placed initially, thus reducing the need for
further movement. Also, to avoid unnecessary handling, a single
individual should be designated as the point of contact for handlin
and storage questions pertaining to hazardous wastes. This individual
would be familiar with hazardous waste safety, storage, and handling
considerations and could insure items were properly placed inltlallv
and handling requirements minimized. Another way handling can be
minimized is to modify traditional storage and handling procedures.
The feasibility of modlfving procedures would depend on local
facilities and operational procedures.

Standardization of methods and equipment benefits the waste handling
activity. Costs of operation can be reduced because maintenance and
repair, storage, and handling procedures can be simplified. As
standardized procedures are repeated, individuals become familiar
with the special handling required for different types of hazardous
wastes and are, thus, more likely to use correct procedures.

Materials handling equipment should be selected for a multiple
number of applications. Equipment should be purchased with the
understanding that flexibility is a key note. Specialized equipment
should be kept to a minimum. Normally, initial cost, cost of
operation, and maintenance costs are greater for special equipment
than for standard equipment. If equipment is used properly, most
hazardous wastes can be handled safely using standard equipment.

The number of items to be moved determines the method of handling.
Regardless of the size, shape, or hazardous characteristic, the first
question to be answered before selecting the type of MHE to be’used
is "how many have to be moved?"

Advanced planning on waste handling methods and equipment should be
carried on at the same time as other planning activities. This is
particularly true with hazardous wastes since it is much easer to
prevent an incident than to respond to one.

Equipment capacities should never be exceeded. Overloading causes
excessive wear of equipment and creates additional accident potential.

The physical state of materials is a factor in determining MHE
requirements. The three physical states of material--solld, liquid,
or gas--determlne the method of packing. Gases are contained in
cylinders; liquids such as acids are contained in carboys; and solids
such as sheet and bar stock metals may require wood skids. This type
of packaging, in turn, influences selection of materials handling
equipment.

Short, irregular moves lend themselves to manual materials handling.
Some materials handling operations do not occur with any degree of
repetitiveness. The use of equipment may be much more costly than
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VI.

manpower. When moves are short, irregular and the load capacltv of

the men is not exceeded, it may be more economical to use manpower.

Although this principle is generally applicable, when handling
hazardous wastes, the facility must consider the cost of individual
protective clothing and equipment as we|l as personal safety.

Wherever practicable, materials should be moved in the horizontal
plane or with the aid of gravity. When people have to reach either up

or down during loading and unloading, excessive effort is used.
Changes in the workplace layout could reduce this extra effort and the
inherent safety problems associated with lifting things up and down.

An example of such a problem is accidently knocking a small bottle of
hazardous waste off a shelf while tring to reach another item.

WASTE HANDLING SAFETY PRECAUTIONS.

There are a number of safety precautions that should be followed when
handling any material. Given the special characteristics of hazardous

wastes, it makes good sense to be especially sure you take these
precautions when working with these wastes. When considering the
following safety rules, think of how they might prevent spills or
personal injuries.

A. Protective clothing and accessories including gloves, face shields,
goggles, and safety shoes will be worn when required.

Material will be examined for leaks, container damage, corrosion,
weakened places, or other factors which may cause injury to workers.
Defects should be corrected before proceeding.

C. All stacked items will be arranged in an orderly manner for
convenient and safe handling.

D. Defective or broken strapping on packages will be removed, repaired,
or rep.laced.

E. Containers will not be thrown from elevated places to the floor or

ground. Use suitable lowering equipment.

Wheelbarrows, handtrucks, and other similar devices will not be
overloaded. These devices will be pushed, not pulled, except when
going up inclines.

G. Ropes used for carrying or towing which have defects will be replaced.

Appropriate tools will be used for each job. For example, hall
pullers will be used for opening boxes, strap or wire cutters for
cutting metal strapping or wire, and hammers for driving nails.
Safety handtools are constructed of wood or other nonsparking or spark
resistant materials (such as bronze, lead, and bery111um alloys)
which, under normal conditions of use, will not produce sparks.
Properly maintained, nonferrous handtools will be used for work in
locations which contain hazardous concentrations of flammable dusts,
gases, or vapors. Handtools used in the vicinity of hazardous wastes

must be handled carefully and kept clean.
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VII.

I. Hand-operated trucks, dollies, and similar equipment will not be
parked in traffic lanes or roadways.

J. Cvllndrical objects will be blocked to prevent rollin.

K. When working at high elevations, a lifeline and safety belt will be
worn if other safeguards are impractical.

L. Carboy tilters will be used for safe removal of danerous liquids,
such as acids from carboys.

Special bung fittings and automatic faucets will be used on drums for
dispensing and storing of dangerous liquids.

No Wen transferring flammable liquids from one container to another,
make sure that the container is grounded and that a connector exists
between the two containers.

HAZARDOUS WASTE HANDLING CONSIDERATIONS.

So far, we have talked about the various types of MHE available to you,
general principles for using MHE, and safety precautions to take when
handling hazardous waste. It is useful to review some of the reasons why
extra attention should be paid to handling hazardous wastes. Essentially
we are trying to prevent accidents, spills that damage the environment,
and damage to the waste being moved (either directly or indirectly). It
is important to remember that damaging the pallet or outer container will
often result in spills or accidents at a later time. That is why it is
necessary to avoid such things as damaging a pallet or container by
hitting it with a forklift. When handling a hazardous waste, it is
useful to recall wh the waste is hazardous. It may be sensitive to an
increase in temperature; it may be sensitive to vibration; it mght react
adversely to water; or it might be under pressure. If you fail to
consider these factors when handling hazardous waste, you can expect
trouble, either immediately or later on. There are a number of questions
you can ask yourself that can help you handle such waste safely. These
include:

A. Am I handlin hazardous waste in accordance with local operating
procedure?

B. Have I avoided handling incompatible wastes at the same time?

C. Am I using the right piece of MHE to move this item?

D. Am I operating MHE safely?

E. Am I using adequate personal protective equipment?

F. Am I avoiding damaging, the outer container?

G. Am I using proper procedures to handle hazardous waste?

H. Do I report/clean up spills when they occur?

I. Do I know how to identify an item as hazardous prior to moving it?
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J. Do I understand "what can go wrong" when handling hazardous waste?

K. Do I know how to find out if special handling is required for
certain waste?

Being able to answer all of the questions above may not guarantee that
accidents and spills will be a thing of the past, but the chances that
you will not be responsible for such a problem are increased. Of course,
in order to make sure you are not a victim of your friends’ ignorance,
it is necessary that everyone working at your facility be able to answer
these questions and act accordingly.

Vlll. SOURCES OF INFORMATION.

Sources of information provide guidance on handling hazardous materials.
One of the best sources is the Department of Defense’s "Storage and
Materials Handling" (DOD AI45.19-R-I). The table on pages 5-61 to 5-87
gives specific storage and handling guidelines as well as associated
hazards for many materials.

Another source of information is the Hazardous Materials Information
System (HMIS). This is a microfiche system which lists special handling
procedures or each chemical.

Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS) which accompany any shipment of
hazardous material are another important source of handling inormatlon.

IX. SUMMARY.

During this unit of instruction, we have covered the use of materials
handling equipment; the typical types of MI{E available; why proper
handling procedures are necessary; and co,on problems encountered when
handling hazardous waste. Proper waste handling procedures can prevent
injuries to workers, spills which damage the environment, and damage to
valuable material which costs the taxpayer money.
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A.egtaldehyde

Acetic Acid

Table 5-5.

Identity

Hazardous Materials Storage and Handling Criteria

(See notes at end of table for explanation of codes.)

Sorage and Handling

Store in end of 4’ aisle space
building to aid fire

fighting.
Separate from chromic Minimum of 4’ aisle

acid. nitric acid and space
sodium peroxide.

IA

11

Acetic Acid Anhydride
(See Acetic
Anhydride).

Aeet/ Acid (Glacial)
(So Acetic Acid).. II

AeeU Anhydride Protect against 4’ aisle space
physical damage.

Acetone
Acetone Cyanohydrin Protect against 4’ aisle spa from III

physieui damage, chum flammables.

Aetonitrile Protect against 4’ aisle apace IB

physical dantage.
IB

Aetyl Chloride Protect against None
physical damage.

At40x
(See Aeetie
Anhydride)

ACETYL PEROXIDE
(2%)

Acetylene

Special storage and 4’ aisle space !1

handling.
Separate from oxygen Solid wall IA

and other flammable compartment or

gaes. Store upright, separate building.

Acetylene (in Acetone)

Acetylene Dichloride Protect against None IB
physical damage.

Aeetylene Tetrabromide Protect against $’ aisle space
physical damage.

Aerolein Store in end of 4 aisle space IB

building to aid fire
fighting.

Acro|ein Dimer Store in end of 4’ aisle space from II

building to aid fire chum II flammable.
fightg.



Aery Aldebyd
(See Amdein)

A (Paint)

Alcohol (Dmtm

Allyl Alcohol

Chlofm,mata)
Allylo

Potaium Sulphate)
Aluminum (Dut or
Powder).

Aluminum Acetate
Aluminum Ammonium
Sulphate.

Aluminum Chloride
Aluminum Potassium
Sulphate.

Aluminum Sulphate

Table 5-5.

Health

Identity"

Hazardous Materials Storage and Handling Criteria-Continued
(See notes at end of table for explanation of codes.)

Storage and Handling

Protect against
physics] damage.

Store in end of

8pe-
(C)ifl

Hax-

o

0

label Stere in end of
beading.

4 0 ( Store in end of

3 ( Store in end
building.

3 Stere in end of
building.

Store in end of
building.

Separate from
combustible items.

No special handling
No special handling

No special handling
No special handling

No special handling

Comp
Gmp

Separation Requirement

4’ aisle space

4’ aisle pace from
elaaa 11 flammul2.

4’ aisle space from
clm 11.

4’ aisle space from
chum II flammables.

4’ aisle space from
ela 1I flammables.

3’ aisle space

None
None

None
None

None

lI

IB

IB

IB

IC

IB



(See ew,p,7nn)

(See T"a’’-)
(Ortho, Pm’a)

0
0
0
0

3 0

0

O

0
0
0
0
D

O

D

D

0

0

0

0

Separ’te front gases
such .s chlorine,
bromide, et.

No spechd handling
No specia handtin
No special handling
eparate from

epare from
bleitems.

immediately remove
and dispe of any

"Bulk qusntitiea should
be stored in

428-1.-."
Separnto fi’om

Store with chum

Store with clams 11
tlammab.

C

D
D
D
D
D

D

D

D

A

A

A

A

Spar building or
rompartment.

Noe

3’ sisle spece

3’ aisle space

B’ sle space

4’ aisle spse with
II flamnmbka.

flmmable by 4’

Separste from cls X
ftsmmsle by 4’

40 aisle space X

X

X
X
X
X
X

X

X

X

-4

1,8,4

IC

IC

IB

Ilia



Table 5-6. Hazardous Materials Storase and HandlinE Criteria--Continued

(See notes at end of table for explanation of codes.)

IB



BENZOYL
PEROXIDE.

PokrL

H)

4

1

Butyl Acetto

Butyl ’ekove"

Butyl Ether
(See Dibutyl Ether).

BETYL
HYDROPEROXIDE.
BFYL
PERACETATE.

0

0

0

0

0

D

E

M

O

E

0

0

0

D

D

Separate from
ozidizi mterisls.

Special facility

Sepsrate from
oxding mteriak.

ore in end of
building.

Stor with class II
flsmmable.

Stor in emi of
building.

Spd! storage and

Spial rage
handling.

D

E

D

B

D

D

A

A

A

A

E

E

ds II flammabk
X

Sepsrste from clsss X
flammable liquid by

Separate from class II X

4’ akle space from X
clmm flsmmsbles.

4’ aisle space

X

X

X ,8,4

X

X /

X

1,3,4

IC

IB

IliA

II



Table 5-5. Hazardous Materials Storage and Handling CriteriaConUnued I(See notes at end of table for explanation of codes.).

uy Ha Group m

BUTYL
PERBENZOATE.

BIFIL
PEROXYP1VALATE

Cadum Hydroxide
(9dmd Ldme).

(Biehing Powder).

1 3

|

| 3

n 0

1 4

1 4

4 0

1 0

2 4

1 0

1 0

1 o o
1 o o

D

D

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
0

0

C_einm Oxide (Quick
Llm).

Calcium Sulfate
Calibrating Flul (F.P.

100" F.).

(See Calcium Oxide)
Carlmmic Nitrile
(See Cymtamide)

C,molte Acid
(See Phenol)

Carbon Dioxide (G)
C’ton Dioxide (Sotid)

Special storeg and
hlmdling.

Special stor ami
handling.

Store in end of
b.

No spial treatant

Store in unsprinldered,

/’or over I0
drums.

No special treatment

No special treatment

pyd.

unsprinklered space.
Store in dry place

No .special treatment
Store with class !!
flamnmb.

Extinguishing agent
No special treatment

4’ aisle space

4’ aisle

None

End of wwehou with

materials.

alsO.

Nolle

by 4’ aisle.

Nolle
None

IB

Ilia

11

11



Carbon Removing See label

Carton Tetrachloride 0 0

Catelyet See label

Caule Potaeh (See
Petzima
Hydroxide).

Caustle Soda(See
Sodium Hydroxide).

(Sin Cenuk
Nitrate).

(Do)

(Do)

Cment. Rublr See label

(Aetlvatnd)

Chloride of lame (See

Hypoehlorlto).
Chlorinated Lime (See

ilypoehrzte).
Chlorine

Chlorobenzene (See
Moncldorolnsene).

Mmoddorebenzene).

0 0

0 - 0

3 0 1

0

0

0

D

Stored in end of
building to aid fire

fighting.
No specl handling

Protect from physical
damage.

Store with chum I!
flammables.

Protect against excess
of heat or Ught.

Store in end of
building to aid fire
fighting.

Store in end of
building to aid in fire

fighting.
Store away from
oxidizing materiak
(subject to
sponteno,us
heaUng).

Store away from
oxidizing materials

spontaneous
heating).

Keep in separate
building or separate
from acetylene,
ammonia hydrogen
gasen.

D

A

A

A

A

A

D

Separate from class II
flammables by 4’
aisle spoee.

None

None

Separate from elmm X
flammables.

Separate lom clam 1 X
flammable* by $

aisle
Sepm.ate from dram II X
flammable* by $’

aisle alice.

’ aiale apace from
elm 11 flle.

Solid wall
compartmen or

separate building.

X

X

X

-4

IA

4

.8

II



Table 5-5. Hazardous Materials Storage and Handling Criteria--Continued-

(See notes at end of table for explanation of codes.)

No treatment None
Drunm must be stored 3’ aisle slmee
with Hugs up.
Drtmm must be
vented once week.

0 1

label Separate from class
flammables.

Do not stor on wood
floors or pallets.

Cer Nitrate

1 o

1 o
1 o

1 o

4’ space from IilB
els l flsmmable



Cysnen (Gss)

Desk (See lXe3A
mbn Chloride).

$ 1 0

1 4

1 0 0

4 i 3
4 4 Z

1 3 0
1 Z .0

0

D

O

O
E

0
0
0

0

Tetr’adee

E

D

D
C

A

4’ kle Slmee

May be stored with
clsss flanunables.

o not store with

meat.

May be stered with
clam 11 fJammaim.

D 8’ aide SlmCe

D None
D None

A "i’"

IlIB

11

IIA

lllB

IC



Hazardous Material8 itorale and Handlinl CrlterJa--C4tinued
(ee not end of table for explanation of codes.)

IC

IB

iliA

!!



DllSOPROPYL
PEROXYDICAR-
ONATE.

DINITROBENZENE
(ORTHO

DINrlIOTOLUKNE..

Nitrst and Colhdo

Do, X4ene. Ao,

Enmeb (See Orlnie
Coatin Mtoritk).

Ether (EthyJ--Dietl,yl)

8

1 0

S 0

8 8

4

4

4

1

1

8

A

k,D

A

A

A

E

E

A

A

A

A

!! flmm.
4’ skis qmm Jf stoe’ed

buad.

X

X

X

X

X

.,4

liiB

IlIB

IB

IlIB

IB



Table -. Hazardous Materials 8torte and Handling CiteriaContinued
(See notes at end of table for explanation of codes.)

Store with class
fhunmables.

IB

IB

IB

IA

IB



Fo4e Ctdorids
Fenie Nitrm
Fens 8ulpie

rreoa (See Dkhloro-
difluromethsne).

Gum Preventive

Gunmtt (See
Cdluime).

H-m, sad N|tmm
Hedkl

Hesanmtylene (See

Hexo (See Metlyl
I,obutyl Ketone).

Hydrs,lic Fluid
Hydrszine (Am’lydrous)

Hydrochloric Acid

Hydr Acid (See
Hydrogen Cysrde).

0
0

4 $ O

0 0 H
I 0 D
0 0 O
0 $ J

R 0 O

4 0 O

0 C

1 0 O
1 0 O
8 0 O

0 0 O
1 0 O
0 0 O

0

separate from
oxygen.

No spect,! handling
No specisl Imndling
No g
mor

yn.

b
ogm.

No special treatment
No special treatment

No hsndling
No,comb,roUble gsa
No special tadanent
No speeisl treatment

No special handling
Store in end of

building to aid in fire

fighting.
Protect against

physical damage.

C

D
D
D
C

D
C

D
D
A

C
C
C
D
D

D
A

swsytromyn.

Separate from class II
flammables by 4’
aisle space.

3’ a/ale space

X

X

X

X
X
X

Vater

N/A
NIA
N/A
1-
1-8-4

1-8-4
1-8-4

1-3-4

Ilia

IliA

IllB

II

g



Hydrom (C.)

Hydro Acid).

Hydren lode (See
Hbgea Peroxe).

Hydrofluoric Acid).
Hydrogen Peroxide

OVal"

HydmZm,8u (See
Sub.uric Aekl).

Hydroxybenmne (See
Phenol).

Hydrozylamine

lrddldters (See
Tddium
Phosphate).
nqcide (Chlordane)
Insectidde (DlYF)
Insecticide (DiYr-
Aerosol).

lnaectcide (Diazinon)
Insecticide (Dialdrin)
Insecticide (Lindane)
Insecticide (Malathio.)
Jrmecticie (.Pyrethrn)

Table 5-5.

0 0

4 0

4 2

0

0 3

4 Z

3 3

Z 0

2 0
0 0

0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0

0

Hazardous Materials Storage and Handling Criterts--Continued
(See notes at end of table for exphmation of codes.)

re in end o

Do not store o wood
psUete or dunnage.

Separate from chum
le.

No special handling

No special handling
No speed handling
No sped handling

No special handling
!No special handling
No special handling
No special handling
No special handling

Solid part/tion from
oxygen cylinders.

4’ aisle spa from
class II flammables.

I0’ space from other

oxygen cylinders.

None
None
None

None
None
None
None
None

IA

IIIB

g



Fenmle)-
lmnc kt (Crpllil}

Kmmm (i0" F.P.)

! 0 0 Hospecialhandl/n---
See Isbel Store with clas

See label Store in end of

2 3 0 in end of

buJldinK to aid in Fwe

0 2 I i) Separu from other

o o s u
D

I 2 O

I I O

I I 9_ E

$ I 2 E

! .4 2 E

2 E

0 O

Litbdmn A/uminum

IATI/IUM HYDRIDE

ll+hode).
MAGIUM

D
A

A

A

B

D

A

A

A

A

D
E

D

D

E

D

E

E

D

side qmee born X
dsss II ftsmmabk

4’ able spe fom X
class II flmmnsb/es.

4’ sisle spsce from X
class flammsidm.

Separate from class II X

$

5Tak

IC

IC

IB

!!

IC



Table S-S. Hazardous Materials Storage and Handling Criteria

(See notes at end of table for explanation of codes.)

IC

Ilia



M’THYL I’HYL
KK’FONE
IROXIDE.

MeJj4eee Oxide (See
FomukJeyde).

M/net Sp/ritJ (See

MImde
(b
8,dfide).

Meeoddotlifluoro-

(EOmmdmne).

4/uriJc Aed (See
Hydtdoric Acid).

Naphtha

Nhtha Aliphstie

| 0 0
| 0 0

Z 0

Z 4

i 0 0

9 0 0

Z 4 0

2 3 0

0

0

D

0

0

0

0
0

0

0

Store in end of
building to aid in fire

A

A

A

A

A

D
A

C

A

A

fbmmmbel by 4’
sble qmee.

flmmabteu by 4’

Stqmr,e from cbs, II

skies.
Sara building or

Sepemte/t,om clu I!
flnmbles by 4’
aisle..frn elas II
flmmmable.

Separate from elsss
tlumnubieu.

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

i/A

IB

IA

lC

IB

IC

IIIB



Table 5-5. Hazardous Materials Store and Handling Criterhtinued

(ee notes s end of ldde for explanation of codes.)

,m, - mkna

asmmsldes.

O/I No speebl hsndling 4 sp.ce IlIB

Ntdds Amte No hsndlin

IlIB

Store with class !1
flammab.

Store with class
flmmnables.

Nonflammable gas



. A

D

D

B

C

D
A

B

B

B

B

X

-4

NIA

Z,$,4

lC

ll

IC

I!

Ilia



Table -5. Hazardous Materials tornse and Handling CrtteriaContinued

(See notes at end of table for explanation of codes.)

t, "’ H.- ,,P B" to,,,

POTASSIUM

Potssaium Dichromate

IIlB
Ilia



Z 1

4

1 4

$ 8 0

1 4 .1

9_ 4 9

0

0 0

0 1 0

0

0

O

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

ox8n.

8to in nd of
buaai.

.o ,pe, mndUns

No special handlin

Silver Cyanide
ver Nitrate

Protective

80DIUM

mldm%- Tord, Kit
(Portable l%oprme
Tooth, 14-o". fil

D

A

A

C

A

A

C

A

A

D

D

U

D

A
D
D
D

D

E

A

4’ able qmee from
group 11 flammabk.

4’ aide speee from
class I flammables.

,otidt.

8’ alMe qmee from
cla I1 flammablee.

4’i

None

X

X

X

X 1

X 1-,I-4

X
X 1-4
X 8-.4
X -4

X

X 3-4

IB

I1

IB

IA

IB



Table 5-5. Hazardous Materials Storage and Handling CriterJa(mtlnued

(See note8 at end of table for explaDation of codes.)

Summa ilkoxe
(Le).

Sedum Hldorite

Sodium HypoplmspMte

8odium Nitrate

Sedium Peroxide

SODIUM POTA,;IUM
ALLOYL

None Noe

No special handling None
None None
Selmrate from other 8’ aisle spae

items.
Separate from other 8’ space

items.
.eparate from other $’ aisle space

itenm.
Separate from other $ aisle space

itenm.
Separate from other $’ aisle 8paee

items.
Separate from other 3’ aisle space

items.
Separate from other 3’ aisle qmee

items.
Separate from other 3’ aisle space
itnm.

Separate from other 3’ de apace
item.

eparate from other 3" aisle apace
item.

No special handling None
Special facility and

handling.
llo special handling None
Separate from other 3’ aisle space
item.

No special handling None
No special handling None
Store in end of 3’ aisle space from

building, elms II flammables.
Store with class 4’ spaee from class
flammables. "flammables.

l)o not store on wood 3’ aisle spa
pallet..

II





Table S-f. Hazardous Material Jtorse and Handling Cr/teris--Continued

(See notes at end of table for expLsnation of codes.)

--’:: "’- ""=clsl A

4.
aids spece X 8-4

U)"
ebendo A , sfdospacehmn | X 8-4 IB

Or.nm xte ..Sesrebomother D $’ side weee "l X I

’uIEther iStorehtendot l 8eparstefromdsssll X 8-4 IB

Yin]dideCtdoride Stnre in end o( A 4’ able spece
d. I

iMet,,).(Orth’Pn building, dmmllflmmmJble,. |

rJd (See Xe). /

items. I.,,. ,,o_,.o " * "’ ",- -i * ’-
05da Ho spee Jmndli D lqmm | X 8-4

’ %M-.I Ho cJ,! hm’llir, D lqmt l X -4



0 Seperute from other
items.

X S

0

care/filly in the vidnity ofdut so as ot to ceats dust clouds.

Materials that must be preheated befor inition en oeeur- Water may aue trothing o/’ liqulds with rids flammabiUty rstinumber

if it ta below the surface of the liquid and turns to steam.

However, water spray gently to the surface will cause frothin which will extinguish the fl. Moat mnlmstJble 8oUd8 have

a flammability rating of 1.

deacr/b t qie/tl/ucxwd& (A da (--) memm identity tobzpnation

anc’ed mLvefire, tee, ould evemted.



IIerkk are Cslable of detonation or of exploive.d...e.,poiUo.n or of exploeive reaction, but which require a strong initiating
amaree or WlUm must be heated underconfinement before uutlatioa. This inelude mteriala which are sensitive to thermal or mechanical

at elevated temperature and preu or which react explively with water without requiring heat or eonflnement. Fire
fighting should be done from a protected location.

2 Martials which are normly unstable and readily undergo violent ebsmiealebut do not detonate. Th/s ineludas materisls wh/ch
can undergo violent chemical change at levated temperatures and procure, and which may react violently with wateror
which may form pomtlally expi/ve mixtures with water. In advsneed or massive fires, fire fighting should be done from a protectl

1 Matzrinls wh/ch sr normsly stabl bt which may become unotab/e at elevatod and pressure or which may reactwith

0 which ar nonnolly stable even under flr exposur eondiUons snd wh/ch are not rctive with waer. Normal fire fighting

A veAdd (ACID)

B Comv (ALK)

C Corvve ocher than sdd snd (COR}

D OdnsMat (OXY)

E Us No Wsr in P/shth (W*)

F Corrosive Ae/d; Uas No Water in Fhtg (ACID W*)

G C,myoe/ve A/kali; use no wstm" in fire flhtin (ALK We)

H Cm’rosive other han sctd and use no water in.fre flzht/nz (COR We)

J Oxid/zinz matm other than scid and use no waer in fire hti(OXY’We)

K OxidiztnK Acid (ACID OXY)

L Alkali (ALK OXY)

M Corrosive Ozidizinz (COR OXY)

N Corroe/ve Oxidizinz Material; Use no water in fh fihtb (COR OXY W*)

0 No specific hazard.

This symbol will include a dash on the identScation label.

Tfo//ocod dc/b t storage compat/b///l

A Item in this group will be stored in the flammle storage building with separation as indicated in the Table of Hazardous Materials.

B Items in this group will be stored in acid storage buildih’g, with separation se indicated in the Table of Hazardous Materials.

C Items in this group will be stored in the vompremd gas cylinder storage fcllity, with sepacation as indicated in the Table ofHuardous
Matotals.



personne/of the reJpecve ervice for speeittc storage and fire psteetioa requirements.

Items in th Stoup sksll be kept in locked storage spce seomme to authorized persmm mdy. rS

W itmns in th/s oup sbaU be stored in a non-sprinlder protm sPse

1

2

8

4

Wster

Cede
IA

IB

IC

1I

III

Ilia

IIIB



DOD 4145.19-R-1

Section . SUBSISTENCE
h

Perishabl substenee, chill andn stor, 5-01
Semiper/shble subsisten in dry sorsge

5-501, Perishable Subsistence, Chill and Frozen
Storaze

a. Prevention of deterioration.
(1) GenreS. All chilled and frozen subsistence

is highly perishable and subject to rapid deterio-
ration when improperly stored. Storage at temper-
atures which are too high. or too low, under
unfavorable conditions of humidity, and in the ab-
sence of proper air circulation in unsanitary store-
rooms will result in rapid spoilage and eventual loss
of the product. Most spoilage of chilled and frozen
subsistence is caused by micro-ergkms, partic-
ularly certain species ofbacteria and fungi; the con-
tamination spreads rapidly from the decayed items
to the surrounding sound subsistence. Therefore,
frequent inspection while in storage, followed by
sorting and removal of the decayed items or per-
tions thereof, is of basic importance in maintaining
the products in top condition and in keeping Ioes
and surveys to a minimum. All shipments: should
be segregated and marked in such a manner as will
assure that the oldest lots are issued flrat bxcept
when it may become necessary to issue a lot quickly
to avoid loss by spoilage or when another lot ofthe
same commodity is in a better condition for contin-
ued storage. Old lots ofchilled or frozen substence
should not be allowed to accumulate in storage
rooms but should be issued promptly or surveyed
ifunfit for use. Frozen products will not be accepted
in a partially thawed condition, nor will such prod-
ucts be refrozen atter having been defl)sted.

(-) Air
(a) Genera/. A/ong with proper temperature

and humidity, air circulation in a storage room is
an important factor in the proper storage ofchilled
and fkozen stored subsistence. This is facilitated by
stacking the products on tin/lets in such a manner,
that will provide a 4-inch wall clearance, 2-foot ceil-
ing clearance and suclent working aisleway.

(b) Fru/ts and vegetab/. Containers should
be raised off’ the floor by the use of pallets and
individual lots should be stacked so as to permit
flee circulation of air. The use of a fan or duct sys-
tem may be desirable in some cases to maintain
proper circulation inall parts of the room. The in-
troduction of outside air into cold storage rooms

housing fruits and vegetables is not necessary.
However, when fresh and vegetables are
stored in tight, compartment at tomperatures of
40" F or higher, the eoncontration ofcarbon dioxide
produced by respiration may reach such a danger
point that a match or candle will be extinguished.
While .this condition is not considered harmful to
most products, personnel should not work in such
rooms until a supply of fresh air has been intro-
duced.

frozen fruits and vegetables are highly perishable
unless properly stored. Correct handling and proper
storage of such foods are imperative in utilizh-
frozen foods to the best advantage. Upon delivery,
quick-frozen fruits and vegetables should be tran
ferred promptly to a low temperature storage
space. Temperature of the load should be checked
upon arrival by taking temperature readings ofcar-
tons selected from top lyers inside of shipping
cases. If the temperature of the product is higher
than freezer room temperature, shipping eases
should be scattered loosely about the room on hand-
trucks or upon pallets on the floor with adequate
space between individual cases to permit rapid low-
ering.of the product temperature to freezer room
temperature. The use ofa portable fan to createan
air Current over the products wi/l hasten temper-
ature .equalization. When the temperature of the
product has been lowered sufficiently, eases should
be stacked compactly. If the product temperature
upon delivery is the same as or below temperature
of flzer room, the eases should be stacked com-
pactly inediately.

prime factor in keeping the temperature in all parts
of meat storage spaces at the recommended levels
is proper circulation of the refrigerated air. Meat
items will not be stored on the bare floor;, pallets
should be placed onthe floor to allow free circulation
ofairunder all items stori in the space. Generally,
when the recemmended temperature in all parts of
the refrigerated space is uniform and is maintained
within the stacks in the freezer space, the circula-
tion of air may be considered to be adequate.

(e) DirFroddeggs. To keep the



EXERCISE: MODULE IX HAZARDOUS WASTE STORAGE

STORAGE COMPATIBILITY EXERCISE

OBJECTIVE: Develop a compatible storage plan for a facility by using the EPA

storage compatibility method.

SITUATION: You have just reported to work at the hazardous waste storage

facility at your activity. This facility consists of 6 separate storage

areas. Your first assignment is to make sure that all of the stored

chemicals are compatible.

assist you in this assignment, you have been given the following:

The current facility storage plan
EPA Storage Compatibility Chart (see module IX, page IX-B-I)
List of Reactivity Group Numbers (RGN (see module IX, page IX-A-l)

REQUIRED TASK:

I. Determine what hazardous situations exist with the current storage plan.

2. Develop a compatible storage plan for the chemicals you currently have

in storage.

PROCEDURE:

I. Determine the Reactivity Group Numbers for each chemical usin the RGN
llst.

2. Use the Storage Compatibility Chart to determine the hazards present in
each of the 6 storage areas.

3. Using the Storage Compatibility Chart, rearrange the storage areas
until no incompatible chemicals are stored together. This will be the
new storage plan.



CURRENT STORAGE PLAN
(Identify hazard for each storage bay)

ACID WASTES

Benzene Phosphorus Dichloride /o

Boric Acid

,Formic Acid

CAUSTIC WASTES

Ammonium Hydroxide /O

Sodium Hydroxide /

Trichloroethene /

HAZARD:

ORGANIC WASTES

fCalcium Nitrate / o

Methanol

Toluene /

HAZARD: J

OXIDIZER WASTES

Calcium Hypochlorite

Methyl Ethyl Ketone /

Bodium Nitrate

HAZARD: /J -,

REACTIVE WASTES

Aluminum Bromide /07
IAluminum Chloride / 0 7
Hydrochloric Acid

GENERAL WASTES

Ammonium Nitrate /0"3-

Gasoline / 0 {

HAZARD



MODULE IX

HAZARDOUS WASTE STORAGE

I. LEARNING OUTCOMES DESIRE.

At the completion of this unit of instruction, you should be able to:

A. Understand "conforming" storage and "compatible" storage.
B. Store hazardous wastes safely and in accordance with local procedures.
C. Use storage aids available at your facility to effectively and

efficiently store hazardous waste.
D. Correctly determine the storage compatibility of specific hazardous

wastes at your facility.

II. INTRODUCTION

This subject of hazardous waste storage is complex and yet very important.
Naval activities must be highly concerned that substances are stored
properly. Waste in storage can cause injuries, spills, and damage to
property even if they were originally packaged and handled properly. In
this section, we will cover some of the concepts that are applicable to
the safe storage of hazardous waste. We will discuss the importance of
compatible storage and describes storage aids available to assist you in
doing your job.

III. COMPATIBLE STORAGE AND CONFORMING STORAGE.

These concepts are important to understand because they relate directly
to whether or not you are storing hazardous wastes in a safe manner.

ConforminG StoraGe. According to the Department of Defense (DOD)
Consolidated Hazardous Material/Hazardous Waste Disposal Guidance,
conforming storage is, a "facility or location which conforms to
regulations of the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and other
regulatory authorities governing the storage of hazardous materials".

What makes some buildings better than other? Common sense can
illustrate several of the criteria to be used in determining which
of several buildings has the most conforming storage. For example,
which building has the best nonleaking roof? Which building has the
most solid, level floor which will prevent spills from escaping into
the environment? Which building has a berm around the storage area
to contain the entire amount of spilled waste? Which building has
the best nonleaklng walls to protect stored waste from the elements?
Which building has the best ventilation system to prevent hazardous
waste fumes from accumulating? Which building has fire protection
equipment, emergency eyewashes/showers, and explosion-proof electrical
systems?

Satellite Accumulation Areas. Hazardous wastes can be accumulated in
suitable, DOT-approved containers in areas without compliance with
the 90-day accumulation time limit if the total volume of accumulated
waste does not exceed 55-gallons (or i quart of acutely hazardous
wastes, "P" wastes). Once the volume limit is exceeded, those
containers must be moved to a conforming storage or accumulation
area within 3 days. The 90-day time clock begins running once the
volume limit is exceeded.

II03D Date of last revision: Jun 84



While many hazardous wastes are not covered by specific regulations
on how they must be stored, the regulations for polychlorinated
biphenyls (PCB) highlight several points to be evaluated in
determining the best storage site for a specific hazardous waste.
The PCB storage regulations issued by the EPA require, for example:

I. Adequate roof and walls to prevent water from reaching the stored
items.

A floor which has a minimum curb of 6 inches. The floor and curb
must be able to contain two times the volume of the largest item
or 25 percent of the volume of all the items and containers
stored.

Floor and curbing constructed of continuously smooth and
impervious materials such as Portland cement, concrete, or steel,
to prevent or minimize penetration of PCBs.

No drain valves, floor drains, expansion joints, sewer lines, or
other openings that would permit lquids to flow from the curbed
area.

5. A site that is above the 100-year floodwater elevation.

Compatible Storage. Some wastes will react with each other to produce
fires, explosions, toxic vapors, or corrosion. In planning to store
hazardous wastes, this fact must be recognized. A major problem is
that to be reasonably safe, a number of separate areas must be
maintained. You should separate incompatible hazardous wastes as much
as possible. A method for determining comatlbility is explained n
section VI of this chapter.

IV. STORAGE AIDS.

Special devices, accesssories, and attachments have been des{gned to
handle wastes in situations where conventional materlals handling
equipment is not adequate.

Ao Box Pallet. The box pallet is Used for storage of odd-slzed items or
weak containers which will not support a suwerimposed load. These
pallets also prevent fragile items from falling during movement.

B. Pallet Support Set. The pallet support set can be used to form a box
pallet (by assembly onto flat wood pallets) to allow for stacking of
pallets containing irregularly shaped commodities, or items that are
susceptible to crushing.

Pallet Rack. The pallet rack provides a support for pallets and is
independent of lower loads. It is used where the pallets to be
stored are not strong enough to support a superimposed load, are
irregular in shape, are too small for bulk storage or too large for
bin storage, or where it is desirable to remove pallets from a lower
tier without disturbing upper tiers. Racks are valuable when trvlng
to segregate small quantities of hazardous wastes. By using racks,
the activity can have many separate pallets with different types of
chemicals on them without taking up a lot of floor space. Care
should be taken, however, to ensure that incomwatble wastes are not
stored near one another.

IX-2



Do Safety Pallet. The safety pallet is used both for maintenance work
and for moving wastes in to or out of storage. The safety pallet is
handled the same as an ordlnarv pallet except it is secured to a

forklift truck. Primarily, the safety pallet is used to elevate
personnel and tools and to permit warehouse people to safely store
waste in high racks where items cannot be stored directly by a

forklift truck.

Dunnage. Dunnage is used to permit mechanical handling and to
protect wastes containers from possible damage from waterflows or
dampness from the floor or round area. In either covered or open

storage, wastes should be stored on pallets or dunnage. Skids on

boxes or crates should be considered as attached dunnage for storaEe
purposes. Usually, dunnage consumes less storage than a pallet.
Dunnage may be cut from salvaged lumber at little cost. It should be
used at floor or ground level and between units in the stack when one

dimension of a stable container exceeds the width of a forklift
truck. A supply of dunnage, cut into appropriate lengths, should be
available in all storage areas.

F. Collars and Notched Spaces.

Carboy Collars. To stack glass carboys of acids and similarly
packaged items, the weight of the upper pallets must be supported

by the protective crating around the carboy. This can be done by
use of the wood collar. By usin this collar, carboys can be
stacked to permit maximum use of storage space. Care should be
taken to ensure that the outer edges of the collar rest directly
above the sides of the carboy crate. The center member of the
collar should be midway between the carboys and securely fastened
because this member supports the center stringer of the upper
pallet.

Collars for Compressed Gas Cylinders. The valves on acetylene
and similar cylinders must be protected from the superimposed
weight of the upper pallets; this is done by the use of wooden

collars. Rowever, since this collar rests upon the cylinder, the
neck of which has a slight sope, it is necessary that this unit
be reinforced for support. All cylinders palletlzed in an

upright positlon must be bound with steel strapping to stabilize
the load and to prevent accidental tipping of a cylinder during
transporting or stacking operations.

Notched Spacers. Notched spacers are used for the horizontal
palletizing of compressed gas cylinders. Also, these spacers may

be used to palletize short sectons of a large diameter pipe or

similar items. When cylindrical items are palletlzed horizontally
and ust be transported long distances or over rough terrain,
such units should be bound to the pallet with wire or steel
strapping.

Plastic Tubs. Plastic tubs and small plastic bins come in a variety
of sizes and shapes and are often used to store small items. They

can also be useful in storing hazardous wastes. If the facility has
small hazardous packages which are damaged, fragile, or otherwise
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sensitive to rough handling, it may be worthwile to store and
transport these items in plastic tubs. In this way, the item
receives some protection, and spills will be contained within the tub.

Drip Pans. Drip pans are shallow containers designed to contain
leaks. These are often used to catch drips from vehicles or engines
but can also be placed under leaking containers or containers that
are like to leak in the future. In this way, any hazardous waste is
contained. Care must be taken, however, to ensure that the leaking
waste will not react adversely with the materlal of which the pan is
made.

STORAGE SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS.

There are a number of important things to be aware of when storing
hazardous wastes. Below are a few of the general safety precautions
you should practice in housekeeping, general storage and hazardous
waste storage.

Good housekeeping practices are essential to safety as well as to
efficient storage operations. Many potential accidents and fires
are prevented when inside and outside storage areas are maintained
in a clean and orderly condition.

I. Provide adequate lighting so that workers can easily read labels
and clearly see what they are doing.

2. Keep machines, equipment, and working surfaces clean and orderly.

3. Provide adequate storage for tools and safety equipment and
maintain it in neat order.

4. Provide enough approved waste containers.

5. Systematically remove and dispose of scrap and waste.

Clean up work areas as soon as work is completed. Remove
hazardous objects from the floor or ground areas durinff work.
Clean up chemical residues and spilled wastes immediately so
that they are not spread around the facility.

Remove broken straps, exposed nails, and wires from containers or
unit loads to avoid personnel injury and to prevent containers
from being punctured.

Allow eating only in authorized places. This is especially
important when workers and food may be contaminated by dangerous
chemicals.

9. Keep offices and restrooms in orderly condition.

I0. Clean up immediately any spilled flammable liquids, greases, or
other dangerous substances from working floors or panel areas.

II. Use containers, pallets, and units of sound construction.
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12. Maintain proper and safe storage of hazardous packing materials
such as excelsior, sawdust, wood cellulose, preservative liquids,
and chemicals.

13. Eliminate tripping hazards.

14. Place flammable waste (such as oily rags, steel wool, and

sweeping of excelsior) in special covered metal containers and
dispose of regularly.

15. Store dunnage material in an orderly manner.

16. For inside storage areas:

(a).Maintaln proper clearances at fire doors, and near overhead
sprinklers and bulkheads.

(b) Keep floors dry.

(c) Prohibit smoking near entrances to prevent discarded
cigarettes from being blown in.

(d) Do not block established fire doors. Do not block access to
fire extinguishers, alarms, eyewashes, or shower facilities.

General Rules for Safe Storage. There are a number of general rules
you should follow for any material; when the material is a hazardous

waste, these rules become even more sgnificant.

I. All waste containers should be placed and secured in a safe
manner.

All pallet loads should be squared to achieve a four-point level
top. Superimposed loads should be placed squarely and firmly to

prevent rocking or tipping.

Partially loaded pallets should be stored in pallet racks or at

the top of stacks. A full load should not be superimposed on a
partial load and a large load should not be superimposed on a

small load. Heavy loads shuld not be stored on top of a light
load or on material which could be broken or damaged.

Nonsecured top loads of tall cylindrical, units stacked on end, or
any type of unit which has a tendency to lean or settle outwards,
should be tied with cord or tape. When stacked vertlcallv, loads
with cylinders of compressed gas should be strapped and collared.

5. Broken or damaged pallets should be replaced with pallets in safe
condition.

Where it is necessary to stack heavy waste containers in open
storage on muddy or soft ground or on asphalt-type waved surfaces
that soften in hot weather, sufficient base dunnage of broad
dimensions should be provided to prevent tipping or settling of
the container.
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7. For regions where strong winds occur, noncapped or nonstrapDed
stacks of lumber or empty drums in open storage should be tied
to prevent top units from being blown off.

8. Pallet loads should be stacked with 2 inches of clearance on
all sides to prevent dislocation of adjacent units.

9. Crushable containers should have vertical supports placed in
such a manner that the weight of material stored above will
not be supported entirely by the containers.

I0. Cylindrical units stored in horizontal position should be
blocked, nested, or separated by notched horizontal spacers.

II. In bulk storage, corner markers at main and cross-alsle
intersections should be used to prevent damage to containers.

12. All loose straps or wire from loads in storage should be removed
to prevent injury to worker. All nails sticking out from dunnage
should be pounded level or removed.

13. Floor load limits should be observed whether a facility is slnle
or multistory.

Safe Storage of Flamable Wastes. Follow safety rules when storing
this type of waste.

I. When storing flammable wastes:

(a) Use end bays when possible.

(b) Handle containers carefully to avoid breakage.

(c) Maintain accessibility to the stack interior for firefihting
purposes.

(d) Ensure that proper ventilation is maintained for wastes which
give off flammable vapors.

(e) Avoid storing in any location where spilled liquids may come
in contact with sparks or flames.

(f) Use only electric materials handling equipment that is
spark-enclosed.

(g) Post "NO SMOKING" signs and enforce them.

2. In addition to the above rules, if you are storing waste in a
standard flammable storage building:

(a) Keep all doors and windows open. This will help ventilation
during work operations.

(b) Keep unauthorized people out of the bulding.

(c) Investigate any unusual odor at once.
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(d) Use a combustible gas indicator when spills, leaks, or vapors

occur to determine if the area is safe.

(e) Keep firefighting equipment available and in operating order.

(f) Remove and repair leaky containers.

Store gas cylinders (such as acetylene, chlorine, and sulfur
dioxide) upright to prevent damage to valves.

(h) Keep valves on all cylinders containing compressed gases

tightly closed.

D. Safe Acid Storage.

Isolation. All acids should be stored inside. Acids may be
stored outside, but must be protected from the direct rays of the
sun in covered sheds or under tarps. Acids should be protected
against freezing, whether inside or out, to prevent breakage of
containers. Drums should be stored with bungs up. Isolation of
acids from other materials (such as paper, excelsior, sawdust,
wood scrap, cellulose, cloth, textiles, or flammable liquids)
should be maintained to prevent fire. Acid drums should be
isolated from other chemicals (such as hydrogen sulfide,
turpentine, carbides, metallic powers, and combustible materials).

Ventilation. All inside areas should be well ventilated. Good
ventilation should be maintained constantly while people are
working in acid storage areas. If leaks and spills of acids
occur, the area should be well flushed with large quantities of
water. If water is not immediately available, use clean dry sand
or gravel to cover the spill. Smoking should not be allowed in
or near acid storage areas. Acids should be stored away from
metal material, because of the corrosive action of acid vapors.

Venting of Drums. Drums of acid in storage should be vented
weekly or more often in hot weather to release the pressures that
may have built up. Extreme caution should be used when plugs in
drums are being loosened; a long-handled pipe or plug wrench
should be used. Workers should face away from the plug and turn
the plug only one turn until the pressure has equalized. Drums
should be handled carefully, especially in warm weather, to
prevent bumping sharply against each other. Tools must not be
permitted to strike the drums or plugs sharply which may cause
sparking. Open flames must not be permitted to contact drums or

tanks. This is because hydrogen, a highly flammable gas, is
often given off by acids as they sit in drums. Sulfuric acid
must be especially well ventilated to prevent vapor accumulations.

Inspection of Containers. All carboys and drums of acid should
be carefully inspected for possible leaks. Set aside leaking or
damaged containers for special handling. Do not walk a carboy
on the edges of its box; use trailers or specially designed
handtrucks. Do not handle carboys by the neck. Never attempt

to remove carboy stopper wire by twisting or prying; use a
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wirecutter. Be sure closures on filled or empty carbovs are
fastened securely before moving. Unwashed empty carboys must be
handled as carefully as filled containers. If acid containers
are stored togther or on top of one another, special care must be
taken to clean up any leaks so that leakln acid does not corrode
metal caps. of nearby containers.

E. Storage of Empty Drums.

I. Definitions.

(a) Container. Any portable device in which a material is stored,
transported, disposed, or otherwise handled.

Hazardous Previous Contents Containers. Containers that have
previously contained materials that are hazardous by any
Federal (DOT/EPA/Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA)) or
state definition.

(c) Acutely Hazardous Previous Contents. Containers that have
previously contained any material listed in the Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) regulations as acutely
hazardous (40 CFR 261-33(e)). This list covers those
hazardous wastes that are very toxic. There are ]22 such
wastes on that list.

2. Empty Containers.

A container is considered empty if all wastes have been
removed, and no more than one inch of residue remains on the
bottom of the container or inner liner.

(b) A container is also considered empty if no more than three
percent by weight of its total capacity remains in the
container (for containers less than or equal to II0 gallons
in size) or 0.3 percent for larger containers.

(c) A container that previously held an acutely hazardous
material is considered "empty" only if it has been triple
rinsed with an appropriate solvent, cleaned by an equivalent
removal method approved by the EPA, or has had the liner
removed.

(d) Empty compressed gas containers are ones which have been
opened to atmospheric pressure.

3. Storage.

Containers must be stored according to the category of previous
contents (nonhazardous, hazardous,, or acutely hazardous). In
all cases, storage compatibility must be observed.

F. Indoor and Outdoor Storage.

Ideally, hazardous wastes will be stored indoors to provide adequate
protection to the container and to minimize the potential for
environmental damage. However, under certain circumstances it may be
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necessary to store hazardous waste outside. If this happens at your

facility, there are several things that should be done to minimize
the likelihood of accidents, spills, and damage to the waste

container.

First, select an outdoor storage area with enough room available for
the waste. Congestion at storage sites is a leading factor in the
development and spread of fire. Make sure that the land is level and
stable. Sloping land or swampy ground creates problems with stored
waste stability and roses a serious hazard to firefighters. Make
sure that grass, brush, and debris do not create a fire hazard. Make
sure that an outdoor hazardous waste storage area is roped off and
identified with appropriate warning signs. Make an earth berm around
the storage site to contain any hazardous waste that might spill.
Inspect the outdoor storage area frequently to detect any problems
that might develop. Use tarps to protect stacks of hazardous waste
from the elements. If at all possible, do not store fiberboard or

other packages susceptible to water damage outside.

All of these practices can help to reduce the chances that you will
have an accident or spill with hazardous waste stored outdoors.
Remember though, that the best outdoor storage technique for
hazardous waste is usually not store it outside at all

VI. STORAGE COMPATIBILITY.

Because many hazardous wastes will react with other wastes producing
fires, explosions, and toxic fumes, it is necessary to develop and follow
a plan to prevent these wastes from coming in contact with each other.
Given the limited resources available at most activities, and the wide
variety of wastes that are handled, the implementation of a compatible
storage plan is not easy. Where you store various categories of hazardous
waste at your activity depends upon your local operating procedures and on

storage compatibility. During this secton of instruction, we.will talk
about general storage compatibility rules and how to determine if certain
wastes require special storage consideration.

A. General Storage Compatibility Rules.

Flammable and Combustible Liquids. In storing flammable and
combustible liquids you must consider stacking heights and
distances between stacks. Different classes of liquids (based on
flashpolnts) have different restrlctons. Flammable liquids
should be classified according to flashpoint. If not immediately
available on the container, this information can be obtained from
the various references at your activity. The classification of
flammable and combustible liquids is described below.

DOT Classification Flash Point Boiling Point

Flammable Liquid Less than I00 F

Class IA Less than 73 F Less than I00 F

Class IB Less than 73 F I00 or above

Class IC Less than I00 F;
at or above 73 F
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DOT Classification Flash Point Boiling Point

Combustible Liquid I00 F or above

Class II i00 F to less
than 140F

Class Ilia 140 F to less
than 200 F

Class IIIB 200 F or above

By classifying a liquid acording to flashpolnt, it is possible for
workers to reduce the chance of accidents and fires when dealing
with flammable and combustible liquids.

Page TX-6 lists the safe storage rules for flammable wastes.
There are several additional considerations when storing
flammable liquids. Stacked containers should be separated by
pallets or dunnage when necessary to provide stability and to
prevent excessive stress on container walls. The outdoor storage
area should be graded in a manner so that spills will be diverted
from buildings or they should be surrounded bv a curb at least
6 inches high.

Coressed Gases. Such gases must be handled with extreme care--
particularly flammable and explosive gases. Compressed gas
cylinders must never come in contact with fire, sparks, or
electrical circuits. Also, injury or death can be caused by
breathing some of these gases.

(a) General Precautions.

For storage and handling purposes, all cylinders should
be considered full and corresponding care exercised.

Empty cylinders should not be stored with full cylinders.

Cylinders should not be used for rollers, supports, or
for any purpose other than containing compressed gas.

Compressed gas should not be used to dust off clothlng.

Suitable material handling equipment should be used for
lifting and moving cylinders.

"NO SMOKING" signs should be posted and enforced around
compressed gas storage sheds.

(b) Storage Criteria for Gas Cylinders.

Roofed, open-sided shed storage on a concrete slab, above
grade, is the preferred type of storage facility if
climatic conditions permit.

All storage facilities for compressed gases should be
separated from other buildings by a least 50 feet.
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Sheds should be constructed of light, noncombustible
materials.

If one or more sides are installed, provisions must be
made to ensure a complete change of air at least six
times each hour.

If an enclosed storage facility is used, separate storage

rooms must be constructed for flammable gases.

(c) Protective Equipment. Where irritant Rases (such as ammonia
and sulfur dioxide) are present in light concentrations,
gastlght goggles and respiratory protective devices, or full
face mask respiratory protective devices should be worn. When
entering areas known to be highly contaminated, workers should
be properly equipped with self-contained breathing apparatus
or other appropriate resplratorv equipment. Mechanical
filter respirators offer no protection against high gas
concentrations and should not be used. Workers should be
trained in the use and care of respiratory protective
equipment and in inspection for operational capability.

(d) Although compressed gas cylinders may be listed as "empty",
they should be handled and stored as "full" cylinders. Valve
protection caps, where cylinders are designed to accept caps,
must always be in place unless the cylinders have been
devalved or have holes drilled in them. Oxygen cylinders in
storage must be separated from fuel gas cylinders by a minimum
of 20 feet or by a noncombustible barrier at least 5 feet high
having a fire resistance rating of a least one-half hour.
Compressed gas cylinders, condemned or not, should not be
devalved, torch cut, mutilated, or crushed. Residual amounts
of gas always remain in these cylinders.

Acids. Acids are dangerous to workers because of their corrosive
qualities. Page IX-7 lists the safe storage rules for acid
storage. In addition, care must be taken to prevent any spill or
container breakage which could permit contact to skin or eyes, or

inhalation into lungs. Buildings used for bulk storage of acid
should be one story in height, of fire-resistant construction,
and equipped with automatic sprinkler protection. They should be
heated to prevent freezing of certain acids. Protective
clothing, eye wash, deluge-shower, and self-contalned breathing
apparatus should be readily available. Different acids should be
stored separately in designated areas.

EPA Hazardous Wastes Compatibility Chart. The purvose of this
compatibility chart is to show chemical combinations that can be
dangerously reactive. The EPA chart can be used to help develop a
compatible storage plan. In order to use the chart:

I. Using Appendix A, the list of Reactivity Group Numbers (RGN),
identify RGNs for all Hazardous Wastes to be stored.

2. Find the RGN of the first group on the first column of the chart
(Appendix B).
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3. Find the RGN of the second group from the bottom squares of RGNs.

4. Find the intersecting reaction square for the two RGNs.

5. Note the Reaction Code(s) (RC) in the square.

6. Refer to the legend on the chart for the explanation of the RC.

7. Continue comparing one-by-one until all combinations have been
considered.

If there is a negative reaction possible, segregate the two
wastes from each other.

Vl I. SUMMARY

During this unit, we have covered the safe storing of hazardous wastes;
reviewed procedures you should be using to store hazardous waste safely;
discussed why your activity should have and follow a plan for compatible
storage; and gone over the use of storage aids. You should practice using
the different aids for determining storage compatibilities, and check to
see if these aids are available at your activity. Proper storage
techniques go along with proper identification, labeling, handling, and
packaging procedures in reducing accidents and environmental damage.

VIII. REFERENCES

NFPA 30; "Flammable and Combustible Liquids Code, 1984" can be obtained
from:

National Fire Protection Association
Batterymarch Park
Quincy, MA 02269
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APPENDIX IX-A

LIST OF REACTIVITY GROUP NUMBERS (RGNs) FOR CHEMICAL SUBSTANCES

Abate*
Acenaphthene
Acetamide 6
Acetdehyde
Acetic acid 3
Acetic anhydride 107
Acetone Dimethyi ketone 19
Acetone cyanohydrin HydroxyisobutyronJtrile , 26
Acetonitrile Methy cyanide 26
Acetophenone
A(3etoxbutae tyi acetate
Acetoxypentane Amyl acetate
Acety| acetone
Acetyl azide 102
Acetyi benzoyi peroxide 30
Acety! bromide [7, 107
Acetyi chloride 17, t07
Acetylene
Acetyl nitrate 27 102
Acetyl peroxide 30
Acoiein Aquain
Acry|Jc acid
AcyionJtrle 26, 103
AdJpic acid
Adilxmitrile 26
Agao[ MethoxyethyimercurJc

chloride 2
Agaoaetan Methoxymethyimercuric

chloride
Adlcarb Temik* 9, 20
Aldrin 17
Alkyl auminn chloride [07
Aikyl resins 101
Alene 2g
Aly[ acoho! 2-Propen-l-o!
Ally[ bromide Bromopropene
Allyl chloride ChJoropropene 17
AUyi clorocarbonate Aflyi chloroormate 13, 17
Allyi choroformate Alyi chorocarboate 13 17
A]yi trchorosiane 107
Aluminum 22, 23
Aluminum aminoborohydride i07
Aluminum borohydride I0J 107
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Aluminum bromide
Aluminum crbie
Aluminum c,oride
Aluminum diehyl monoChloride
Aluminum luoride
Aluminum hydride
Aluminum hypophosphid
Aluminum ptosph,ide
tuminum =etraa--,doborate
Aminobenzene

Ammochloroto|uene

Aminodionenyl
Aminoethne
Am
Ammoethnoiamine
Am=nohexae
Aminometnane
A inooentne
Ammopnenoi
Aminopropne
Amino
Aminothiazole
Aminotoluene
Ammonia
Ammonitn arsenate
Ammonium azide
Ammonium biluoride
Ammonium chlorate
Ammonium dhromate
Ammonium (luoride

Ammoruum hexar,=trocob=ltate
Ammonium hydroxide
Ammonium hypophosphide
Ammonium molybdte
Ammonium nitrate
Ammonium nitrJdoosmate
Ammonium nitrite
Ammonium perchJorate
Ammonium pel"iod&te
Ammonium permananate
Ammonium persuate
Ammonium
Ammordum s,,de
Ammonium tetrachromate
Ammordum tetraperoxchromate
Ammonium ’ichromate
Amyl acetate
Amy1 acohol
Amyl chloride
Arnyl cyanide
Amyiamine
Amyleoe
Amyl mercaptan
Aniline
Animert* V-101
AnJsole
AJsoJe chloride
Anthracene
Antimony
Antimony chloride
Antimony fluoride
Antimony nitride
Antimony oxychJoride
Antimony oxide
Antimony pent&coride
Antimony pentaluorJde
Antimony pent.suiCide
Antimony perclorate
Antimony potassium

Antimony suiate
Antzmony suiZide
Antimony tribromide
Antimony trichJoride
Antimony ritluoride
Antimony rilodide
Antimony trioxide
Antimony risulf&te
Antimony trisuiJde
Antimony trivinyl

Aqueous solution & mixture

rocior*
Arsenic
Arse.i 3romide
Arsenic loride

Svnonvms

Diethylauminum chloride

Aniline
Butylamine
C.dorotoluidine

E;hylamine

Hexytamine
,|ethylamine

Amylanme

lsopropFl amine

ToluJdJne

Acetoxy pentane

Choropentane

Aminopentne
Pentene
Pent=nehol

Tetrastd

Antimony richloride
Antimony rlfluoride

Antimony trioxide

Antimony tris,afate
Antimony trisulfide

Anmony chloride
Arrdmony iluorie

Antimony oxide
Antimon =uU&te
Antimony sulfide

Acolein

Methoxyethytmercuric
doride

Polyc.orinated bipheflyl

Arsenic ribromide
Arsenic ichloride

107
10
[07

t0J, 107
t, 107

107
107

7
7

7, 17
7
7,, 7
7
7
7
7

7, 2
7.

7
10
2
102

102, 10,

2,

2,
l0
10

102
2, 10

102

102, 10
102, 10

10
102

33, 105
2, 10

2, 1

17

7

20
7

20

107
16

23, 2
2, 107
2, 107

2
2

33, 105
2, 10

2

33,

2,
2%
2

2, t07
J, 03

17
2
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Arsenic sufide
Arsenic triiodide
Arsenic penoxde

Arsenic oxide
Arsenic disuttide
Arsenic bromi
Aec cori

rsic iode

Po1iorJn bJphenyl

Ethyieneimine

Monocooos

Colae

BPMC

Trlmethyln

DizoyJo

Botol
Corotol

zyl orte

R__L

2#, 33, 10
2#, 107

2#

2t), 33
2

2. 33, 10
2., 107
2, 07

2
2#, 7

28,
17

, 02

2
7.
3, 2
2

28.

2. 10. 107
2,

2

2, 105
I0, 2
2, I05
2t, I08

I0, 2t, 107
20, l

I0, 2, 107
28) I08
2,

28
2

2t, }, I0, 107
2

2

17
17

g, 102
107

102

10
30, 102

10, 10P
10J
2
2

J, 2#
2) 10, 10
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Beryllium hydrode
Beryllium oy3de

BeryUium suillde
BerylUum zetrahydrobore
Bidin*
Bismuth
Bismuth rom&te
BismuthJ acid
Bismuth nitride
Bismuth penlunride
Bismuth pentaoxde
Bismuth sulfide
Bismuth tribromide
Bismuth trichloride
Bismuth n’ilodide
ismuth trioxide
Bismuth trisuLfide
Bladfum*
Blue vitriol
BomyI
Borne
Rordeaux artellte
8oric acid
Boron arsenotribromide
oron bromodliodlde
5oro dibromoioc[Jde
Boron nitrlde
Borct phosphide
ron triazide
Boron tribromide
Boron trihloride
Boron triIi,,oride

Boron trdodide
Boron trisul(ide

BPMC
Bra=
Bromi acid
Bromine
Bromine azide
Bromine cyan/de
Bromine monoflunrie
Bromine .nentafluoride
Bromlne trffluorice
-romoacetylene
3romcoenzy[ aceniilde_
romobenzyl riiluoride

Bromodiborane
romoethylauminum
.’oreoc e’.,oxTaniline

Bromomethne
Bromopenol
Bromopropee
Bromopropyne
Bromosilne
romotoluene
Bromotrlc[oromethane
Bromorifluomethane
Bromoxynl

Bronze
Buna-N-
Bunker fuel
Buacarb
Butadene

Bue
Butanediol
Butanethiol
ButaetrJol trlrdtr=te
Butanol
Butnone
Buten
Butefle

Butyl acete
n-Butyl
Buylmine
Butyl ahol
t-Butyl azidoormate
Butyl benzene
Butyl benzol phthaae
Butyl cellusolve*
Butyl dicloroborane
Butyl ether

Suotet
Col uate

Bas.ta*

Cyano&m

Methyl br0mi

3,imhro

Oityle
Bdehy

Butyl mp

Butyll
Meyl ethyl keto
Cmto

Mey[ vinyl te

Amiable

Pnyie

Dityt her

RC____,

33, 10
?.% 10, 107

32
22, 2, 2

2, 23, 102
2% 107

2

2

2% ]], tO
32
2
2, 07

2% 10

2, 107
2% 2
2%
2% I02
2% 07
2% I07
2,, 107

:0a, lOT
I0, 107
10%

17

17

17

10
{7

17
17

I01

2

29

20

2g

13, 103
7
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Burly ormate
Butyl fluoride
Butyl lycidyl ether
Butyl hydroperoxide
t-Butyl hypocorite
n-Butyl lithium
Butyl mercptan
Butyl peroxide
Butyl peroxyacetate
Butyl peroxybenzoate
Butyl peroxypivaate
t-Butyl erbenzoate
t-Iutyi-3-pheyl oxazirane
Butyl trichlorosUane
Butyramide
Butyrldehyde

Butyrnirde
Bu

Cadmium acetylide
Cadmium ’nide
Cadmium
Cadmium bromide
Cadmium --’dorate
Cadmium chloride
Cadmium cyanide
Cadmium flride
Cadm;unl hexamine chlorate
Cadmium haxamine perchlorate
Cadmium iodide
Cadmium ntrate
Cadmium nitride
Cadmium oxide
Cadmium phosphate
Cadmium sulide
Cadmium trihydrazine chlorate
Cadmium -ihydrazine perchloeate
C..Icium
Ccum arsenate
Ccium arsenite
Calcium bromate
CaJcJum c’bide
CaVe’urn chlor.te
Cacum c,hldrive
Cc:um floride
Ccum hexa/nmonia[e

Cz!cum hyCride
Calc’.um hyaromde
C :Ic:m nypoch/orile
Cc:n ypopncphide
Ca’c:um :ucae
Ca4,=um-mnganese-silicon alloy

C ".c;:n oxide
C-!cum exyclori
C=b::um ,erc’.’.romae
C lc:um ecmanzaate

Cd:,,’n phosphide
Cc,rn suioe

Cntc
Caroic acid
Caprylc acid
Caprylyl peroxide
Crbcroi
Carlryl
C&bemmide
Crlnol&le

C&boii ccl

C&Ixm bisuide
Crbon disuid
Crl)on tetrachloride
Carbon tetrfJuoride
Crlx)n tetrode
Cstrix
Catecol
Caustic potash
Custic

Swonvms

Butanethlol

t-Butyl perbenzoate

Butyl peroxyacetate

Butanol

Dimethylarsec

Hyated lime
Cd oloride

Lime nitrate, nitrode
Slaked lime
C hypo[orie

Mid

O1

Teoel

RGN

13
17

30

105, 107
20

30
30
30
30

I07

23, 2
2, lO, I07
2, I0,

2% 102

2% I0)

I, 20
1, 2

2% 102
2% i02

2% I02, I0l)

20, 2., 102

2% 33, I0
2% 102
2% 102
2% 102

I0, 107

I0I)

I0, 107
10

I0, 107

0
2n
17
17
17
7

I0
I0
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Names

CDEC
Cel],"ose
Cell, lose nitrte
Cerium
Cerium hydride
Cerium trisu/fide
Cerous phOslde
Cesium
Cesium amide

Cesium abide
Cesium fluoride
Cesium hexaydroluminate
Cesium hydride
Cesium ptslide
Cesium sulide
Ctdor[ hydrate
Chlordane
Chlorestol
Chorenvinphos
Chloric acid
Chlorine
Chlorine azide
Chlorine dioxide
Chlorine fluoroxide
Chlorine monofluoride
Chlorine monoxide
Chlorine penfluoride
Chlorine tritJuoride
Chlorine trioxide
Chioroacetaldehyde
Chloroacetic ac/d
Chloroacetone
Ch/oroacemphenone
Chlorocetyl chloride
Chloroacetylone

Chloro=zodin
Chlorolmzene
Chlorobanzotriazole
Chlorobenzoyl peroxide"
Chlorobonzylidene mlononitrile
Chlorobutyronicrie
Chloro chromic anhydride
Cheocreoso[
Chiorodiborane
Chlorodiisobuwl aluminum
Chlorodimethylmine diborane
Ch[orodinitrobezee
Chloro dinitrotoluene
Chlorodipropyl borae
Chloroethane
Chioroethanol
Chloroethylenimine
Chloroform
Chlorohydrin
Chloromethne
Chloromethyl methyl ether
Chloromethyl penoxyactc ..id
Chloronitroc,iiine
Chloronirobenzene
Chloropentane
C,h/oropenol
Chlorophey[ isocyte
Chloropicrin

Chloroprooae
Chioroprooene
C.hlorooropyiene oxide
ChJcrosdne
C./orosm.’onic acid
Ch[rorhion-
C,/oro:oiuene

ChlcrotoP.dine
Chlorotrinitroben--efle
3-Chiorov:nyldiC[oroarsine

Chromic

Nitro ceulme

TrichJeroacetaldehyde

Poly:hJot’inated biphenyl

MonohloroacetJc acid
Monochloroacetone
Phetyl hloromethyl ketone

Chomyl chloride

Dinltroch[orobenzene

Ethyl chloride

Tridorome-.hane

Methyl chloride

Nitrochlorobeflzee
Amyl cNoride

Chlorpicrtn,
Trichloronitromethne

Isopropyl chloride
ALyl loride
Epicorohydrin

Benzyl chloride

Picryl chloride
Lewisite
Tric.hloronitromethane
C,’omi anydrioe.

Chromium trmxde

RGN

101
27,

105

I0
21

102

10
lOJ, 107

107
3, 10

[7

32
2, 0

10
102

102, 10, 107
102, 10
10;, 107

10
10, 107
10, 107
102, 10, 17

3,
L7, 19
17,

107

17,
$, 17

17

17,
17,
17, 26

24, 10, 107
17,
10

lO., 107

17, 27
17, 27

17,, 7
17
17
17
17
17

17, 27
17, 27

17
31

17, I$,

17, 27, 102
[7

17, Z

7, 17
17, 27,

17, 27,

IX-A-6



Chromic anyhdrlde

Chromic chJoride
Chromic .*luoride
Chromic oxide
Chromic suaze
Chromium
Chromium sulfate
Chromic sulfide
Chromium trichioride
Chromium trifluoride
Chromi rioxide

Chromy! chloride
Chrysene
CMME
Coi oii
Coal
Cobt
CobaJt bromide
Cobalt chloride
CobaJt nitrate
CobaJtous bromide
ColJtous dgoride
Cob[Zou$ nitrate
CobaJtous resinate
Cotous suLlate
Cobalt resinate
Cobalt suL{ate

Collodion
Copper
Copper acetoarsenite
Copper acezyiide
Copper arsenate

Copper arsenite
Copper coride
Copper chlorotetraole
Copper cyanide
Copper nitrate
Copper nitrice
Copper
Copper sultide
Compound
CorQxorle

Coumauryl
CoumatetrJyl
Cresol
Cresol glydicyl ether
Cresote
Crimidine

Ccocona/,’.ehyde
Ccc.yl icoho[

Ctotyi bcomid
Crony[ chloride
Curet.he
Cmene hydroperoxde
Cupric sente
Cupric renite
Cupric chloride
Cupric cyanide
Cupric nitrate
Cupric suate
Cupriethyieedimine
Cyncetc acid
C yanochloropentne
Cyanogen
Cynogen bromide
C yanopnenphos
Cynunc trize
Cycoheptane
Cycohexne
Cyc4ohexnol
C yc[ohex&none
Cyohexnone peroxJde
C.vconexylrnine
C yconexeny!
C clohexyl pnenol
Cyc:ohexyi cric,orosiJne
C yciopentane
C ycopennoJ
C 7c.opentene
C ycopropne
CTcoc,’imethy[ene trinitrmine
CTmene
Colano
2.’-D

Svnonvms

Chromium trioxiOe,
Chromic ac 2, 2% 1.%

Chromium trichloride
Chromium trJuoride I, 2

2
Comium sate 2

Comic suae
2#, 33, 0

Comic oride 2#
Comic Iluoride
Comic aci
Chric hydride 2, 2#, 10#

Co chromic hydride 2#, 10#, 07

Methyl orehyl
01

22) 23, 2#
Co.tom bromide 2#
Coto lori 2
Cot nitrate 2#, 10#
Co bromide
Cot coride 2
Cot nitrte 2) 10#
Cot rinte 2#
Cot ste 2
Co.tom rnte
Czous sute
Pxylin Z7

23,
Paris Gr

2, 102, 10, 07
Cubic nae
Cupric site
Cuco

Cucc 11, 2
Cri hi.ate 2,

2, 2
Cric suate fi[ viio[

2 33, 05
Ot.ethyi Jorvinyl osate 17, 32

Farin 9

Ctrix 7
Bucen

lopy[ ne
Dimethy[bI hyorode
Cop ate
Cop ste

Cop
Cop mtrate 2%
Copr sate

7)
Moc te 3, 26

7)
26

BmJne ide
Sde* 26, 32

102

30
7

07

107

RDX 27, 102

Psol 20, 32
Dicorophxyceic
FuKomion 32
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aJ’n

.DVP

DI nze
Dv
Deon-methyl sulod

Dityl
Diacy/e
DJme
Diaminoz
DJhexe

DiazonJpheJ
DiyI roxi
Dibore
Diron xahyi
Diyl her
Dizyi thaate
3,-Dibromhydxyzonitre
Dibmmloroproe
DJbrthe
Diloatone
Diori
DiJoroe
Dio
Diimethyiie

Dioroh
DiiorthyJmj
Ethyl oros
Eyl
Dicoroicyuric acid
Dilomethane
Dioroph
Diloenoi
Diorophexycefic acid
Dloproe
Dioropropol
Dilooe
DicNoroopene

Diomv
Dimyi ro
Dielin
Diethlmi
Dihyl inum

Dihylami
Dihyl

Dthyl ore
Dihyleo
Dihyie ll
Dimhyl 81yi motyl

her
Diethyie triine
Dihyl eher

Dih keto

Dih nc
Die1 o

Dl ether
DiOuWe
Diiyl ketone

DiJoppyl
Diiprowl ether
D1ipropyi peroxybonate
Dimon*
Dimox
DimethyI aceyie

D/bromochioropropne
Dich|orobenzene

Diazodinitrophenoi

Dictlorovos, Vapona*
Die’.nyiauminum chloride

Declin
Danydronale

Dio
Mettox R*

Hrne
Phyle ine
Hexethyiediine

DDNP
yl ode
Dir hydride
Dirane
BH eth

Bromoxg
DP Fone*, Nagon
Ethyl bromi

DCB

Dimeyl
Ethyl coride
Dithyl
Diorthyl etr

Oicortrian2,%trione
Methyl ide

Pmpyte dilorJde

Dilopropyl
Diomoe
Dioiic acid
DDVP

Alinum dJethyimoli,
DEAL

Cd 136

Diode

n ethyl

BJs(2propyl) ether

lowl eth
[opyJ rnate
Phosamin
He

RGN

17

17
3, :7, 102

i7
[7, 32

iO.S,
I07

, LO.
7
7

8, 102
32

27, 102
30, 102
10, 107
lO, 107

17, 26, 31
17
17

17, 19
I0

7, 17

17
17

1, 17
2(, 107

107
l, 17
10
17
7

17, 31
3, 17

t, 17
17
17

lot
17, 32

30

17

10, 107
7

17, 32
107

27, 102

19

2,, lO., 107

25

% 17

0

6, ]2
25
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Dimenv!
Dietns,".rnino a:-obenzene
Dimethvl arsenic acid
Dimethy|enzy! hydroperoxide

O[mey[
DmeyI dchlorosfle
Dimenydi:hiophosoric acid
Dimehyl eIhe
Dimenyl ormal
Dimemyl lormamige

imetyxe dihydropeoxi
Dimetyl hy:ine
Dimey ke:one
imeyl mgnesium
Dmetynitrooe
meTy:n:ramme
ime,yi
Dime:on

Dlnirccoto:enzene

:r:nv[ hycrazine

Dieb
Dioxab
Diox
Dioxaton
DintaeryritoJ izrte
Dint
Dienami
Diphyl
Oienyl etyle
Diphyii
DiylJ lrsine
OiH eth
Dinyl
DiphH meth
Diylmete
Diphyl
DIyI i
Dipi
Disomn

Disf nitri
DulIH ori

Dithe M-
Diie
DNOC
Dne
Dodlz

Dow13
Di=
Doh
D
Date*

etol 0
EII
Ent

N
Epiorydrin
Eute

Eete
ExyethHz
Bis(2-]-Epropyt)
Eth
Eethiol
Ethl

Etxyethl

E:hyt =cetyle

E:hyl
Emyiine
E:hyl nzene
Ey atoae
Etyi u{yrae

Methyl ye|low

Cacoaylic acid
Cumene hydroperoxide
Neohexane

Dic/orodimethylsilane

UDMH
Ace[one

NitroxTlece
No..Nitrosoeimethyl amine
Methyl su/tide

C.orodinitrobenzene

DOC, E:etol 30

2,-Dirtro-&-sec-butylpheno!

Diehylene doxide
Detnav-

Phenytbenzene

PhenarsazJne htoride

lnzIbezene

Henitrodiphenylam ne

Disyton*

Di=u/(oton

SuHotepp
Dinitrocreol

Mexac’bte
o-Pheny| phenol

Olnitrocrml
Thiodan*

Exothion

Chloro’opy|ene oxide

Ethylene oxide

DiycidH ether

Ethyl mercaptan
Ethyl acohol
Nla/ate

Ethanol
Aminoethae
PheHethane

EThyl bunoa$

Chloroetnae

7, 3
2
3O
29

107
2

6
30

19
[3. 107

27
7. 27

27
7. Z7
7, 31
27. 31
:7, 31, 27
7

27, 102

7, 2

l, 107

7, 27, 02
7
2

Z}, I02

Z7, }

2

2

27, )I
17, 20

17

17, )

2
20

2

7

17
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;hyi aniorosin

::hyiun

E:hylene coronyarin

Ehyle smine
nyl.: dibtomid
E:hyie

Ehyle lyi monomyl
EhyJenemine

-Eylhe,[ 8crylate

:hy[

:vl
:yl triorosile
:othlon

erb

Fir=ic
Ru=om

Fyde
Fo
Fet8te hydroii
Folio
F=e

Fi acid
Fin
F8e
Furad*
F
F
F

G

G]ycmn

Gold mite
Golds
Gre

Giidim irste

Guthi
H
e
Himite

HI
Hept

Hepll
Hlone
Heple
Hexsbor

DiC’lorcethyla’sJne

Dithyi

Hydroxypropionitrile

Dibromoethne
Dioroethe

Glyl ni/rate

Ari
Kxyethe

Ethetol

Endothion

Bayer 21t, Dnit*

Oxygen itluoride

Flsonic ad
Fluor=omc

Dote
Met

Methoic
Pmthote

Couml
DJbromoloroproe
Cur
F

Eyl tl dinitrate

Gold mite
Gold cyate

Dimetox

RGN

=% !07
107

", 17

7
17

27,

7, 103
3, 103

13
13, 103

20
27, 102
27, tO2

107

2,

3,

16

t02
10,, I07. |7

3

I, 107
1, 107
I, I

17

I?
17
9

II
101, I0

7 102

27, 102
2

105, 107
102
102

33, 10
lOl
31

g, 102
27, 10
27, 102

32
22

6, 32

17
29

19
2
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Hexdecy! trichorosii one
Hex-ethyl cetraohosphate
Hexaluorophosphoric acid
Hexahydride
Hexethyl nzme
Hexethylenemine
Hexethyletetrine
Hex
Hexitrodlenyline
Hexol
Hexoic acid
Hexene
Hexyiine
Hexyl
Hexyne
HMX
HoperS*
Hy lime
Hrane
Hya=ne de
Hrazoi acid
Hydrioc acid
Hobmmic acid
Hydroloric acid
Hocyanic
Hydro(luoric d
Hoen azJ
Hydro bromide
Hroen ide
Hydrogen luoriCe
Hroen iodide
Hydro peromde
Hro
Hyoro seienide
Hoen
Hyinone
Hoxycetoenone
Hyxybromozoic
H:roxydienol
Hyoxyhydroinone
Hydrxyacetoenone
y’oxyibu(yranithie

Hroxyl amine

yroxyepionicrfle
HoC[orous cd

Iron

I==e

le
lgel

le
le

lre
le

Iyl acetate
Il ace$He

lpmpyi ode
Il er
Ipyl mp

Itacc ole
3-100
o

Lri
Lin

Layl
L
Lead

Synonyms

Diborane

Diaminohexane

Dipicrylamine

Caproic acid

AmJnohexane

Ca/cium hydroxide
Oiamine

Hydrogen azide
Hydrogen iodide
Hydrogen bromide
Muriac ad
Hydrogen cyanide
Hydrogen fluoride
Hydrazoic acid
Hydrobromic acid
Hydrocyanic acid
Hydrofluoric acid
Hydroiodic acid

Fhosphine

Acetone cyanohydrin

E:hylene cyanchydr,:n

Polychonnated bipheny!

Trimethyipentne

Methylbutane

Methyl butadiene

Aminopropane
CLmene
Chloropropane
Diipropyl ether

Diisopropyi peroxydicaebonate

Methomy[

RGN

07

7

7, 27, 102

25
7

L07
2

l0
3, 10
8, i02

02

I, 107

l, II
I, I
102

1, 107
l, II
I, I.

I0
2% lO
33, I0

19, 31
3, L7

19, 31

, 2
22, 2, 20

17

2

2

13, 103

29

25, 103

2g

7

17
1.
2O

17, 32
30

10!
101
101
I0!
101

9, 20
30

23, 2.
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Lead arsenate
Lead arsenite
Lead aide
Lead carbonate
Lead chlorite
Lead cyanide
Lead dinJtroreserinate
Lead mononJtroreorcJnate
Lead nitrate
Lead orthoarsente
Lead oxide
Lead styphnate

Lead tritroresordnate
Lewite
Lime nitrate
LJndane
Litlum
Lithium auminum hydride
Lithium amide
Lithium I’rosilicon
Lithium hycride
Lithium hydroxide
L-;thium hypochiorite
Li[hium nitride
Lithium peroxide
Lithium silicon
Lithium sulfide
London ut.ole
Lye
Magnesium
.Magnslu=n ar.cnac
Magnesium a=’senite
Magnesin chlorate
Magneliu=n fluoride
Magnclium nitrate
Magne=ium perchlorate
.Magneum peroxide
Magntium sulfide
.alathion
MJeic acio
M[onic nitrile

Manganese
Maguese acetate
Mgese arsenate

M8ese bromide

.anese
tricnyi
Mge
.tganese suiie
Mg aenate
M$ous romi
Mgo coride
Mgous nitrate
M4nitoi hexitrate
Mataci
Ma’ ea
Miter

M CDoce/hiazol
Merc3[oetnanol

Mrm
Mi aceta
Mri mmi ori=
Mri zte

Mi ori
Mercuric cyanide
Mercuric dioxy,dfate
Mercuric iodide
Mercuric nitr=te
Mri oleate
Mo=
Mri o=i
Miiio
Mri llate
Mc suuate
Mri ste

Mbmi
Mrous
Mo=i

Lead orthoarsenate

Lead &rsenate

Lead trinitroresornate

Lead stypnate
i-Chiorovinyidichoroasine
Calcium niate

Cycec d

Mno bride

Mgo nire

Mne rsenae
Mese bromie

Mn hlorie

Nire

M ioe

Mcury ide
Meri suule

Merr nitrte
Mry oleate

Ma reagt
SJtated mry
Mi oxuRte
y sate

Mery
M nue=te

RGN

2"
2, 102

2
2t*, lO

l,
2, 27, 102
2, 27, 102

2, lO

2, 27, 102
2, 33, I0
2t, 27, 102

lO

21, 107
lO
I0, 107

107
lO, 107

10, 107
107

33, 10

0
21, 22

lO
33, lO

3, 26

22, 2J,

2, 33

10

lJ, 7

32

2, I0

II, 2% 102

2#
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Mercurous nitrate
Mercurous oxide
Mercurous
Mercury
Mercury (vapor)
Mercury acetate
Mercury ammonium dlocide
Mercury benzoate
Mercury
Mercury chloride
Mercury cyanide
Mercury tulmirte
Mercury iodide
Mercury nitrate
Mercury nucJeate
Mercury o/care

Mercury suate
Meitylene
Metyl oxide
Mesuroi
Metasystox-R
Metham

Mehane
Methanethiol
Mehanoic acid

,Methanol

Methomyl
Methoxyethylmercuric chloride
Methyl acetate
Methyl acetone

Methyl acetytene
,Methyl acrylate
Mehyt lcohol
Methyl a/uminum sesclUibromide
,Methyl a/minum sesquch/oride
Methylamine
Methyl amy[ acetate
NMethyl ahiine
Mehyl aziridine
Methyl benzene
Methy! bromide
Methyl butadiane
Methyt butane
Methyl butene
Methyl buy| ether
Methyl t-butyl ketone
Methyl buwne
Methyt butyrate
Methyl ch/oride

Methyl chloroarbonate
Methy| chorotorm
Methyl chlorotormate
Methyl C%’oromethyl ether
Methyl c’/anide
Methy/ cycohexane
ethyl dichloro’ine
Methyl dich/orosilane
.Mhylene chloride
,Meyiene
,,’dethylene bis(2-cdoroanUine)
Methyl ethH ch/oride
Methy! ethyl ether
Methy! ethyt ketone
Mezh.vl e;h.vl ketone peroxide
Mec,y! ethyl pyriaine
Me:by! ormte
Methyl hyaramne
Me.hy| iodie
Methyl isobuyl ketone
Me-hyl
:J, et.yl soproyi ketone
Me’-hyi magnesium romide
Mehyi magnesium
Methyl magr,eslum ioii,e
M ethyl ercptan
Methyl

Mehy! parathion
Methyl pentanoate
Methyl propiona.te
Methyl .propy! ketone
Methyl
Methyl sulfide
Methyl trio|orosilane

Methyl
Methyl vinyl ketone
Methy! yellow
evinptos

Synonyms

Mercury bisullate

Mercuric acetate
Mercuric ammonium chloride
Mercuric benzoate
Mercurous sulfate.
Mercuric chloride
Mercuric cyanide

Mercuric iodide

Mercuric nitrate
Mercurol
Mercuric oleate
Mercuric sulfate
I,J,-trimethyibenzeae

Demeto-S--methyl su[IoxJd

Formaidehyde

Methyl mercapta
Formic acid

Methyl cohol

Methyl butyne

Methano|

Amlnomethane

Propyleeimine
Toluene
Rromomethale
[opree

lsopropy acetylene

Chloromethane
Methyl chlorolormate

Methyl ch|orocm’bonate

CMME
Acetoitri/e

Dicderomethane

8utanone

Monomethyl hydrzne

Methanethol

Methyl valerate

Dimethyl sulfide

Methyl pentanote
Butene-2-one
Dimethylamino azobezene
Phosdrin*

RCN

2, 10
2
2

22,
2

2O
21

II, 2O
2t), 102

21)

2, I0

19
9

i2

29
2

9, 20
2

2
1., 103

10, 107
ion, 107

7

7
7
16
17

-$, i0)

2

19
25

17
I, 17

17
13, 17
1, 17

26
2
2t

I07
17

13, I01
7, 17

17

0
7

!7

19
10,
IOn,
!:..
13, 103

16
2
13

25, 103
20
107

19
7, 1
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Names

Mexacarbate
Mineral spirits
Mintacol*

Mobarn*

Molybden
Moldum hydri
Molybd
Molybum
Moiyc ad

Mooroacec
Momos
Motlroosric acid

Mmethyl hydra
Mpiine

Muriac ad

Na
N
Npt
Nhle
Naphhoi
Nthyline
Naphthyl merp
Natite
Nagon"
Nhege

-NBP

Niate
NiSei
Ni
N[e[ timoni
Nickel

Nickel
NiCxaI lori
Nickel cide
NiSei nitrace

ieous senite

eous
Nckel selee
iei ssulice
Ncke

N :?n:line
Ncrc acid

icrcbenzene
i:ro0enzoi
i:obieny[
i:rocciy
Niroceil
JcrocPJorobenzene
Nicroen doxide

roen mustard
Nicrog
Nitroglycerin
Ni:rnycrocoric acid
N:rocneno
Ni:roorooe
Ni:rosomeylamine
Ni:rosoguiine
Nitrcs:arc
Nitroxyene
Ntroxylos
N-i:rosoimehylamine
Nyl nenoi
Ncnyl triJorosile

N,manol

acec’/ne

RGN

Dowco- 139" 9
101

Paraoxon 32

9

22, 2J,
Molybdenum trioxide

2, 33, I0
Molybdenum anhydride

2
Coroacetone 17, 19
Coroacec ad 3, 17
Ain* 32

g 7

g, 7
Methyl hydrazi

7
Ref 10l
HydroorJc d

12
Sum-tsi loy 21, 107
Si-tai loy 21, 107

101

Trinitronatlene 27, 102
DibromNoroproe 7
Dimethyl t 29
Nitrobiphyl 27

Ethion 32
22, 2

2% 107
Nickelo arsate 2
Nielous site
Nickel trayl
Nielou= li

II,
Niels nit.re 2% I0
Nickel ate
NiSei aenite
Nickel coride
NiSei nitrate 2%

2a
2% 33, iO

Nickel rnyl
Nitroiline 7,

Nitriline 7, 27
Niobzol 27
Niroze 27
NBP 27
Cum nitraCe
Cdlse nitrate, n ton 27, 102
Coronitroze 17 27

10
Mitol hextraCe 7, 102

7, 17
[0g

Trinitroglycerin 27, 102
2

27,
27

Dimethylnitrosiin 7, 27
27,

5 nitrate 27,
NiCroxylol, Dimethylnitrobenzene 27
Nitro/lene, Dimethylnl/rozene 27
Dimethylnitrosoine 7 27

107

07

cnrc 6. 2
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Phosporic anhydride
Phosphoric sulfide
Phosphorus (Amorphou red)
Phosphoru=
Phosphorus hepca.suLfide
Phos0horus oxybromide
Phos.corus ox’/chioride
Phosphorus pentacoride
Posporus pemtastlde
Phosphorus pentox3de
P,osr.orus sesquiulfide
Phosphorus :r,bromtde
Poshorus tricloride
Phosphorus

CapryJy! peroxide

Suuric acid

o..-Phenyl phenol

Polychlorinated biphenyl

Mintacol*

Copper acetoaseflite
Poiyram combi*
Pentaerythrityl tetranitrate,

PentaerythritoI tetranitrate

PenaeryChrityl tetranitrate, PETN

Amyl mercaptan
VleraJdehyde

Amylene

PeroxyacetJc acid

TelrachJoroethylene
Trichoromethylsulenylchoride

Peracetic acid
Polyram corn hi*

Diphenylamine chloroarsine
Carbolic a_Jd

Diphenylamine
Dipheyl
But/ibenzene
ChJoroacetophenone

Diaminobenzee
Ehyibenzee

Orchozenol, Dowicide

Pmpylbenzene

Thimet*
Mevinphos
Oime’on
Hydrogen phosphide
Cyolan*

Phosphorus pentoxde
Phosphorus pentasuide

Phophory! bromide
Phosphoryl chloride
Phosphoric chJoride
Phosphoric suUJde
Phosphoric ahydrde
Tetrapnosporus risulJde

0
i07
i01

2, 2

23, 20
2%
2, I0

9

IO#, 107
17

I01
}2
2
2t

27, 102

27, 102

29
20

28
7
2

], ]0
2
2

17
17, 20

2
I0

2

, 0
12

I01
I01

7, 2

2

7

17, I9
2
7

107
2S

2
2
]2
I0

20, ]2
I0, 07

107
}, I0, 107

I0,

33, I0
iO, 107
I0, J07

33, I0, 107
I07

33, I0,

33, I03,
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RGN

13", L07
L#, 107

7, 7,
27, 31,

iT, 27, 132
7

7

17

0!
I0!

I$, 107
25, 10I

12
20, 101

lOi
101
101
101

27, 102
2

21, I07

2

2,

10
II
10

20,
27, 102

10, 107
I0

102, 10
2
IO
107

20, lO
IO,, 107
3, 10

29
20

17

t

17

, 103
7

107

7

107
27
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RDX
Refuse
Resins
R esrc.’nol

.licylalea rnercury

Scta

Selenio cd

Seeno ad
SchoroIor
Sdcon

Ive

S sfide

S rinirormorce
Slsked Ume
Smoke,ms
Soie
S n
Soe

Si inum hydri

S baZe

S orae

Sii
S oroiyurate
Sae

5 horie

S

S
Sium piamace

S sea

S niae
Ste
Sdd sol
Stron

5tran

5tron nitrate

Stron

Svnonvm RGN

Cyclorimethylene :riniramine 27, 102
Mump solid ws:e IOl

Mercuric sicylate

Posi traze 1 0
Ohyl pyfoosoramide,

OMPA
So ad i,

22, 23,
12, 2

Seienio ad I, 2
Trilorosiie 107

i, 107

2, 102
L,

2. 2L I02
Svr trm:roresorc:te 2, 7. !02

2, 33, 105
2, 102

S snate 2, 27, 102
Co I0) 107

102
Sodi amide I0, 107
Si trae I0

21, I05, 107

I0, I
I0, I7

Si l 107

102
rate 2, I0

10
SJ me%hylsee 2

10
10
0#
10

10
Si bJate 2)

SM ad

S ifate
Some 10, 107
Si mhylase 10, 107

Si o 10, 107
S m I0

Si moxi

10#) 107

27, 102
101

T te8oei 2 107
33,

Oiyl echyie
[0
28

Stron 2, lO

2, I0
Son( ode I0
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Styphnic acid
Styrene
Succinic acid
Sucnc a,’;d peroxJde
5uiony| chloride
SuLonyl flouride
Sulotepp
SuJlur ode
5u (e)
Suric d

5uR oxyoride

SuJfm triode

5uyi fluode
5uprczde*
urede*
Synchec ubb
TCD
TDP
TEL
TPA
TPP
THF
TMA
T.IL

T
7H! hex!rde

Trore
TetracNorozpon
Trmloroethe
Teh

Tmrmopropyl
Tetrce
Trmethyl
Teahyl lemd
Tmraethyl pooste
Tetryom
Trehyiamine
Tetraethyl lead
Tramethyl scitriIe
TmrtreCh
Traenyi ethy[me

Tetr
TrIm tetritrJ
Tet

To ste

yl ori
yl[

n
yl oride

osne
oppy] cNori
m
ri
Tin teCraJ
Titc oride
Tii
Ti smuJfide
Tii saCe
Tit
TiJ etral
TMA
TNB
TNT
TriP.hyde
Tolue
Tone
ToIc

Synonyms RC.___.N
Trinitroresorcmol 27, 31, 102
Vinylbenzane 16, 23, [03

30
Sulfry[ chloride 107

107
Oithione, Bld-Furn* 32
Sulfur monocNoride

Oil o! Vitriol, Oleum 2,
5uur Crioxde [0, 107
5uur chloride 107

l"honyl chloride t07

Sulfuric anhydride [0t,
Slfoyi chloride 107
5uL{onyl fluoride 107
Ullrcde*
Cyanophanlnos 32

TetrachJorodibenzo-p-dioxin 1, 17
Tetrehyl dithionopyrophosphate 32
Tecraechy[ lead
TriSo(loaZiridinyi) phosphine oxide 6,
Tetraech.vl pyrophospnace 32
Tecrhydrouran
Trimechyiamine 7
Te’.ramech[ lead
Trinitrobenzene 7. [2
Trinitrotoluene 7,

TCDD 1, IZ
17

PerchJoroethylene 17
Carbon terachloriae 17

17,
It, 17

TEDP $2

TEL
TIPP 32
THF

TML

27,

Phophorm esquiullide 35, 103, 107
2t, 23, IG2

Animer V-101 20
2& 102, 102

2t, 23, 102
2t, 33,

2t
Phorate 32
5uur oxycNoride
Thiophosg 107
EndosuLtan 17, 20
Zinophos*
SuL[ur oxychloride 107
ThJocarbonyl chloride 107

12
22, 23,

Stanic chloride 2t, 107
Titanium eCracNoride 2t, 107

22, 2,
2, ]3,

Titanic chJoeide 2,
Trlmethyanne
TrinJtrobenzene 27, 102
Trimtrotoluene 27, 102

Toluo6 Methylbenzan
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Tri.caos

Tri-n-u
Tdcsdmium

Teicesium hi,ride

Trilcacecehyde
TriJore
TriloroeChane
TriGoroeChe
T:iioroimcyuric acid

TficofcniromeChe
Trilonoxaccic
ficPJoropro

Triehyl alumin
THey[ imnny
Triehyl
Triethyl bimuhine

T,ch7[cn.z

THuorane
Trlrometylbcn::cn

Trlmehy[ aluminum

Tnmethy arsinu

Trimetnyilbm

Tritrozoi
Tritro@ycein
Trinitronaale
Trinitro]
Tniwoenyt methyl ether
Trinitrnol
Tritrotolne

Tfiyl ethyte
THphH meth

Tritrim
TrivinH sbi

Tgsc ad

UDMH

Un

Ur trate
Uii

Ua fyde
Ur trate
VC
Vdeh
VamJ
Veric ad
Vdic ad
V otcoride

Va

RGN

9,,
17

2, 2.

2,, 17
107
17
17

17, 20
17, 27, 102

3, 17
17

I07

8 7
103, I07

2, 103, 107
2, 107

6, 32

2, I0, 107
t7

10,
2s, 23, 102
2, 2., 102

103, 107

, I0
2, 107

29
2. I03, I07

10. 107
7, 27,

:7,, 27,
27,
27,

ZT, l, I02
l, 27

27, l, I02
27, IG2
I0, I07

7
2, I07

6,

2, 2
2, I07

2
25
10t

2, I0
2, 33, 103

2, 10

7, 102, I0
17, 0]
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Vanadium tetroxide
Vanadium trichJorJde
Vanadium trioxJd.
Vanadyl sulfate
V*
Vinyl acetate
Vinyl
Vinyibzene
Vinyl
Viny
Vinyl ethyl ether
Vinyl ipropyl echer

Vnyfide [oride

Vinyl tolue

VX

ax
Ws I
Wood
=ec
nc

nc amino.urn mre
Zinc see

nc ode
e:hy[

:nc
Znc
inc nitrate
Znc anate
nc

sJde
nc s= o( dimethy[
dithiic acid

nc suate
nc

:irconi coride
Zirconium pismse
Zirconi etr8coride

Synonyms

Vanadium sulfate
DDVP

Styrene

VC

Triamipho

Dowco 13)

Zinc peroxide
Diethy[ zinc

nc dioxide

Thoazn

’irconium cetracoride

Zirconium chloride

2% !07

-2
[3, 102

102
I.. $,

17,

17, [03

2 [03

20, 32
I06
tOt
32
lot

22, 23. 2
2, 10, 107

2,
2

2e, [02, I0, 107

11, 2

2,
2", 0

2, I02, lO, 107
2, I07

z
2, 33, 10

20
12,

22, 23,
2t

2
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NEW STORAGE PLAN
(Rearrange wastes into safe storage areas)

ACID WASTES CAUSTIC WASTES

ORGANIC WASTES OXIDIZER WASTES

REACTIVE WASTES GENERAL WASTES



QUIZ: MODULE IX HAZARDOUS WASTE STORAGE

I. Define CONFORMINNG STORAGE

2. Define COMPATIBLE STORAGE

TRUE or FALSE:

3. A container that previously held acutely hazardous waste
is empty if it contains less than 1 inch of residue.

4. Floor drains that drain into sewer lines should not
exist within storage areas.

5. Door and windows should be left open in flammable
waste storage areas.

A conforming storage area must be above the 100-year
flood elevation, and have a floor curb that will
contain the volume of all the containers being stored.



7. Determine the compatiblity hazards that exist in each of the areas in the
following storage plan:

ACID WASTES

Carbolic Acid

Perchloric Acid

HAZARD:

CAUSTIC WASTES

Sodium Carbonate
Tr ichloroethene

HAZARD

ORGANIC WASTES

Methyl Ethyl Ketone

Dimethyl Hydrazine

HAZARD

GENERAL WASTES

Mineral Spirits

Calcium Hypochlorite

HAZARD:

8. Develop a compatible storage plan for the chemicals listed above.
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II.

III.

CHAPTER X

HAZARDOUS WASTE TRANSPORTATION

LEARNING OUTCOMES DESIRE.

At the completion of this unit of instruction, you should be able to:

A. Follow proper procedures when loading or unloading hazardous wastes.

B. Identify the type of hazardous waste entering or leaving your
facility by reading the warning placard on the vehicle.

C. Use the appropriate DOT tables to determine which specific placard
is required on a load of hazardous wastes leaving the activity.

Do Use the DOT "Hazardous Material Emergency Response Guidebook" to

identify identification numbers, potential hazards and emergency
action for a given hazardous waste.

INTRODUCTION.

One of the most important aspects of hazardous waste handling is
transportation. How a waste is transported can determine if an

accident or spill will occur. How it is identified will determine
what accident/spill response is appropriate. We will cover some of

the general rules regulating loading procedures, discuss the

importance of load compatibility, and review placarding requirements.
While we are discussing the topic of hazardous waste transportation,
try to think about the modes of transportation used to move

hazardous waste to and from your facility. Also consider how

hazardous waste is moved around your facility. What types of

vehicles are used? Are they loaded properly? Is hazardous waste

leaving the facility properly placarded? When you see a placard on

a truck, do you understand what it means?

Bo The Department of Transportation (DOT) regulates the transportation
of hazardous materials. The RCRA regulations, which apply to

hazardous wastes, require compliance with certain DOT regulations.
Therefore, the DOT regulations, placarding requirements and
emergency response procedures we discuss will apply to hazardous
wastes as well as hazardous materials. The transporting of
hazardous waste is managed through a manifest system. This system
allows "cradle to grave" control in accordance with RCRA

requirements. A manifest must accompany all hazardous waste from
when it is produced to when it is disposed.

GENERAL LOADING PRINCIPLES.

There are a number of considerations that should be kept in mind when

loading any waste. These factors will vary somewhat in application
depending upon the type of vehicle being loaded (railcar, truck,
trailer, etc.). We will focus on truck loading.

IIIID Date of last revision: Jun 84
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A. Importance of proper loading.

The delivery of truck shipments in good condition depends to a large
extent on the manner in which the vehicle was loaded. The most
important factor in preventing damage in truck loading is tight
loading. Rarely does the material to be shipped fit a closed truck
without side slack or end slack. In most instances, slack may be
taken up with bulkheads or dunnage. Physical dimensions, capacities,
weight limitations, and load distributions of trucks vary greatly.
Therefore, it is impossible to specify exactly how trucks should be
loaded. You have to be able to apply a general understanding of load
movements, types of load, and load balance to your specific situation.
The construction of closed trucks does not facilitate tight loading,
blocking, or bracing. The safe bracing of high center of gravity
items in closed trucks requires good judgment, ingenuity, and sound
workmanship if items are to arrive safely at their destination.

B. Load movements.

Causes of load movements. The forward movement of loads, if not
braced properly, will be caused by sudden stops and the braking
of vehicles on steep descents. Rearward movements of loads will
be caused by sudden increases in speed, load rebounds after the
sudden application of brakes, and going up steep hills. Lateral
movement of loads will be caused by rounding corners or shard
curves, swerving to avoid accidents, and traveling on highcrowned
or banked roads.

2. Prevention of load movements.

(a) General. The movement of loads is even more likely to occur
when vehicles are traveling on rough or unpaved roads or when
traveling over snow or ice. However, almost all load movement
can be prevented by proper blocking and bracing. All loads
should be balanced in the vehicle lengthwise and crosswise
before the vehicle leaves the facility. If the load is not
tight or is out of alignment, unbalanced loadin will cause
unequal pressures. The use o bulkheads, separation gates,
dividers (lengthwise and crosswise), layer separators,
runners, blocks, cleats, and strapping can eliminate or
prevent all load movement.

Forward movement. Forward movement can be prevented by
the use of a front bulkhead. The front bulkhead serves to
square the load and to distribute load pressures over the
frontal area of the vehicle rather than just at points of
contact. A typical front bulkhead is pictured on page I0.

(c) Rearward movements. Rearward movement can be prevented by
use of a rear bulkhead or gate. The rear bulkhead or gate
must be braced (either with diagonal supports back to the
doorposts of the vehicle or by secured risers against the
doorposts and the bulkhead or gate). Backup blocks must be
driven into place and nailed to the risers and gate to
eliminate slack.
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IV.

(d) Lateral movement. Lateral movement can be eliminated by
the use of space fillers, lonitudlnal separators, steel
strapping, and rigid blocking and bracin devices.

Summary. Although you may not have direct control of how hazardois
wastes are loaded prior to arriving at your facility, you can let
the generator know if there are any problems. Violating general
principles can have adverse consequences for a great number of people
when hazardous waste is involved. For more examples of "what and
what not to do" in loading vehicles, see Appendix A.

HAZARDOUS MATERIAL LOADING AND UNLOADING RULES.

There are a number of DOT regulations applicable to the loading
and unloading of hazardous materials. These are also applicable
to hazardous waste. These rules should be followed to reduce the
chances of accidents/spills resulting from unsafe transportation
procedures. While you may not be directly responsible for the loading
and unloading of hazardous waste, you should know what things are
regulated so that you can identify unsafe practicles. If you are
aware of dangerous practices, you can then take action to try to
solve the problem.

A. General requirements.

Any tank, barrel, drum, cylinder, or other packaging which
contains hazardous material must be secured against movement
within the vehicle on which it is being transported.

Smoking on or near any motor vehicle while loading or unloading

any explosive, flammable liquid, flammable solid, oxidizing
material, or flammable compressed gas is forbidden.

Extreme care must be taken in the loading and unloading of any
explosive, flammable liquid, flammable solid, oxidizing material,
or flammable compressed gas to prevent people in the viclnitv
from smoking, lighting matches, or carrying any flame, lighted
cigar, pipe, or cigarette, and to keep fire away from the vehicle.

No hazardous material shall be loaded or unloaded from any motor
vehicle unless the handbrake is securely set and all other
reasonable precautions taken to prevent motion during the
loadlng/unloading process.

No tools which are likely to damage a container of hazardous
material shall be used during the loading/unloadlng process.
Non-sparking tools should be used for flammable or explosive
materials.

Containers of hazardous material must be braced to prevent

relative motion between different containers; containers having
valves or other fittings must be loaded so that there will be
minimum likelihood of damage to these @ittlngs during
transportation.



Reasonable care should be taken during the transit of hazardous
material to prevent undue rise in temperature of containers and
their contents.

8. A cargo tank must be attended by a qualified person at all times
when it is being loaded or unloaded.

When flarnable solids, oxidizing materials, or corrosive liquids
are transported on a motor vehicle, they will be loaded in such
a manner that ready access is available for shifting or removal
of containers.

B. Flammable liquids.

Unless the engine of the motor vehicle is to be used for the
operation of a pump, no flammable liquid shall be loaded or
unloaded from any motor vehicle while the engine is running.

2. Cylinders containing pyrophoric liquids must be secured so that
no shiftin occurs in transit.

No person shall drive a tank motor vehicle unless all manhole
closures on the cargo tank are closed and secured and all valves
are closed and free of leaks.

4. Hatches must not be loaded next to a package bearing a flammable
liquid label.

C. Flammable solids and oxidizing materials.

Special care must be taken in the loading of any motor vehicle
--with flammable solids or oxidizing materials which are likely
to be hazardous when wet--to keep them from being wetted during
the loading process and to keep them dry during transit.

If an item being transported is susceptible to spontaneous

combustion, the material will be loaded in such a manner that
sufficient ventilation is provided to prevent this occurrence.

D. Corrosive liquids.

No carboy (or any other container) of nitric acld shall be
loaded above any container of another material. The loading of
carboys of nitric acid shall be limited to two tiers high.

All reasonable precautions must be taken to prevent the dropping
of carboys and fragile containers containing corrosive liquids.
No such container may be loaded into a motor vehicle containing
an uneven floor surface.

E. Compressed gases.

Cylinders containing compressed gases shall not be loaded
onto any part of the floor of a motor vehicle which is not
essentially flat.
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To prevent their overturning, cylinders containing compressed

gases must be securely lashed in an upright position, loaded

into racks securely attached to the motor vehicle, packed in

boxes or crates of such dimensions as to prevent their
overturning, or loaded in a horizontal position.

No flamable compressed gas shall be loaded or unloaded from any

tank motor vehicle with the engine running unless the engine is

used for the operation of the transfer pump of the vehicle.

PLACARDS.

Ao DOT regulations require hazardous material being transported to be

placarded. Hazardous material placards look very much like

hazardous material warning labels in terms of shape, color, and

design. Refer to the Blue DOT Chart 7 which list DOT Hazardous

Materials Warning Placards. Placards are used to let people know

about the potential dangers associated with the type of hazardous

material contained in a motor vehicle, railcar, freight container,
cargo tank, and portable tank. They also guide emergency personnel
in their response to spills or accidents involving this hazardous

material.

B. DOT Placarding Requirements.

A person who offers hazardous material to a motor carrier for

transportation must supply the carrier with the appropriate
placards.

2. No motor carrier may transport a hazardous material unless the

appropriate placard is affixed to the vehicle.

3. Placarding exceptions:

(a) In an emergency situation, if:

the vehicle is escorted by a State of local government
representative,

The DOT has given permission to the carrier to move the

vehicle,

or the movement of the vehicle is necessary to protect life

and property.

Hazardous material placards when attached to a motor vehicle or

railcar must be displayed on each end and on each side and be

readily visible from the direction it faces.

The requirements under the DOT hazardous material regulations
for the types of placards which must be affixed vary according
to the type of vehicle or container.

C. Two tables outlining placarding requirements are included in DOT

regulations for railcars and motor vehicles (see appendix B).
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VII.

I. Table I lists those materials which, when shipped by railcar
or motor vehicle, must be placarded as noted, regardless of
the quantity shipped.

2. Table II requires placarding with exceptions based on the
quantity shipped and provisions for substituting placards.

Take some time to review these tables and practice determining
what placards are required for specific items. The placards
on trucks transporting hazardous materials allow better response
if an accident occurs. This assumes that material has been
properly placarded in the first place.

DOT HAZARDOUS MATERIALS EMERGENCY RESPONSE GUIDEBOOK.

The DOT Hazardous Materials Emergency Response Guidebook is divided
into three major sections as follows:

I. An index, in numerical order, of hazardous material
identification numbers (yellow pages);

2. An index, in alphabetical order, of hazardous material names
(white pages);

3. A set of guides listing potential hazards and emergency action
for an applicable hazardous material. (White pages with an
orange banner.)

B. Procedure for using this guidebook.

I. Identify the naterlal:

(a) by the black 4-diglt identification (ID) number on the
placard; or

(b) by the 4-diglt number on the shipping paper or package; or

(c) by the name on the shipping paper or package.

NOTE: ONLY if no ID number or name can be found, match the
placard on the vehicle with the placard in the back
of the guidebook and turn to the guide page given.

2. Locate the guide number;

(a) in the numerical index; or

(b) in the alphabetical index; and

(c) double check the guide number.

NOTE:-- Only for explosives, use the table on the first page
of the guidebook.
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If an ID number or name is not listed in this
uldebook call CHEMTREC (800) 424-9300 (toll-free).
For non-emergencies, call CHEMTREC Operations at
(202) 483-6126.

3. Turn to the numbered guide page. Read the guide carefully
before taking action.

NOTE ONLY if you cannot identify the material by ID number,
name or placard, use Guide II.

4. As soon as you have assessed the situation and started response

action, call CHEMTREC if assistance is needed.

Vlll. CHEMTREC.

CHEMTREC The Chemical Transportation Emergency Center is a public
service provided by the Chemical Manufacturers Association and is
headquartered in Washington, D.C.. The purpose of CHEMTREC is to
provide immediate advice for those at the scene of a transportation
emergency and then to contact the shipper of chemicals for more
assistance. It is important to remember that CHETREC will onl__.y help
in the case of transportation emergencies

IX. SUMMARY.

During this unit of instruction, we have covered some of the general
procedures governing the loading/unloading of wastes as well as

specific DOT regulations. We have discussed the importance of load
compatibility. We have reviewed the use of placards and pointed out
the importance of insuring that loads are placarded properly. We have
discussed the proper use of the DOT Hazardous Materials Emergency
Response Guidebook. It should be’ obvious to you by now that the safe
transportation of hazardous waste is directly connected to the proper

identification, labeling, packaging, handling, and marking of such
waste. Proper attention paid to all of these subjects by everyone at

your facility can reduce the number of accidents, environmental damage,
and human injury, not to mention lawsuits and penalties. Hazardous
wastes improperly dealt with can affect many people outside the
boundaries of your facility.



Appendix A

GENERAL LOADING PRINCIPLES
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Appendix A--Continued
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Appendix A--Continued
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Appendix B

DOT PLACARDING TABLES

The requirements in the hazardous materials regulations for the type of
placard which must be affixed vary according to placards for a motor vehicle
or rail car, placards for freight containers, and placards for cargo tanks and
portable tanks.

Two tables outlining placarding requirements are included in the regula-
tions for rall cars and motor vehicles. Essentially, Table I lists those
materials, which when shipped by rail car or motor vehicle, regardless of the
quantity shipped, must be placarded as noted. Table II requires placarding
with exceptions based on the quantity, and provisions for substituting
placards.

If (he motor vehicle, ra/icar0 or t’reiiht coma/net The motor vehicle, rail car. fre/ht container
contains a maliaJ classed (described) as-- must be placarded each side and each end--

Clam Aul EXPLO81VES A.
Chum B SalUdes. EXPLOSIVES B.

A POISON OA8.
OROUB WHeN WET FLL

U ( RADIOAIVE’ AND CORROSIVE.’

Um, H( RADIOAIVE’ AND CORROSIVE.’

ISee 172.SI0(a).
zEXPLOSIVES B placard no; rtcluired if the freight container, motor vehicle, rail contains class

A explasiws and is placarded EXPLOSIVES A required.
FLAMblABLE SOLID "W" placard is recruited only when the DANGEROUS WHEN WET label is
sin 172.101 for a material classed Flammable solid.
4Applie oly to any quentity of packages bearn the RADIOACTIVE YELLOW Ill label. (See 172.403,)
’Se 173.;38q() and 173.38q(o), for lull-load shipments o1" radioactive materials meeinK the definilon

’low specific aiv/j when ransported punuant to 173.392(b).
’CORROSIVE placard no; required for shipments of less than I000 pounds gross weight.
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Appendix B--Continued

TABLE 2

Ir the motor vehicle, rail car, or freight container The motor vehicle, rail car. or freight container
contains a material classed (described) as-- must be placarded on each side and each end--

Class C explosiv DANGEROUS ]’ 9

Blastingms BLASTING AGENTS.9. ]0

Nonflmmbl NONFLAMMABLE GAS.
Nonflmmble (Chlorine) CHLORINE.
Nonflammable gas (Fluonn)
Nonimmabks (Oxygen, pressurized litid) i"

POISON.
OXYGEN.

Flammable ga FLAMMABLE GAS.
Combustible liquid COMBUSTIBLE LIQUID. 3’ 4

Flanmmble liquid FLAMMABLE.
FI...ale solid FLAMMABLE$OLID.
Oxidtzer OXIDIZER..
Oanic peroxide ORGANIC PERIOXIDE.

B POISON
rrost material CORROSIVE.

lrritatin material DANGEROUS

[4 FR 34560, May 22, 1980, effec/Jve November 2.0. 1980:45 FR 19, July 10, 19. efftive immiateiy]

IAfi oy tO acC explosive ruir to be lat with an EXPLOSIVE C lal.
XYGENpy u to identify liquefi pruhz oxyg ontn in a mann so it d

nm the defimti in . 173.3 of this suhapt.
3COMBUBLE pd ru only when tec a combustible liquid is tsrted
IkMni I ity of more th II0o, ago tk, k c.
4A BLEpd y a go k able tk duhng tstion by

woff fortanby wm. aMABpy dbpy pl of a
BLIDpdtwh a DGEROUS WHENW!b sifi for the
b. 1101.(a I. thb n.)

ll.) of ktfauthiom.
TCHLOEpuonly for a kang havg tpty of moRt 110 ons; the
LEOpforkngng atity of 110 om or I.
IANOBGpb not rui on a minor vk dbphni a MABLEG.ffveNov, 191
NGAGE, OXIDIZER d DANGEROUS plods n not display if a fright con-
t, vle, or 1 contns CI A or B explosiv d is pld EXPLOSIV A
PLiVB uir. [Effive Novb , 19]
I fm shipts by watt, OXIDIZER pldsn not display if freight contains, motor

1 contaim bitting agents d is placard BLTING AGENT ruir. [Effive

The provisions for Table I dictate that placards as prescribed are always
used for the materials noted. Table 2 allows for substitution of the
Dangerous Placard in certain instances and also does not always require the
use of placards.

A freight container, rail car or motor vehicle containing two or more
materials listed in Table 2 may be placarded DANGEROUS instead of placarding
for each material is loaded at one loading facility, the placard specified for
that class of material, e.g. OXIDIZER, must be affixed to the container or
transport vehicle. These provisions do not apply to a portable tank, cargo
tank or tank car.
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EXERCISE: MODULE X HAZARDOUS WASTE TRANSPORTATION

PLACARDING EXERCISE

OBJECTIVE: Successfully placard a number of trucks containing hazardous waste

for shipment.

SITUATION: You have been placed in charge of making sure that trucks leaving
your facility carrying hazardous waste are placarded properly. To assist
you in this task, you have been given a placarding chart and a DOT Table
(49 CFR 172.101).

REQUIRED TASK: Determine the correct placards to be attached to trucks
containing hazardous waste.

PROCEDURE

I. Use the DOT Table to determine the hazard class (column 3) for the
waste.

2. Use the placard chart to determine the correct placard (if any) to be
placed on all four sides of the truck. Note carefully the instructions
under each placard.

3. Use the DOT Table to determine the correct DOT Identification Number
(column 3A) to be displayed on the placard.

TRUCK i: Tank Truck

1,000 gallons (I0,000 pounds) Dimethyl Sulfide

Hazard Class:

Placard:

DOT ID Number:

TRUCK 2: Flat Bed Truck Carrying Drums

50 drums (500 pounds each) Isopropyl Percarbonate

Hazard Class:

Placard:

DOT ID Number:



TRUCK 3: Tank Truck

90 gallons (900 pounds) Xylene

Hazard Class:

Placard:

DOT ID Number:

TRUCK 4: Flat Bed Truck Carrying Drums

3 drums (1,500 pounds) Triethylamine
3 drums (1,400 pounds) Fuel Oil No. 6
3 drums (1,200 pounds) Charcoal, Activated

Hazard Class:

Placard:

DOT ID Number:

Triethylamine

Fuel Oil

Charcoal

TRUCK 5: Tank Truck

8,000 pounds Liquified Petroleum Gas

Hazard Class:

Placard:

DOT ID Number:
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CHAPTER XI

CONTINGENCY PLANNING

I. LEARNING OUTCOMES DESIRED.

At the completion of this unit of instruction, you should be able to:

A. Use the Activity Spill Contingency Plan (ASCP) and any local spill
response plans, to accomplish any task within these plans for which you

are responsible.

B. Use an understanding of the ASCP, the capabilities of the activit7
spill response team, the physical properties of various hazardous

wastes, and the dangers associated with a spill to determine the need
for involving the response team in spill response and cleanup.

C. Ensure that your individual response to a spill or other release is
safe, efficient, and effective.

D. Report spills to proper authorities to reduce safety, health, and
environmental hazards and avoid creating legal problems for the
local facility.

II. INTRODUCTION.

A primary goal of any organization that handles or stores hazardous wastes
should be to operate in such a way that those wastes do not become a

danger to workers, the public, or the environment. A secondary goal
should be to respond to mishaps, if and when they happen, so as to reduce
safety, health, and environmental risks. Aequate individual response to
a mishap involving hazardous wastes requires both information and some way
to apply that information. The same is true of organizations. One way

organizations can apply knowledge is to have suitable equipment,
materials, and procedures available before the problem arises. Another is
by arranging response training for employees. An organization requires
a Contingency Plan to make sure the right equipment is purchased and
properly located and maintained, to determine who should be trained and
how much, to summarize and organize that organization’s knowledge, and to
provide standard operating procedures (SOP).

Local facility planning requirements. Organizations that handle or store
oil or hazardous materials which could be released into the
environment are required by Federal water pollution control laws to have
two plans. One is a Spill Prevention, Control, and Countermeasures (SPCC)
Plan. This plan discusses spill prevention and the readiness of response
materials, equipment, procedures, and alarms. It is a plan to prevent

spills. The other plan, the one most people are referring to if they just
use the phrase, "our contingency plan," is called the Spill Contlngencv
Plan (SCP). This plan discusses response procedures and equipment and
contains a step-by-step.sequence for reacting to a spill.

l164D--Date of last revision: Aug 84
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III. FEDERAL REQUIREMENTS.

IV.

The National Oil and Hazardous Substances Contlngeney Plan. This
document was developed in response to the requirements of the Federal
Water Pollution Control Act (Clean Water Act). It is the basis for
overall Federal action to minimize pollution damage nationally from
major discharges of oil or hazardous substances. The plan, and
regional and local extensions of it, creates an organizational
structure through which national contingency planning and spill
response are to be accomplished. This structure will be explained
later in the section on spill contingency plans.

Required revisions of SCPs and SPCC Plans. As a result of the
passage of the "Superfund" bill (the Comprehensive Environmental
Response, Compensation, and Liability Act of 1980 (CERCLA)), EPA was
given the responsibility for revising the National Contingency Plan.
The revisions may potentially modify the required contents of local
plans, and deflnltelv will include response to hazardous substance
(but not oil) spills on land. Until the revised national plan is
final, the law itself provides authorltv for modlfvlng SCPs to cover
releases on land as well as in water. CERCLA also incorporates the
hazardous materials of other laws besides the Clean Water Act into
its definition of hazardous substances, so the chemicals covered by
local SPCC Plans and SCPs may have to be expanded as well.

DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE CONTINGENCY PLANNING.

Defense Department. In accordance with the National Contingency Plan
and other Federal regulations, DOD adopted requirements for individual
militar7 facilities in POD Directive 5030.41, Implementation of the
National Oil and Hazardous Substances Pollution Contingency Plan. The
directive requires each installation or activity with oll or hazardous
materials that could be spilled to have both a SPCC Plan and a SCP.

Navy plans. OPNAVINST 5090.1 of 26 May 1983 set up the "Navy
Hazardous Materials Environmental Management Program." This program
includes the requirements for spill prevention and contingency plans.
NAVENENVSA is in the process of developing guidance for these plans.

CONTINGENCY PLANS.

A. Spill Contingency Plans.

I. National Contingency Plan (NCP).

(a) NCP Organization. The NCP (40 CFR 300) establishes national,
regional and local federal organizations and plans for
response to oil discharges and HS releases in the United
States, and its contiguous zone. The wlans assign
responsibilities to "participating" federal agencies and
outline state and local governmental as well as
non-governmental cooperation in response actions.

(I) National Response Team (NRT). Consists of representatives
of the fourteen (including DOD) participating federal
agencies. The Chairman is designated as the EPA
representative; the U.S. Coast Guard (USCG) representative
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is vice chairman. The NRT serves as a standing committee
to evaluate methods of responding to discharges or

releases, recommends revisions to response organizations
and the NCP, maintains readiness for response to

nationally significant discharges and releases and
monitors regional response team actions. The Department
of Defense (and the Navy as a component of DOD) is
designated as one of fourteen federal agencies that may

be called upon during the planning or implementation of
response actions.

(2) National Response Center (NRC). Duty office to receive
reports of oil discharges and HS releases required bv
federal law. The NRC is manned by the Department of
Transportation (USCG) and operates as the focal point in
the chain of rapid notification of government authorities
to insure quick response when a pollution incident occurs.
The NRC may be reached by a toll free telephone llne
(800-424-8802).

(3) Regional Response Teams (RRTs). An RRT is establlshed
for each standard federal region and consists of
representatives from regional, state and local
governments, and the participating federal agencies,
as appropriate. The Chairman is the representative of
EPA or the USCG. The RRT predesignates Federal O$Cs

for all areas within the region, develops reglonal
response plans and provides coordination and advice
during plan implementation.

Figure Xl-I illustrates the relationship between the various components
of the National Contingency Plan organization.

Activity Contingency Plan. SCPs contain preparedness
information, including amounts and locations of response
equipment and materials, but are primarily oriented toward
specifying procedures to be followed in the event of a spill
or release of oil or a hazardous chemical. More specifically,
SCPs must contain:

(a) Names, addresses, and phone numbers of the NOSC, NOSCDR and
Activity OSOT.

(b) A description of personnel actions and responsibilities
required in response to fires, explosions, or any unplanned
release of oil, hazardous materials, or hazardous waste to
air, soil, or surface water at the facility.

An example of typical personnel responsibilities is provided
as Appendix A. Figure Xl-2 is a flow diagram showing the
actions and interactions of the activity OSOT.

(c) Emergency equipment and response materials--location and
capabilities.
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Figure XI-I. National ContinRency Plan Organizational Chart.
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Line of Command
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Figure Xl-2. Model OSOT Structure.
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(d) An evacuation plan, including signals, evacuation routes,
and alternate routes.

(e) A description of arrangements with local fire and police
departments, hospitals, contractors, and state and local
emergency response teams for response or coordination of
services.

(f) In addition, a good SCP should also contain:

Activity response team alert and mobilization
procedures, including use of commnlcations systems for
timely response.

Surveillance procedures for early detection.

Key activity and coummnity organizations and officials
to be notified in the event of a release.

Additional guidance on SOPs can be found in the documents listed in
Appendix B.

B. Spill Prevention, Control, and Countermeasures Plans.

Facilities which may discharge oil or hazardous substances in
reportable quantities must prepare a SPCC Plan. Since there
is some overlap between the required contents of the SCP and
the SPCC Plan, the two are often combined as one document.
In general, however, the SPCC portion is oriented toward proper
planning for spill prevention and readiness, whereas the SCP
addresses proper actions to be taken in the event of actual
spills or other releases. SPCC plans must be updated every
three years. Whatever the details, activity SPCC Plans are
required to contain the following topics, including discussion
of how well the facility conforms to EPA guidelines.

(a) Listing of spills over the past 12 months, corrective
actions taken, and plans for preventing recurrence.

(b) Predictions of spill directions, rate, and maximum quantity
in the event of equipment failure for each storage or
handllng site.

(c) Containment provisions and diversionary structures or
equipment which will prevent the discharge from reaching
surface waters or other sensitive resources. Preventive
systems may include such features as dikes, berms, curbing,
gutters or other drainage systems, booms, diversion or
retention ponds, or use of sorbent materials.

(d) Facility conformance to EPA guidelines on facility drainage,
bulk storage tanks, transfer operations, pumping, in-plant
processes, and tank car or truck loading and unloading.
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VI.

(e) Required inspections and records. Signed inspection records
must be retained as part of the plan for 3 years.

(f) Security precautions and procedures.

Required personnel training and spill prevention procedure
briefings.

(h) Other information which can be included separately or
incorporated into the above list:

Identification of populations at risk.

Identification of environmentally sensitive areas,
probable need for waterfowl conservation efforts,
and presence of endangered species or other protected
resources

Considerations of local geography, hydrology, and climate.

Most probable locations for pollution incidents.

PERSONAL PLANNING.

Each of you needs to develop your own personal plan of action for
how you would react in an emergency. Some of the more important
factors in personal planning are discussed below.

The first step in your own planning is to find out where hazardous
wastes are stored and how they are labeled or otherwise identified
within your organization. If you are involved in the receiving
process, you will already be reviewin a lot of information about
materials and helping decide where they should o. If you are not

involved with the receipt process, the people on the recelvln llne
are the first ones you could ask about what kinds of materials are

coming in. Of course, your supervisor remains a key point of
contact for this as well as all other matters.

Co The second step is to make sure you know who the OSC is, and the
telephone number(s) to call in case of a spill. The same goes for
any reporting to your supervisor, particularly for after-hours
situations.

In addition, you need to know what kind of response materials and
safety equipment are available, and where; plus who is responsible
for using them in exactly what situations. If you are one of those
with assigned responsibilities, you definitely need to make sure you

are trained in how to use that equipment. All personnel should know
the location and proper use of fire extinguishers and alarms as well
as eyewashes and showers.
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EQ Know your specific responsibilities, in sequence, under the SCP.
Also, if you do work around hazardous wastes, try to mentally sort
out the few simple steps for reacting to spills or releases of the
types of wastes stored in one particular area as opposed to another.
The designated hazardous wastes expert, your supervisor, or the
safety officer can give you guidance on this. Eventually the basic
steps to follow in, let us say, an acid spill or a flammable liquids
spill in warehouse B, should be second nature to you. A big
advantage of learning as much as you can is that you can recognize
problems that should be corrected before there is a problem.

Finally, make a co,aitment to yourself to stick to the safety rules
developed for you, such as not smoking around flammables, wearing
protective clothing when working around hazardous wastes, and using
proper handling procedures. These rules are inconvenient sometimes,
but they are definitely the easiest way to give yourself the benefit
of the planning already done by your organization.
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APPENDIX A

Activity NOSCDR:
o Activate OSOT

as required
o Direct response

operations
o Activate facility

evacuation plan
if necessary

o Notify/Coordlnate
with area NOSC

Activity Branch
Responsible for
HW Management:
o Dispose of

contaminated
material as
W (RCRA)

o Dispose through
proper channels

Activity NOSCDR:
o Notify area NOSC

of cleanup
o Cleanup spill
o Verlfv

effectiveness
of cleanup via
sampling and
lab analysis

Area NOSC:
o Report spill

to proper
federal, state,
and local
authorities,
if required

Area NOSC:
o Provide and

coordinate
needed
assistance
as required

Activity OSOT:
o Provide

immediate
response and
emergency
assessment
Protect people
Protect property
Protect environ.

o Provide as much
containment as
possible

Activity NOSCDR:
o Control incident
o Call in needed

outside assistance
o Coordinate

operations with
the area NOSC

Functional Operations Diagram for Area NOSC,
NOSCDR, and OSOT during HS Emergency Responses.
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Appendix A

The NOSC is the Navy official designated by the Navy as the overall coordinator
and director of all responses to oil and NS releases from Navy activities in
his area of responsibility. The area NOSC is responsible for providing and
coordinating any assistance required by the activities for responding to major
HS releases, and for coordinating the Navy’s participation in the NCP. The
area NOSC is also responsible for the development of a contingency plan for
his area of responsibility.

The NOSCDR is the Navy official designated by each Navy shore activity to
direct actual operations for the initial response, control, containment, and
cleanup of HS spills. The NOSCDR is primarily responsible for protecting
people, property, and the environment from adverse effects caused by a spill.
The NOSCDR is also responsible for organizing, coordinating, training, and
directing an activity response team, and for coordinating the development and
implementation of an activity contingency plan.

The Activity OSOT is a team of individuals predesignated by each Navy shore
activity to execute operations for the initial response, control, containment,
and cleanup of NS spills.

Sclentific/Cleanup Coordinator:

Public Works should normally be assigned this function.
Environmental coordinator (or technlcally-oriented individual

preferably with background in chemistry or toxicology) should be
designated as Scientiflc/Cleanup Coordinator.

Duties:

Notifies OSOT members of spill according to established procedures or as
required by the NOSCDR.

Directs and coordinates field monitoring and sampling activities at the
site for preliminary assessment.

Interprets information collected to assess the level of risk and determine
appropriate spill/hazard control procedures.

Provides necessary manpower, equipment, and materials required for spill
containment/control as determined by preliminary assessment.

Coordintes with Safety Coordinator to develop the cleanup strategy.
Assists NOSCDR in determining need for outside cleanup contractor.
Directs cleanup activities and/or support contractor cleanup activities.
Determines the adequacy of the ultimate cleanup effort, advises NOSCDR

of the need for further cleanup, and defines the scope of additional
cleanup.

Insures proper disposal of all HW resulting from spill.
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Health/Safety Coordinator:

Medical clinic and Safety should be assigned this function.
Activities that have an Industrial Hygiene Division should also assign

such office to assist in this function.

Duties:

Provides advise to NOSCDR and cleanup coordinator on all matters related
to the health and safety of everyone involved in operations at spill
site (i.e., standard safety practices).

Provides first aid and medical support throughout incident control and
cleanup operations.

Provides advise to NOSCDR and cleanup coordinator on the types of
protective equipment needed.

Coordinates activities with Scientific Coordinator.

Security Coordinator:

Security should be assigned this function.

Duties:

Performs necessary evacuation of spill area.
Secures affected area and limits access of unauthorized persons throughout

duration of incident.
Advices NOSCDR in those matters.

Public Affairs Coordinator:

Public Affairs Office should be assigned this function.

Duties:

Serves as on-base and off-base conunication link throughout duration of
incident.

Maintains all contact with press and public.

Facilit Supervisors:

Duties:

Notify NOSCDR immediately of spill at their facility.
Evacuate facility personnel to safe area.
Advise NOSCDR and Cleanup Coordinator regarding facilities information

throughout emergency.

--Field Operations Personnel:

Initial Entry Teams (Fire Division Crew or Disaster Control Team)

Perform site monitorin and sampling operations to determine safety

zones.
Perform rescue functions.
Perform spill/hazard control operations.
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First Aid Team (Medical/Safety)

Provides on-scene first aid to injured personnel.

Cleanup and Decontamination Team (Public Works Crew or Disaster
Control Team)

Performs cleanup operations and/or supports contractor cleanup
operations.

Performs sampling required for defining the cleanup area and for
verifying the effectiveness of the cleanup.

Performs decontamination of the spill site.
Performs decontamination of all personnel and equipment involved in

spill site operations.

Recordkeeper (Public Works)

Maintains official records of site activities throughout duration of
incident.

--Navy shore activities should establish a spill response management
program to support the OSOTs in their mission. Such program should consist of
the following major elements:

Spill Contingency Plan
Spill Response Equipment Inventory/Maintenance Program
Spill Response Training Program
Health and Safety Program

--Standard Operating Safety Procedures for Spill Response
--Medical Surveillance Program
--Education and Training in Safety Practices

Spill Prevention Plan
Recordkeeping and Reporting System

The organizational structure of these team members is shown on figure 4-2.
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Appendix B

NAVY GUIDANCE ON HAZARDOUS MATERIALS MANAGEMENT
AND CONTINGENCY PLANS

Guidance on the content of SCPs and on hazardous materials management within
the Navy is in the following documents.

A. OPNAVINST 5090.1 of 26 May 1983, Environmental Protection and

Natural Resources Manual Chapter 13.

B. NESO 20.2-024B, Navy Hazardous Materials Management Guide.

C. NESO 20.2-028A, PCB Compliance, Assessment, and Spill Control
Guide.

Do

So

NESO 20.2-019B, NEPSS Guidelines for Pesticide Spill Prevention
and Cleanup.

NESO 8-027A, Hazardous Waste Management Reulatlons.

NESO 20.2-011, Hazardous Waste Disposal Guide.
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EXERCISE: MODULE Xl CONTINGENCY PLANNING

PERSONAL CONTINGENCY PLAN EXERCISE

OBJECTIVE: Develop a personal contingency plan that will help you deal with
emergency situations at your facility.

REQUIRED TASK: In order to help you to respond to emergency situations at
your workplace, complete the personal contingency plan worksheets attached
to this exercise using the available references. Develop your own
personal contingency plan.

PROCEDURE

I. Make a list of hazardous substances that you handle regularly while
performing your job.

Using Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDSs), the DOT Table (a9 CFR 172.101),
and other references provided to you by your supervisor complete Table XI-I
(except for the column labeled "ACTION").

Under the column labeled "ACTION", indicate whether to leave the area (and
call for help) or to take response action (containment, cleanup) in the
event of a spill. In order to make this decision, use the contents of the
other columns as well as MSDSs, other references, and discuss wlth
emergency response team. You should leave the area if a spill could
present an immediate danger to your health, or if you don’t have the
correct safety equipment on (or immediately available).
Remember that this action is a general guideline and any actual spill is
going to require a judgmental decision on your part.

On Table Xl-2, draw a floor plan of your facility, and mark the locations
of emergency exits, eyewash stations, emergency showers, fire extinguishers
and fire alarms.

5. Complete Table Xl-3 using the following possible sources of information:

Talk with your supervisor and coworkers.

Walk through your facility.

Read your local contingency plan.

Talk to local emergency team representatives.



NAME

Tble XI-I

HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCES

HAZARD
cuss

SPECIAL
HAZARDS

RESPIRATORY
PROTECTION

GLOVES/
CLOTHING ACTION



Table Xl-2

FLOOR PLAN



Table Xl-3

SPILL INFORMATION

Points of contact to notify in the event.of a hazardous waste (HW)
emergency:

SITUATION PERSON OR DEPARTMENT PHONE NUMBER

Minor HW Spill
(Non-emergency)

Major HW Spill
(Emergency)

Fire Emergency

2. Other points.of contact.

Emergency Response Department
Fire Department

Phone Number

Ambulance

Police

Supervisor



Table XI-3 (Cont’d)

SPILL INFORMATION

Location of Material Safety Data Sheets:

Availabl spill response equipment:

Location Use For

Fire Ex:inEuishers

Location Use For
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II.

III.

CHAPTER XII

SPILL RESPONSE, CLEANUP, AND DECONTAMINATION

LEARNING OUTCOMES DESIRED.

At the completion of this unit of instruction, you should be able to:

A. Make imediate and effective response to spills, releases, or leaks
of hazardous wastes in which no fire or explosion is involved.

B. Use appropriate containment techniques and materials to prevent the
spread of spilled wastes.

Co Evaluate spills and take appropriate steps toward evacuation when
containment and control are hazardous to the safety or health of
immediate bystanders or facility personnel.

Clean up minor spills or leaks of hazardous wastes and decontaminate
the spill area when safe and appropriate, in accordance with the
local Activity Spill Control Plan (ASCP) and facility Standard
Operating Procedures (SOP).

E. Use appropriate protective clothing during spill response and
cleanup.

F. Use emergency shower and eyewash when skin or clothing is splashed
or contaminated with hazardous wastes.

INTRODUCTION.

Ao When a hazardous waste is released from its container, how do you

tell whether you have an immediate problem? What do you do to clean
up the released waste? Should you leave the area and let the
activity spill response team (RT) and the on-scene coordinator (OSC)
clean it up?

To answer these questions, you need to consider the waste spilled;
the size and speed with which it is being released; the surface on
which it is spilled; what other wastes are stored nearby; whether
there is any fire or explosion hazard; how much training you have
had; whether you are alone; what materials and equipment you have
to respond with; and Navy policies. This unit of instruction is
designed to give you a start at answering these questions.

HAZARDOUS WASTE ACCIDENTS.

ae The trigger. What are some of the things we should automatically
start considering once an accident occurs? Let’s assume that the
trigger is damaged to a container, and that at least at the outset
no fire is involved.

I125D Date of last revision: Jun 84
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i. What is it?

(a) Does the container type tell anything about the contents
(for example a gas cylinder)?

(b) What other means of identification are available on the
container (name, stock number, hazard label)?

(c) Does the storage location teli anything about the type of
waste, or are area identifiers or labels available which
cover the particular stack?

(d) What do physical state (solid, liquid, gas), appearance,
and odor tell about the waste’s identity?

2. Is it hazardous?

(a) Do you know what it is by name yet? Or if not, are there
other indicators (hazard label, location, it’s bubbling,
someone has been splashed and he’s yelling).

(b) What type of hazard (for example, poison, flammable,
oxidizer, shock-sensitive)?

How hazardous is it (immediate explosion predicted;
corrodes/dissolves wooden pallets; chronic exposure cancer
hazard with no immediate danger)? Is it hazardous in itself,
or due to proximity to other wastes? What is the rate,
quantity, and direction of release?

To whom or what is it hazardous? Any immediate injury? Is it
moving into soil, outside air, draining into surface waters,
draining into sewer system?

5. What other factors add to the danger (for example sparks,
cigarettes, no nearby showers or protective clothing)?

General emergency response sequence. In the ideal situation, you
would discover the answers to all the above questions in only a few
seconds, and then be prepared with precisely the correct response.
However, usually you have to begin responding before all the
questions are answered. We will therefore discuss a general
response sequence for emergencies. Our general emergency response
sequence uses the acronym R-A-C-E, which reminds us to hurt7 and
stands for Rescue, Alert, Contain, Evacuate.

Rescue. If anyone is injured, including yourself, rescue should
be the first objective. If you are rescuing a victim, you don’t
want to become one yourself. Precisely what actions are taken
will depend on the person’s condition. Someone in your facility
should have had both general first aid training and training in
cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR), and their aid should be
enlisted as soon as possible. Here are some additional steps to
follow.
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(a) Remove the victim from the spill area as soon as possible,
after properly preparing yourself (i.e. protective clothing,
respirator, etc.).

(b) If the person has spilled chemicals on their skin or clothing,
get them to an emergency shower as soon as possible and drench
for 15 minutes unless you know it is not necessary. Get the
clothes off while you are at it (Do not let the person put

them back on later.). (NOTE,: Some of the emergency response

guides make a distinction between washing "promptly" and
washing "immediately." This distinction is based on the speed

with which the contaminating wastes can damage the skin and

their general level of toxicity if absorbed into the body.

"Immediately" means "right now; run to the wash facility," but

"promptly" may allow you time to quickly strip your clothing
first.)

Have a blanket, sheet, or coat available to prevent body heat
loss after using shower; in fact a good supply cabinet should
have some sort of temporary garment (drawstring pants and
loose top, slippers) that a person could wear home if not

otherwise injured.

(d) If the person is having difficulty breathing, administer
pressurized air or oxygen if you have it. (Make sure the
Activity Response Team has some.)

(e) For those of you dealing with unconscious persons:

Don’t try to give liquids, even antidotes.

Use something which allows you to give artificial
resuscitation without transferring corrosives or

contaminants from the victim’s facial skin to your mouth.

Make sure you know how to give artificial resuscitation
other than mouth-to-mouth. If the victim has inhaled a
poisonous gas, mouth-to-mouth will poison you as well.

(f) In general, put on protective clothing before attempting
rescue. Use the best you have. Some protective gloves,
for example, are not the best for regular use with certain
chemicals but will suffice to protect you during a rescue
situation. Unless you know the specific chemical and have
a canister respirator for it, choose a respirator with self
contained air supply. Note that lack of an odor is not
sufficient to indicate safety.

(g) Put on protective equipment for the remainder of the response
sequence as well.

Alert. Notify your supervisor, who will then follow the instant
notification procedure defined in your host actlvity’s spill
contingency plan. If your supervisor is not handy and it is
really an emergency, make the call yourself. Request an
ambulance if necessary; make that call yourself if you can.
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Give the RT point of contact some information about the splled
waste--identlfication, rate, quantity, direction of movement,
injuries, potential hazard as you see it. The activity on-scene
coordinator will notify and involve other organizations as
necessary. (A further word: major spills and other emergencies
bring out public officials, reports, and other bystanders. Be
sure you are familiar with required communication channels as
specified in the contingency plan. Loose talk might cause
unnecessary panic or otherwise interfere with orderly puhllc
relations.)

Contain. Just what you do in an emergency to contain a spill
or release will depend on the extent of the emergency. General
containment procedures are covered later, but here are some
specific points.

(a) Wastes of great toxicity or other inherent hazard should be
contained if at all possible to prevent them from entering
surface waters or flowing onto soils from which they
eventually could leach into ground waters. Try to set up
some type of absorbent or containment system immediately,
even for small splls.

(b) Where larer volumes are involved, the best defense is havng
some sort of diversion and containment system already
available. In their absence or for "medlum-sized" spills,
large quantities of sorbents will be necessary. Pillows and
boom-type containers used in spills on water can also be used
on land as temporary berms for larger spills.

(c) Trow up temporary earth, straw, or clay berms to prevent
drainage off site.

(d) urn off valves supplying gases; turn on valves opening
special drainaRe systems. Cover all other drains (sewage
and storm systems).

(e) Control of vapors already released usually means do not

contain them. hey are generally much more hazardous in
enclosed areas. Other than shutting off the supply, the
best thing to do may be to ventilate buildings and evacuate
if necessary.

(f) With particulate solids or flammable liquids, control
sources of spark or static.

(g) Containment always includes preventing reaction with
incompatible wastes, including metal or wood pallets.

Evacuate. Includes evacuation of the affected areas, adjacent
lands, and off-installation areas as necessary. The RT will
usually make the decision for any evacuation beyond the activity
itself. Someone within the activity should be assigned to
evacuate important records if there is any chance of fire or
explosion or toxic gases preventing access to them when needed.
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This includes records which identify and locate hazardous
property, and spill response guides. All persons not designated
to perform specific tasks in an evacuation should immediately and
calmly leave the premises by designated routes and assemble in
specific areas outside so they can be checked off as "accounted
for."

CONTAINMENT AND CLEANUP.

These two step cannot be considered separately because some materials used
to "contain" are subsequently picked up and removed in "cleanup." In the
following discussion "contain" means prevent fromspreadlng further.

A. Stop Discharge. The first step is to stop adding to the release.
This may consist of:

I. Turning off pumps or closing valves.

2. Returning containers to upright position.

3. Patching holes.

4. Transferring wastes to other containers.

5. Moving containers to a less dangerous location.

B. Contain. The expansion of an existing spill can be prevented or
slowed:

On water (if the waste floats), by use of floating barriers
(booms), porous absorbent materials, or by ’erding" using
propellers, water hose streams or chemicals that change the
surface tension of the spilled waste.

On land, by porous or absorbent barriers in consolidated or
particulate form. See table I for examples of the materials
which may be used.

he containment of gases or vapors can be verv difficult. In
many cases it is preferable to disperse a gas/vapor cloud by

using fans or blowers. Vapor emissions from flammable or
toxic liquids may be controlled by covering the area with high
expansion foam or by using knock-down misting where the mist
absorbs the vapor (this method can be used for gases as well).
In the case of large clouds or highly toxic materials,
evacuation may be the only answer.

Collect and Recover. Liquid or solid spilled waste is gathered
together so it can be separated and recontainerized in contaminated
or filtered form.

On water, floating wastes are skimmed off with their absorbents,
run through separators and stored. The absorbent may often be
reused. Materials which dissolve cannot typically be recovered;
materials which sink may be pumped or dredged from the bottom,
then separated and stored.
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Mineral Products

Perlite

Talc

Vermiculite

Clays

Volcanic Ash

Chalk

Fly Ash

Carbon Powder

Activated Carbon

Table I. Examples of Absorbent Materials

Vegetable Products

Straw

Hay

Sawdust

Bark

Peat

Kelp

Corncob Grindings

Modified Wood Fiber

Synthetic Products

Polyurethane

Polystyrene

Polyester Plastic Shavings

Urea Formaldehyde

Resin Type Foams
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On land, spilled waste may be diked, by absorbents or other
material, or pumped or drained to a diked (and possibly lined)
temporary storage area; or the absorbents may be used to soak
up the entire spill. Recovery is by pumping to storage or by
separation from the absorbents used. Contaminated soll may
need to be removed and replaced in some cases.

Treat. A spill, or nonrecoverable portions of it, may be treated
to render it nonhazardous.

Burning. Ignition of the spill itself is a dangerous business.
It could be useful to remove floating flammable liquids to stop

downwind travel of flammable gases.

2. Neutralize.

(a) Acids and alkalis can be neutrallzed--returned to a neutral
pH. (This usually does not affect any toxic characteristics
of the material.) In either case, a pH meter, pH paper, or
litmus paper is needed, along with a noncorrodible stirrer
(glass, ceramic, or teflon rods, or noncorrodlble loor-type
squeegee) and enough neutralizer to equal two to three times
the volume or weight of the spilled chemical (use the larger
amount). After sufficient mixing the resulting pH should be
between 6 and 8. (Concentrated acids have a pH below 3;
alkalis are usually above 12.) The neutralizer must be weak
or adverse reactions may result. Table 2 lists potential
neutralizers.

(b) Strong oxidizers and reducing agents may also be
"neutralized" but this is an entirely dlf@erent process
and must be speci@ic to the particular chemical, so it
should only be done under the supervision of a chemist.

Absorb. Absorption as a treatment method is really a

combination of containment, collection, and either recovery
or disposal.

(a) The sorbent is distributed using mops, "pillows," sheets,
or booms, or as loose chips, particles, beads, or fibers
(scattered by hand or by blower).

(b) The sorbent with its absorbed spill material is collected
by skimming, direct pickup, filtering, or settling. This
can be a cumbersome and hazardous process.

(c) If desired, the hazardous waste can be squeezed, wrung,
or centrifuged out of some types of sorbents so that the
sorbent can continue to be used for treating the spill.
The chemicals so removed must be stored appropriately
prior to reuse and disposal.

(d) Sorbents not to be reused immediately must be disposed of.
Unless they change the chemical comositlon of, or otherwise
react with, a spilled hazardous waste, they are now
hazarddus waste with associated disposal requirements.
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Table 2. Potential Neutralizers

Neutralizers for acids

Limestone (CaCO 3)

dolomite (MgCO3-CaCO3)

soda ash (Na2CO3)

slaked llme

Neutralizers for bases (alkalis)

dilute acetic acid (vlnear)

citric acid (granular, anhydrous

or monohydrate)

dry ice (plus water--forms weak
carbonic acid
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(e) Preferred sorbents are inert nonreactive clay minerals
(neutralizing agents may be added), activated carbon (for
control of lammable vapors), or specific formulations which
provide automatic neutralizatio or vapor control. "Imbiber
beads" (DOW chemical) are excellent for PCBs and other
hazardous wastes because they hold the absorbed chemical in
an essentially nonleachable form.

Certain chemicals require special absorbents. For example,
elemental mercury liquid, which gives off toxic vapors,
requires special materials to attract the very small
droplets of the metal likely to remain undetected on

floors. Hydrofluoric acid is extremely poisonous in
addition to being a strong acid, and so requires more
than a simple neutralizer.

DECONTAMINATION.

Decontamination removes the last traces of hazardous waste from the
areas where it spilled, from cleanup materials, and from protective
equipment and clothing.. Decontamination procedures for commonly used
chemicals should be part of the SCP or facility spill plan. Many
chemical and safety equipment firms have kits available for
decontamination of protective equipment. Some chemicals you may work
with (where you would have the protective equipment on all day) require
cleaning your equipment at the end of every work shift. Generally:

Outdoor surfaces may require final cleaning via steam and hot
water, abrasive blast cleaning (dry or wet), high pressure water,
or surface sorption. Consult EPA since the waste stream may be
hazardous.

Indoor surfaces may be cleaned by modified versions of the above
methods. Some materials are not very soluble in water and some
other solvent would be preferable.

The Laboratory Waste Disposal Manual of the Chemical Manufacturers’
Association (under their former name, the Manufacturing Chemists’
Association) provides guidance on decontamination of small
quantities of spills which may be appropriate for removal of final
traces of spilled material. If a person with some background in
chemistry can be assigned to maintain stocks of decontamination
materials and perform such services, it may be practical to have
decontamination performed in-house.. Otherwise, the OSC should
contract for this service.

Contaminated response equipment and clothing should be rinsed or
wiped with some solvent of the spilled waste (which does not react
with the equipment) after each incident. Equipment should also be
checked for cracking and wearing every one to three months.

Clothing which must be laundered should be washed separately.
It is generally best to run an empty tub full of water between
launderings. Do not wash with children’s clothes. Discard badly
contaminated clothes.
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Exposed skin should be washed thoroughly with soapy water after
exposure and after spill response is completed. This applies even
if no contamination was noticed.

Go Avoid touching the face or eyes during spill response without
thoroughly washing hands first. Do not eat without a comDlete
change of clothes; do not use lunch areas while wearing contaminated
clothing. Do not smoke during spill cleanup.

Do not forget that your shoes, watchband, cap, and eyeglasses are
part of your clothing and nmst be decontaminated. To avoid
contaminating personal garments, use .verb,ors and goggles during
cleanup operations.

Do not wear contact lenses at any time around hazardous chemicals,
esvecially when a spill has occurred. If you must wear contact
lenses, use special sealed goggles or a full face maks.

EMERGENCY GUIDES.

You will have an opportunity to use some of these later in a practical
exercise. Table 3 lists the major advantages and disadvantages of
several of these response guides.

A. US Coast Guard Chemical Hazard Response Information System (CHRIS)
Condensed Guide to Chemical Hazards.

B. CRIS Response Guides.

C. National Fire Protection Association 49, Hazardous Chemical Data.

D. NIOSH/OSRA Pocket Guide to Chemical Hazards.

1984 Department of Transportation Hazardous Materials--Emergency
Response Guidebook.

Department of Defense "Hazardous Materials Information System
(HIS)".

G. Chemical Manufacturers’ Association "Materials Safety Data Sheets"
and "Chemcards.’
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Table 3. Advantages and Disadvantages
of Emergency Response Guides

Response Guide

CRIS Condensed Guide

CHRIS Response Methods
Handbook

Fire Protection Guide
on Hazardous
Materials (NFPA)

NIOSH/OSHA Pocket Guide

1984 DOT Emergency
Response Guidebook

Hazardous Material
Information System
(IS)

Material Safety Data
Sheets

Major Advantages

portable

thorough response
descriptions

fire department
will have copy;
portable

thorough; portable

quick response;
has UN numbers

has National Stock
Numbers

thorough response
description
prepared by
chemical
manufacturer

Major Disadvantages

small print; not all CHRIS
listings

not portable; much internal
cross-referencing

primarily describes hazards
and response for fires

many abbreviations

cross referencing required

microfiche; missing
information

not always complete not
available at all Naval
facilities
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CHAPTER Xlll

FIRE/EXPLOSION RESPONSE

I. LEARNING OUTCOMES DESIRED.

At the completion of this unit of instruction, you should be able to:

A. Recognize potential fire hazards.

B. Effectively use the proper type of fire extinguisher when fighting
a fire.

C. Take appropriate action to protect personnel and equipment in
response to a fire or explosion emergency.

I I. INTRODUCTION.

Fires and explosions cause millions of dollars of damage each year
and are something every individual should be concerned about. Special
care must be taken, however, when dealing with hazardous wastes, since
the very nature of some of these wastes make them very reactive and
highly ignitable. Some give off toxic fumes when burned, increasing
considerably the hazards and difficulties in dealing with these types

of fires. Prevention is the key in this area, but if a fire does
break out, response must be quick and efficient.

III. FIRE HAZARDS.

When dealing with hazardous wastes, there are a variety of potential
fire hazards to consider:

Direct fire/explosion hazards. Some chemicals are fire hazards in
themselves--flammable liquids and solids, flammable liquids or
gases under pressure, explosives, and certain other chemicals.
These substances should be handled with care at all times. They
are dangerous because:

I. They may have a low auto-ignition point (catch fire at a

relatively low temperature).

They may be relatively volatile, rapidly producing vapors
that are flammable, or they may be flammable and contained
under ressure, presenting an explosion hazard.

3. The waste itself may react with air, liberating heat.
Sometimes the reaction is violent.

4. Some wastes are spontaneously combustible under certain
conditions.

Shock-sensltive wastes can be easily detonated even though
not officially classed as explosives. "Nitro" compounds
are a typical example.

I126D Date of last revision: Jun 84
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IV.

Indirect or delayed fire/exploslon hazards. Some chemicals, although
not flammable by themselves, are fire hazards when combined with
other materials.

Strong oxidizers react with combustibles, releasing beat which can
ignite the remainder of the combustible material. These oxidizers
supply oxygen, thus making it difficult to extinguish such fires.

Some chemicals react rapidly with each other to produce explosive
products, and thus create a dangerous explosion hazard in a spill
situation. Other chemicals react with air or moisture or
decompose into products which are explosive or shock-sensltlve.
Still others may be explosive in dry form, and are therefore
dangerous only after their solvent evaporates. Thls is why some
of the wastes you may be handling are not stored together and why
you should be especially careful when handling incompatible
hazardous wastes.

Co Indirect health hazards. Besides the obvious hazards associated with
fires and explosions, certain substances are dangerous in a fire
because they give off poisonous fumes or gases when heated. Thus,
you must be concerned with fires involving any hazardous waste, even
if it is not listed as flammable.

D. Extinguishing agent hazards. Another type of hazard in fires is
related to the type of fire extinguishing agent which may be used.

Some chemicals react violently with water. The reaction products
may be hydrogen or hydrocarbons (which may be flammable or
explosive), oxygen, steam, or acid fumes (see Table 1). Thus,
the use of water on such fires is highly dangerous.

Carbon dioxide extinguishing systems may generate sparks that can
ignite flammable vapors. CO2 is also an asphvxiant and, as
such, a health hazard in large quantities or confined spaces.

3. Foam extinguishing agents can conduct electricity and should not
be used in electrical fires.

FIRE DETECTION SYSTEMS AND DEVICES.

These are geneFally of three types. Heat detectors measure either the
actual temperature, or the rate of temperature increase. Smoke detectors
measure the production of visible smoke before there are significant
temperature changes. Flame detectors measure the production of radiant
energy. Because the first two types depend on the combustion products
being retained in an enclosed area where a marked change can be detected,
they are of little use in covered sheds or open storage. Even in enclosed
warehouses, they have limited value unless a very extensive system is
provided or the devices are placed relatively close to known flre hazards.
In relatively small enclosed spaces or in warehouses without high ceilings
and wlth fire partitions kept closed for most of the day, they may have
some value. These detection systems may be of more value as evacuation
warnings in office areas and escape routes.
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Table I. Water-Reactive Materials

A. MATERIALS WHICH LIBERATE HYDROGEN

Material Formula State Act ion

Calcium Ca Solid
Lithium Li Solid
Sodium Na Solid
Potassium K Solid
Calcium hydride CaH2 Solid
Lithium hydride LiH Solid

Moderate
Moderate
Vigorous, may explode
Usually explodes
Moderate to vigorous
Moderate to vigorous

B. MATERIALS WHICH LIBERATE HYDROCARBON

Aluminium tri-ethyl
Aluminium di-ethyl
mono chloride

Calcium carbide

AI(C2Hs) 3 Liquid
AI(C2H4)2CI Liquid

CaC2 Solid

Vigorous, ethane formed,
generally explodes.

Moderate to vigorous,
acetylene formed which
may detonate if confined.

C. MATERIALS WICH LIBERATE OXYGEN

Flourine F3 Gas

Sodium peroxide Na202 Solid

Violent, ozone and acid
fumes formed.
Moderate on heating.

D. MATERIALS WHICH GENERATE STEAM AND ACID FUMES

Acetyl chloride
Aluminium chloride
Phosphorus pentachloride
Phosphorus pentoxide
Phosphorus trichloride

Liquid
Solid
Solid
Solid
Liquid

Silicon tetrachloride
Sulphurlc acid
Sulphuryl chloride
Thionyl chlorlde
Titanium tetrachloride

Liquid
Liquid
Liquid
Liquid
Liquid

E. MATERIALS WHICH GENERATE STEAM ONLY

Calcium oxide--quicklime Solid
Activated alumina Solid
Sodium hydroxide Solid

Activated silica
Activated molecular sieves
Potassium hydroxide

Solid
Solid
Solid
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TYPES OF FIRES.

Four classes of fires are generally recognized in the Unites States:
A, B, C, and D.

A. Type A fires involve combustible materials, such as wood and paper,
that leave an ember or ash.

B. Type B fires involve flammable liqulds such as gasoline, oil, or
solvents.

C. Type C fires involve energized electrical equipment (the power is
turned on).

D. Type D fires involve metal equipment, solid elemental metals, or
finely divided metal powders, such as magnesium or aluminum.

FIRE EXTINGUISHING AGENTS.

A. Water. Water extinguishes combustible material fires by cooling.

Sprinkler systems. No water-reactive chemicals should be stored
in buildings with operable water sprinkler systems. Most of
these systems are also of little use in flammables storage.
Water systems may be fed by gravity tanks external to the normal
water supply, in which case the stored volume is a limiting
factor in flreflghting ability. The pipes are either wet (water
is maintained in the distribution system) or dry (the pipes are
empty until the system is activated). Dry pipe systems have the
advantage that they do not require heating in cold weather; on
the other hand, they take longer to supply the water to the area
with the fire.

Water spray systems. These systems use high pressure and very
finely meshed nozzle heads to produce a fog which can stop or
prevent ignition of flaumuable liquids and llquifled gases by
preventing oxygen from reaching the area of ignition.

Foa_m. Foams are typically used for class B (flammable liquid) fires
as smothering agents. Like water, foam is electrically conductive
and thus should not be used on type C fires. Foam systems may use
air or carbon dioxide, may or may not include water, and include a
foaming agent to produce the froth. Like water systems, foam may be
applied through fixed pipes.

Carbon dioxide. CO2 and other inert gases smother fires in
enclosed areas by replacing the oxygen-containing air. The gas is
stored under pressure (usually in cyclinders) and supplied via
piping. Used for class B and/or C (electrical) fires, this type of
system can be a hazard to employees and flreflghters because of its
asphyxiating action.

Dry chemical. These systems use free-flowlng powders which can

extinish fires chemically, coupled to a pressurized inert gas
propellant and a piping and outlet system. The chemicals are
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neither toxic nor electrical conductors, and they can he used on
both B and C type fires. Principal ingredients include: sodium or

potassium bicarbonates, which liberate carbon dioxide when heated

and also help neutralize acids; finely powdered metal salts which
absorb radiant heat; and a chemical which maintains the free-flowin
character of the powder.

PORTABLE FIRE EXTINOUISHERS.

A. Types.

Water. Water extinguishers are for use only on class A
(combustibles) fires. Water cannot cool the flammable
vapors sufflclentlv in class B fires, and it may spread

flammable liquids further. Also, as a conducting material,
it is dangerous to use {n class C (electrical) fires.

Foam. Foam extinzulshers are for use onlv to smother class B
(flammable liquid) fires. Foam is not a sufficient cooler for
class A fires and may not adequately blanket the entire

initible surface of the combustible materla]. As a conductin
agent, foam is also not suitable for electrical fires.

Carbon dioxide. Carbon dioxide extinguishers can be used
for either electrical (class C) or flammable liquid fires
(class B). However, additional actions may be required. As
with all electrical fires, tbe power source should be turned
off to eliminate further daner. (In fact, turnln off the
power immediately chanes the fire class, since electrical

energy is no longer supplied.) With flammable liquids, the
heat enerated in the fire remains and produces more vapors,

which can reinlte after the carbon dioxide has dissipated.

Thus, care should be taken even after the fire is out.

Dry chemicals. The aents in dry chemical extinulshers
stop the chemical reactions within the flame. Dry chemlca]

extlnulshers are ordlnarilv labeled and used either for
class B and class C fires, or for classes A, B, and C.
Special dry powder extinguishers may be obtained which can

be used on class D (metals) fires.

Use. It is important that you remember the followln about bow to

use portable fire extinffulshers.

Do not wait until you have a fire before learnin how to use the

portable extinguishers available to you; it will probably be too

late by then.

The distance covered by the extlnulsber dlschare determines
how close to the fire you must be to use it effectively. In
most cases, this means you must be reasonablv close to the

fire. If you cannot et within effective range because of the

heat and smoke, it will probably he more efficient to call the

fire department than to try to put the fire out with an

extinguisher.
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You must also be aware of how long the extinulsher will continue
to discharge. It would be more efficient to call in an alarm
than to try. to use an extinguisher much too small for the size of
fire you already have.

In general, for all extinguishers, aim at the base of the fire.
Starting at the front (the side the flames are moving or leaning
away from), sweep the extinguisher stream or plume back and
forth. The force of the extinguisher stream can spread the fuel.
Do not aim under the base, but right at the surface between the
fuel and the flame.

C. Inspection and maintenance.

Make sure all fire extinguishers are completely recharged
immediately after use, even if they were not completely
discharged. The activity fire department can do this.

Portable fire extinguishers should be inspected monthly, or at
more frequent intervals. The overall condition of the
extinguisher should be checked (dents, broken nozzle, bent parts)
as well as the seal. If the extinguisher has a recharge
indicator, that should also be checked. If an extinguisher feels
very light, that too is an indication that it may need recharging.
Tags or host activity records must show extinguisher maintenance
or recharge data, and the initials or signature of the person who
performs this service (0SHA Standards, section 1910.157). The
host or servicing fire department should be contacted to ensure
that the above is accomllshed, and that the proper number and
type of fire extinguishers are provided.

FIRE/EXPLOSION RESPONSE.

’As with spills or releases of nonflammables, the eneral response pattern
to follow in flre/exploslon emergencies uses the letters R-A-C-E,
standing for Rescue, Alert, Contain, Evacuate. Naturally the more
persons that are prepared and participate, the more quickly the sequence
can be implemented (and the more specialized each person’s ob will be).

A. Rescue.

If someone is involved in a spill of flammables or other
reactives where fire or explosion is likely but has not happened
yet, the first thing is to remove him to a safe area. If
possible, wash the material from his body and clothing in an
emergency shower.

If people have been burned, stunned, or injured by a fire or
explosion or overcome by smoke or fumes, and you will not put
yourself in danger by approaching, remove them from the immediate
area. Put out the flames by wrapping them in fire blankets or
coats, rolling them back and forth on the ground, using a fire
extinguisher, or putting them under an emergency shower. Someone
with first aid training should be called on to supply artificial
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resusciutatlon if the person is having difficulty breathing or is
not breathing. While waiting for the ambulance, have the person
lle quietly on as clean a surface as possible; cover with a light

sheet, coat, or blanket.

Rescuing yourself may require that you know your exit route by

memory, and that includes by feel alone. If dense smoke blocks
your vision, remember to stay near the floor since the hot smoke
will rise.

Alert. Pull the fire alarm and call the fire department as soon as
possible after discovering a fire. Call the hospital and ambulance
if appropriate. Notify your supervisor. He may request the On-Scene
Coordinator (OSC) if a hazardous substance is involved (including
fires in which the hazardous waste may burn with no immediate
release). Emergency numbers should be posted on or by all telephones.
If you know what hazardous waste is involved, identify it at each
call. If not, pass on any information which may help identify the

Contain. Whether containment is really the third action you take may
depend entirely on the circumstances. It will depend on a number of
factors including the type and size of the fire and the type of fire
extinguisher available to you. In some cases, such as small fires,
it may be better to contain the ire even before sounding an alarm.
In other situations, it may be impossible to contain the fire at
all. Containment may involve any or all of the following, not

necessarily in this order.

I. Use portable extinguishers if appropriate.

Shut off sources of electricity or electrical spark, if shutting

them off won’t in itself cause a spark. This might include
merely pulling the plug or shutting off power at the circuit box.

3. Cover drains into sanitary or storm sewers. Don’t allow
flammables or their vapors to enter.

4. Shut off valves supplying flammables.

5. Put out cigareets.

Use sorbents for small spills. Preferably use sorbents which
trap flammable vapors as well as liquids. (Do not use sawdust
to absorb spills of oxidizers as the sawdust itself may ignite.)
Control vapors by other means in large-area spills, or use
vapor-trapping sorbents which can be sprinkled or sprayed on the
surface.

Evacuate. Next, evacuate the premises of all nonessential
personnel. All persons not predesignated to perform specific tasks
in an evacuation should immediately and calmly leave the premises by
designated evacuation routes, and assemble in specific areas outside
so they can be checked as having left the evacuated area.
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IX. FIRE PREVENTION GUIDANCE AND INFORMATION.

Specific local guidance can be obtained from local acitivity fire
and safety Standard Operating Procedures. All personnel should be
familiar with applicable portions of these documents.

Information on activity firefighting capabilities can be obtained
from the activity fire marshall. The fire marshall can also provide
hands-on training for personnel in the use of fire extinguishers.

NFPA 30, "Flammable and Combustible Liquids Code, 1984" provides
guidance on maximum quantities, required aisle space/separation
distances and flrefightlng/sprinkler design for the storage of a
variety of flammable and/or combustible liquids.
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EXERCISE: MODULE Xlll FIRE/EXPLOSION RESPONSE

FIRE EXTINGUISHER EXERCISE

OBJECTIVE: Develop a better understanding of the specific applications of the
different types of fire extinguishers.

SITUATION: Yor facility is equipped with a number of different types of fire
extinguishers. It also has the potential of having many different types
of fires. It is your job to match the fire extinguishers to the types of
fires.

REQUIRED TASK: Using information given in Module XIII, develop a chart of fire
classes versus extinguishing agents.

PROCEDURE: Using Table XIII-I, list the fire extinguishing agent(s) that will
be effective in extinguishing types of fires listed.



FIRE
CLASSES

A

B

FIRE
TYPES

Table XIII-I

EXTINGUISHING
AGENT(S)

Combustibles

Examples: Wood

Bas

Paper

Flammable
Liquids

Examp les Paint Thinner

Gasoline

MEK

Electrical

(Energized electrical
equipment)

Metals

Examples: Sodium
Magnesium


